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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a phonetic and phonological 
description of the nominal piece M  Standard Colloquial Persian. 
The phonetic description is given in articulatory feature 
analysis as briefly outlined in paragraph 0.5- The phonological 
description is in prosodic terms. Intonation has been excluded 
from this thesis as it is primarily a sentence prosodLy."̂

In order to achieve'maximum congruence between the 
phonological and grammatical levels, the phonological statements ■ 
are given within a grammatical framework outlined In parts at 
the beginning of the relevant chapters.

The introduction gives the necessary information about 
the data analysed, previous analyses and some justification for 
the choice of the theory.

A general discussion on syllable, some existing phonetic 
definitions, and the need for syllable is presented in Chapter 1 
where a definition of syllable in Persian is suggested together 
with its types.'

The phonetic features observed in the data are des- ■ > 
.cribed in Chapters 2 and 3 in terms of syllable features and 
syllable segments.-

The x^honetic features observed between syllables at 
morxDheme boundaries as well as some rules for syllable division - 
are given in Chapter 4.

■ Chapter 5 provides.further description of glottal, 
pre-glottal- and long contoids. •

1. For a description of intonation in Persian see J. Towhidi's 
"A Study of Intonation and Belated Features of Persian ,
research for.Ph.D. thesis, London University, S.O.A.S.
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In Chapter 6 the.phonological structure of. syllable 
is given and the syllable prosodies are stated. In Chapter 7, 
different phonematic systems are set up for different places in- \ 
.the syllable. , '

The syllable' structure, of nominal ¥/03?ds is set up In 
Chapter 8 9 and various prosodies of nominal words are described. - 

Chapter 9 deals with the description of the nominal 
piece and junction prosodies which express the relation between 
the components of nominal pieced

Chapter 10 provides a brief summary of some interesting 
experimental findings obtained with the help of the techniques 
of palatography9 mingography .and spectrography. Most of the 
descriptions based on perceptual analysis of the data are found 
to be supported by instrumental evidence.
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References to relevant literature are made throughout - 
the thesis by placing a number at the appropriate place in the . 
context which refers to a correspondingly numbered footnote 
at the bottom of the page. The footnote gives the author's . 
name, the title of the work in question, the date of publication 
and where xoossible, the page numbers. A complete bibliography 
is also given at the end of the thesis.-

Cross references are made by giving the number of the 
Chapter and section, and- where necessary, the number of the 
paragraph andf subr-paragraph. These numbers are written in the, 
left hand margin of each page. eg: (8 .4 .2 3 .) is read as
follows:.
. 8 refers to Chapter 8

4 11 " Section 4- of Chapter 8

2 " " paragraph 2 of Section 4
3 11 " sub-paragraph: 3 of paragraph 2 .
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONAh CONVENTIONS 1 

L ] Encloses phonetic transcription
{ 1  " morpheme or morphemes in a grammatical construction. :

(.) " parts of utterance or structure which are not relevant
to the statement being made.
Free variation

f r Glosses
+ Plus e.g. cv * cv
— ► Results in . . . e.g. cv + cv — * cvcv

The symbols and diacritics used in the transcription of the , 
examples are either those of the I.P.A, Chart or necessary inventions 
with an explanation on their•first appearance. In the case of some of 
the I,P.A. symbols a deviation from their use in the Chart was found 
to be necessary -as follows:
[xl represents voiceless uvular fric&tive contoid'(and not velar)
W  ft voiced " " " ( " 11 11 )
£y] when used as a segment,, represents: frictionless palatal

contoid in w ~ syllables.
used as a diacritic to represent aspiration in w - syllables

LSI n „ „ „ „ „ „ „ y _ syllables

Tw] " n " » it H w _ features.
The invented symbols are:

checked glottal* trill
L ] glottal trill, or, when used as a diacritic: the feature 

glottality.
Other symbols are explained where used, as mentioned above.

1, Two typewriters were used for the typing of this thesis because a 
special keyboard was needed for the examples in transcription. As 
a^result there are a few cases where different symbols are used 
with the same phonetic value, viz.,

[g^ and [g] > ; 1 and [tj4]* and [dg]
Also, as the phonetic typewriter was an old one, the spacing is not, 
always regular and the sign v--* is used to indicate that the symbols 
should be closer together, e.g., [ba-rj ej •
Symbols that were not available or did not come out clearly on the . 
typewriter are' written in by hand.
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INTRODUCTION

0.1. ■' A Note on Standard Colloquial Persian - '
The origin, development and typological characteristics:.

of Persian have, on the whole been made available through the - ,v
1existing literature. ' Ouch topics, therefore, need not be 

discussed here. ■ A note on the particular dialect whicli con- 
stitutes the subject matter of this thesis is, however, relevant .• 

The term Standard Colloquial Persian is used to refer :p 
to the dialect which makes it hard for an observant listener to 
locate exactly the geographical region of the speaker. The 
dialect originated In Tehran, as can be expected since Tehran 
is the capital of Tran.; But it can no longer be regarded as .Pi
the Tehran! Dialect for such reasons as follows. ’

During the past few decades an ever increasing number, y 
of j>eople from various parts of the country have settled in .. p. 
Tehran so that the majority of the .dwellers of the city are now ;v 
those who are directly or immediately through their parents non- .. 
Tehran!. These new settlers have brought'with themselves their 
regional linguistic characteristics to influence the dialect of 
Tehran so that what is generally referred to as the Tehrani ■ 
Dialect is now in the main a conglomerate of many dialects. ; " /.yd

On the other hand, a great number of people from Tehran 
have gone elsewhere to settle, or to stay for long periods- of ;
time as teachers, technicians, army officers, civil-servants, 
businessmen, etc. They have taken with themselves their

1. See, for instance: G-. hazard, La Langue des Plus Anciens
de la Prose Persane, 1963; W. Geiger, Grundriss Der I'ranis- 
chen Philologie, .1893-1903; and, K. Hoffmann, Hsndbuch Der 3
Orientalistik, Iranistik, Band 17, 1938. * u
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linguistic characteristics to influence regional dialects at y d  
official and business-levels or at educational levels in schools, 
and universities:*, ' ,

This latter wave- is especially reinforced by the 
■ return of ever increasing numbers of graduates, from the univer- ... . 
sidles and colleges in Tehran, where they stay long-,enough (and, 
incidentally, are ridiculed'enough in such especially dialect-, 
conscious communities as those of Tehran colleges, and univ.er~ •. ;’
sities)^ to learn (or to be forced to learn) to speak the new ' .

. 2 - " ■dialect. These graduates, indeed, help . the spread-of their.'
second dialect at family and social levels. ■> . ■. :"-
y - ' -. Bucli factors, strengthened by mass media (which no . " - 1-
matter where, located throughout the country, most of the time,
use the same, dialect) have succeeded in bringing about, a ;
generation which can speak two dialects one as fluently as the
other. Of the’two dialects one is-their native dialect, or i f
dialects ,’which they use in more intimate situations, -and the
other is the .acquired dialect which they use in speaking to • "v:
people from outside their ■ dialectal communities.*. The latter is.- i
what is referred to in the present thesis as Standard Colloquial. ;

1. The present writer himself has-more than once been the 
target of such "friendly” remarks, particularly during his ' 
first year in Tehran, as:- "1-Ie hasn't learnt the language ' 
of Man'yntl"; or,'-later in his home town, when he uncon- ' - id

. ' sciously used his non-native dialect, in close communities', "y
- , was reproached by such x*emarks as' "Stand by I He is off again1"
2. See also, in'this- connection, Carleton T. Hodge's comment on v. 

the ability of,'his non-Tehrani ' informants in speaking .:
"Tehrani" wherej he states "..da Kermani whose Tehrani. is, y

, . nevertheless,■ ■ excellent" or "... from Pahlayi and speaks 
- G-ilaM in addition to Standard Persian" '.Some Aspects* of ’ 
Persian Style, 1957, p. 356. " ' : ■ '
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Persian, to include the dialect spoken in Tehran, as well as in 
other towns and cities, in the latter places hy people who have 
come either from Tehran or lived there for some time. But the 
term is not intended to- imply that the dialect Is sj:>oken by 
everybody throughout Iran.

In Tehran, too, alongside the Standard Colloquial 
Persian, there exists a more local dialect which is generally 
spoken by the non-educated sects of Tehran. This particular 
.dialect is, to a large extent, distinguishable from the Standard 
Dialect by such features as the subjective use of the nominal 
ending. jj(see 9»6,6.) (e.g.: ^goftej1̂ 'lie said', which in /
Standard Persian has the .form ̂ goft] 'he said*), frequent use 
of ^dnjj 'friend, comrade' (as opposed to ^kakoj in Shir a 25 i,
^dh?ij in Jahromi, £babamj In G-azvini Dialects) the substitution 
of [j-3 , in some words, for Ch.] in the syllable final place,

? ? Cr t(e.g.: Cmejti] for [mehdi] 'Mehdi', [taj e kut^e] for Etah e
CXuiji e] 'the end of the lane') etc.

The existence of this local dialect in Tehran illus- 
trates the fact that 'Standard Colloquial Persian' is the most 
suitable term for the dialect which constitutes the subject 
matter of this thesis.

0.2 Data Analysed
At the start of this work the writer thought that the

dialect being described was that of Tehran. The analysis,
therefore, was begun by describing a large- corpus of the recorded

1Idiolect of a aiative Tehrani speaker of the dialect. This was 
repeatedly checked with the speech of another Tehran-born

1. Namely Mr. Ali~Reza Assefjah.
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speaker of the same dialect whose family originally caine from 
1Kashan, but, who himself had continually lived in Tehran and 

was considered a representative of the 'Tehran! Dialect' (as 
it was called at the time). Their idiolects were, later, 
compared with that of the writer's ’own, and several others 
who were not also Tehrani, but had acquired the dialect during 
their stay in the city. Having observed similarities among all 
these idiolects which were too close to be regarded as examples 
of different dialects the conclusion was drawn that they were 
all representatives of the same dialect which could more 
correctly be referred to as Standard Colloquial Persian (rather 
than Tehrani Persian) . It was after such scrutiny that the 
writer allowed himself to make more use of his own idiolect.

Some of the analysis based on the data thus obtained 
was furthermore presented at meetings of a Persian Seminar which 
were regularly held over the past two years in the School of 
Oriental and African Studies and appeared to be acceptable to
other Persian members.

Assimilated loan words have been included with words 
of native Persian origin; but recent loans which are not 
assimilated have been excluded.

0•3 Some Previous Work on Persian
Persian has more than once been subject to linguistic 

investigation. Many grammatical and phonological descriptions 
of the .language are available, yet no previous detailed phonetic 
description was found among the existing literature which was

1. Namely Mr. All Ghaffari. I wish to thank Mr. Assefjah and 
Mr. Chaffari for their patience and cooperation.
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consulted. The phonetic descriptions available are mostly 
sketchy and scanty and meant to serve as an introduction.to 
phonological-or grammatical studies or to solve only one or ..
two problems of Persian phonetics. As an example one may take 
Professor A.K.S, Lambton's introduction to her Persian Grammar 
(Cambridge, 1967). The phonetic section (pp. xiii-xx) seems 
primarily intended to help students with the pronounciation of 
the examples and with the values of the Persian script.. The 
same may be said of V.S. Eastorgueva‘s phonetic account, which 
includes phonological remarks as well, in her "A Short Sketch 
of the Grammar of Persian" (I.J.A.L., 196k, pp. 1-10).

Carleton T. Hodge’s article‘"Some Aspects of Persian
Style" (1957? pp. 355-70), contains many interesting observations 
on the. nature of glottal stop, vowels and consonants. Yet this 
is also far from a complete presentation of Persian Phonetics, ' ;; 
Some of Hodge’s observations correspond with those of the 
present writer’s, but his treatment (phonemic) is widely 
different from the treatment, (prosodic).given in this thesis,
For instance he suggests the addition of an extra vowel, namely 1 
A / (p* 357)5 ^0 ’fcke Persian vowel system to account for such 
examples as /behar/ 'spring1, /sema/ ’you’, (p. 558, transcrip*™A
tion is his), whereas they are treated as cases of harmony by 
this writer(see 8 .7 ).

P.N. Khanlari, in "Vaan e She hr e Farsi" (the Meters
of Persian Poetry Tehran University, 1959? PP* 85-132), has'
described a number of phonetic points in a chapter which is 
primarily meant to give a phonological account of Persian. I'
His phonetic remarks are mostly based on poetical data (p. 1 1 3) ’
and not on the Colloquial Persian. An interesting observation
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■"by Dr-’. Khanlari in his- description is'that he has, also, stated- 
that- the length, of vowels is determined, by the structure of 
syllable and notes.that the so-called Short Vowels of Persian, 
are long in long syllables and short in short ones, thus he 
establishes two types of syllable; . long and.,short. But as he 
is concerned with poetry, and not with the colloquial form of’ - 
the language, he does not establish a third type of syllable, - 
'namely, intermediate as is done in this thesis (see/,2 . 2  and 
6.4.2) . . . ' . . .

Bo other phonetic account has been found by the con- ' 
temporary .Persian linguists. Classical Persian'Scholar’s have,
also, given some rather interesting descriptions of Persian -

1 ' ; " • ■ phonetics, Abu-Ali Sina's Book "MakhareJ • ol-Horuf" (Points of
.Articulation of Sounds) is an outstanding example of such works.

1 2  '■ k ’So is Khaje Hassir Tussi's "Me" yar ol-' ash ' ar" (The Met fed' of
Poetry) , published in Tehran (no date mentioned),,.

Tussi has made an interesting observation about the .
: .-existence of an extra syllabic element in Persian which the does
'hot include in the vowel system. He states that:

"But in Persian, clustering of two. consonants' 
is frequent, and it may happen.that more than 
two- consonants cluster together; and ittrnay 
happen that some of them are not .so much without 

' a vowel as with a "hidden" 'one. But of the two
consonants ,- as found in -Kar J and rnard etc. , 
when found in poetry, the first remains without 

’ v ■ . ■■ a vowel and the second with a vowel-, because the •' -
1 - second-consonant corresponds to one syllable in

the metre,e ' of poetry e .g. Earegar^ - weighs as

1. 10th - -11th Century A.D., ■ - ... .
‘2.'13th Century A.D. •
3.« • Tussi, like other classical scholars regards the sound Qy .
.’ ’alif as a consonant, see- P-df. JChanlari, the above mentioned 
. book p . 8 9 « ; " V \

4 . Composed of [kqrj. + jjgarjv ■ ■ See 8.4.23* III* . ... ' '•
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fa?elon ." p. 18.
The "hidden" vowel, in Tussi's terms, is' treated as 

the 0 -prosody of function in complex and compound words in the 
present thesis (see 8.4*23*111 and 8 *5 *2 .1 1 ).

This thesis includes a detailed phonetic description 
of Persian which is the most comprehensive now available as far 
as the writer has seen.

There are several phonological descriptions of Persian 
available in the existing literature. But they are all in 
phonemic terms. And, perhaps, because of the ‘nature of phonemic'.;"' 
theory, or whatever reasons, most of the descriptions fail to 
state or solve many very important aspects of Persian phonology, ' 
some of which will be mentioned briefly in the section below 
and more extensively discussed in the body of the-thesis. ' ;

Some of the previous phonological descriptions are 
listed below together with the phoneme inventory each one *
suggests:

1) - Carleton T. Hodge, as above, p. 357-
Vowels: /i e ea 0 u o a/
Consonants: /p t k s s c f x h 1 /

/b d g z z J v q /
/ r 1 m 11 y w /

Juncture: Phrase-internal open Juncture: denoted
by space
Phrase-final: ,. ?
phrase-final length:

8upralinear=? Pitch: 1234
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2) - W. Ivanov/* ’Notes on Phonology of Colloquial 
Persian' 5 1930, pp. 570-95* .Ivanow does not give a phoneme 
inventory, but suggests a method of transcription of Persian 
Sounds which includes such symbols as gh, Ida, ch, and so on 
(p- 5785.

3) - P.N. Khanl'ari, as above.
Vowels: /i e a a o u ou ei /
Consonants: / p t k s s c f x h ?

/ b d g z z j v q  
/r 1 m n y /

d) - Jiri Kramsky, ,'A Study in the Phonology of 
Modern Persian', 1937? PP* 66-83*

Vowels: short: i u, long: i u
a a

Consonants: /p t k s s c f x h /
/b d g z z dz v y(k) /
/r 1 m n y w /

"then there are a number of sounds which have special pronoun-
ciations in Arabic, but in Persian they are used only in ortho
graphy" (sic) p. 7 2 .

5) - V.S. Rastorgueva, as above,
Vowels: /i e se a o u ey ow /
Consonants: / p t k s s c f x h /

/b d g z z a v q /
/r 1 m n y /

6 ) - Charles T. Scott in 'Syllable Structure of Tehran
Persian', 196d, pp. 27-30 adopts the phoneme inventory suggested
by Gertrude E. Nye (p. 27) 5 but extends the distribution of /?/ 
to initial position. The phoneme inventory is as follows:
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Vowels': / i e s e u o a /
dĉ ovvsinls /p t k s s c f x h ? ■ ;■"

/ b d g 3 z J v q /  ■ '
/r 1 m n y w / •

and lie states that "The suprasegmenta.1 phonemes have not been 
worked out in detail, although It is clear-that there are at
least three phonemic levels of pitch, two xhionemic grades of
stress, $rwo terminal Junctures (terminal fade and terminal rise) 
and a phoneme of phrase-terminal open Juncture", p. 27* . , :.:

7) - X. Samareh, The Phonological Structure of Syllable; 
and Word In Tehrani Persian', Ph.D. Thesis, University College, ■; 
London University, 1968,:

Vowels: /i e a a o u eu el /
Consonants: / p t k s s c f x  h ? / / V

/b d g a a J v q /
/r 1 m n y /

Other recent work by Persians is aimed more at a 
description of the orthography than at a phonetic or phonological) 
description of the language (see, e.g. Dr. E . J. hashkur, 
Dasturname (Book of Grammar) Tehran, 1962, pp. 6-12.

The present thesis gives a prosodic description of a 
Persian phonology for the first time. Prosodhc theory has 
enabled some extremely interesting sides of phonological 
structure of the language to be revealed which have until now ■; 
been left unnoticed'or unsolved.

0.4 Choice of Theory .
Towards the end of the academic year 1967-68, when

work on this thesis first began, it was Intended to base the



description on the theory of phonemic analysis as presented by
X • pK.L. Pike and other phonemicists. This method'was adopted

and work proceeded, until the middle of the academic year- 68-69*
By then the writer had-faced many problems for which no direct ■
and,satisfactory solutions could be provided by phonemic theory
(see 0 .4 .IC- 0*4*4- belo-w).* The choice had to be made between-
yet another version of Persian Phonology which would have - been
ho better than .those already existing, and finding some other
theory which-would result in- a more satisfactory description.' .
The latter was. chosen and it was decided that the prosodic
approach should,be adopted tentatively in the hope of better '
results.

Over, a year had.to be spent on further study of the. 
newly-chosen theory till the writer had come to some degree of 
sophistication in prosodic theory so as to be able to apply it 
bp-Persian. Booh after the first stages of the application 
satisfactory results could be seen; structures emerged and. the 
■problems were no longer insurmountable. To illustrate this, 
point some of-the problems are briefly noted here, .

l.vln 'Phonemicsf'y 19'64. Coexisting Phonemic Systems, 1949 5 
and, Grammatical. Prerequisites to Phonemic Analysis, 1947-•

'2; For example, by 'Charles P. Hockett, A Manual of Phonology1’, 
-1955--: .̂ ellig:;jf. ■ Harris, Structural Linguistics , 1963, ■
' Chapters 3 - H ; A-ptonie Cohen, The phonemes of English, 1965*

3* It ■ is felt that.no attempt need be made here to outline the y 
principles of prosodic theory.. Adequate literature is . V 

. available on the subject and the reader can see, for example;f 
■ 1), J.R. Pirth "Sounds and Prosodies" 1946 "The Structure 

“of the Chinese Monosyllable in a Humanese dialect", 1937 and n 
"The Techniquesof Semantics", 1935, and "A Synopsis of 
Linguistic -Theory,-1957*

2) J.A. Henderson, 'Prosodies in Siamese1949 and 
.. "The-Phonology of Loan Words in Some South-East Asian Language .

1951 * ‘ . -y
P/note contd, .on next page
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0.4.1. Harmony
Some voxels are observed to harmonize with the vowels 

following them when both vowels belong to the same word, (see
3.3.14 and 8.7'*). Such vowels create special problems difficult 
to solve phonemically. The most illustrative case of such harmony , 
is that observed in prefixed verbal forms, which may also be used 
as nominal words. The prefix |bej3 which as pronounced in isola- 
tion is ’[he], has the following forms in relation to the verbal 
roots:
1) ^be]+ ĵ gu1j.-*[b&gu] ’say', as in the nominal word [b&gu maguj gv; , 

’dispute/.
2) [be] + [ko/]->[bok4 o/.J ’k il l ', tt ” " ” Ibok^of.bok^o/

’massacre'
3) b̂e} + ’sleep’ , tt ” ” " [ boxo.r b£xa.bt *** h/ vJ UJ t-U

’ eat + sle.ep’
4) [be].+ [barĵ baba. r j ’take’ , tt " " " b̂obo.r babâ l;

'cut + take’
5) l be} + [deh^bede.h] ’give’ , tt " " " [ijede.h]

'debt’
6) lbeR [bin}-»[bil}i.g] ’see’ , It " " " blbijn]

'come + see'

Footnote 3/contd, from previous page.
3) T.F. Mitchell, "Syntagraatic Relations in Linguistic Analysis,
1958, and ’Long Consonants in Phonology and Phonetics’, 1957. . , ;
4) R.H. Robins: ’Aspects of Prosodic Analysis’ 1957.
.5) F.R. Palmer, Introduction to ’Prosodic Analysis’ 1970, and the ;
’Broken Plurals’ of Tigrinya, 1955*
6) ,N. Waterson: ’Some Aspects of the Phonology of the Nominal Forms /
of the Turkish Word’, 1956. ■■ , \
’Child Phonology: a prosodic view’, 1971 (forthcoming)
'Some Speech Forms of. an English Child’ - A Phonological Study’
1970 (forthcoming).

And many other articles in the volumes of BSOAS, ’In Memory of v 
J.R. Firth’, Ed. by C.E. Bazell, J.C. Catford, M.A.K. Halliday and 
R.H. Robins, and in the Publications of the Philological society.
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It is possible, in phonemic terras, to say that either
V* ^  V  ^  y  «  *|the phoneme /e/ has the allophones: | _ & ~ o ~ ^ ~ a ~ e ~ l  1 

in the above environments (which is not so desirable as the 
allophones are not phonetically similar), or that we are faced 
here with a case of vowel alternation. Neither of the two 
solutions are satisfactory. The first solution involves an 
extreme case of phonemic overhapping where a phoneme, supposed 
to be- distinguished from others by the features frontness, 
unroundedness and half--closeness or openness, includes in 
itself such variations as rounded, . back, close to open[&~ o ~ 
and unrounded front, close to open) I e ajmost of which 
function as allophones of other phonemes elsewhere.

The second solution seems to be saying the same thing 
as in the first case but in different terms because when we say 
that the phoneme /o/, for instance, alternates with the 
phoneme /©/ in /boxor/ and /bedeh/, we have, in fact, said that 
/o/ and /©/ overlap.^

A third solution would be to add to the phoneme 
inventory a number of extra phonemes (as C.T. Hodge has done . ■ 
for one case see 0*3 above), in order to account for each 
instance of harmony. Hone of the solutions were found to be 
satisfactory. Instead the problem was dealt with prosodically 
as presented in 8*7•

1. An implication of this solution at the morphological level 
would be to say that the morpheme {be} has the allomorphs:
y  ̂ v*  ̂ S/ ^[b\4 ~ bo ~ br ~ ba ~ be ^  bl] which is far .from economical.^ u- 4-4 9 9 j

2. G-. hazard in ? Gramraabe' dta. Person Contemporain1 , 1957?
(pp. 13-18), has listed such varieties of the Persian vowels 
but the way he has described them seems to imply that he 
regards them as cases of vowel alternation.
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0,4.2 Long v. Short and Stable v. Unstable Towels 
. ' The so-called "Long vowel phonemes"; /a. u 1/ were
observed to be short in sqm© syllable structures (e.g. in cv 
as-in (pa| -leg-) and intermediate or long in others (e.g. 
intermediate in cvc as in 'last year’ and long in cvcc
as in ^porsj 'Pars1)* The.so-called "short vowel phonemes"
/e o a/ similarly varied in accordance with syllable structure 
(e.g. short in cv as in 'who', intermediate in cvc as in
^dehj and long in cvcc as in ^kermY  'worm' . (̂ Bee 2 . 2 and 3 *3 *1 ) 
furthermore, both long and short vowels were found to remain, 
almost constant in their length when followed by a voiceless 
fricative in cvc and cvcc syllables. Thus the short and long 
vowels in the examples below were found to be subject to less 
variation than elsewhere (for details see 2.2):

[pas} 'after', [past] 'low', ^da/ \ 'brother',
d̂axj’t} 'had', [guj* j 'ear', £guftj 'meat', [mes] 'copper',
[ynesrjj 'Egypt', [tofj 'sputum', £goft } 'said', [gis \ 'plait', 
■^bist} 'twenty'. Therefore, leaving the vowels in the last 
examples unmarked for length we would have, in phonemic terns, 
the following allophonic variations for each of the vowel 
phonemes:

Ce e. e: ej
Co o. o: oil
[a a. a: a]

Long /i/; [£ i. i: i] Short /e/
/u/; [u u. u: u] /o/
/a/: [a a. a: a] p /a/

But this is by no means the whole pictLtire. The short
allophones of the short vowels exhibit some characteristics 
which, in Kastorgueva's terms (see 0.3) render them * unstable*. 
And what Kastorgueva means by "unstable" is, in fact the
phenomenon explained in 0.4.1 above, as harmony among the
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syllables. For example the phoneme /e/ in the word /Seme/
'house ’ , would have the following further allophonic variations:-. 

[eT] in CxJoLaey] 'house'
. Gl] in [XOnlfi] 'domestic'

I, £> ] in [X&nbfva] 'houses'
■ Thus/ these- latter variations would have to be included among - ‘ 
the allophones of /e/ as follows: . -

• /e/: ' Z&T T p e e, e: el ' . ■
And if the allophonic variations of /e/ observed" in OhhLabove 
in relation to.the prefix [be] are added to the list,.the :
complete -list would look something as follows:

■' /e/: [e, I i e ’ e. B: e & o t d .
Similar lists would have to be provided for /a/ and 

/o/.as they too exhibit the same sfeharacteristics as /e/, i.e. 
'instability' (Rastorgueva, pp. ,

This treatment is, of course, far-from economical or 
simple and could hardly be considered acceptable. Prosodic 
analysis provides, on the other hand., a solution more economical 
simple and, in the writer's view, acceptable, as follows:

1) The variations in the length of vowels are 
abstracted at syllable level as syllable prosodies on the 
ground that they are tied to syllable structures thus:

Short : CV and V, or generalized as (C)V ;
■ Intermediate: CVC M -VC, " " n • (C)VC

Long : CVCC " ■ VCC, " " (C)VCC
(for details see- 6.4.2).

2) The variations_observed in the quality of vowels ' 
are abstracted as harmony at word level and regarded as word 
prosodies on the ground that they mark the structure of words
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and distinguish them from comparable sequences of syllables 
which do not belong to one word (see for details S.7) thus
marking these prosodies as'I (exponent ; closeness), E (exponents 
: mid close or mid open) and'.A (exponents : openness) the 
phenomenon may be stated.as; (using the same examples as in

0-4•3 Junction Prosodies
Persian grammarians are generally aware of the existence 

in the language of a number of non-phonematic (or, in phonemic -V / 
terms, noh-phpnemic) consonantal' elements whose functions are 
to link two grammatical units together- They usually refer to
such elements as ‘je molaj^en" 'euphonic j f , "hamze je

... . .  ‘ imola^Jen" 'euphonic ?', and "vav-'-e mola.'ĵ 'en" "euphonic V".
But there is much disagreement-’ among ■ them as to where each one

p  ' ' •should be used- rfhe confusion arises partly from the fact
that most of such elements ar.e grammatically conditioned (rather)
than phonologically). Thus: word + the suffix £?ij is marked

IV See, for - example, Dr. Mohammed Mo'in, Izafe, Tehran, 1962,
•pp. 32-37- ■ - - ; . • ..

2- Recently the educational authority in Persia have prescribed ' : 
.that the '’euphonic j" should be.used everywhere 1 And this 
has caused'so- much argument that some have found it worth 
while to travel as far as London to obtain experimental 
siipport against this decision-.

0.4.1). ’ •
keCI = Cs^CKC): [if4 4 ]  and [(xa)\ilfi]

I A q u ]
[hecle „h I 

^bokhof. J 
["baba.r 1

Ce^CVCG). y j [(xu) ni fia ]
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by g (e.g. [dor a] + ^?i]-- > |darcy'lj wealth) and word + the
particle ?̂i] is marked by ? (e.g. [dflm] + (?ij > ^dora?i}
'a. rich man1 , see 8.4.25*11 and 9 ,6 .1 ),

While Persian traditional grammarians are to that 
extentaaware of the non-phonematic (or non-phenemic) status of 
such euphonic elements, no phonemicist seems to have made this 
distinction, (perhaps on the basis of "once a phoneme always a 
phoneme"), i.e. they seem to have included them in their 
phoneme inventories and treated them as examples of the phonemes 
/?/? /j/ and /v/ etc., or, they seem not to have found it 
functionally necessary to examine them at all. Hone of the 
previous studies listed in 0 . 3 include any remark on these 
elements in their phonological descriptions. -Yet at the gramma
tical level some of the same linguists have stated, for example,

1that at such and such place "the inserted consonant y appears". 
And one does not know why it appears, and why of all the euphonh 
elements, y should appear and not, say,4? ; or, why the y in, 
e.g: £pajhnaj-nnj 'acquaintances', should he regarded as a
consonant when it does not commute with any other consonant at 
this.place in the structure, and when its only function is to 
mark the relation between the stem encij and the.plural
suffix ^~?dn|.

The solution available through the prosodic theory 
seems to answer almost all such questions. That is, the use 
of- the so-called euphonic elements is explained with reference 
to the grammatical constructions in which they appear. They 
.are treated as prosodies of junction between stem and suffix 
(see 8 .4 *2 3)? the components of compound word, (see 8 .5 *2 ), and

1. See; Y .S. Kastogueva, 1 9 6 4 , p . 18.
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word and particle (see 9*6.1 - 9,6.11)
0*4*4 - Gemination

Gemination which does not appear to have been noted 
in Colloquial Persian, (except in Arabic loans), was observed
in the data (see 5-3)• No satisfactory solution was found for
this phenomenon in phonemic terms, whereas prosodic analysis 
provides adequate'means for describing this aspect of Persian 
phonology.

In addition to the problems above prosodic analysis 
was found to solve, with more satisfactory results, such questions 
as the distinction at the phonological level between particles 
and. suffixes (see 9*6.1 - 9*6.11), the euphonic vowels. In terms 
of 9-prosody (see 8.4*23*111 and 8.5*2) etc. •, 1

6*5. Phonetic Description: Articulatory Feature Analysis
t ■ The phonetic- description presented in Part I is based

on the method developed by N. Waterson and first tised by her in / 
her recent article ’’Child Phonology, a Prosodic View- (forth
coming) . The method is referred to by her as "Articulatory 
Peabure Analysis” (p.l)and the principles underlying the method', 
as. I understand them, are: . v.

1.-Each articulatory feature (e.g. frontness, plo- . 
.siyeness, glottality, friction, etc.) is considered as a 
separate phonetic entity which should be described independently! 
.of segments; the method is, therefore, primarily non-segmental.

2. The features are, in her own words "those that 
arise from the material under investigation, they are not the 
distinctive features of Generative Phonology and are not intended 
to be considered universal", (p.l,).
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' J. Some features relate to syllable (e.g. length see
2.2) or word., (e.g. prominence see 8.6) , others to places'within 
syllable (e.g. plosiveness, bilabiality etc. see 3 .4 .1 ).

■4 . Co-occurring features are groujjed together, with y ! 
reference to the larger units (syllable, or word).

.5- Hi© larger units are included in the method to 
serve, as vehicles for the phonetic features that are exponents 
;.p£ syntagmatic relations at the phonetic level.

In relation to Prosodic Phonology articulatory feature > 
analysis has one great advantage over segmental phonetics: it ■"
brings, the phonetic .description closer to the phonological ; p
-s-tatem'ent, and makes it easier to. establish relations between -v-> 
the 'elements of the structures and their phonetic exponents.

, In reading previous prosodic accounts of languages, it '. 
is not always easy to find out, for instance, where y- or w~ if 
prosodies have come from because the exponents of the prosodies . f 
at the phonetic level are cut r to pieces and each piece is 
•allotted to one segment in the syllable, and at the phonological - 
.level the already sggmented features are once' again put together-,*
to constitute the exponents of not the segments but the prosodic*; 1 9 lV;i'
elements. For example the word [ klu] ‘where1, is described 
•phonetically as having two segments ~ [ described as:
VOl-CELESS, velar, plosive, ASPIRATED, TENSE, and associated with
It IP-ROUND ING and L1P-PR0TRTJSI0N, and having more BACK ARTICU- ’ 
IATION than [c$] in Cc?i] ‘who1; and [u] described asp close, ;’.?: 
BACK, ROUNDED, and SHORT. -And at the phonological level the ‘ 1 
features: lip-rounding and 1lp-protrusion as well as the back
articulati0n of [lffi] are brought together with the features 
backness and roundedness of* [u] to make the exponents of w- ' ' ....
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prosody. This is, of course, confusing - one might ash if such ' 
features have different status from'the remaining segmental 
features, why should they not he described differently. And 
this is what (articulatory) feature analysis does. Por instance 
it describes the example above as consisting of: >

1. The features: backness, rounding, lip-protrusion 
throughout the syllable.. They are referred to as w~ features

2. The features voicelessness, aspiration and tense- : 
ness found at the syllable onset. They are referred to as k-
features.

3- Short articulation of the vocoid as compared with 
that in C k^Uop ] 'blind' , ,

4 . Velarity■and plosiveness in the first place, 
referred to as one segment. , '

5. Closeness and Voicing in the second place referred 
to as another segment.

It can be seen that the latter method brings the 
phonetic features much closer to the. prosodic phonological ;
elements, yet the description is not phonological as no reference 
is made to the function of the features in describing them 
phonetically. Instead they are given purely in articulatory 
terms. And it may happen (as. in 8 . 8 and 6.4*5) that the segmen
tal elements are phonologieally treated as prosodies according 
to their functions, or, that the non-segmental phonetic features 
are treated as the exponents of segmental elements' if their 
functions so require, ' ' -

0 . 6 Problems of Transcription
The symbols available for transcription are generally -
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geared to segmental phonetics. And it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to represent n non-segmental description such as 
feature analysis in terms of segments. An ideal system of 
symbolization would be one which provides separate symbols for 
segmental and non-segmental features.

In the absence of such systems no other choice is 
left but to use the existing symbols and mark the-.features with 
diacritics. This is the method used in the phonetic part of 
this thesis. In tabular representation of the segments the 
non-segmental features are always included in order to indicate 
that the symbols together- with the diacritics represent both the 
segmental and non-segmental features.

In the'phonological part, however, a broader reading 
transcription is used merely in order to represent the examples 
and not to imply'phonemic values. Diacritics and narrower 
phonetic transcript ion are used only when necessary for compari
son (as in 8.7) * In such cases the narrow transcription is 
enclosed in [ ] , while the broadei1 transcription is either not ■ • 
enclosed in any brackets, or in £ J -

1. "A number of theoretical difficulties in phonetics are due 
to the fact that the analysis of the living voice does not 
necessarily correspond to the letters of the Homan alphabet . 
serially employed to represent it. Philologists of the 
older school have often been charged with studying letters 
and typography, not language.. And precisely the same charge 
may be brought against some■phoneticians. Only the letters 
and types are different11.

"It is a aiistake to suppose, -that the stream of speech is 
Just a string of separate Homan letters, The letters usually 
represent an articulation,, possibly with one or two corre
lations, such as breath - voice nasality ....M 
J.R, Firth, (The Technique of Semantics, 1935, p . 22 
Oxford press, 1964-, p. 22. ■
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PART I 
PHONETICS 
CHAPTER 1 
SYLLABLE

1.1. The Need for the Phonetic Syllable

A number of phonetic features cannot satisfactorily 
be described purely in terms of segments* They seem to 
have a different nature from that of the segments; for 
instance, some of the features extend over a larger stretch 
of utterance- than a segment. Stress and pitch variation 
are the classical examples of such features. Length in 
Persian is of this category (see 2.2.). Palatality, 
associated, generally, with lip-spreading and advanced 
articulation of segments, is also another example of this 
group of features. All these features seem to run through 
a number of segments unifying them into a larger unit than 
the segments themselves.

Some other features extend over a part of an 
utterance which may or may not be larger than a segment.
They too appear separately from the segments and mark the 
segments for that specific place in the utterance. Voicing, 
associated usually, with laxness and, sometimes with lack 
of aspiration, is of this category (see 2.4.).

Such features ,are best described with reference 
to that stretch of utterance over which they extend. The 
domain of reference of such features is generally the 
syllable or part of the syllable. The need for establishing 
syllable as a phonetic unit arises from the non-segmental



nature of this group of features and the non-segmental 
description that they require.

1.2. Features and Segments

In an utterance like [P^u.l] ^oney', certain0
phonetic features are observed only In one place, e.g. 
plosiveness and bilabiality are found at the beginning of 
the example. Certain other phonetic features are 
observed throughout the utterance, and not in one place 
only, e.g. labiality, associated with lip-protrusion and 
rounding, is found throughout the example. In addition to 
the two types of features given above, a third class of 
features is found: features which are observed, not
throughout the utterance, but in some part of it, yet, they 
do not constitute components of the segments appearing in 
that part, rather they mark them for that place in the 
utterance, e.g. lack of voicing observed in the final part 
of the utterance [P^u.l] is not a component of the segment 
at that place because the same segment is found elsewhere
without the feature, e.g. in [la.b] 'lip*, where [1] is* > * ovoiced.

The features that are observed at a place in the 
utterance constitute Syllable Segments, or simply Segments. 
Segments, therefore, occupy places in syllable.

The features that are observed throughout the 
utterance, or in some part of it are referred to as Syllable 
Peatures, or simply, Features. Features do not occupy 
places in syllable.



1.5* The Independence of Features from Segments

In- dealing with pitch variation at word and 
sentence level, most linguists have adopted a phonetic 
method different from segmentation as used in the des
cription of contoids and vocoids. Stress, too, has
generally been treated non-segmentally. Hence the terms

1 P'Prosodic features' , 'SuprAsegmental units' and so on.
The reasons given for the non-segmental treatment of such
elements are generally as follows:

1) They do not occupy a place in the sound 
continuum, instead they are co-articulated with other 
elements (i.e. with segments).

2) They are functional and contrastive as a 
whole at the phonological level; therefore, they cannot be 
divided at the phonetic level into smaller parts and 
attributed to individual segments over which they fall
(as aspiration can for- instance).

This implies that segmentation falls far short 
of handling all the phonetic data; therefore, it has to be 
amended and supplemented by other methods as the phonetic 
analysis goes on.

Por the same reasons that justify treating pitch 
hon-segmentally other features may, also, be treated non
segment ally. " F o r  example, in the mono-syllabic word

1. A.C. tv^Gdiaspn, 'An Introduction to the Pronunciation of 
E n g l i s h * 1966, pp. 55-6; - and Bloch and Tracer 'Outline 
of Linguistic A n a l y s i s 1942, pp. 54-6.

2. Harris, Structural linguistics', 1965, PP* 49-51;
Hockett, 'A Manual of Phonology*, 1955, PP* 74 and 43-71*



[PM.l] 'elephant1, the segments [P.], [i.J and [1] have 
I I

all/'’ the feature palatality. Palatality is, therefore,
co-articulated with all the segments in the syllable.
It does not occupy a place in the continuum. It cannot,
therefore, be attributed to one of the segments or the
other, and is best treated non-segmentally, as a feature
of the syllable as a whole thus:

~Palatality  _________ ,

Psi.l
Equally, in -the monp-syllabic word [P^u.J]Q

'money' the segments [P1̂ ], [u.] and'[1] have all theo • :
feature labiality. Labiality is,spread over all the 
segments in the syllable. It does not occupy a place 
in the continuum and cannot be allotted to 'any .of the 
segments. It is best described, therefore, as the feature 
of the syllable as a whole thus:

"Labiality ____ ~
P%.Io’

Further support is found for this treatment in 
the fact that, for instance, no so-called "palatalized, 
bilabial, voiceless, plosive", i.e. [P^] is found in non
palatalized syllables. Thus *[P^u.l] is not possible.- '* 0

By treating palatality and labiality and all 
other phonetic features that co-occur with them (see 2.3.) 
in a non-segmental way the remaining parts of both 
[P4i,l] and [P^u.l] are rendered exactly the same. That

o o
is to say, both examples begin with a bilabial, voiceless,
. plosive segment which has neither labiality nor’palatality. 
Let us symbolize this hew segment as P. Both examples 
also contain a syllabic segment which has neither labiality



nor palatality, but it has voicing and close tongue 
position and similar length. This new segment'is 
symbolized as I. Finally, both,'examples end in a non
palatalized and non-labialized voiceless denti-alveolar 
lateral, this is also symbolized as L. In addition to 
these segmental elements, two new elements have been 
obtained, one from CP** 1.1] , 'and one from [P^U.l], and they

9
are symbolized as y (palatality) and w (labiality). The 
two examples can now be presented as:

y, w',.PIL PIL
or in one formula as

y/wPIL
It seems apparent from the examples above that ; 

the reasons (I) and (2) (p.3) can equally be held to 
justify the non-segmental treatment of such features as 
palatality, labiality, etc. They may, therefore, be best 
treated non-segmentally-for the same reasonsas stated for 
pitch and stress, i.e. labiality and palatality are 
functional as-syllable features.

It is worth reporting, here, on an. experiment' 
carried o u t ,in,relation to the syllabic validity of such 
features as labiality and palatality; ' -

A number of mono-syllabic words were selected 
including: [P^u.l] 'money', [zu.r] 'force', [P^i.l] 'elephant

o' o ■ ' • 'o
and [zi.r],'beneath'. They were read out to a native 
Persian not familiar with’linguistics. They were all 
Interpreted by him as consisting of one syllable each.
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The same words were read to the same informant once again, 
but this time, an attempt was made to replace the initial 
segments of the syllables marked with labiality by the 
segments marked with palatality. Similarly the initial 
segments of palatalized syllables were replaced by segments- 
marked with labiality, so that the forms he was hearing 
were ;

*[P*u.l3, *[zu.r], *[P^i.l] and *[zi.r] .
* 9 * 2 2

He almost consistently perceived the forms as disyllabic
utterances; that is ihe interpreted and reproduced;

as *[P i yu.l] 
as *[ziyu.rl* wj

*  o

as *[P^uwi.l]j* ias *[zuwi,r], w »a
The experiment supports the view that, as far 

as Persian is concerned, such features as labiality and 
palatality are not segmental features. They stretch over 
the whole syllable and it is not accurate to describe them 
in terms of the syllabic, the initial or the final segments 
of the syllable, rather they seem best described indepen
dently from the segments in terms of the syllable as a'
whole alongside pitch, stress, etc.

1.4-. Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic Considerations

Although linguists appear mostly to have agreed

1. The writer himself is, despite his phonetic and phono
logical awareness of the structure of such Bnglish words 
as uviewu and nswearn, still inclined to perceive and 
produce them as

[viyu] and ' [suwer].
S '**

* [1*11.13uj0
*[zu.r]* ^
*[P^i.l3

1
*[zi.r]



that two entirely different types of relation exist between 
linguistic elements at all levels, namely.syntagmatic and 
paradigmatic relations, yet, aside from the advocates of 
the Firthjian School of ^linguistics, hardly anyone seems to 
have brought into consideration this fundamental principle 
at the phonetic level and seldom at the phonological level. 
Phoneticians seem to have been mainly concerned with 
cutting up the sound continuum into segments and assigning 
nearly all the features that they have observed at a 
certain point in the continuum, to the segment which 
appears at that point. Even in the case of stress and 
pitch variation, where phoneticians have actually avoided 
using the method of segmentation, the result of their 
treatment is . the same5 that is-, they have arrived at units 
which apart from-being different from the segments in 
their phonetic nature, nevertheless have the same 
status as segments and have no syntagmatic significance. 
Thus the sound continuum is cut up into units, which are 
either segmental or supra-segmental, and no phonetic 
relation is stated to exist between them. Hence "syllable

1. J.R. Firth, 'A Synopsis of Linguistic theory’, 1957 7 
pp. 168-205; E.J.A. Henderson, *A Phonetic Study of 
Western Ossetic’, 194-9* -
T.P. Mitchell, 'Syntagmatic Relations in Linguistic 
Analysis’, T.P.S., 1958* PP • 101-118; S.fit. Robins,
'The Phonology of Nasalized Verbal Forms in Sudanese, 
19537 pp. 138-^5; N. Waterson, 'Child Phonology, a 
prosodic view (Forthcoming), 1971.

2. See, for instance, Pike's ’Phonetics', 1966, especially 
Part II.
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... (is a) ... -unit of stress or tone" placement,1 as if 
the stress or tone did not belong to the syllable and 
they were merely added to it. These segmental and 
supra-segmental elements are, then, said to have this 
property of combining with each other in order to make 
an utterance. Their combination is later stated to have 
certain patterns and to be subject to certain restrictions 
in every language. The result of such a method is obvious 
obtaining a description which puts great emphasis on the 
paradigmatic relation and has little consideration for the 
other dimension, namely the syntagmatic.

The effect of the inadequate consideration of 
syntagmatic relations at the phonetic level is especially 
felt in the attempts which have- been made to define the 
syllable phonetically. In most of the available phonetic 
definitions, one feels that syllable has been taken as an 
indivisible unit, a -unit which is not made of smaller 
parts, so that it should be defined in terms of one 
articulatory movement. It seems that it is just by co
incidence that most examples of this unit begin and/or 
end in consonantal elements, or have stress or pitch.
An examination of some of the phonetic definitions of 
syllable is illustrative;

"A syllable is a single unit of movement 
of the lung initiator ... which includes 
but one crest of speed \ ... Physiolo
gically syllables may also be called 
chest pulses." 2 (Underlining is mine)

1. A.C. Gdmson, ‘An Introduction to the Pronunciation of 
English', 1966, p.52. :

2. Pike, 'Phonetics*, 1966, p.116.



The important points in this definition are:
a) A single unit of movement of Tung.initiator.

- b) Includes hut one crest of speed'.
Before testing the definition on some Persian data, a
further quotation from Pike is given below, This appears
two paragraphs after the definition ( p . H 7)':

"Every close stricture' within a continuum 
tends to prevent the egress of the air 
stream initiated by the pulmonic movement, 
and ;air,pressure is built up behind these 

: complete or partial strictures. The
pressure accentuated in this, way tends to 
slow- down the movement of the initiator
or to stop it entirely. When the
strictures are released the pressure is 
lessened, and the, speed of the initiator 
movement increases. These alterations 
of. initiator movements constitute the 
syllable pulse,"
According to the syllable definition given above, 

some of the examples following should comprise two syllables 
each, and some even three; whereas.any native speaker of 
the language would consider all the examples as mono-syllabic 

[P%:t^c^] hammer
•In terms of Pike's definition of syllable, this 

utterance consists of three syllables because there are 
three strictures in this word: [P], [t] and.[c] each
preventing the "egress of the air stream" and causing "air 
pressure" to be "built up behind" it; and each is followed 
by a "release" which lessens the air pressure. The 
releases are; [%:], [̂ ]. and another [9] after [P], [t] 
and [c] -respectively., Each one of these releases increases 
"the speed of the initiator movement"• Thus each one of 
[Pl*0: ] [ and [ c^J is:

a) A single unit of movement of lung initiator,
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b) Includes but one crest of speed*
In other words they are separate syllables. On the 
basis of the same argument each of the following examples

congruous with;
1) the native speaker's intuitive feeling about his

2) It is not congruous with the phonological syllable. 
structure (6.4*1.) or with:

3) The relation between the syllable types and'the 
syllable length (2.2.) or with the relation between 
the syllable features and segmental modifications

definition of syllable upon which the description is based,

of several different elements. Rather it defines the 
syllable as the product of a single movement, and thus, it 
attempts to safeguard the unity of syllable. Whereas.the

1. Abercrombie, 'Elements of General Phonetics1, 19675 p.34.

should be considered as consisti^-pf more than one syllable;

Jsosbh J 'morning' 2 syllables: ŝa a-bh J

This conclusion which seems to be the only 
logical one on the basis of the definitions above, is not

language, whereas it has been stated that "syllable 
would appear to be an intuitively recognizable

iunit even for primitive people."

(3.4.).
The incongruities stem from the fact that this

does not consider the syllable as a complex unit composed
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unity of syllable may, perhaps, he best safeguarded in
terms of the features that unify the segments into a syllable,
i.e. the features that mark the syntagmatic relations
between the segments within a syllable. {phis has, of
course, not been included in the definition above.
Instead all such features are allotted to the segments.
The segments are, then, merely put together in syllable
without being related to each other. Hence both Pike's
segments and his syllables do not have clear-cut borders and
he has to admit (in his own words) that:

"A segment is a sound (or lack of sound) 
having indefinite borders but with a 
center." 1

One is inclined to ask whether these "indefinite borders"
were not, in fact, syllable features wrongly allotted to
segments. And whether, if these indefinite borders were
abstracted separately and described as syllable features,
one would still need to leave the borders of the segments
so obscure and indefinite.■

Actually Pike, himself, later implies in his
discussion of "glides"(pp.110-112) that these borders (now
referred to as glides) are features that occur in between
the segments, otherwise:

"An isolated sound may have no glide at 
all and still be a level segment." (p.110).

But he does not attempt to account for these segmental borders
(or glides) in terms of syllable"features, i.e. as features
that mark the syntagmatic relations between the segments of

1. Pike, 'Phonetics', 1966, p.107*



a syllable whereas if these 'glides1 occur in between the
segments, they must have some syntagmatic significance.

The definition above, furthermore, does not provide
adequate means for syllable division, and Pike has to state
in this respect that,

"It is not always possible to determine ' 
where the trough of initiating.movement 
which separates two syllables occurs." (p.117)*

The question is why syllable division should be based on
the "trough of initiating movement", while, it seems that,
if the so-called "glides" (as well as other features which
mark the unity of syllable) which occur in between the
segments, are described in terms of the features of syllable
it is almost always found easy to decide where a syllable
ends and another begins. For instance, in the examples
given in page 1.0 above the following points are observed:

1) All the utterances have the same length.
The length is either associated with the syllabic segments
or the segments immediately following the syllabics. But
they all differ in length from such examples as [p^o.c^]
'puff, [so.r] 'slippery' and [sa.r] 'head1..^ *£ 5 *o

. 2) All the examples end in absence of voice.
5) All the segments in each of the utterances have 

either advanced articulation, or retracted articulation, the 
former accompanied with lip.spreading and the latter with 
lip-protrusion and rounding.

#) All the examples are produced with one type of 
pitch level.
By regarding these features as those of the syllable it seems 
possible to conclude that the examples on page 10 are of the 
same basic syllable type, because of the sameness of their
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syllabic features. Their' syllable type may now be given 
in terms of segments (symbolized as,,c and v) and features 
(length is symbolized as :, absence of voice as h, 
advanced articulation as y, retracted articulation as w, 
and pitch as 1 ): • ' ■

cvcc, cv:cc, cv^cc, Wcvcc '/cvcc 
[so :bh]: " 11 11 “ ”
[<3£Ca/:n]; 11 cvcsc 11 ^cvcc, "
'[saib’I]: “ cv;cc “ " , ”» » io o As is shown above, certain features unify the seg
ments into one syllable* The boundaries of the syllable 
lie, therefore, where the features begin and end. Apart 
from the clear-cut boundaries thus, obtained (see 4.1.), the 
segments have also no indefinite borders because the borders 
have now been given independent status from the segments -
and no longer constitute. a part of the definition of the
segments. Furthermore this treatment, unlike that based 
on the definition on page ;8 > is completely congruous with

1) The native's intuitive feeling of the language.
2) The phonological syllable structure., •
3) The relation between the syllable type and

syllable length, or the syllable features and . 
segmental modifications.
Abercrombie's definition of syllable is also, to

a large extent, open to the same criticism as stated above
in relation to that of Pike. ' Abercrombie1s.definition is:

“The essential basis df a syllable,
■ therefore, is a chest pulse." ' 1

1 . 'Elements of General Phonetics', 1967* p*57*
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But. Abercrombie' s chest pulse is different from Pike’s 
"movement of lung initiator” in that the former is an 
involuntary act, beyond one's control (p.35)> while the 
latter.:is caused by air pressure produced by strictures 
voluntarily made somewhere in the cavity bringing the

1egress of the air stream to a complete or partial stoppage, 
This difference, however, may lead one to analyse such, an 
utterance as [pH o:tHcH] as monosyllabic, but [so:bh] andw ww
[saT?c] would have- to be analysed as dissyllabic because 
in the last two utterances the penultimate segments [b] ando
["p ] .bring the first chest pulse in each example to an *

end and a second pulse is felt to be motivated in each case
by the articulation of [h] and [£]•

Abercrombie, however, comes nearer than Pike to a
useful definition of syllable* He states the complexity
of syllable and says that:

"The pulse, may - and usually will, in normal 
speech - have associated with it movements 
of the vocal cords and of the velum, and 
also articulatory movements •*. All these 
movements, combined together, are super
imposed2 on the fundamental syllable - 
ana stress producing processes of the 
pulmonic mechanism, and they are felt 
... to constitute, one single speech 
producing act. The syllable has an essen
tial unity. It is a complex act, certainly,
\tfith numerous different organs taking part 
in it, but it is nevertheless an integral 
whole." 3

But it seems that the unity of the syllable, in Abercrombie’s .. 
view too, is due to the fact that it is based on a single

1. Pike, Phonetics, p.117*
2. My emphasis, see p. 8 , first paragraph.
3. Element of General Phonetics, p.37*



chest pulse, and not due to the syntagmatic relations that
are established between the segments through the- features
that extend over the whole or part of the syllable. In
other words, Abercrombie seems to say that a voluntary act,
like speech, which can be controlled, checked, stopped, etc. .
at the speaker1s will, is given integrity and oneness by
an automatic act performed by the "respiratory muscles (which)
alternately contract and relax at a rate of roughly five

1times per second"• Whereas, it seems, that the unity and 
integrity of syllable is due to those features that mark 
the syllable as one, and whether the syllable is fundamentally 
made of one chest pulse (e.g. [sa.r]'head) or more (e.g.9 »— t ' &[sa!j?<£ 3 attempt) is not relevant because, as a phonetician, 
•one is not concerned with the fundamental mechanism of 
syllable, rather one is interested in how the different 
features combine- in larger units and how they are related to 
each other.

Having stated that the notion of chest pulse is
sufficient enough to guarantee the unity and integrity of
syllable, Abercrombie, then, suggests the analysis of the
syllable solely in terms of segments:

"However, although a syllable is in this 
sense one single act, it is too large 
and complex a unit to serve the purp'ose 
of general phonetic description adequately 
... it is certainly necessary to analyse 
speech beyond the syllable: to divide
the syllable, that is to say, into con
stituent SEGMENTS." 2 (his emphasis).

1, Ibid., p. 35.
2. Ibid., p.3.7•



The necessity of further analysis of,syllable into 
smaller units is not questioned* What is:questioned is 
whether it. is best to analyse the syllable purely into 
segments or to try and find a more fruitful, method of. 
analysis which would not require unnecessary .Allotment of 
all features to the segments • Moreover, in the paragraph 
quoted above Abercrombie seems to discard'syllable as a 
useless phonetic unity by saying that "it is too, large and 
complex a unit to serve the purpose of general phonetic 
description". If syllable does not serve this purpose', 
then, why should it, be included among the elements of 7 ••• . 1.
general phonetics and.defined as a phonetic unit?-. ’

This thesis proposes that syllable, is indeed needed 
in phonetic analysis for describing features- whose domain 
of reference is larger than a segment and mark the syntag
matic relations at the phonetic level. Syllable.Is also 
needed to serve asva means of reference for showing the 
differences observed in segments at syllable initial, medial 
and final and to give the segments found at each of these . 
places.

1.5* Definition of Syllable

In the light of the discussion In 1*2. to 1.4. 
above, a definition of syllable in Persian is given in terms 
of segments and features and their relations' to one another 
as follows: \ ;

A syllable is a complex phonetic unit, composed 
of at least two and at most four segments each 
occupying a place within the syllable, and a



number of features. The features either run 
through the whole or part of the syllable marking 
the unity and boundaries of the unit, or mark a 
particular segment as the constituent of a 
particular syllable type.
The definition,as it stands covers most loan words. 

But there are a few loans which .are excluded; namely those 
composed of five segments, such as [t^smbi*] 'stamp1. SuchJ ? *

A  O O

loans are very limited in number, perhaps, not exceeding 
tnn words altogether.

The segmental elements of the syllable fall into 
two phonetic categories as defined in 3*2.1. and 3*2.3* 
below, and they are;

1) Vocoid, symbolized by small v.
2) Contoid, symbolized by small c.

A phonetic syllable in Persian should have , at 
least one c which occupies the first place, and a v which 
occupies the second place. Thus the minimum syllable in 
the language is a cv: e.g. 'you'.

1.6. Syllable Types

The classification of syllables into syllable 
types that follows is based on the number of segments that 
may appear in one syllable. .It is also possible to classify 
syllables on the basis of the types of features that are 
observed in them. This is done together with the des
cription of each group of syllable features in the 
chapter that follows.

According to their number of segments, syllables
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are of three types:

The minimum number of segments in one syllable is 
two, a c followed by a v, e*g*

cv = Dt^o] 'you', [p^a] 1 foot1, [t^a-la] 'gold1 (cv~cv), 
[sa-ca-neT] 'inhabitant' (cv-cv-cv), [ f a-na-va-ji]

9 9 9

perception (cv-cv-cv-cv).
2*) - CVC or C W

A syllable may be composed of three segments, the 
last one being a c or a v, e.g.

cvc: [de.l] 'heart', [du.d] 'smoke1, [p^i.r] 'old*
’ ° " « I[go.1-bo.n] 'flower plant* (cvc-cvc),*** 'o

[i?a.r-c^i.b] 'composition' (cvc-cvc).
9 9e

c n :  [me.i] 'wine1, [clj o.u] 'barley', [me.i-d^n]
9 w  9 " o

'square' )cw-cvc), Cdj e-lo.u] 'fronts (gv-cw),
5) - GVGC or G W O

A syllable may have four segments, the third being 
a c or a v, e.g. 

cvcc: [p^o: tHcH] 'hammer*, [bax;t^ ] 'fortune1,
9 9

[xo S ] 'fortunate' (cvc-cvcc),
[fa.r-^aU3j] 'mi]|age' (cvc-cvcc).

? i
c w c : [Ge:i$] 'obstacle', [ ?o:ud] 'return',, *0 Ut 'S

: i|.] 'careless' (cv-cwc),
Loan Syllable Type

As mentioned above (1.5.), & few loan words, 
mostly of European origin, have five segments and a further 
syllable type needs to be established in order to account 
for them as follows:



CVCCC or G W C C
cvccc: [no-vSUmbi] November (cv-cvccc),

[ t % ; iip.5 ] Thame s .
9 0

1*7• Syllable Parts
In order to have a means of reference for des

cribing those syllable features which mark part of syllable 
(see 1.5.), the syllable is divided into the following parts 
each consisting of one, or more than one place;
1) Onset

The initial place of a syllable is named onset. 
Onset always comprises one place and is occupied by a 
contoid (i.e. c). Thus the first c in cvcc is the onset, 
and in the word 'hammer', the onset is occupied
by [p1*] .

Onsets are marked by - placed after them. Thus 
c“ or [p^-] :is read; onset.
2) Syllabic Part

The part immediately following the onset is the 
syllabic part. It always consists of one place and is 
occupied by a voc'oid (i-.e. v ) » Thus the v in cvcc is the 
syllabic part, and in the example above the syllabic part is 
occupied by [o;3*

Syllables are left unmarked. Thus v or Co:] 
is read: syllabic part.
3) Ending

In a syllable consisting of more than two segments,
the part occupied by the third and fourth segments is
named the ending. Thus, the cc in cvcc is an ending, and 
in the example above the ending is occupied by [ti^H],
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‘ Endings are of two types:
a) Simple Ending., consisting of one place which may be 

- occupied b y a  c (eig. [p%.r] 'full'), or a v, (e.g.
[ijie.i] 'wine')-. : '

Complex Ending,, consisting of two places the. first - ■
• of which may be occupied by a c (e.g. [ p^o: * V * ]  ' hammer1 )
or a v ‘(e.g., [£e.:i$L]. 'obstacle1) and the second is always .

‘ ■ . ' * 
occupied by c.

;; v;* Endings are marked by - placed before them. £hus
-cc-'or C ^ t V ]  read: Ending, so are: -v, — vc and -c.
loans

Loan words, containing syllable composed of 5 
segments have the following further types of endings:

-vcc: [t^a: imlGThames -ccc: [ma:rks] *MarA



CHAPTER 2 
SYLLABLE FEATURES

2.1. Features of Syllable.

In this chapter those features that cannot readily 
be attributed to one segment more than another are described 
in terms of features of the syllable as a whole. The 
reasons for regarding.such features as those of the syllable 
are:

1) Either they run through the whole syllable and 
modify the articulation of all the segments in the syllable 
marking them as components of one larger unit (such as the 
features grouped under w or y in 2.5*)»

2) Or they mark a segment as the component of a 
particular type of syllable (such as the features of length, 
see 2.2.),

5) Or else, they mark one or more segment for a 
particular position in syllable (such as the features grouped 
under h, see 2.4.).

As mentioned earlier (1.2. and 1.5*)> syllable 
features do not occupy places within the. syllable, rather 
they belong to the whole or part of it and mark its unity 
and boundaries.

2.2. Syllable Length

All vocolds have different lengths in different 
syllable types. It may, i^herdfore, * be said that each 
syllable type implies a certain length in the vocoids.



Consider the- following examples s.
.1 '■■■ _ \ .V ' ; ' - . ’ f '

cvcc ?..£pTJn S i t or £pTbiist1̂] * skin1
n [lAisrdJ ' knife r aV WW w .O. a  ̂ ,

,,E " fzis tt^] or, fzi ?st ̂ ]I? 3 -■* ,■ ’ . L 3 . I . . , ,‘existence1

cvcj [ j m s ."} or [ i n . s ]  k i s i.SB ‘ 

' v/o rk '

" f then nd ] 
!l' [ dsnrd. 1

l ? » ? J0*0
c?! ]

[ ?l* ] 
:tp]

1 wav ‘
‘fast‘
1 TDain 
'smell1 
’foot’

it

cv
II

I ? 1 '?]
r fe ”ii
[ "ds.-yj
[ h - y l  
[I'- J

‘tub erculo ■ 
sis,'

’ton'
‘door’
.1 thre e‘
yon ‘

htowards ■
The examples above\lmve the, sarne type of prominence 

and the length of the.vocolds varies in felati< 
of the syllable 8 Thus

t o .  - t h e

C  .£ 9■ i s ,

O . t  j a : \ ]

C L  & 9 1 * JF

C  i  J
a d

V

l ? i 9 e  ?

In syllables of cvc type they are Lu * ?
■ ■ - .. Intermediate er,

In syllable s of cv type they .are short t  ̂u 5 a.

It is, therefore 9 possible to conclude .that length Is 
dependent on. the type of syllable, and is thus a feature .of 
the syllable;' in Persian.

A further support for syllable. treatment of length 
is the fact that length rnay not be realized in the yocoids 
but in the syllable endings when, the ending is a voiceless 
fricative j. or, when the first c in the ending is a voiceless

1. -Bee below for further description, of this example



fricative other than [h]. In this case the vocoids are
shorter than those observed in cvc syllables and longer 
and more invariable than those in cv ones* Such vocoids 
are represented here by symbols without diacritics*

page 22. And it seems that in colloquial Persian the more 
commonly used forms are those with long endings while in 
more formal styles the forms with long vocoids are favoured* 
Thus the examples given above may also have the following 
forms:

some contoids in the endings supports the conclusion that 
length is a syllable feature imposed on the syllabic segments 
or on some contoids at the endings.

As far as the syllable feature of length is 
concerned, the syllable types c w  and c w c  fall in the same

Instead the endings are marked for the relevant syllable
length, e.g.

cvcc
£bas!] renough

lkill>
fra‘£.I 1 shelf'

(see, 10.3 *1. for experimental findings).
But it is also possible for length to be realized

in the vocoids in all the examples above, hence the 
alternatives fp^usit1̂ ], [p^ujst^] and [bus.], [bu.s] inV  ̂ VV ug

The fact that length may also be attributed to
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categories of syllables as cvc and cvcc. That is, c w  has 
■ the. same syllable length as cvc and c w c  as cvcc, and the 
'length is generally realized in the syllabic v, e.g. 

cw c :  ’ [ipe :ij] /desire' c w :  [ijLe.i] 'wine'
" . [d^ o rujfc] suppression 11 [dj o.u] barley

Syllable length is, therefore, closely tied to 
the syllable types. It may also be said that the length 
of syllable is determined by the number of segmental com
ponents of the syllable, but not by any one of them.
' ' A basic clue to the type and boundaries of a
syllable is, therefore, the length observed in it.

Three-degrees of length are distinguished on the 
basis of the observation above. Accordingly the syllables
are grouped into three classes. The three degx*ees of
length and the classes of syllable are as follows:

1) Long associated with the syllable types: cvcc, c w c  
• 2) Intermediate n ” M n : cvc, c w
3) Short t* tt u it type : cv

This description is in agreement with Abercrombie^ 
comment on syllable quantity in Latin'*'.which is quoted below:

; "In Latin (we are lead to believe), the ■■
quantity of a syllable is a product of 
its phonematic structure and the syllables 

, of the same phonematic structure have the
same quantity wherever they occur in the 
word or the utterance."
The description above is also in agreement with 

the results of a series of laboratory experiments by, 
mingograph, a brief account of which is given below:
(Eo.r further experimental findings see 10.3*1* and 10.4.4.)

1. 1Syllable Quantity and Enclitics in English1, 1964,
pp,.. 27-8.
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1) CV Syllable Type
The following words were recorded three times, all on the same 

occasion, and all at the speed of 100 cycles per.second (cps).
’fat' ’towards’ ] ’walk’

^k^u] ’where’ [t^o] 'y°u>
The result of each recording was measured and an average 

length was worked out for each recording as follows:
A = 21.14 cps B = 20.5 cps C = 20.71 cps

On the basis of these findings an average length was 
arrived at for the syllable type cv as given below:

20.6 cps
2) CVC and C W  Syllable Types

The same experiment was repeated in the same way for the •:
following words:

.n'j ’body1, ^p^u. dj ’warp’, [sa.n] ’march ’, [p^e. i] ’nerve1
[zi.r'j ’beneath1, Vxo.l] ’idiot’, [k^a.r] ’work’, [k^u.d] ’fertilizer’? o O* t> 'o

^p^as.j 'behind’, [c^e/.J 'plastic
The resulting average lengths were:

A = 40.8 cps, B = 41.5 cps C = 39.9 cps
And the average length for the syllable types cvc and c w  was:

40.7 cps
5) CVCC and C W C  Syllable Types -

The following words were also used in the same way for the 
same experiment:
^zis:t^] 'existence1, ^fe’:iz] ’blessing’, [t^of :tMJ ’shone’
£bax:t^] ’loss’ , jTp̂ or'rs] ’ask’, ffa:r|1 ’hypothesis’ ;

V- o ^ o i
j^bix:t?] ’sieving’



The average length, found for each recording was:
A » 61.4 cps B - 61.2 cps 0 ' =* 58*4 cps

And the average length for the syllable types.cvcc and 
c w c  was;

60.33 cps
To sum np, the three classes of the syllable types 

based on the feature of length have approximately the 
following lengths:

cv: ' 20.6 cps
cvc .and c w :  40.7 cps
cvcc and cw c :  60.33 cps

The figures given above are, by no means, 
intended to suggest the average length of the syllable types 
on all occasions. More important than the figures them
selves is the relation between them. The figures may vary 
from one occasion to another, indeed they tend to be reduced 
in connected speech and in poly-syllabic words, but the 
relation is almost always constant, i.e. long syllables are

Cvwd
generally tVitPee as long as/intermediates $ tto latte-r are 
twice as long as short syllables, and it is this relation 
which is most important and not, to emphasize again, the 
size of the syllables on every occasion. -
2.2.1. Stylistic Variations

Certain mono-syllabic.words, as well as the last 
syllable in certain poly-syllabic words, are subject to 
stylistic variations in relation to their syllable types. 
Such variations are generally observed in relation to two 
syllable types, cv and cvc, as follows:



31) Some (but not all) words of cv syllable type 
or ending in cv, may, in formal'or literary styles, be 
regarded alternatively as cv or cw .  This stylistic 
variation is mostly observed 'in native Persian words, e.g.

• - . ffopsiai style
cv . 'foot

[k"̂ u]';; 'area’ 
ĵ si ] ' thirty1

'no'-

cvcvcv ̂  p~c'er e & a J 'pious

cvcv f bcizu T  ' arm'I w w -J - ' a

cv or c w [i^id 
I kU"u
t f £
Lv-

p̂ irii ]
k'* tui ], 
si* ]
nalh 1 > . > J

cvc
cvcvcy
or . .
cvcvcw
cvcv or 
c v c w

e s a a
J-bazu
bcxsu.i. -w ul J

2) Borne (but not all)'monosyllabic words of 
cvc syllable type, or polysyllables ending in cvc, may, in 
■colloquial styles.be: regarded alternatively as cvc or cv. 
This.stylistic variation is mostly observed in Arabic loans, 
but also in some originally Persian words, e.g.:

Colloquial styles
cvccvc \ fa.9} 1 composition1 - Cv.ccv \ ‘Jê p-fa 1\ ; t? y w' r . * 't- or L 3
: ■ CVCCVC f 9§..J1 Pa, 9 1 1 •

cvccvc 1” 9e emlo.e 91 'dictation' .. cvecv t 9e .mid} <
. i ' V  ■; "' cvtcvctk-’li1-’!  . ;■

* In such, stylistic variations each variant has the 
appropriate length for the syllable type it contains, as 
marked in t h e .examples above. Thus the cv variant is. short 
and. the c w  or cvc-are intermediate.

. In his article named "The Problems of The Vowel



Phonemes in The Persian Language”, M. Shaki has made some 
•observation of vowel quantity in Persian which is, to some 
extent, in harmony with the description above. But he ‘ 
doe's not attribute length to the syllable, rather he 
.considers it as a property of the vowels. While agreeing 
that the traditional short and long dichotomy in the 
Persian vowel system is still valid, he states in several 
parts of the article that the long vowels may be' short and 
the short ones may be. long in certain positions. Although - 
he does not give the description in terms of syllable, the 
places that he mentions where a short vowel is long corres
pond to the type of syllable in which, in view of this 
study, the vocoids are expected to be long. And the places 
that he mentions where the long vowels are short, also imply 
the type of syllable in which, in view of this study, the 
vocoids are expected to be short. A few extracts from his 
article are given below for comparison:

"In colloquial speech the vowel ([a!) 
is generally shorter, except when 
followed by two mute consonants ... 
e.g.: *.. "kardff'knife', "xast"
'wanted*." 2

or:
"In colloquial speech there is a 
tendency to shorten all [i]s, 
especially the unstressed ones in a 
final position, such as the indefinite 
-I ... and the suffix -1 expressing 
unity - e.g. mardl ra dldam." (p.49-) •

or:
"When followed by two mute consonants 
zabar ([a]) is long ... It is

1• In Archiv Orientalni, Yol.-25>. 1957*
2. Ibid., p.4-7.



fegresented by [a], e.g* asb = horse, 
abr = cloud.** (p.51)*
Shaki has not made use of the concept of syllable

in bis study. . Instead, be gives tbe statement of vowel
quantity separately for eacb vowel in terms of a series of
rules'eacb for a. specific case wbicb makes tbe statement
scanty and uneconomical, as tbe rules for eacb vowel may
not apply to other vowels.

P.N. Khanlari, in his study of Persian Phonology,1
deals with tbe problems of length partly in terms.of
syllable and partly in terms of vowel. That is while

2maintaining tbe long and short dichotomy, be states that
in Persian syllables are quantitively of two kinds, long
and short, and the length of the long syllables is twice

%tbe length of tbe short.-' But he does not make a distinction 
between the intermediate and the long syllables, perhaps 
because he is primarily Interested in the syllable as a 
metric unit in poetry where the intermediate and long 
syllables are regarded as having the same metric value.

2.3.* W- and X- Beatures

The symbols w and y are general headings, and 
each refers to a number of phonetic features which usually 
co-occur in a syllable, therefore they are regarded as 
constituting one component of the syllable collectively.

1. "yazn-e she*r~e Parsi’, 1959» PP* 85-132.
2. Ibid., pp. 93-99*
3* 'Ibid., pp. 111-116.



Just as bilabiality and. plosiveness together constitute one 
segmental component of the syllable, namely bilabial plosive 
contoid, so do w- features, for example, constitute one 
non-segmental component of the syllable.
2.$.1. W-ffeatures

The phonetic features referred to by the above 
symbol are: . -

1) Some degree of lip-protrusion and rounding 
throughout the articulation of the syllable.

2) Backness of the vocoids, and
3) Retracted articulation of the contoids if 

they are from categories other than bilabials, 
labio-dentals, pre-glottals and glottals,

Consider the example [go:rz] 'mace*,.in the
o *

production of which the lips remain rounded and protruded
until the last segmentt [z] t has been pronounced. The vocoid*
[ps] is produced in the back of the mouth. The coiitoid 
[g-] is retracted when compared with [ J -] dr. ©:rd]

o Q
‘round*. The contoids C-rz] are also retracted when
compared with [-pgi] in [£e:rg] ‘fast*.o S o
2.3*2. Y-ffeatures

The phonetic features referred to by the above 
symbol are:

1) Lip-spreading and non-rounding throughout 
the articulation of the syllable,

2) .krontness of the vocoids, and
3) Advanced articulation of the contoids if 

they are from other categories than bilabials, 
labio-dentals, pre-glottals and glottals.



Consider the example [.yespj] 'round1, in6 6
production of which the lips remain spread and unrounded 
Cproduced,_Tlie vocoid [e:] is; a front one; the contoid [J] 
tili the last segment’X$T~Ts7 advanced, compared to [g] in
[go:rz], so are the contoids in C-p<J] compared to E-rd]e* « <l£> 0 0
in thoird] 'win'.VM 0 ©

With regard to w and y features syllables fall 
into two types

1) Those marked by w-features, represented
generally as: -

w w w w w. cv cvc e w  cvcc.. cw c .
In,the transcription of examples w is represented by the
following diacritics:

a) in aspirated contoids placed over the
segments e.g. [p^.l] 'money1.

5 - o
b) [w], in non-aspirated contoids placed under 

the segments e.g. [p\i.l]-.
vv

c) Ro; diacritic.is used for segments that appear 
only.in ,w- syllables such as back vowels and 
[g] in [go;rz] 'mace', and [y] in [y&.d]W W o& o ,
'memory.'

2) Those marked by y-features represented 
generally as:

•y ’ V V V Vv . y
v cv 0 cvc C W  0 CVCC ° c w c  

In the transcription of examples y is represented by the 
following diacritics:.

a) C O  in aspirated contoids placed over the
segments, e.g. [p£ i.]J.£>

b) [^] in non-aspirated contoids placed under 
the -segments, e.g. [pS i.j] 'e lephant1.



6) No diacritic is used for segments that appear
only in' y- syllables such as front vocoids
and [ £ ] in [JetyJ,] and [j] in [je.c^ ] ’one1.

°  °Exx. v
[t^uj 'inside' Tgu.l] 'lie' [d^o.u] '-barley' [suxstPj'fuel'

o <JJ ( V  M>

|jp̂ i J rj.ab' £bi«l] 1 spade 1 ĵ me 0i J ’wi n e1 ^rixst^J ’pouring

i,f and y features thus extend over the whole
syllable and modify the articulation of all the segments in 
the syllable marking them as components of one larger unit.
They are the most important factors in the unity of the 
syllable,-as illustrated in the preceding sections (see 
especially 1.3* and 1.4.). They are also useful for 
syllable division and for syllable demarcation (see 4.1.).
(See 10.2.1. and 10.4.1* for experimental findings.)

2.4. h and h Features

Each of the symbols above is, like w and y, used 
to- refer to a number of phonetic features which usually 
co-occur in a syllable. Therefore, they are collectively 
regarded as one noh-segmental constitutent of the syllable.
The features in h and h are described below.
2.4.1. h-Eeatures

The symbol h represents the following phonetic
features:

1) Voicelessness during the articulation of the 
part of the syllable marked by h.-

2) Tenseness in the organs of speech during the
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articulation; o f  the part of the syllable ' •,«
marked by h.

5) Aspiration, observed only in certain cases, 
i.e. when the part- of the syllable marked by 

 ̂. h, is occupied by a plosive, contoid or- an
affricate.

In the word [c£ a§:£] 'deduction1, the onset part 
[c^ -] as well as the ending [-§&;]■ is marked by h. In 
Cc? -] the features voicelessness,; tenseness and aspiration 
are observed, but in all but aspiration are found.
2.4.2 .h~ffeatures

The features represented by h are: \
1) Voice during the articulation of the part of -.

; the syllable marked by h.
2) Laxness in the organs of speech while the part 

, is being produced.
3) Lack of aspiration in the part of syllable 

marked by h.
In the word [go:rz] 'mace1, the syllable onset ::V• O ' . -

Cg-3 is voiced and unaspirated and lax. Syllable.onset 
is, therefore, - marked by h. But the ending [-rz] is voiceless 
and tense, compared to [r] in [ru] 'face', ,and [ z ] i n  . .f
Czo:hi] 'noon' which are lax. The part [-rz] is, therefore, .■ w ■ ^ ww 7 ' -o o
marked by h. . ' ■ . ; ■ -

Unlike w and y features which extend over the • 
whole syllable, h and h syllable:features are found in 
onsets or in endings or in both. This difference, however, 
does not-prevent the description of h and h as features o f
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the syllable because both h and h features appear indepen-'
dently from tbe segments that occiipy tbe parts in tbe

1 - syllables. They are not a component of tbe segments in
all places, ratber a segment may or may not be marked by
b or b in accordance with tbe part it occupies in a syllable.
Thus neither b nor b features constitute a part of tbe
definition of tbe segments. -Consider tbe denti-alveolar
nasal segment in tbe word [dj a J  :p] * celebration*. [p]

^  j o  o '

is voiceless, and it is tense compared to [p.] in [paigj]
°

'near1. But [p.] in tbe ..latter example is voiced and lax. 
Therefore, tbe denti-alveolar nasal segment may be voiceless 
and tense, or voiced and lax according to which parts of 
the syllable it occupies. Voicelessness and tenseness, 
or voice and laxness are not, therefore, components of tbe 
segments. They are imposed on them to mark them as com
ponents of specific parts of tbe syllable. In .other words 
voicelessness and' tenseness together with aspiration which 
may co-occur with them (i.e. b-features) are syllable 
features; so are voice and laxness together with lack of 
aspiration (i.e. b-features).

Onsets may be marked by b and b e.g.

^cvc - [t^ a.p] 'wet' —cvc [£a.p] 'door'.
o o

Two types of endings are distinguished for tbe 
description of b and b:

1) Absolute final endings. They are always 
phonetically marked h, except when tbe ending contains -v

1. See 1.3• above.
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(e.g. [me*i] ), e.g.

cv^c: [ tfa.cr J 'wet' [plUi* cL̂] ’ clean' ^ri. 'pebble.
* »

cv^co: [ bo tr.&] ■'win' TmoX*t Tl] ‘first' f ĉ a,f sn-’I’fe-as-w o't' ^ J I, , j , J
2) Non-final endings. They may be marked by h 

if followed by h-onsets but not necessarily, e.g.

cv— c--cvc [pHo.r-j.e-1] 'brave1' ' . - . ^ 0 ^
V» ’ V1! ^cv— ccrr-cvc [bo :rd-ba*r] ’patient1’U* MW w W0 «

Otherwise they are marked by h, e.g.

cv^c-^cvc: [jpa. jk^u.r] ’mentioned*

cv^cc-^cvc;' [ p %  J :t4-lAur] ’hard-working*

cv cc— cvc: [.<3La§s:tY -ya.r] ’assistant*
(For experimental findings see 10.5.2. and 10.4.2,)•

No h/h distinction needs to be considered for the 
syllabic part as it is always occupied by vocoids which 
include in their definition the feature voicing (see 3*2.1. 
and 3•3•1•) •

On the basis of h/h features syllables are divided 
into the following types.;

1) h-onset, h-ending, represented generally as;
h rtWhX h^^Jh. li li cv c, c w  c, cv cc.

2) h-onset, h-ending represented generally as;
h h h h h h— cv c, — c w  c, — cv cc.

3) h-onset, represented generally as?
h h cv, cw..

4) h-onset, represented generally as:
h h— cv, — c w .



5) h-onset, h-ending restricted to word non-final 
positions:
h h h— cv— cc— cvc (e.g. as Cboird-bce?] above),W w ivo

— cv— c—— cvcc (as ET^a-p-faJ :t^ 3 'return).*
6) h-onset, h ending, restricted to word non-final 

positions:

^cv— c-cvc e.g. [^i.^-^e.J.] lion-heart.o
In transcription h is marked.by the diacritics:

1) and [ q ] in w- and y-syllables respec
tively when aspiration is also observed.

2) [ 0 3 placed under the segments.
3) Choice of I.P.A. symbols used to represent 

voiceless segments.
h is represented by choice of I.P.A. symbols used to 
represent voiced segments and unmarked by [ 0 3.

h/h distinction does not apply to the syllabic 
part and to the simple or complex endings when they are 
occupied by a non-syllabic vocoid (see 3.3*1* and 3*3*2.).

2.5« N-feature

. The symbol P as used here refers to the following
features:

1) Strong nasality throughout the syllabic vocoids.
2) Presence of a nasal segment, other than the 

bilabial nasal, at the onset or the ending.
In complex endings the nasal segment occupies 
the first place in the part.



By strong nasality is meant that the velic closure 
is opened simultaneously, or almost simultaneously, with the , 
release of the segment -at the syllable onset in order to 
let the air-stream pass through the nasal cavity. The ve'iic 
remains open throughout the production of the syllable until, 
in-complex endings, the closure for the last component.of 
the complex ending is about to be made when the ve'iic is 
closed simultaneously with other closures required for the' 
articulation of the last component. In an N-syllable begin- . 
ning with a nasal segment the velic is open from the start of 
the articulation of the syllable (e.g.: [̂ a.;p.] 'I').

In a no n-N-syllable containing a bilabial nasal 
segment at its onset'or at the first place in its complex 
.ending, (e.g. Dp.a:p<J] 'man' and Cjfa:^] 'wine’), or any- o 6 > a ,
nasal segment at the last place in its complex ending,
(e.g. [ch a J :$]■- 'feast1, or [P a J sipll 'wool') there is,
most likely, some degree of nasality in the vocoid of the { 
syllable. But compared:with the natality in the vocoids of 
H-syllables, it is very weak and does not affect,the whole 
syllable so as to justify considering it a syllable feature.
' - In fairly commonly used words generally with a ■'

denti-alveolar nasal segment at their endings, N-feabures may 
be represented phonetically by the nasality of the vocoids.f ;
only, and the nasal segment may be dropped altogether, e.g.:

[ga.p] or [ga.] 'woman', [?a5.a.£i] or [?<&§a-.] 'iron'..
On the basis of the feature nasality syllables-may\ 

be divided into two groups:-
. .. 1) N-syllables,. represented ■ generally ■ as.:



N N N N NCV CVC C W  CV'J'CC c w cw
2) Non-N-syllables, left unmarked, i.e.

cv, cvc, c w ,  cvcc, and c w c *
^-syllables are in transcription marked by ["] 

placed over the syllabic vocoids, e.g. [ga.ij.] or [^a.] and 
[t^ a.p.] or [t^ a.] ’body'.

Only the denti-alveolar nasal segment occupies 
the onsets and simple endings of N-syllables, e.g.

^cvcc: [p.a:£43 •stream1', c^vc; [ck a.n] 'soul'
But the complex endings of the N-syllables may be occupied 
by other nasal segments. In this case the nasal segments 
are homorganic with the segments following them, unless the .. 
latter are of preglottal or glottal categories in which case 
the nasal segment is denti-alveolar, e.g.:

c^vcc: T d;-$o :mh "1 'movement1
^p^ajnd] 'advice'

;I [xe’sij^’i 'horse '> ! }
“ [so jn£ J 'creation'V. W wO
fl f d^o snhl ' crime' . .^ S***

Syllables.with a bilabial nasal segment at their ,
onsets, or at their simple endings, or at the first place in
their complex endings are non-IT-syllables, e.g.:

cvcc E^aspJ] 'deatti cvc [c* a.̂ i] 'little
'' ° x 

cvc' [ipi.z] 'table1 cvcc • [?a :33a*] 'command® •;
Syllables with any nasal segments at the second 

place In their complex endings are also non-N-syllable,



(See 10.3*8. for experimental findings.)

2.6. ?-Features

The symbol above refers to the following features;
1) G-lottality in the syllabic part, so that the 

syllabic element cannot be regarded as a
. i pvocoid, rather it is a glottal trill.

2) Increasing tenseness as the syllabic part is 
more shaded by glottality.

3) If the syllable ending Is occupied by a glottal 
segment, or, in complex endings, if the first 
place is occupied by a glottal segment (i.e. 
cv? or cv?c) the trill is gradually intensified 
until, in cv?c syllables, it ends in a complete 
closure of the glottis resulting in a glottal 
stop which is then released before the arti
culation of the following contoid; begins.
But in cv? the glottal stop may not be com
pletely realized.

?-features are symbolized generally by ? placed 
over the syllables, e.g.

9 9 9cv c*vc c'vcc 
In transcription of examples ?-features are symbolized by 

if the following glottal stop is phonetically made, 
and by [**-] if the stop is not phonetically made, e.g. 

c vc; [sur] ‘evil
to to

cv-c^vc CrAk^uT" ] 'bowing'“J

1. See 3.2.1. for the definition of vocoids as used in this thesis.
2. As defined by K.L. Pike, 'Phonetic', 1966, pp. 123-8.



c vcc: [pa: thunder
cv-” cvc: [^a-'T' i*£] ‘fortunate

o
On the.basis of ?-features the syllables are 

divided into two groups:
1) ?-syllables, marked generally by ?. This 

group consists of the following types of syllable:
9 _ ' i ic vcc: [pa: thunder.* o

c^vc: [suT^ ] 'evil1« “
^cv: [(da-na)-i ] a knowledgeable man*

7The last type (* cv) appears only' as the non-initial syllable 
in a-word and is preceded by a v-ending syllable, otherwise 
the syllable is a non-?-one, e.g.

cvc-cv: [ga.}.-?ej ‘fort' (see 5*1!*1*)*i
2) Non-?-syllables, left unmarked. They include 

all the syllable types, i.e. cv, cvc,. c w ,  cvcc and cwc. 
(For some experimental findings see 10.5*6. and 10.5.3.)

2.7* Summary

The following phonetic features, observed in the 
data,.are found best described in terms of syllable features 
at the phonetic level of syllable analysis:
1) Features of length: shortness, intermediate length and

long, observed in the syllabic vocoids, or in the 
voiceless fricative segment at the simple endings 
or at the first place in the complex endings.

2) W-Features: Lip-rounding, lip-protrusion, back arti
culation of the vocoids and retracted articulation 
of some contoids.



5) Y-Features: Lip-spreading, lip-unrounding, front articu
lation .of .the vocoids and advanced articulation 
of some contoids.

4-); h-Features; Voicelessness, tenseness and aspiration.
5) h-Features: Voice, laxness and non-aspiration.
6) N-Feature: Nasality in the vocoids.
7) ?-Features: G-lottality and increasing tenseness.

The syllables are grouped into the following 
types.on the basis of the syllable features above:

1)' Short: cv, Intermediate: cvc, c w ,  Long.:cvcc, c w c
2) w cv, w cvc, w c w , w  w  , cvcc, c w c .

3) ^cv, y
d CVC, y c w , y  y  ^ C V C C ,  “' C W C ,

4) h cv, h  h  c v  c, ^ c w , h  h  h< h  c v  cc,; c w  c, ^ c v - c - C - c , . . ) ,

^ c v - c c - ( — c . . .), ^ C W “ C * ( - C *  • • )

5) — cv, h  h  — c v  c, — c w . ti „h „ h„ Th — c v  cc, — c w  c, - c v - c - C ^ c . ..),

h_,_h — cv— c c - ( — c . . n h____h_ fh  *• / , — C W “*C— Q c . •. J .

N N6) c vc, c vcc, vs. cv, c w ,  cvc, c w c ,  cvcc.
.  ? 9 ?7) cv, c'vc, c ’vcc, vs. cv, c w ,  cvc, cwc, cvcc.



CHAPTER 3
SYLLABLE SEGMENTS

3*1* Segmental Eeatures

The phonetic features listed in 2.7* were described 
in the preceding chapter in terms of syllable features on 
.the basis of the fact that they are the properties of the 
syllable, its types, or its parts. The remaining features 
are, on the other hand, found best described in terms of 
segments because they appear only in one place in the 
syllable without being the features of the syllable or the 
part, i.e. without marking that part of the syllable for 
any syntagmatic relation. .Compare' the examples:

[ijiajpg] 'boundary* [^aiggi] 'battle'
<3 0 0  0

Both examples contain, among other features, bilabiality 
and nasality, as well as ■voicelessness and some degree of 
tenseness. But while the latter belong to the part -cc 
and mark any segments appearing in this part (whether they 
be [gip.] or [p?]), the former occupy any place irrespectiveo o o o
of whether the.place constitutes an onset or an ending or a 
place in a complex ending.

Segments, therefore, occupy places within the 
syllable and are related together by the phonetic features 
of the syllable. Ho segment occurs by itself. They are 
always found in a part of the syllable and in association 
with some syllable features. Each syllable part, as well 
as each syllable feature may require some modification in 
the segments. Eor example the segment 'palato-velar 
plosive' in the words:



[k\i*x] ’castle’, and [xa.c^] 'earth',W) MU
is modified in the onset part into [k^-], and in the ending 
part into. C-c^] because different parts require different 
modifications in the segments. Or, the 'palato-velar plosive 
segment' in the words:

[kHa.r] 'work', and [c^ a.p] 'deaf, 
is modified in the w-syllable into [k^-3, and in the y- 
syllable into [c^ -].

A proper description of segments is therefore best 
given with reference t:o the syllable parts and syllable 
features. In view of these facts , the segments at the 
onset, the syllabic part, and the endings are described 
separately with reference to the relevant syllable features.

5*2. Vocoids and Oontoids; Definitions

The segmental components of the syllable fall into 
two ma^or categories: oontoids (symbolized by small c) and
vocoids (symbolized by small v). A phonetic definition of 
each of the two categories is given below:
3.2.1. Yocoids

1Bloomfield's phonetic definition of vowel can be
used as the definition of what is here termed vocoid in
relation to Persian. The definition is:

’’Towels are modifications of voiced sounds
that involve no closure, friction, or 
contact of the tongue or lips. They are 
ordinarily voiced ..."

1. Language, 1965 > p.102.



TDaniel Jones’ definition of vowels is also
equally valid as tlie definition of Persian vocoids. ,So
is A.G. Gimson's articulatory definition of vocoids.
But the most appropriate definition for the purpose of
this study is the definition suggested hy Pike^ as follows:

"The sounds which as a group function 
most frequently as syllable's are vocoids. 
Phonetically they comprise the central 
resonant orals as already defined/- 
Yocoids include practically all sounds 
which are usually called ’vowels'
(whether voiced, voiceless, or whis
pered) except that 'fricative vowels’ 
are excluded, while 'vowel glides' such 
as [r], [w] and [y] are included."
The reasons for preferring Pike's definition for

this study are as follows:
1) Yocoids are described positively, (i.e. in

terms of the features present in then), and not
negatively (i.e. in terms of absent features).

; ' 2) Yocoids are not exclusively restricted to the
syllabic place but they are 'most frequently 
so'. This allows the inclusion of non-syllabic 
vocoids in the definition (see 1.6. and 1.7* 
above).

3) The key words (central, resonant and orals) are 
clearly defined and their phonetic values

1. 'An Outline of English Phonetics', 1964, p.23? paragraph
97.

2. 'An Introduction to the Pronunciation of English', 1966,
p . 28.

3. 'Phonetics.', 1966, p.143. Por the terminological values 
of the key words in. the definition (i.e. 'central', 
'resonant' and 'oral') see pp. 137-14-2 and the charts 2 
and 3 ir. pp. 142 and 144. Por 'syllables' see p.117*



described by Pike prior to the definition 
(pp. 137-142).

4) The''vowel glides' are included in the
definition (as in the case of Persian vocoids) 
and the 'fricative vowels' are excluded.

All the segments that fall within the boundaries 
of this definition are grouped under the category of vocoid 
regardless of their phonological treatment and their places 
in the syllable whether they be syllables (e.g. [o;3 in 
[go:rz] 'macev) or non-syllabics (e.g. [-u] in [?o:ud]

:o. 4
’returii).
3*2.2. Qontoids

Having defined vocoids it is then possible to 
define contoids negatively, as Jones and Gimson have done in 
their definitions of consonants.'*- Thus the segments that 
do not comprise central resonant orals are contoids.
Contoids are most frequently non-syllabic. Contoids also 
include some examples of 'vowel glides', namely those that 
do not fall within the definition of vocoids. Por example 
[j-] in [^e.cS ] ’one% or [w] in [dj o wo^a^do.m]'barley and 
wheat* are contoids.

3*3* Vocoids: Description

Vocoids are found in two parts in the syllable.
1) in the syllabic part, i.e. the second place 

in the syllable after the onset. These are 
always syllabic.

1. D. Jones, 'An Outline of English Phonetics', 1964, p.23, 
paragraph 98* A.G. Gimson, 'An Introduction to the 

. Pronunciation of English', 1966, p.28.



2) In the endings, i.e. the third place in the
syllable after the syllabic. In this case they 
either constitute a simple ending (e.g. C-u] in 
[cjj o.u] 'barley'), or the first component of a

IV

complex ending (e.g. C-ud] in [?o:ud] 'return').o ^ a
These are always non-syllabic.

This division is phonetically relevant as syllabic 
and non-syllabic vocoids show different phonetic charac- 
teristics as is shown in their descriptions below (3-3 
and 3-3.2.).
3-3.1. Syllabic 'Vocoids

Syllabic vocoids always appear at the second place 
in the syllable and constitute the syllabic part. They 
are marked by syllable features of length and w-features, 
or y-features; and in some cases by H-, or ?-features. 
h/h features are not relevant in the description of vocoids 
since Persian vocoids are always voiced* Thus while voice 
in other parts of the syllable is described as a feature of 
the syllable, in relation to the syllabic vocoids it is 
described as a feature of the segments.

Having:already described the features referred to 
above in terms of the syllable two more features are found 
in the syllabic part to be accounted for in terms of segment, 
namely: Voicing and Tongue Height..

Voicing remains invariable and constant in all 
the vocoids of Persian. Ho different degrees of voicing 
are found in vocoids according to which they could be

1, See Chapter 2,- 2,1. to 2.7-



divided into different classes.
Three degrees of tongue height are distinguished 

in the vocoids according to which they are grouped into 
three classes:

1) Close vocoid, when the tongue is raised 
towards the roof of the mouth during the articulation of the 
vocoid'. The height of the tongue is somewhat close to 
that defined for Cardinal Vowels Ho. 1 and 8, (i.e. [i] and 
M).

2) Open vocoid, when the tongue lies low in the 
oral cavity during the articulation of the vocoid. The 
area involved is somewhat higher than that defined for 
Cardinal Vowels Ho. 4- and 5 (i.e. Ca] and [a ]). (See 
also 3*3*14-.).

5) Mid vocoid, includes varieties of tongue height 
ranging from mid open to mid-close. In some cases the 
tongue is raised so high as to nearly reach the area defined 
for the close vocoid and in some other cases the tongue is 
kept so low as to nearly reach the area defined for the 
open vocoid. Thus the mid vocoid has far more varieties 
than any of the other two classes (see 3*3*14-.(1) to (3)*)

All the three classes of vocoids have the feature 
backness in w-syllables, the feature frontness in y-syllable 
the feature shortness in short syllables, intermediate 
length in intermediate syllables except those containing a 
voiceless fricative in the endings, and the feature length, 
in long syllables except those containing a voiceless 
fricative in the first place in the complex ending. The 
vocoids may not have the features of length in syllables



containing a voiceless fricative at the first place in the ending. 
The preglotfal fricative ^h] is excluded from the voiceless fri
catives as used in this chapter. Table I below summarizes the 
description of the syllabic vocoids as given above and the modi
fications imposed on them by the syllable features:

Table I: Syllabic Vocoids !

Segmen
-tal.
Fea
ture

Syllabic
Vocoids

Features
of
Length

Syllable
types

y-fea-
tures

w-fea
tures

Examples

Close long
inter
mediate

cvcc
cvc

i : 
i .

u:
u.

f si; lc^J jpMu:d£lI J 5 o o J

IfcH u-|]
short
un
marked

cv
cvhF/ 
cyhFd \

Vi

i

*u

u

[p«I ] u] ̂vs/

r w  igu/ - ] j

Mid long cvcc/ e : o :

)ic
in
g 

and
 

to
ng
ue
 

he
ig

ht

inter
mediate

short

un
marked

c w c
cvc/cvv

cv

cv^F/ ,
h„.cv Fc

e .

V v vIex e 

e

o .

6 -0- o

0

l!o:u|] 
F e d ]  [ F ° f ]
jme.i] [djo.uj

w •
> Open long cvcc a: a: j m a : ^ j k V r d J

inter
mediate

cvc a. .. <x-

short

un-?
marked

cv

h-r, /cv F/
h n  cv Fc

V V v V
e t a i ^ 2 ?

a.

a

a

\ af*a -r-j 

[PMd]

[Pa!-] [Sa/:tSj'
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3*3.11. Syllabic Vocoids Marked by N-Feature .
Syllabic vocoids have strong nasality in N-syllables* 

As stated in 2•5'* above, ^-syllables are of the types ^cv,
■^cw or ^cvc, and ^ c w c  or ^cvcc, tbat is, those. marked by 
the .features; short (cv),. intermediate length (cw, cvc) 
and long ( c w c  of cvcc). The unmarked syllabic vocoids may 
also: be .nasalized* '

Table II below represents nasalized vocoids in 
relation to other relevant syllable features;

'Table II; Syllabic Vocoids and U-Features

Segmen
-tal
fea
ture

Syllabic
Vocoids

Features
Length

Syllable
Types N/y N/w Examples

Close

SId .•H0
m
Q)3 w pi ■ o ■ EH

hOPi
*rlO•HO

Mid

Open

Long
Inter
mediate
Short
Unmarked

cvcc
cvc

cv
cvp/cvFc

i;
i.
V
r
i

u:
u*
¥
u
u

[minpc?]

k M l  lsa *si

£ ni -ytft. „ z ] [ nu -r lQ
[ £ % % ■ ]

Long

Inter
mediate

Short
Unmarked

c w c /
cvcc
cw/cvc

cv
cvF/cvFc

e;

e •

o ;

[ne-L] [sane7^] [no.h]

"v" rv" t"[9iji.^3 [n6fus.] . . .

[n§ s „'ba „ t^](nos. re.. t

Long
Inter
mediate \
Short
Unmarked

cvcc
cvc

cv
cvF/cvFc

a; 
a •

'V' 
v V V

a

CL
d,

a
CL

[na.j]

...
jnax. va.b^] [j*enas * ]



3«3»12» Syllabic Segments Harked by ?-Features
Syllabic segments are strongly glottalized in 

?-syllables, so that they can no longer he regarded as 
vocoids in the sense defined in 3*2*1# above. Hence the 
terin ^syllabic segments" and not "vocoids", They are 
best described as glottal trill,as. described by Pike. 
?-syllable includes cv, cvc and .cvcc syllable types (see 
2.6. above) so that the glottalized syllabic segments may 
be marked by the features short, intermediate and long.
But it does not include the unmarked syllabic vocoids 
(see Table I in 3.3*1.). _

Table III below summarizes the description and 
provides the examples of syllabic segments with the feature 
of glottality.

Table III Glottalized Syllabic Segments

Segmen
-tal
Feature

Syllabic
Yocoids

Features
of
Length

Syllable
Types ?/y ?/w Examples

.p
hQ Close cv?c i:. TT: Ho example s found
CDH—1 hH I cv? uT. [re.-biV] [suTj
0
g)PioEh S ?v i u [da~T| [za~tilp t I. vw u* J
nd
a

Mid L cv?c e : o? • f o
hOPi

I cv? e7 0. [t^fteTj [ s & o T ]
•H
■H
£ s ?v TV"~ vi eA£ 0 Fsarae' el Ho exa-mole ̂ 9 9 J

1. 'Phonetics1, 1966, pp. 123-8.



Table III continued

Segmen
-tal
Feature

Syllabic
Vocoids
s

Features
of
Length

Syllable!
Types

?/w Examples

Voicing
and
Tongue
Height

Open L
I

cv?c
cv?

a: a ? 
cu

 ̂r a F? d ] no e xamp 1 e 
[ t ̂a*73hie 7 ] [*&. t^bciTj

.S ?v V  V V ,  *e,aVH o. Izo^mcil f^e 0ddt ~~<il 1| L •* 10T J I , 3 iV uoJ

(See 10*3*6* and 10*3*8. for some experimental findings.)
3*3*13* Inherently Long Yocoids

Apart from syllable length which is mostly realized 
in the syllabic vocoids (hut see 2.2.), the following vocoids 
are inherently longer than others in comparable syllable

I
types: . !

1) The close vocoid: both in y- and w-syllables, j
i.e. when it is marked by the feature frontness, as [i*] in

. j
[gLi.y] ’late1, and when it is marked by backness, as [u-.J, j
in [du.r] 'far*.vu ■]0 j

2) The open vocoid in w-syllables only, that is i
when it is marked by backness, as [a.] in [da.r] 'gallows'.w 't ,

The vocoids above are longer inherently than, 
for instance [e.] in [$e.£] 'cut', [o.] in Cjo.r] 'pearl', 
and [a] in [^.a.y] 'door'.

vBut this does not mean, however, that [i] in i
c v - i[PT i] 'fat', is longer than [e.] in [<Je.£] 'cut', as the ,

O f
syllable length: intermediate in the second example makes

 ̂ t
[e.] longer than [i] which is marked by the syllable length:
short.
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' ■ Therefore, while some vocoids are inherently
longer than others, both inherently short and long vocoids 
keep the same relation to syllable length, as shown in 
Table TV below: (See 10.4-.4. for experimental findings.)

1 y w
jclose [i:, i . ]  j Cu:, u.] 
S Ci, i] | Cu, u]
open C d j , d * 3

Cu, a]

are 
inherently 

longer 
than

short vocoids

7 w

. Mid Cl, eA e,] i—i O'
 

1_1

[e, e., e:] t—
1

o•oc«0 ■
 1 _1

open r v v  ̂, »[eT ,,a fc £
a a. a:]

inherently long 'inherently short

This observation is especially supported by the 
fact that the frequency of occurrence of the inherently 
long vocoids in long syllables is very low. In fact with 
a very few exceptions such as [?a:.rd] 'flour1, E*k%.:rd]o o O'4
'knife1, and [Ga:rk 'mushroom', the occurrence of the 
inherently long vocoids in long syllables (i.e. c w c  and 
cvcc) is limited to syllables whose endings begin with voice-, 
less fricatives, where, as was described before (2.2. and 
3*3.1.), the vocoid may be unmarked for syllable length a u d 
it is the contoid that is marked instead. (See 10.4.4. for 
experimental findings.)-

[■£>!§ :t^ ] 'twenty' [P^kis:^] 'skin
[bix:1:] 'sieved' [k^uftt1̂] 'beat'
[ mas: t ' y o gur t' [rasit^-] straight



Any long syllable containing an inherently long 
vocoid which is not followed by a voiceless fricative is 
generally a loan, e.g.

[gii:p.c€ ] mink [gisj-ĉ .] silk
[ha: ̂  c ]̂ hank [pu:di] ‘powder’

' , [?e§.t^£lnda:rd]'standard!j. _ **' V'C 0
The distinction made between the inherently long 

and short vocoids is necessary for the statement of certain 
prosodic features such as harmony (8.7*) and ^ / ^  prosodies
(8.4.23.III.)*'
3.3*14. Inherently Short Vocoids

Inherently short vocoids include mid vocoid both 
in y- and w-syllables and the open vocoid in y-syllables 
only. The mid vocoid as mentioned in 3*3*1. includes 
varieties ranging from mid.open to mid close. The inherently 
short open vocoid is, in this respect, the same as the mid 
vocoid. The following is a description of the phonetic 
-varieties of the inherently short vocoids.

1) The Inherently Short Open Yocoid appears in
y-syllables only and has the following varieties:

i) In long syllables, i.e. in cvcc, it is [a:],
e.g.: [jpasyJ] ‘man1, except when followed by a voicelessa o
fricative other than the pre-glottal fricative [Tj], where it 
is unmarked for length, and is symbolized by [a],, e.g.
[$a§i:t̂  ] 'hand1.

ii) In intermediate syllables i.e. in cvc, it is
[a.], e.g.: Iga.y] 'head', except when followed by a©
voiceless fricative as above, where it is Linmarked and is 
symbolized by [a], e.g. [c^as,] 'person'.
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In short syllables, i.e. in cv, the height of the 
vocoid is greatly determined by that of the vocoid in the 
syllable following it. The short syllable too tends to 
be shaded by the features marking the following syllable.
This is, of course, true in colloquial speech; in careful 
and reading dyles it is generally [a]. The variations in 
the colloquial speech are:

iii) When the following, syllable has y-features 
and an open vocoid, it is [a] and the syllable has y-features 
too, e.g.
Fsafia.rl * dawn1 , [ xaba*r 1 'news1 [ x a n a ^ a  .ml 'mv house
I 9 9 J . i ' 9 < 9 J L w  9* 9 9 j 4‘'0 o . k «, o

iv) When the following syllable has w-features 
and an open vocoid, it is [& ], and the syllable has w- 
features too, e.g.
[ b e ] 1 spring 1 F b p xci-rl ‘vapour 1 f j1£'~a-r ] 1 slogan ’

v) When the following syllable has; y-features
Vand a close vocoid, it is [e|- ] and the syllable has 

y-features too, e.g.
fseTri.rl ‘top of the table1, |seT fi fed | ‘white ‘ F 2ieT mi .n~|‘earth1

9 9 I 9*- 9 9’-* • {. 9 9 9 J
. o o *
F GeTri«rb1 'near'* J i J

vi) When the,following syllable has w-features 
and a close vocoid, it may be [ h A ] '¥fhc#:g- 
e.g.

[ °i~\ ■ ’ acceptance ' £ h£A su .& ] jealous'1
‘kind1 [ J*BA ru.rl‘vicious' .



vii) In word final .short syllables, i.e. in -cv, 
and in mono-syllabic words of cv-type (if any), it is

v ’[eT ] (but see also 2)iv) below), e.g.:
[xe| 3 'house* [na.ijteT ] 'letter*

A short open vocoid does not appear in syllables followed 
by a mid vocoid, thus such words as, say, ,*[j ato.r] or  ̂

*[J ater] are not found* The varieties of short open 
vocoid are represented on the Cardinal Vowel chart- below* 
Cardinal Vowels are given on the outside of the chart:

i

a; a*

Inherently short.open vocoid

2) The -Inherently Short Mid Vocoid in W-syllables
has the following varieties:

i) In long syllables, i.e. in cvcc and cwc, it 
is [©.:] e.g. [do:rd] ’sediment', [dr o:ur] 'cruelty', except

V.kI Vmt M  vJ0 0 “v / °
when followed by a voiceless fricative other than [h] in 
which case it is unmarked for length and is symbolized as 
[o] e.g. [mo J :t^] 'fist'.w ^

ii) In intermediate syllables, i.e. in cvc and c w ,  
it is [o.] e.g. [p^o.r] 'full' and [dj o.u] 'barley', except
. when followed by a voiceless fricative as above ivhen it is 
unmarked for length and symbolized as-[oj Cros.] 'a
kind of soil'•

In short syllables, i.e. in cv, the height of the



vocoid is determined by that of the vocoid in the following 
syllable. The short syllable too is generally shaded by 
the-features marking the syllable which follows. This is 
true only in colloquial speech. In careful and reading 
style generally only one type of mid,vocoid is found in 
short w-syllables viz. Co]. The varieties found in 
colloquial speech are:

iii) When the following syllable has y-features 
and a close vocoid, it is [4] and the syllable is shaded 
by the y-features too, e.g.:
[inupl.n] -'support* [gmn.sj /escape' [mudi.rj ‘manager1

iv) When the following syllable has w-features 
and a close vocoid, it may be [ & ]
e.g.

j’j^lAfhj 'glory* [gasu.r'J 'castles' [faruX.] 'sale'

v) When the following syllable has w-features 
and a mid vocoid it is [o], e.g.:

[/ot^o^r] camel [dorojht11] 'bicj' [ bozo sry] 'big1
^ *» (fcShort mid vocoid is not found in word final 

w-syllables. or in mono-syllables except in a few examples 
which are as follows:
[ tir6] 'you' [tf^o] 'when' [do] 'two'. ;
where the vocoid is [o] as in (v) above. It is not also
found in syllables preceding a y-syllable containing an ’ 
open vocoid except for one verbal form, namely [go-jaj :t J 
•passed by*.



The inherently short mid vocoid has 6. varieties 
in short w-syllables as appear in the Cardinal Vowel Chart . 
below. Cardinal Vowels are given on the outside of the 
chart: •

i

Inherently short mid vocoid in w-syllables

3) Inherently Short Mid Vocoid in y-syllables has 
the following varieties:.

.i) In-long syllables, i.e. in cvcc and cwc, it 
is [e:] e.g.: . ,. .
me shi] vkindness 1 rmemoryT fc-e sid J Obstacle1

O - O  ̂ o
Except when followed by a voiceless fricative pther than [h] 
‘where it is unmarked for syllable length and symbolised 
by [e], e.g.:
[ mes s r ] ‘Egypt » [c?e j* st^ J * sawing '

o
ii) In intermediate syllables, i.e. in cvc and 

c w ,  it is [e.], e.g.: 
j~fe*rj ,curlt [me*i] ‘winel- j^de-r] 'cut*

Except when followed by a voiceless fricative as above where 
it is unmarked for length and symbolized by [e], e.g.
[ mes*~J ‘copperr [hades."] ‘happening1

In short syllables, i.e. in cv, the height of the 
vocoid is determined by that of the vocoid in the following 
syllable. • The syllable too is shaded b y t h e  features of
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the following syllable. This is true in colloquial speech.; 
in careful reading' style the short mid vocoid is [e] every
where. The varieties .observed in colloquial speech arei

iii) In word final short syllables or in mono
syllabic words of cv- type it is [e] when the onset is 
occupied by a voiceless palatal contoid (see also l.)vii) 
above), e.g.

[ c^e] ’ that ’ [t J‘?e] ' what ‘ [se 0cc?eJ rcoin1

When the following ■ syllable has y-features and a 
mid vocoid, it is also [e]e.g.
^serejht^j ’one's nature' [aerejhc^J fa kind of berry1

iv) When the following syllable has a close vocoid
Vand y-features, it is [I] if both syllables belong to one 

word, e.g.
f"- ^  ^  r  V  m  -k t jnij.i-n j 'stone on a X'ing' domestic

Also when the following syllable begins with [g] or [y], 
it is [I], e.g.

[ sfja-r] rstories* [§*3'a*&Jv. y 9
v) When the following syllable does not belong to 

the same word, that is when the syllable is a particle, or
a component of another word, it is [e^ ], e.g. 
pxaneJ- ~ vj ra hoUsse * . [ n0ine-‘,~y ̂  ’a letter'

In addition to the examples in iv) above [I] is 
also observed in a few examples where the short syllable 
begins with C J ] and the following syllable with [ / c* k"1 ] '
® • §  •

priXo-mj 'sixth1 jyfc'fra-rj 'sugar’
[ f l H a j ]  'pray'



The inherently short mid vocoid has 6 varieties in 
short y-syllables as appear in the Cardinal Vowel Chart 
below. Cardinal vowels are given on the outside of the 
chart:

Inherently short mid vocoid in y-syllables

3.3-2 Non-Syllabic Vocoid
The non-syllabic vocoid always appears in the 

third place in syllables and constitutes either a simple . 
ending , as in o.u~] 'barley* , or the first place in a

w
complex ending, as in ^d^ oiuj .̂ ) 'cruelty'.

Like the syllabic vocoids it is comprised of the 
features voicing and tongue height, both of which are 
invariable in the non-syllabic vocoid.

The tongue height observed in the non-syllabic 
vocoid is somewhere between half close and close. Thus, 
there is one non-syllabic vocoid in Persian which in y- 
syllables is accompanied by the feature frontness, symbolized 
as L-il and in w-syllables is marked by the feature backness 
symbolized as L"u ]* The hyphen is used to distinguish 
the. non-syllabic vocoid from the syllabic ones,

The non-syllabic vocoid is not marked by the 
features of length so that its length is generally constant



.and is comparable to that of the unmarked vocoids (i.e.
[u] and i[i], see 3.3.I.). - - . .

By definition the ho 11-syllabic vocoid cannot be 
marked by the features glottality and nasality as B- and 
•?- syllables have nasal and glottal segments in their third 
place respectively. Therefore a syllable whose third place 
is occupied by a non-syllabic vocoid cannot at the same 
time have ?- or B- features.

It is important to notice that the non-syllabic 
vocoid both in y- and w-syllables, (i.e. wheii it is [-i] 
and when it is [-u]), is mutually exclusive with the palatal- 
frictionless, (i.e. [3] and [y]), and labio-dental fricative • 
contoids (i.e. [y] and Cv]) * This means that [d,y,|r, ij] do 
not occupy the third place in the syllables except when, in 
cvc syllables, the syllable is followed by another syllable 
beginning with, one- of the contoids above e.g.

[$a. j-cje .51] ‘guardian1 [?a.y~ya.}.3 ’first1
o , ? 9

or, in cvcc syllables, when the fourth place is also occupied 
by similar contoid, e.g.

[^.a:^] ’dive’ [ch a:yy3 ’atmosphere’.9 9 v—J 9 o
In all such examples [-i] and [-u] do not appear in the 
third place. Thus even in such examples the non-syllabic 
vo.coid is mutually exclusive with the contoids listed above.

There are, however, a few words, mostly archaic 
or specialized terms whose third place is occupied by [ y ]  or 
[■£]'» Vut such words may be regarded as exceptions, e.g.
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£ n cuy J warsha. p • (kn -■ army:/'t e rifi): r ̂  np;:v; op ' :n ’• no-;. - \-t V ' b 1IJi.v 1 9f an-vancient athlete
r # £I ri.v dishonesty (poetical) . . ,
r  '1 . b  r -  ■ i c *•_•■'■?'>t  . : ' • - • -

y xe-y-di. v jTit,le f op. .an p lent Egyptian kings
£gd.y,] ° cow, also j^go.u^

She Cardinal Vowel Chart below, represents all 
the 33 phonetic variations of Persian vocoids including 
the non-syllabic one. The C.V,§. are given outside the 
chart.

i
u:

-i -u

a:

3.4-.< Contoids: Description
BIWlI < I ■!— — »! —  IM ■■ —  N I I I ■  I I Ml I ■! I I— II ■  11 >H —I I ■ T i lH I  ■ I El' ■! II | ■ II

Contoids appear generally in the following’ parts 
of the syllable;

1) Onset (c-) i.e. in the first place, as 
[p^-] in: [P^a] ’foot'.

2) Simple ending )-c), i.e. in the third place 
as [-p] in [<Ja.p] ’door1.



3) Complex ending (-cc) i.e. in the third and 
fourth places, as [-p$] in [gia:£$] ’pain’ .

o o o o
As stated above (3.1.), segments (which include 

contoids) are modified according to their places in the 
syllable as well as by the syllable features with which they 
appear. A proper description of the segments can, there
fore, be best given with reference to the places they 
occupy and to the syllable features. For this reason, the 
following description deals with the contoids at the first, 
third and fourth places separately.
3.4.1. Segmental Features

The features that are best described in terms of 
contoids fall into-two general categories:

i) Those resulting from a difference in the place 
of articulation. They are:

1) bilabiality, 2) labio-dentality, 3) denti-alveolarity, 
4) alveolarity, 3) palato-alveolarity, 6) palat&lity,
7) velarity, 8) uvularity, 9) pre-glottality,
10) glottality.

ii) Those resulting from a difference in the manner 
of articulation. They are:

1) plosiveness, 2) nasality, 3) affrication,
4) laterality,. 3) roll, 6) friction, 7)f^ictionlessness.

Every contoid is comprised of at least two seg
mental features, one from each category. For instance,
[3.] in [^.a.̂ 3 'lip', consists of denti-alveolarity and 
laterality. The remaining features found in [J.] (i.e. 
voicing, laxness, advanced articulation, lip-spreading and 
non-rounding), have already been described in terms of syllable 
features (Chapter 2).



It is possible for a contoid to be comprised of
more than. two segmental features. For instance [ 4: ] in

£ *['̂ a:t4- ] ’murder’, consists of the features denti-
. *

alveolarity, laterality and friction. The remaining 
features in [ + ]  (i.e. voicelessness, tenseness, advanced 
articulation, lip-spreading and non-rounding), have already 
been described in terms of syllable features.

■ Not all the possible combinations of segmental' 
features given above are found in Persian. Those combi
nations observed are given in Table Y below, and since 
there is no system of symbolization as yet available for 
such segments, they are generally represented by

Further description of the contoids is given in 
relation to the places in the syllable and syllable features 
5*4-.2. Contoids at the Onset

In this section the combinations of the segmental 
features observed at the onset place are given and the 
modifications of contoids by the place and/or the segmental 
features are described.
3*4.21.,plosiveness

The feature above is found at;the syllable onset 
In combination with:

1) bilabiality, 2) denti-alveolarity, 3) palat&llty, 
4) velarity, 3) uvularity, 6) glottality

©f such segments the glottal plosive is found only In h- 
onsets where it is voiceless and tense, the uvular plosive 
in h-onsets, and the remaining segments both in h-onsets 
where they are strongly aspirated, voiceless and tense, and 
In h-onsets where they are unaspirated, lax and fully voiced
and even at times, prevoiced (see 10*3*2. for experimental 
findings).
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In y-syllables the bilabial and glottal plosives- 
are pronounced with lips spread. The remaining segments 
with lips spread as well as advanced articulation when 
compared with the segments in w-syllables. The palatal 
plosive is found in y-sylla-bles only.;

In w-syllables the bilabial and glottal plosives 
are produced with lips protruded and rounded, the remaining 
with lips protruded and rounded as well as retracted arti
culation. The velar plosive is found in w-syllables only.

l'he phonetic nature of the aspiration in h/y 
syllables is voiceless, palatalized fricative homorganic 
with the contoids, and in h/w syllables it is voiceless 
labialized fricative homorganic with contoids. ,

Thus the.plosive contoids have the following forms 
at the onset in relation to h/h and y/w features.•

h/y ^ h/w
C— c***

tp'i r  o1 ?i [P* t“ w* ?]
: h/y

G*“
Cb d J G] [b d g G]

Exx.
jp £i. r J f o 1 d 1 \t? i . r ̂  F arr ow' Si f .'] 1 bag ’ [" f s^*•'val'
Tp^Uorl ’son’ [t%„r] ‘net* [lc%.r] ’blind1 t ^ u ^ J ’a musical
1 “ - * r ‘ instrument’
[bi.dl ’willow’[dI .d]’sight1 [jfi.rl’hair grip ’(Gl .rj’tar ’
f bu*d] ’existence 1 fdudl ’smoke1 Ygu.r] grave j Gu.rl.’risjne ofLw oJ u  :J I v L ' * a dynasty’

1. H'.A. Gleason in ’Workbook in Descriptive .Linguistics ’ , 
March 1966, problem 130, p.68, has represented the aspir
ation in relation to the contoids [C^ ] and [k^ ] by the 
symbol [x] and has described it as ’’voiceless, palatal, 
fricative”. The description is, for the most part, 
correct,- but the choice of symbol does not correspond 
with what Is the I.P.A. usage for ’palatal fricatives’.
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5.4*2. Nasality
■She feature above is found at the onset in 

combination with:
• 1). bilabiality 2) denti-alveolarity.
Both segments .thus obtained are found in h-onsets 

only, where they are fully voiced, even at times, prevoiced, 
lax, and unaspirat'ed' (see- 10*3.2* for experimental findings).

Bilabial, and denti-alveolar nasal contoids are 
found in y- and w-syllables* In y-syllables both are 
produced with lips spread. . In addition, the denti-alveolar 
nasal contoid is more advanced and dental in type In y- 
syllables than in w-syllables. In w-syllables both are 
produced with lips protruded and rounded. In addition 
the denti-alveolar nasal is more retracted and alveolar in 
type than in. y-syllables.

., Thus the nasal segments have the following forms 
at the onset in relation to h. and y/w features.

h/y. h/ w .
c- c-

[m ■ n] [m n]
Exx. . -

£ me thx j 1 aff ection1 [ n<i:hl J T stream
1 mo jhji 11 seal1 [ nu.r 1 rlight?t j ww J I w W J ? ^w 4

5*4.23. Affrication
Affrication involves two features:- plosiveness 

'followed by strong friction. The plosive part is very 
short while the friction is long and decreasing i.e. as



the articulation of the segment goes on the passage between 
the tongue and the■palate becomes wider and the air stream 
runs out without causing as much friction as 'in the earlier 
stages of the production-of the sound.

Affrication, at the'onsets, combines with palato- 
alveolar!ty to constitute pre-fpalatal affricate. It 
appears in h-onsets where it is tense and voiceless, and in 
h-onsets where it is lax and voiced, and even at times pre
voiced. It is not necessary to include aspiration in the 
•description of the contoid as it is implicit in the des
cription given above for the segment.

In y-syllables the affricate segment is more 
advanced than in w-syllables where it is retracted. Burther- 
more, it is produced with' lips spread in y-syllables and lips 
protruded and rounded in w-syllables.

The prepalatal affricate at the onset has, there
fore, the folloitfing forms in relation to h/h and y/w 
features:

d/y h/w
C— c —

c v f] !Xd j
h/y h/w ' • .

G™ O
[ %  ] [&-0 ] 

f to
Exx.
[t,r^l»x1 'thing1 [ t ]*"%.. b J ’wood’

?■ -* - o’r ®
j^d^i.r 'plastic* ^ck3U.r| ‘kind1
5.4.24. Laterality

The above feature combines at the' onset with 
denti-alveolarity only to constitute a denti-alveolar, 
lateral segment. The segment appears in h-onsets only



where it is voiced, and even at times prevoiced, lax and 
,miaspirated. ' .

In y-syllables the segment is advanced and more - 
dental in type than in w-syllables where it is retracted 
and more alveolar in type.- furthermore, in y-syllables . 
it is pronounced with lips spread and unrounded and in 
w-syllables with lips protruded and rounded.

The denti-alveolar lateral segment has, thus, 
the following forms atthe onset in relation to h and y/w 
features:

h/y h/w
c- c-

Cl] [1]
Exx.

[*li sJ 'lick' ' [lus.] 'spoilt1

3.4-.25* Roll
The feature above is found at the onset in , 

association with: .
1) alveolarity 2) glottality

and they constitute the segments: alveolar rolled contoid,
and glottal trill. Alveolar rolled contoid appears.in 
h-onsets only where it is voiced, and, even at times,, 
prevoiced, lax and unaspirated. Glottal trill appears in 
h-onsets where it is tense and■as it is-a glottal trill, it 
cannot by definition be voiced.

In y-syllables the alveolar roll is advanced and 
prealveolar in type; both the glottal and alveolar seg
ments are pronounced with lips spread.

1. See Pike, 'Phonetics', 1966, pp. 125-8, for the difference 
between voice and glottal trills.
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In w-syllables the alveolar roll is retracted;
both, the glottal and alveolar segments are pronounced
with lips protruded and rounded.

The alveolar roll and glottal trill have thus the
following forms at the onset in relation to h/h and y/w
features:
Alveolar Roll:

b/y ■ h/w
°”[r] C“[r]■'  ̂ w

Glottal trill:
h/y h/w

c- c-
C ~  3

9 The glottal trill is found in word non-initial
■onsets when the preceding syllable is of cv-type.
Exx.
^ri.zj fsmall1 Jru.zj ’day1

o~ c J "
V t£a 0 G-r i .b 1 1 ap-oroximation1 \ t%-h.~ri ,r 1 1 vvritina '
^ 9 ? 9 I........ >• 9 9 A  ur v *[ mu- Tin 'supporter' f J*j>- cur 1 1 sloganr
3.4.26. Friction

The feature above is found at the onset in com- • 
bination with:

1) bilabia-lity, 2) labio-dentality, 3) ’alveolarity, 
4) palataiity, 3) uvularity, . 6) preglottality

Of these segments the bilabial, fricatives are 
found in h-onsets’only. The remaining segments are f o und 

in h-onsets where they are voiceless and tense and in h- 
onsets where they are voiced, and even at times prevoiced 
and lax.

. In y-syllables the.bilabial, labio-dental and
pre-glottal fricatives are produced with lips spread, the.

\\



remaining segments have advanced articulations as well as 
the feature lip-spreading.

In w-syllables the bilabial, labio-dental and 
preglottal segments are produced with lips protruded and 
rounded. . The remaining segments have retracted arti
culation as well as the features lip-protrusion and rounding.

. The fricative segments have, thus, the following 
forms at the onset iii relation to h/h and y/w features:

h/y h/w
c- c-

[f s j* x h] [f s r x h]^ t >~o

S/y V w c„
C"[B v z Y z 3 y fc 3

[J3] and [B] . are found only in word non-initial
5 ^

syllables when the preceding .syllable' is one of cv- type, 
e.g. -■ •
]y bijli "] :* grandma ther' ^ hag a] . »dad dy ' . b j ' Kebab 1

And in all cases they can. be replaced by [b] and [b]
,  vO

respectively. Thus:

bibi 1 , ^bo.ba] and ^C^hba.b J
3 9 W 0

[h] and [£.] are also found only in word non- ,
initial syllables when the preceding syllable is of cv- 
type, e.g. . . •

£safia*rJ 'dawn* , [bificurj 'spring' [mufii.bl'frightening 
And in all cases they can be replaced by Ch] and [h]
respectively. Thus: 

f saha*r [ ? [bbhcurl and[ muhiob"]L J $ 9 I b w m J 9 9 9
ft . . a[ y ] and [ d ] are also subject to the same ) w

restrictions and variations. -But in this case they can
be replaced by the plosives: [G] and [G]. Thus:, ^



ffXruf «] ' sale *
[nXfusf], 'uobula-Lw -** J  i  . 1 ,tion*

1 ’good* 
[b£ xu»rj 1 vap our 1 
 ̂va zp. ]* 1 wa shing
[ ss vet „ r] 1 r i der1

The remaining fricative segments are found both 
in word initial and non-initial syllables. - -
Exx.

Jfesd^J * thought.' [fe sdgfj 'truth' ^|aihju] 'town'
j“Iafa«|j 'Journey' ^h&sa.$j 'envy* - Jnf^i-bl 'slope';
j-xelix̂ -j- 'goad* rheszbyj 'party' * *
|"serxifr| 'cheap* . :
LTef S3 J *agreenient' jje ?c^], 'memory* [§a*-rf J 'deep*
£s£ycurj 'rider ' [neT icif ' clean' ^heT ̂ i,p] 'proper name '

[s^du.i^J 'export* jj&rcubj ' d r i n k '

[kTU§uf •} 'eclipse* £nej_4a6t 1 happiness
\ hossnl 'beauty'Vw w  w  w  1 vJ J

[zufr ] 'force »
[]36£°f£j] 'M  S ' IS*§a • ft)

'dew* 
'race'

3.4*27* Frictionlessness
The feature above is found at the onset in - 

combination with:
1) bilabiality, 2) labio-dentality, 3) palatality.

The resultant segments from these combinations are: 
bilabial frictionless, labio-dental frictionless.and « 
palatal frictionless contoids.

All the contoids are found in h-onsets only where 
they are voiced, even at times prevoiced, lax and unaspirated- 

The bilabial frictionless contoid appears in 
w-syllables only. . •



The labio-dental frictionless contoid appears 
in y-syllables only*

The palatal frictionless contoid appears in 
y/w syllables. In y-syllables it is advanced and in w- 
syllables retracted. All the segments are pronounced' 
with lips spread, in y-syllables and lips prbtruded and 
rounded in w-syllables.

[»] and [w] are found in word non-initial 
syllables only, e.g.

J'cte;el6l?eda*rl ’in front of the door’

[j] and [y] are found at the onsets of word 
initial and non-initial syllables equally, e.g.

Table VI below summarizes the contoids that occur 
at syllable onset.

Contoids at the Simple Ending
The contoids resulting from the combination of 

the segmental features at simple endings are given below 
and the modifications of the contoids by the place- and/or 
the syllable features are described. But before this can 
be done the following points need to be stated:..

Thus the frictionless contoids have the. following 
forms at the onset in relation to h and y/w features:

h/y h/w
c- c

[> j] [w y]

elowo aYa.bl’front and back

memory
Tgu j a 0 nde* ] ’ sue aleerL. _ J 9J-
\ siycuh ] ’black1
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3.4.31* Types of. endings
For the purpose of a phonetic description of the 

contoids two types of endings are distinguished among hoth 
simple and complex endings;

1) Word final syllable ending. This type is 
generally marked by h-features - that is to say,the contoids 
appearing in this type of ending are generally voiceless, 
and compared with those at the onset, are tense, as well
as in the case of plosives, aspirated. Nevertheless two 
degrees of h-features are distinguishable in word final 
endings:

a) When voicelessness is combined with a high
degree of tenseness and, in plosives, aspiration. Contoids
in such endings are represented by symbols used in I.P.A.
for voiceless segments, e.g.; [daj* ] 'plain' (see» >
10.3.2. for experimental findings).

b) When partial or complete voicelessness is 
combined with a low degree of tenseness and in plosives, 
aspiration. Contoids in such endings are represented by
symbols used in I.P.A. for voiced segments and marked by
the diacritic [*] to indicate that the segments are voice
less, e.g. [Ga:bz] 'receipt* (see 10.3.2. for experimental9 9 9o o
findings).

2) Word non-final syllable ending. This type 
may be marked by h and h features. That is to say the 
contoids appearing in this type may be accompanied by the 
features voicelessness, tenseness and aspiration, e.g.
r C  v-[s.] in [has.-t* i] 'existence', or by the features voicing,, -> ,
laxness and unaspiration, e.g. [z] in [na.z-di.c^ ] 'near'.



The latter is symbolized by I.P.A* symbols used for voiced 
segments and without [©]. Thus three types of symbols 
are used in describing the contoids at the endings, as 
follows:

i) Symbols used for voiceless segments in I.P.A.
e.g. [P,t] etc.

ii) Symbols used for voiced segments but marked by
[o], e.g. [b,d] etc.

0 0
iii) Symbols used for voiced segments and left 

unmarked, e.g. [bjd] etc.
Symbols of the type i) and ii) are used for contoids in h 
endings, and those of the type iii) are used for contoids 
in h endings.
3*4.32. Plosiveness

At the simple ending the feature above combines
with: '

1) bilabiality, 2) denti-alveolarity, 3) palatality,
4) uvularity.

Unlike at the onset place (see -3*4-.21.), plosiveness , does 
not combine with velarity and glottality at the simple 
ending.

Also, unlike the contoids at the onset, all the 
resultant plosive contoids are found- in y- and w-syllables 
(see 3.4.21).

In y-syllables the bilabial plosive-' is articulated 
with spread lips. ■ The remaining plosives have advanced 
articulation as well as the features lip spreading.

In w-syllables the bilabial plosive is articulated 
with lips protruded and rounded. The remaining plosives
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have retracted articulation as well as the features above.
In word final syllable endings the contoids are ,

marked by h-features. In word non-final syllable .endings 
the uvular plosive is always marked by h-, the remaining 
contoids may be marked by h- and h-features.

Thus'plosives have the following forms in word 
final simple ending in relation to h/y and h/w features:

h/y . .
[P̂  b d c* J G]5 5 5 5

o <> o  o

h/w
[p11 b -t11 a o'* I G]w “* J-a o 0 ■»

Exx. . . _ .

Pt^i .p? ] * an army f fi .bl * slone ’[ si.t^j1 fr-me * phi . dlf willow1 
f division1 ̂ ? -JJ °
xi,d^ 'hide water) ri.J") [mi.til 'cloud’s vessel1 J 2 l p I J _

t^t^Uoph] ’ball1 ’cjo0^1 ^ma.t^j’puzzled’[rcl,gj’free *
£ p̂ ci „ c^J ’ clean1 [ su.j] 1 mourning ’ [ ba, G-1 1 garden ’

In word non-final simple ending the plosive contoids have 
the following forms in relation to h/h and y/w features:

h/y * h/w •
C[P" t1 cc ] °[PH tH c]

h/y h/w
L _ Q »— 0

[b d J G] [b d J G]5 5 > 5 “
Exx. .

No example found for [P^ ], [Ga.t^ re^ ’drop’ , [ne .iî ba.t̂ ]
> v— -/> _ . ?

’misfortune’, ft^a.bda.rl ’feverish*, ) ba.dbaxft^J ’unfortunate1V- v*j -J ' L  * 9

fri.J^a-rl ’pebbled place ’, f e(xbcL*l] ’fortune’Lj . L ’ "J
[suop^xori] ’soup dish’ >[ro .t̂ be/) ’degree’ [jo, c%ane-Ij ’ thanlcgiving ’ ; 
fxu^bruj ’pretty’ [go.dra.t^J ’power* [zcujrosf] ’name of a mountain 
\ mo . Gbe , 1 ’ fortunateLm MJ > ■» J

9 
1



3.^«55« Nasality
Tliis feature 001111111168 with 1) bilabiality and

2) denti-alveolarity in word final simple endings, and 
with 1) bilahiality, 2) labio-dentality, 3) denti-alveolarity,
4) alveolarity, 3) palato-alveolarity, 6) palatality,
7) velarity, and 8) uvularity in word non-final simple 
endings* In word non-final simple endings the nasal 
contoids are followed by’a homorganic contoid which occupies 
the onset of the following syllable. But before pre- 
glottal and glottal contoids the- nasal segments are denti- 
alveolar or bilabial.'

The nasal contoids at word' final endings are 
phonetically accompanied by h-features, that is they are 
voiceless and, compared with the nasal contoids at the 
onset and word non-final endings, somewhat tense. In word 
non-final endings they ,are voiced and lax and are, there
fore, considered to' be associated with h-features. .

In y- and w-syllables the nasal contoids are 
marked by the same features as mentioned earlier in relation 
to other contoids (see, for ixistance, 3*4-»32. above).

The nasal contoids thus have the following forms 
at the word final simple endings:

h/y h/w
-c -cCm n] Cm n]

1 1  o «
Exx.

^s i . in'] 1 s i l v e r  1 [c^i afj 1 r e v e n g  e 1 [ x a . m  ] 1 r a w 1
[ o $ a
xclonl 1 t a b l e  c l o t h ’W W ** • s*

And at word non-final simple endings they have the following 
forms:
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. h/y ■-c
[m,-rr) n, n, ^  yj+ rj- N]

’ 5 » 5 >
h/w

[m 1TJ n n T1- V  I" N]^ w rt w w w —' ^
The diacritic [:̂3 marks [n] as dental, [+] 

marks ["*) ] as palatal and [-] marks [•^] as velar.
E x x .
fd;>;a.anhev1 ’side1 T9 amf a. & 11 chrrity1 fG-a0ncli„ 1 I 'candle holder1 
L V  , ? J  I 9 jj" ^  J J L J ? »  5, J

[ 9e-nsa. n] 1 human1 [̂ p?a .pdaê ) ginger 1  ̂ »electric fan *
9 el ii -Ifki. o ifeeni al * I me -dlG-a 0 r 1 'he ak'
9 f j 9 u- w  J v

[ xdmp̂ cirê ) ' she 11' [xu„njf e j‘d. n] 'hlood~ [do.ndct*Gr ]1 hahy ' s
* ? w ~ • shedding1 ^ napkin1

[xd.nscurl ’nsuie of [go -Ĵ d̂ eJ'sĉ j 'sparrow1 [ mo oiî ĉ eri’' fdanger T 
w wl° ^ town1 ~ - % J

,[ Gy a..rj-k̂ ci . hj ' tiring 1 [ xu 0ITKcl.r J 1 hl’oodthir sty ' a

When- followed by a pre-glottal or glottal contoid it is 
either bilabial, (e.g. [d^ o.m?eJ 'Friday') or denti- 
alveolar (e.g. [sa.n?a.t^] 'industry').? 9 1
g.4.34-. Affrication

As described in affrication involves two
segmental features: plosiveness followed by friction and
is found in combination with pre-palatality to constitute
the prepalatal affricate.

In word final simple endings the affricate contoid
is found with h-features only, but in word non-final endings
it may be marked by h- or h-features. Apart from this
the same description as given for onset place applies.

Thus the contoid. has the following form in word
final endings in relation to h- and y/w features:

h/y h/w
-c -c
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Ihe forms. [ tj "3 are distinguished from the
forms [hg dg] 'by a higher degree of tenseness and 
aspiration as stated in 5*4--31'.* above.
Exx.
[ $ '71̂  ] 1 chalk * [§u .-trftT ] * ram '
J LiUo-&3 j 'pilgrimage to Mecca1 [ ma.-rnsû dxl ’mixed1

0 o
In word non-final simple endings the prepalatal 

affricate has the following forms in relation to h/h 
and y/w features.

h/y h/w
h d l  _c [ t A []

h/y . h/w
' td?T ‘ [to .

Exx.
t/^hori] »fresco r [mo,tfhp?i*tsf̂ J ’ hand’ 

t ’eighteen’ ^so.dgder"] ’bomng’
5.4-. 55. Laterality

Ihe feature above is found at simple endings in 
combination with denti-alveolarity in word final simple 
ending the denti-alveolar lateral is marked by h-features 
only and in word non-final simple endings it is marked by 
h-features. The contoid is found in y- and w-syllables 
and in both cases it is marked by the same features as 
stated for the contoid at the onset (i5.4-.25.)*

The contoid has, therefore, the following forms 
at word final simple endings in relation to h- and y/w 
features:

h/y h/w
-c -c

[1] El]



Exx.
(j>̂ i l] Telephant1 jjo^u.ll 'money*

A 4

and in word non-final simple endings it lias the following.
forms in relation to h and y/w features;

h/y k/w-c —c
Cl] Cl]5 v.

Exx.
fp^i.lhcun] 'elephant keener* f n^Uoldcur 1 'rich*I X - L L * w J

3.4,36.' Roll
This feature is found .at the simple endings in

combination with alveolar!ty and glottality; the glottal
roll in word non-final simple endings may be checked,
i.e. it may end in the feature plosiveness• This is
symbolized by ['"'?]• In relation to y/w.features'they
are the same as the contoids at the onset (see 3*4-*35*.).

Glottal roll is always found in h-endings, but
the alveolar roll is marked by h in word final simple
endings, and by h in word non-final simple endings.

Thus in word final endings the contoids , in
relation to h, y and w features are as follows;

.h/y h/w
-c -c

[r ] [r T 3  '
o

Exx.
\ si,rj 'full'  ̂su0r j ’party’
[reTbi7^1 ’spring* [suT^] 'vice*

In wordsnoA-fiiial simple endings they are as follows;
h/y h/w h/y h/w

-c -c -c -c
Cr] [r] C “ T  3 ~

The; sign "* indicates that the symbols preceding and following
it are in free variation.
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Exx.

C f a ̂  3CU£ 1 1 *1-e acier 1 [ raa r? lu . m~mar-lu .ml 1 kno v/nf
^ ^ L  v y u i v ^ ^ j  îxr \xj J

[s° 3 * ̂-eaĉ 1 [mo fjfbe ° d ~ mo r~be 0dl 1 priestf
3.4.37* Friction * 1 .

In simple endings the feature above is found in
combination with. .

1) labio-dentality, 2) alveolarity, 3) palatality
4) uvularity, 5)pre™glottality* ■

Unlike at the onset, friction does not combine
with bilabiality at the simple endings.

In relation to y and w all the fricative contoids 
at the ending are marked by the same features -as they are 
at the onset (see 3.4.26.). ' .

In word final simple endings all the, fricatives 
are marked by h; and in word non-final simple endings'the 
• labio-dental,^ uvular and glottal fricatives are generally 
fotmd with h-features only (unlike at the onset where they 
are found with h and h features equally [see 3*4.26.]).
The remaining fricatives are found with h and h features.

Thus the fricatives in word final simple endings 
and in relation to h and y/w features are as- follows:

h/y ' , h/w
-c -c

[f s z S 3 x h] [f s z r x h]
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ^  E  w  . ^  ^

0 . 0  ° t>
Exx* -

’bag1 [bas.̂ j 'enough' [c^i/J . ‘religion1
'meter' ’fort-(archaic)

1. See also 3*3*2.
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£inix* J 1 nai 1 1 me „ h j 1 fag r
[m o] 'owe' [bus0 J ’kiss' j 'soup'

[su.z] 1 "burning 1 £ gcu 3 j 'nonsense' (archaicj'
r ^
jjiox.1 r "brain1 fma.lil 'moon*L w  w  J  L u  w  J

and in word non-final simple endings they are, in relation
to h/h and y/w features, as follows:

h/y ■ h/w
- c  -c

[f s j* x h] [f s -/ x h] ,, , , , , « w w  ^ ^

-G — C
„ [- z 3 - [- z ■ / - - ] •

Exx.
[ *=t%,r ] 'behaviour1 ^mes.ja.r ] f coppersmith 4 '[c^ajht^i] f ship t;

maz ha .hi 'religion1 9 a» g da 0 rl ' a • 3 ;'
L  J e  - 9 o J  C  9  V  9 ^  - I  *- -* . ° J weapon| maxima*rl 'velvet' [ra.hba.rl 'leader' • '• /

M ’ J J  » N  I  J  }  J -  f t  Jf gofkt^curl 'speech' I bosvthcunl' garden1 ['kTiojf * ' WTC' St’e "~ J L J ~ L v . i i h g '

\ mo *2dUe.iyl 'employee' fmo .gde.T̂ good'
r -I ° ~ * news'-.. >;:mox«he-r j 'reporter' [mo.hse.n'j 'generous' v'/d

o ' & ■ - „
The frictionless contoids are not found at the. ./ a

simple ending except in the exceptional case which is ■ " k;;
described in 3*5*2. • .

Table YII below summarizes the description of the
contoids at the simple ending.
5.4-.4-. Contoids at the first Place in Complex Endings , ■ >

The points which were made in 3.4.31', are, as
already mentioned, applicable to the contoids at the first _ no
place in complex endings. The combinations of the seg- ■ /;/'
mental features found at this place are given in this ■ 
section and the modifications of the contoids by the; syllable 
features and place are described. (for s o m e .experimental. • .

, findings see 10.3*2.)
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3.4.41. Plosiveness
The same four combinations which were given in 

3*4.31. for the feature above at the simple endings, are 
also found at the first place of the complex endings, and 
they have the same modifications in relation to, h/h and 
y/w as described in 3*4.31.

In word final complex endings the plosive contoids 
are marked only by h, just as in word final simple endings. 
In word non-final complex endings only the dent’i-alveolar 
plosive may be found in assocation with both h/h features, 

The palatal plosive is found only with h in word 
non-final complex- endings. The remaining plosive contoids 
are found only with h.

Thus in word final complex endings the plosive 
contoids are as follows in h and y/w syllables: 

h/y h/w
° <'°/-b tf d c4 G] °^C/ h  t\ d G]* * * „ vu . ^ W1 1 7 * O O* o a

Exx.
1 _‘ cloud‘ !line! ’memory1

r -1 F(feudal 'value'
[ nfuG# j 'story’ 5 21
3 29

£go jbh-] 'ugliness' ^,ph0':ttlCt]:] ’ hammer ‘ [ho:C^m] 1 order 1
[p^otdb-] ’powder (loan)1 

j no 1 sweat' . ...I V-I Jtf

and in word non-final complex endings they are in relation
to h/h and y/w syllables as,follows:

h/y h/w
-0(c). c -0(0) ,

[ts ] [tf o'1 ]
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h/j h/w V ‘
-c(c) -c(c) ’

[b cL G] [b d G] , ̂  ̂ 9 w .

Exx. - i ■ /
) Gait^igciali'^ G a nt?Iega0li1 ‘murder nlace *• -
1 9 ? w s j  "* J "■ . : ,

[ /o:clhgQza0r ^  ,fo. clIreqozG.trl 1 thankful1 ' ■ . G
*- —  'H  w  'S’ ui vj ^  wr J

1 Ga£dlda*n -•*** G-asdraadoiil •'•airoreciative1 , -d5 9 g ?  1 9 5 3 w # J - .
[ mcsZzdiL'.r’] brainy1 ‘ .

3*4.42. Uasality
At the first place of complex endings nasality \r

is found in combination with
1) bilabiality, 2) labio-dentality, 3-)be.nti-alveolariiy,
4) alveolarity, 5) palato-alveolarity, 6) palatalfty,
7) uvularity. . v ' "

Unlike the simple endings (see 3*4.32?) it is . 
not found in combination with velarity at this place.. In 
word final complex endings the nasal contoids are markedly - G 
h- and in word non-final they are marked by h-features.
In relation to y/w syllables they are subject to the same - - -
modifications as at the simple endings (see 3*4.32,.). -

Except for the bilabial nasal which is generally 
found before any contoid, the nasal contoids are homorganic ■ 
with the contoids following them.

Thus in word final complex endings the nasal 
contoids are in relation to h and y/w syllable.features as : 
follows:

h/y h/w
-c(c) -c(c)

[ni m n n n n N] [m in. n n n n UJ-id / ? > ^ J w - L i ^a  * r. i. * o f „  A t» “  . O 'Si

1. .See 8.5*2.11. for the description of [e] and [' a ] in-the
second variations of the examples above. ■



'The diacritic [ n ] is used to distinguish between 
the denti-alveolar [n] and alveolar [n] nasal contoids*
Exx •

[ d ’~;inb] ‘heside 1 [s§ ;igf ] ’east1 ĵ eaid"] ‘cunning
<■— * * * r* ° ° t{pfajjid/] rfive ‘ ‘unintelligent1 |sh:NXJ 1 type •

[dgosmhl ‘motion* [k^o rodJ‘slow‘ [l?oms] 1 familiarity‘ ^
[ k^o ijxdgJ 1 corner 1 [t^o J ~j1 jug 1

The bilabial nasal precedes any contoid and not 
necessarily homorganic contoids, e.g.

\ xo ms 1 'a fifth1 [ fiasmdl rthanksgiving * T9oimGrl ‘depth1'I- J ... I » J “ ^  'S-

At word non-final complex endings the nasal con
toids are; 

h/y
-c(c)

. [m m n n n n N]? v ? b > »
h/w

-c(c)
tm m n n n n h] ■

vjJ J  ^  *  J  mJ

Affrication
Affrication at the first place of complex endings 

. is phonetically the same as that at the simple endings and 
combines with the same features and is subject to the same 
modifications in relation to h/h and y/w syllables (see
3.4-. 33* above).

In word final complex endings the pre-palatal 
•affricate is found with h-features.

In word non-final complex endings it is found with 
h-features unlike at simple endings where it may have h or 
h features (see 3*4-.33*)*



Thus the- affricate contoid in word final complex
endings has the forms

h/y h/w
-c(c) —c(c)

C ] Cdj; ^r 0 **Exx. [hesd-jx] ,T:)Cin9 -way* T bojd-kl 'shyness1
And in word non-final complex endings it has the forms

h/y h/w
-c(c) -c(c)

Cdr,] [ d^]? j;
No example found.
3.4.4-4-. Laterality

Laterality at the first place of complex endings
is, in all respects, phonetically the same as that at the
simple endings (see 3.4-.34*.).

Thus in word final complex-endings it is:
h/y h/w

-c(c) -c(c)
Cl] [1]a ■s*

Exx. [d^asld] rfastr [xosld] 'eternity1
And in word non-final complex endings it is:

h/y h/w
-c(c) -o(o)

- [1] [1],
3*4-.4-3* Roll

Roll at the first place in complex endings is als 
phonetically the same as that at simple endings (see 3.4**35 
ahove) except that here the glottal.rolled contoid1 [~r] 
or Ctr] is in free -variation with the checked glottal 
rolled [ ”7] and [~jJ] in all places, unlike at word final 
simple endings where the unchecked glottal rolled is not 
found in free variation with the checked one. Thus in



word final complex endings:
h/y h/w

-c(c) -c(c)
[r T? ' ] Cr ]
I s* - -

Exx.
V s?Lsrd1 1 cold’ [ saT>d # ~ sail’d"1 ’luck'
L 3 I  1 i L ? S ? ' J J p Jrt t- 0 »I ho;rd 1 ’win' hoT’d ~ ’j o ^ d l  ’distance’ 1W- ^  J L w UJ Mi ui faJ VAI Jp b & o ' s

And in word non-final complex endings:
h/y. h/w h/y h/w

■-c(c) -c(c) -c(c) -c(c)
Cr] [r] ["? ] [~? —  ], vO J * ^

Exx.
I n£ srdha.n ~ nS.rdebd.nl  ̂ ’ladder*
f raT?dtcur)J ra; dlaairjl-l ’sonorous voiced (man)’
 ̂ ? 3 J to —O, 3 ? a w9 o  ̂ o o ^

3.4.46. Friction
Friction combines with the same features at the

first place of complex endings as at the simple endings,
(see 3.4-.36.) and in relation to h/h and y/w features, the,
contoids thus obtained exhibit the same modifications.

In word final complex endings they are found with.
h-features, and in word non-final complex endings only the
alveolar fricative contoid has h/h features, and the remaining
contoids of this group have h-features only. Thus in word
final complex endings they are.:

h/y h/w
-e(c) —c(c)

[f s z f x h] [f s z S' x h]
? 5 5 5 5 "  ~  ^

Exx.
ĵ sef:XJ ’zero ’ |̂ Gas sxj 1 costle ’ Pba szl*]1 sowing • [xe,|‘sml ’angerx<> P  ̂ fl 9  ̂  ̂*

• £mstshz*| • ’pure, mere1 ‘cheap’ [p^ojjt1*] ’back.’

1. For the description of the extra [e] In this variant 
see 8.4.23.III.
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and in word non-final complex endings they are:
h/y

-c(c)■Cz] .
, J

h/w
”C(c) Cz]t-j ^

k % o r  ^  n^o/o bek1Jti.r 1  ̂! dedi-V, > lAl J #o ° C c?* *t» 11̂ 0 Xi ̂[jaszdxa s z ja fzdexas :tV.l 'name of a place1
L  J  '■** 9  9  u j  **> J  . ;

Table VIII below represents the contoids found at 
the first place in complex endings.

The frictionless contoids do not appear at this 
place except in a few exceptional cases which are explained 
in 3*3.2.

5.4.5. Contoids at the Second Place in Complex Endings
The contoids resulting from the combination of the 

segmental features at the second place of complex endings 
are given in this section together with the modifications 
imposed on them by the syllable features.

All the contoids are marked by h at the word 
final complex endings. But at word non-final complex 
endings some are marked by h, some by h, and some by h and* 
h as will be seen below (see 10.5.2. and 10.4.2. for 
experimental findings). In relation to the y- and w-featur.es \ 
they are subject to similar modifications to those observed 
at other places.

1. Bor the description of the [e] in these variations see
8.5.2.11. . .

W j
- c ( ° )  .[£ s / x h]

? ? 9 9 9

h/w
-c(c) r

[f s J x h]W w ^ svi
Exx.
£haftt^sa.r 1 'seven headed' [p^o/
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3.4-.31* Plosiveness
This feature is found in combination with:

1) bilabiality, 2) denti-alveolarity* 3) palatality,

and uvular plosives are always marked by h-features, the 
glottal plosives by h, and the denti-alveolar and palatal 
plosives both by h and by h features. The velar plosive 
does not appear at this place in a syllable. Thus in word 
final complex endings the plosives are:

4*) uvularity, 3) glottality.
In word non-final complex endings the bilabial

? ? ? ? jo . o
h/w

-(c)c
[b t*1 d c4 J G ?J

Exx.
avincj

1 electric!
f 1'iammef

quarter r

And in word non-final complex endings they are:
h/y

-(c)c
h/w

-(c)c

-(c)c
h/w 
■ “(c)oCb a f g]

? 5 5 5
[b d 5 G]
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Exx
pdas stfya.r A- das..t£iycw**\1 ‘assistant* VbaardLba.r. to .rdohcurl
r M ° pet uxenu1
masrjba-r ~ mn.pjeba-r 1 . ’deadly1 ' f zasrtda.r za.rbeda .r 1 ̂? ? J  ̂ 5 9 9 w £ J L jf- > 9 > » 9 9 9 * I J

1 cross*
3*4.32/ Nasality

The feature above is found, at this place in com
bination, with

1) bilabiality, and 2) denti-alveolarity. /
The resulting contoids are marked by;, h at word 

final complex endings and by h at word non-final endings. 
Thus.the contoids have the following, forms at word final 
complex endings':

h/y . h/w
-(c)c ”(G)C
'• [i|i ‘ [m n]

1 1  f  t
Exx. - " •.
r xej‘ nn j' 'anger* . [ dgo rrm/j 'fine'

o d  e

[ d3’ajhnjtfeast1 'beauty* ̂ * I °
and at word non-final complex endings they are

h/y - / b/w
“(c)c ; —,( c ) c

Cm n] . [m n] :
Exx.

[ xe.fnnjiln’j angry " [d^atf?nvarev] 'festivity*
¥ $ 2. if

3.4.33* Affrication .
Affri.cati.pn is found, at the second place of

complex endings, in combination with palato-alveolarity to
■constitute the xDrepalatal affricate..

In word final’complex endings the contoid is marked

1. Eor the description of the extra [i] , [e] and t-° ] in the 
second variations of the examples see 8.4.23•1.11*



by li and in word non-final complex endings, by h features,
thus: ' ' •

' b/y / - h/w . h/y h/w
- ( c ) c ~(c)c -(c)c -(0)0

, - L d^ 3 [d.3] • [0:5 ] ■ (cl > ]2 uj $ a*P 0

Exx o.
, ■ I xo. rrdg j -.’expense’ ..

5 * [/° 'tower'
) xa.:rdgdcur ]. 'ex-pensive ^ t r
L 9 3 9 “  t

3°4-.5zl-» Laterality ■ ■
Laterality ..is found, at the second place of complex

endings, in combination with denti-alveolarity together .with
friction to constitute the. dehti-alveolar fricative lateralo

In word final complex endings it.is associated
with-h, and in word non-final ones with h features, thus:

h/y ■ h/w h/y h/w
~(c)c “ (c)c -(c)c “(c)c

[■+]-. ii ] c + 3  . it ]a * ■
Exx e .

'murder1 Q b o x ] 'envy'
[ 9a:df*J ’justice* [ GKcst^gcuh ~ Ga. t^lcgcuhj 'murder pla

 ̂  ̂o .

Roll
' .. The feature roll at the second place in complex

endings is found in combination with alveolarity together
with friction to constitute the alveolar fricative roll'.
This contoid has the same relation to h/h features as the
lateral contoid' above, thus :

h/y h/w h/y h/w
-(c)c -(c)c ' -(c)c -(c)c

C>] [ 1 ] [ l l  Cl ̂ VJ I UJO '  a
Roll does not appear in combination-with glottality 

at this ilace.



Exx. •
[:;ie *̂L|'] * ection 1 Ĝ-o t1!̂  ] 1 thickne ss 1
Isa fox] 'patience1' [d^o :uk 1 ' erueltv'*; 9 11 J L w . J v
W a s t ^ ]  'perfume'L ? 9
Vmesĥ -bELin ~ me.hraba.nl 1 'Kind, affectionate'
l  J n  e  9 ? ?  ^  J 7 .

3>4.36. friction
The feature above is found .--in combination with the 

.following segmental features at the second place in complex 
endings;

1) labio-dentality, 2) alveolarity, 3)pre-palatality 
4) palatality, 3) uvuiarity, 3)pre-glottality.

In word non-final complex endings the resulting- 
pre-glottal and uvular contoids are always marked by.h, the 
post-palatal contoid is always marked by h and the remaining , 
contoids by h- and h equally. The post-palatal contoid is 
not found in w-syllables. Thus in word final complex 
endings they'are: •■ V y  ■ -

- ( c ) c  ■
[ f v s z J C  xfct]

5 5 5 7 5 5 5

h/w
-(c)c .

[ f v s z j  x h ]
w  *-** ^  y. u j

and in word non-final complex endings they are:
i .. h/y h/w

-(c)c -(c)c
? [f s J x h] [f s j x. h]9 9 9 9  ? w ^ Jo '■**

h/y- • h/w
-(c)c -(c)c

•• Cv z ol Cy z]
V ?  , .

Exx. , .
[ha-rfl 'speech' [saniyr 1 'pinetree 1 [ 9asc?s1 'picture'U? 9 > " I > JO J  ̂ L ?

1. See 4.2.4. for the- description of the extra [a] in this 
variation.
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[Wsd^zJ 'failure* J"ra?^J ‘vote* J"sofbhJ 'morning1 
[sarrvGe.d 1 'tall* [so fohgcuTi ~ so .bheqct.hl̂  .'mornina time 
[plIo its] 'question* ^go srz ] 'mace' j^orrfj 'acquaintance 1

No frictionless contoid is found at the second 
place of complex endings.

Table IX below presents the contoids at this place 
,in relation to h/h and.-y/w features.

1; for the description of the extra [e], in this variation 
see
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' CHAPTER 4
PHONETIC RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SYLLABLES

In this chapter the phonetic features that mark 
the relation between the syllables within a nominal word

r- 1and nominal piece- are described. , But before this, some 
rules for syllable division are given below:

4.1. Syllable Division .
Unlike■segmental phonetics, articulatory feature 

analysis provides, in most cases, -adeguate criteria for 
establishing, the.boundaries of. the syllables, and for dividing 
a continuum into successions of syllables. This is due to 
the fact that.articulatory feature•analysis does not attempt 
to describe all the features observed in the data in terms 
of segments. Instead it'describes.the features indepen
dently from the segments if ,they are'not easily assignable 
to one segment more than another. Such features mark a 
number of segment's-into .a larger. unit, namely a- syllable.

Once the syllable is thus'defined, and its types, 
parts and the possible number of segments which a single 
syllable can have,-are accounted for (as in 1.5.5 1.6. and 
1.7* above), then, syllable division can easily-be worked 
out on the basis of the syllable types, parts and the 
syllable features as follows:
4.1;'!.' Syllable Types and Syllable Parts

The syllable.types observed in Persian are: cv,
c w „  cvc, c w c  and cvcc. Any syllable type , has at least

1. Por- the definition of word and piece see 8.1, and 9*1*



two parts: onset, which always constitutes one place
occupied by a contoid; and the syllabic part, which also 
always constitutes one place occupied by a vocoid. The 
syllable type cv has the onset and syllable part only.
Other syllable types have a further part, namely, the ending, 
which may be simple and occupied either by a noil-syllabic 
vocoid (as in c w )  or a contoid (as in-cvc). Or the ending
may be complex comprising a -vc (as in c w c )  or a -cc (as 
in cvcc.) (for the details see 1.6. and 1.70*

On the basis of these observations the following 
rules are given for syllable division, the division is 
marked by - placed between two syllables:

i) A sequence of two vocoids is considered as 
belonging, to one syllable i.e. they are parts of one 
syllable, e.g. [ne.izan] 'flute player^' : c w c v c — > cw-cvc

9 9 JO
,•- ii) ''//hen there is one contoid between two vocoids, 

the division falls before the contoid because all Persian 
syllables have onsets but may or may not have endings, e.g. 
[sac?aneT*0 ’inhabitant1: cvcvcv » cv-cv-cv

9 .9

iii) When there are two contoids between two vocoids 
the -division falls between the contoids because the onset 
always constitutes one place and a complex onset is not found, 
e.g. [sa.rb a.z] ’soldier’ cvccvc ---» cvc-cvc

9 9 w  ‘t?

iv) When there are three contoids between two vocoids 
the division falls between the second and'third contoids 
because the endings may be complex but the onsets are always 
simple, e.g. [bo:rdb a.r] ’patient’: cvcccvc — * cvcc-cvc 
^k.1.2. .Syllable Length

As described in 2.2., syllables have different 
lengths according to their types, thus:



cv i short
c w ,  cvc : intermediate
owe, cvcc : long

Therefore, syllable length serves as a criterion for syllable 
division. Consider the example: ;
[^o0rdibefiej*:t%ia.hda.rjiixuzbud£um' Xe.ili Xo r«»cj6zaf :t? 1w > $ J J ^  9 9 ?  j

'I was in Shiraz in the month of Ordibehesht, I enjoyed my ' 
stay there’. In this example [o.] has intermediate length, 
therefore, the first syllable is of c.vc type; [i] and [e] 
are short therefore the second and third syllables are of
cv type; [e] is longer than the preceding [e] and is
followed by a voiceless fricative which has the feature 
long, therefore the fourth syllable is of cvcc type; 
the following [a.] and [a.] are intermediate. Thus the 
fifth and sixth syllables are of cvc type; the following

v[i] is short, the seventh syllable.is therefore of cv'type;, 
the [a*] following is Intermediate, thus the eighth syllable 
is of cvc and so on. Thus the divisions in the example / 
above should be made as follows:
\ !’ it^-ma.h-da.r-fi-ra.z-bu-dl.in-Xe ,i~li~xo f.-ao-zV* “ “ 7 7 UJ w  3 3 ^  UJ 2 ? US wJ ^ Jo

4.1;.3» y and w [Features .
The above features are also useful in syllable 

demarcation, but only in a restricted way. That is, when 
a sequence of two or more syllables- are all marked hy either 
y (e.g.:' [sac* ane*] ’inhabitants’) or w (e .g.. [bozo :r£]

5 ? • .
’b i g ’), the feature cannot be used for syllable division.
But when the.adjacent syllables in a sequence differ from 
each other in their y and w features, then the. features may



be' used as criteria for syllable division, because the modi
fications of the segments by each of the features indicate 
to which syllable each segment belongs. ' Consider the 
two examples below:'

fplcuklc^o,n1 ‘clean (it)1 |na.zdi%ckholn] .‘bring (it) near'° ? J ? S' i
I n .the first example both syllables [p^ cuk-] 

and C-k^ o.n] are marked by w-features and it is difficult,
o

on the basis of y/w features, to say where the syllable cut 
should be made. Therefore, other criteria should be- used 
in this particular case. But in the second example the 
syllables [naXzdi.c-] are marked by y-features and the lastr n
syllable [-k^ o.n] has w-features. Accordingly the plosive 
contoid in the ending of [-di-c-] is advanced [c] as the 
syllable Is a y-syllable, and the plosive contoid in the 
onset of tk^ o.n]. is retracted as the syllable is w-syllable.\ Q 4
Therefore it is possible to say that a syllable' cut falls 
between [c] and [k^ ■]• in the second example- as they are 
marked by-different-syllable features, thus:

4 u> JJ <•*>cvccvccvc -— >cvccvc-cvc 
(See 10.2.2. for experimental findings.)
4.1.4. h and h -Features

‘ Only in word final endings* h features may serve
as a criterion for syllabic, division since most contoids 
which elsewhere may have h-features are marked by h at this
place. For example in [sa:rd] ‘cold’, the ending [-rd] has» » > ) je> o  a  a

h-features, but the ending [-rd] in [sa:rdsi.r] 'occidental',
9 9 9 9 9 ’ 9■o

has h-features, and it may even be separated by a syllabic 
element thus becoming [sa.r-de-sir].1 The' presence of

1.'See 4.2.4. for the description of the syllabic element [£],



h-features in the former example marks the boundaries of 
the word and to that extent is.,useful in syllable demarcation 
(See- 10.4.2. for experimental findings).
4.1.3. Syllable Division and Morpheme Division

* Syllable division, doe si not .always .correspond with 
morphemic, division'Although in some cases, both divisions may. 
have some correspondence. -For example in the nominal piece 
[. c^et^dbet^o --- ]^ 'y'our book .(ob j .) ' , which appears in the 
sentence: [ c^lthcih^t^oTiva*rda,m . ] ’I brought your boot1',

9 ■' ' - 9 9  9 ‘ 9

syllabic division cuts across morphemic divisions and they 
have no correlations, thus:

. Syllabic division: ' , '
[c^ e--t?a-be-t^ o ...]■ * ■

Morphemic division: , ' • ,
^c^etha.b Je ^

But in the nominal piece: [da. rsa.rb <X. zxd ne-0 'in the army1 V5. ;i 9 ^
camp1 as appears' in the sentence: , [ dae rsa or'bcioZ.xdne,. buda.m’]

■* ; T <?

’I was in-the army camp1, syllabic division correlates with 
morphemic division, thus: .. .

Syllabic division: .
\ da.r - sa.r- ha.z -;xd~-net 1L  >  S ' 9 9 ‘ la w  • J

.Morphemic division: , " ■ ‘
[da-pj '{sa.rj [bci,|} (xanet| .

, 4.2. PhoneticvSeIations-Between the Syllables within a Word
Syllables are related together into a nominal word

by various phonetic.features as follows:

1. See 9.1. for.-the definition.of nominal piece.
2. See 4.2.3. and 4.3.2.-for the descriptions of the extra

elements in the morphemic division.



4.2.1. -Prominence
Syllables are marked, by different degrees of
iprominence in accordance with their position within a 

nominal word. For example, in the nominal word:
-je^ri ] ’being a researcher1, the first 

syllable: ] is marked by secondary prominence for
nominal word initial position, the last syllable: [-ri]
is marked by primary prominence for nominal word final 
position, and the remaining syllables are marked by tertiary 
prominence for nominal word medial positions.
. . • _■ Prominence is not a syllable feature in the sense
that, for instance, length is because the latter is asso
ciated with the types-of syllable, and does not vary with 
the position the syllable may have in a noun or piece but 
the former changes in accordance with its position in the 
word. For example, the syllable ] in the example
above.is marked by tertiary prominence for noun medial 
position, but it is marked by primary prominence in the 
word: [ p̂’4£-3U“£e,J*.. ] 'research', because it occupies
the iinal position in a word.

Prominence marks the relation of syllables to the 
word,.- (See 4.4. for the description of prominence.)
4.2.2. Syllabification

The term 'syllabification’ is tised as a phonetic 
term throughout this thesis, and it refers to the following 
factors:

1) The contoid occupying the onset of a syllable

1. See 4.4. for a description of prominence.
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disappears when it follows another syllable having an ending. -
2) The contoid or-non-syllabic vocoid originally - \ 

constituting the ending of the preceding syllable occupies
the onset of the syllable following.

3) The contoid thus separated from the preceding 
syllable is modified (if necessary) to harmonize with the 
features of the following syllable.

4-) The preceding syllable- too, modifies its
syllable features in order that they suit the new type of
syllable to which it now belongs. (See 10.3*3* for
experimental findings.) Consider the following example:

[basrj*]- 'leaf + [ha] 'plural suffix' —V [ba.r-g a ]' leaves' . r 9 > w 5 »o &
In this example:

1) The contoid [h-3 occupying the.onset of the 
second syllable in isolation disappears when preceded by 
the- first syllable, which has an ending: C-rJ] •

5 9ci o

2) The plosive contoid which was a constituent of
the ending [-rj3 now constitutes the onset of the second . ' -

o o
syllable in place of [h] i.ev [g<x],

3) The plosive contoid which was originally marked 
by the featiires y and h as a part of the ending of a y- 
syllable, is now marked by the features w a n d  h as the 
onset of a w-syllable. ■ . ■

; d) The syllable [ba:rj] which is marked by the
'5  5.
o  o  ■

feature long and the features h at the ending is modified
into [ba.r] which is marked by the feature intermediate * *
length and the features h at the ending as it.is no longer 
a word final syllable (see 3*^.5*)•
Further examples: '



mcun.J *11 * J ' from' + [^a»n] ‘that 'v- [dga] 'place * * [^omada-mj
0 ° » ° -s "*11, came ma“n&“Za*n«d:7,a^a“ni4“ddsmA '-I came from there'l 9 ? ^ i d ' “* » * I J

Syllabification as explained above marks the
relation between the.syllables at the following places in
a nominal word (c = contoids, -f = glottal stop).

14.2.21. c~ending prefixes * ?-beginning stems 
Exx.. ' ’
[ baor ] . -'oref ix*+ f^a-va srd 7 1 steme ’ — *l ; y J " ? 9 ? ■*• * °
dadrl 11 - 4 f^a-ma.d 1 M rr* f da-ra-ma*&1v 'income'* . -S | J" , y >> I  9  ^  9 > J

*

4.2.22. c-ending stems + ?-beginning suffixes.;-̂ ;'
Exx - . ‘ a . - . ’

*stem'+ ^^d.n-der] 'suffix* — * jldto•-,J”a „n~deTJ ’fatal'*
[bo-r] 11 ■ * [^ejh] " * ["bo^rejh.] ’cut*.

■ 'o *  ̂ ^
The relation between c-ending stems and., [ha]'

'plural suffix', is also marked by the feature syllabifi
cation, e.g.[ma:rd] + [ho.. ]-----   .[ma.-r-d u ] 'men'..:

5 1 ?  ~  1 •} ^
'' ' o o

• -4.2.23-* c-ending components + ?-beginning components in compounds'.
• Exx... ... .
[$o o 1 ] 'floYirer * ■ -v [ % d ]  . 'water*— sfgo-lci.bj 'rose water*

.o 0 U ®
[ za.r-J 'gold* -»• f Jaf 0/Q.,nJ ‘scatter-1* ^za-raf,/a.n.J 'gilded'

■ 4.2.3» Gontoidal’ Links withnx^ferds ,
• . ., The term above refers to the following factors:

The suffixes which in isolation (as in dictionary / 
entry and,,in grammar books), begin with [?], lose their 
onset glottal stop and. express their relations to V-ending

1. See footnote ,( i ) in 8.4. for the. definitions of prefix
and stem and suffixes. 1

F ba~ra.~va ;rd~1 " 1 e stimate 'L ! S! . y y J



stems with other -contoidal elements. The contoidal elements 
■ most commonly observed are:

1) CJ]. e.g. \ s
' ^d3u]^.[^aBndeT] — > [d̂ u-ja*-ndeT ] ‘seeker* . -

' [gu] a — >Tgu-deJ**-] ‘dialect*
■ 2 ) C jjjd , e • g.
. •. i] re lative suf f ixv-* Jba.ndiJ-i ] 'slavery’
■ [pltox«t€(̂ *[̂ i] “■ !! —> ̂phox.t^IJ-iJ maturity'

• 3) Cg] e.g., .

Fba 0nd4-l^cunT 'olui'al suffixr̂ |ba.ndfec|dDnl slaves-, u  J V , n r d  . I?.4) [d;5] e.g. .
[ save,."]tXj'’i] re lative suffix'-^* [ŝ yld̂ i ] from .Slave Jby .

- ” 3) Cv] in Arabic loans, e.g. ■
• [musa]+ [^i]__-_> [s%®T'V^3 'related.to loses

4.2.4. Vbcoidal, Links within. Words
' . The relation between the stems and suffixes may

be.• expressed by air extra syllabic element which appears 
between the stem and the suffix”if a) the suffix is a 
c-be.ginning one, and, b) the stem ends either in a. complex 
ending, or in a simple ending preceded by an inherently- 
long vocoid (see 8.4.23.III below) e.g. -
fja?rd̂ ,"| ‘value * + -[ma?ndvsuffixUWaQrd3omaend"] 'valuable' 
[p̂ o-s*] 'watch* -v̂ bci.n] |̂;p^isebd#:n] 'police'
4.2.3• By1labic harmony

Two syllables in a wo 3rd harmonize if a) the 
■first is of cv-type and b) it contains an inherently short 
•vowel, e.g. . v > '-•-V' •

. [nlj-d «n] 'precious stone' ^SAkhu.nJ 'standstill'
(for details see 3*3*14. above. See.10.4.3* for experi
mental findings..) : , ' -



4.2.'6. ■ Contoidal liarmony within words
The contoids in the endings of syllables may 

harmonize with those at the onset of the syllables following 
them.’ ■ The most common examples of ■ such harmony are:

1) llasal contoids followed by other contoids, e.g.

[ma.n] 'I'
\ ma .mbdto ] *1 and yo.ur
. ^ijia.nda.y.. < 1  in.....*5 5 »
\ ma .jttĴ S rndru. z ...1 * I (for) some days ...»L ? ' ?>» * * ■  iff J «

[maapc^e■] ' ’I who..,1
2) [s] followed by [t] e.g.

[dasrb^j ^[das.sophal ‘hand and foot1*** ? ?■ _ L  J J w  J

[ das.t^e-rj—>[dâ .se-t ] ‘handle’
A y

I4.3*- Phonetic Relations Between the Syllables in a Piece
The relations between syllables in a nominal piece 

are marked by the- folloxclng phonetic, features:
4.3*1. Syllabification, as described in 4.2.2., e.g.

tr?a * 1 t-° 1 — > [ 1Jia ?- J " ■ ]  ' manT (object.)
[ k^cur J -v .[^e,] * [t1̂  1 -— -> [ k^d-re-to ] 1 your work1
4.3*2.- Contoidal links, as described in 4.2.5., e.g.
[p^d 3 * [ J eT ] re zaf e * J m a , n j 11 * Jp'LCcx—j eT m a »n  ] * m y  le g ‘

[boba] v 1 »definite particle ‘ [bdbd£4 ] ‘ the fellow ‘

4.3*3* Contoidal harmony as described in 4.2.6., e.g. 
^dasstt*?]* [rd]-*[das.so] ‘the hand1 (object*)

Prominence, vocoidal links and syllable harmony 
mark the relations of syllables within words. They do 
not mark the relations of syllables at piece level.

1. Bee 9*1* for the definition of nominal piece.



4.4,, Prominence; Description
In listening to a continuum some syllables tend 

to stand out from the rest and catch attention more easily 
than others. Such syllables are here called Prominent. 
Prominence may be due to the presence in the syllable of 
one or more phonetic features. . It is therefore a general 
term, it covers a number of factors; and the more factors 
present in a syllable, the higher its degree of.prominence. 
Prominence is, therefore, a relative term, Whereas the 
factors underlying it are more of an absolute nature.

v iConsider the word [ rpjhud . ] 'guidance'. In this word1 " o
the second syllable: [- '/cud] is relatively more prominent
than the" first one: tiUb- ]. Its relative' prominence.
is due to the following factors:

1) It has intermediate length, whereas [,rfe-] is 
short.

2) It has a changing pitch (in citation a high 
fall) whereas [,rfc-] has a mid-level pibch.

3) Cj* ] is tense whereas [r] is lax, and [a*] isVJJ
louder than [i ].

4) [-‘/ciad ] is pronounced \tfith greater degree of’uj
breath force than [,1 6 -].

All these factors contribute to the relatively greater 
prominence of the second■syllable to the first..

In the following xoaragraphs the phonetic factors, 
underlying prominence are described and illustrated with

1. See in this connection, G-imson, 'An Introduction to the 
Pronunciation of English', 1966, pp. 23-6.



examples at word level, (See 4.2*1. above for choice of 
word instead of syllable. See aia-o ; for experi
mental findings see 10.3*4.).
4.4.1. A Change in the Pitch of Voice

A syllable within which the pitch of voice changes 
stands out as more prominent than others. The direction 
of the change is not important, the change itself, is 
important. Therefore the change may be a fall from a 
higher to a lower level, a rise from a lower to a higher 
level, a fall followed by a rise or vice versa.-- .In fact 
the direction of the. changing pitch' is largely determined 
by other factors such as intonation pattern, mood of the 
conversation, position of the syllable within the. continuum, 
etc. In citation form the change is a fall from a higher 
level to a lower'one. The changing.pitch Is symbolized 
by [' \ ] and is usually observed in the last syllable of 
a nominal word. If the word is monosyllabic, it can only 
have this pitch in isolation, e.g.

^cfo.l] 1 flower ^ ______[golcub J 'rosewater ' ~  ^
^x6daj‘i] 'being a G-odr _______ ^

- 4.4.2. A difference in the levels of,pitch
A syllable within which the pitch of voice does 

not change has level pitch. Two degrees of level pitch 
are distinguished; mid.and low. And of two comparable 
syllables the one that has mid level pitch is more prominent. 
Consider the examples below (where, as in the rest of. this 
section, mid level pitch is symbolized as[-] and low level 
pitch as [_]): '

[igoza/st^j. 'forgiveness1 A
[bagozaf; ] 1 forgiving-' __~~ "N
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In the first example above the syllable [go-] has mid
level pitch and in the second example the syllable [-go-] 
has low-level pitch,; the former is therefore more prominent 
than the latter,
4.4.3. Stress -

The term stress as used in this thesis refers to 
some degree of breath-force which may be accompanied by 
some degree of muscular ..tension and extra length in the 
syllable. Two syllables of comparable phonetic make up 
are-different in their degrees of prominence5-when one is 
pronounced with greater degree of stress, e.g.'- 

o cx£ ] clean : " 1 -\ '
(jlp^GaC *• ] rr u 1 (with emphasis)

Both syllables are- of the same .phonetic type
(i.e. cvc) and both'have- the .same .segmental and syllable
features, but the se.cond 'is pronounced with greater hegree. 
of breath force -and is,-: therefore,, more prominent than the 
first,.
- • four .degrees of stress may be observed in Persian

as,follows: •
4.4.31. Emphatic Stress p *

, ■ Emphatic stress consists of extra breath force, 
extra tension in the articulator^ organs- during the pro
duction of the syllable as well as extra length imposed on
the syllable. It also causes the pitch of the, voice to
rise to a higher scale, so that if the syllable, has a
falling pitch, .the fall begins form a higher level and if it
has a level pitch-, it starts at a higher level.
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Emphatic stress may he observed with any syllable 
within a noun or a noun and particle. .But it usually 
co-occurs with primary prominence;as will be seen later 
(see 8.6.44.). Emphatic stress is symbolized by 

■ ["] placed'-over the relevant syllable. The extra length 
does not need to be marked separately as.it is implied in 
the description of this type of stress, e.g.
, -n i _§ao3") 11 h ' suggestion1 (emphasized)
P'p̂ iJ*.-n?-fia.d 1 ^  - \ 'suggestion1 (contrasted with

■ In the following example emphatic stress lias'*
fallen on a syllable that does not constitute a constituent 
of the noun, but of .the particle following it:

\ t^ox.-me-mo trGrj 'egg'? as ' contrasted with;
ft^oxo -mo-mo srG-1 “ ~v 'em and hem1^  W  l W  M  M  I  ■ "  . . r wO () *

4.4.52» Primary Stress
fhe degree of breath force, muscular tension and. 

syllable length associated with primary stress.is lower than 
that found with emphatic stress, but higher than those 
observed in syllables having tertiary or secondary stress 
(see below). Primary stress is■symbolised by ['] placed 
over the relevant syllable.

Primary stress always co-occurs with the changing 
pitch. ' It is therefore usually observed in the last . 
syllable of nominal words-. Monosyllabic nominals have 
primary stress in citation, e.g.'

L * ' < £ ° ' j ~ 1 h   ’hard worker’
f p^o.r-k^ri] - 'hard'working . ■



4-.4.55.,- Secondary Stress
' Secondary stress is associated with a lower 

degree of breath force, muscular tension and syllable length 
than that observed in the primary stress but it is higher 
than'*:that found with tertiary stress. Secondary stress 
is symbolized by [)] placed under the syllable concerned.

Secondary stress generally co-occurs with mid-level 
pitch which marks the first syllable of polysyllabic words, 
e.g.

■ . jjPU“0 or-k^a.r ] i"- ^
fplto'0r«ld£a-lri] \ “ t-S

4.4.34. Tertiary Stress
Tertiary stress is, associated with the lowest 

degree of breath.force, muscular tension and syllable length, 
and generally co-occurs with low,level pitch. Tertiary 
stress is left unmarked, e.g.

jjp̂ o. .r-k^d-ri^] _\~2 _

The second syllable in the example above has tertiary stress.
4.4.4. Segmental Qualities

Segments differ from each other in their degree 
.of prominence. ̂ The presence of a 1segment with a high 
degree o;f prominence in a' syllable also adds to the prominence 
of the syllable. For example compare the words 

re+z] 'vine1 Frcuzl 'secret'3 9 J I** S' J0
the second'word contains [a.] while the first one has [e.]. 
[*<*•]. is more prominent than [e.] .and the syllable that 
contains it also is more prominent.

p. See' D* Jones, 'An Outline of English Phonetics', 1964, 
p.24, .paragraph 101.



4.4.5'. Segmental Quantities
• Some segments, ax'© dnherently longer than others. 

The presence of such segments in a syllable adds to the 
prominence.of the syllable, e.g.

’ several 1 jba ?udj ' ’rope 1 
The segment Ct/?-3 is longer than [b-] . The monosyllabic

■ 9
word is, therefore, more prominent than the second.
4.4.6. Long Contoid- ■ ' . ' * ■

'.Doubling of a contoid at syllable boundaries 
renders the preceding syllable more prominent than when the 
contoid is not doubled in the same nominal word. Thus 
of the two variants: [ba-rej and [ba.r^red both meaning

9 9 9 9 9

’lamb1, the second one is more prominent. Thriller example 
■ j b̂atj’̂ eJ ’child’ is less prominent-than [ha.t/t/^Cv]
■ [t§e c^e] ’piece’ ” ”■ ” ■ " \jt̂ e„cĈ e J

4.4.7. Degrees' o f . Prominence
.•There are phonetically as many degrees of pro

minence among the* syllable's- as trained ears can distinguish 
It may be said that -the degree of prominence of a syllable 
is determined by the type and/or the number of the relevant 
factors that are present; in the syllable. In the word 

- 1 i ~ lset „t^] " —  ’sessions'
the syllable [ 3 has . a high degree of'prominence..(V • . ’ r ‘
because a large number of'the.relevant factors described, 
above* are observed in the syllable as follows:

1) C -scl. t9 carries a changing pitch which renders 
it more prominent.

2) It also has primary stress, i.e. it is



pronounced with a high degree of breath force, 
muscular tension and has long duration.

3) The syllable.is, furthermore, marked by the 
feature intermediate length whictrmarks the 
cvc. and ,cvv as opposed to short length of the 
preceding'two syllables which are of the cv type.

4) The contoid [ s ] . and the vocoid [ a.] are
' , inherently more prominent than most others

because. [ s ] is qualitatively sonorous and 
[ a .  ]. is open, thus, also, sonorous.

5) C s ] and Ccu .1 are also more prominent because 
they are inherently "longer than the other 
segments in the word.

The syllable [ -it-]- 'in the example above has, 
on the other hand,, a low degree of prominence because the types 
of the, relevant factors observed in.it are those that render 
a syllable less prominent was follows:

1) £-ri?»] has low level pitch' which renders it 
less prominent.

2) 'It .has-also tertiary stress, i.e. it is
pronounced with.a low degree of breath force, 
muscular tension and has no extra duration.

3) The syllable is marked' by the feature short 
which marks the type cv.

4) [1] and [fc ] are qualitatively less prominent 
than 1 S ] aiid .[ <*■ '] in the syllable [• -sa.t^]

5) Cl] and* [ S ] are-.quantitatively less prominent 
than [ s ] and- 0 . '



Between these two degrees, several degrees of ■ 
prominence can he established,. But, for the purpose of 
the phonological analysis in part 2, it is convenient to 
distinguish four degrees of prominence and before des- ' 
cribing the degrees, it is useful to restate that:

i) Primary, secondary and tertiary stress co
occur with the changing pitch, mid- and low- 
level pitch respectively,

ii) Emphatic stress co-occurs with the changing 
pitch in word;., final syllables and high level 
pitch in word non-final syllables, 

iii) Qualitative, quantitative prominence and the 
prominence, resulting from the presence of a . 
long contoid are not tied to any one type of . 
stress or pitch. They are irregular and may 
occur anywhere, therefore, they are of secon
dary importance in the study of prominence.

The four degrees of prominence referred to above 
are described below. • The symbols used above for marking 
the stress are also used to mark prominence as they are 
simpler than the symbols for pitch, but this should by no ; ■ 
means imply that the most important factor in prominence is 
stress.
4.4.71» Primary Prominence

All degrees of prominence in which a changing 
pitch and a high degree of stress are observed within one. 
syllable are grouped under the heading above. The last 
syllables of the examples below therefore', have primary 
prominence:
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£se.cc£e] ’.coin’
Jjdfe-rd- nia.d] ’income1

9 a

I dd-nej" o - rna rnd 1 1 scientist ’ ■^ , J M  J* o

4.4.72. Secondary Prominence
All degrees of prominence in which, a mid-level 

pitch and a secondary stress are found within one syllable
are grouped under the heading above. The first syllables
in the examples below have this prominence:

J|d&-ra- niB.d] ’income’ ̂ a
jjgo-za-rS.n-dfe-'gd.nl 'passers b y 1

a *

4.4.73* Tertiary Prominence
All degrees of prominence in which a low-level 

pitch aii’d tertiary stress are found in one syllable are 
grouped under this heading. The syllables which are left 
unmarked in the examples below have tertiary prominence: 

jjgo-za-ra.n-dfc-'gdenj ’passers b y ’'V •
Jnfe-yd-'ze.jh] 'care and attention’

4.4.74. Emphatic Prominence
All degrees of prominence in syllables with 

emphatic stress are grouped under the above heading. 
Emphatic prominence may be associated with changing pitch 
or. with high, level pitch. In the following examples., it is 
accompanied by changing pitch:

[,p^i• -nt -(bo.. d j ’suggestion’ Ceinpha s i z.e d )
[. go-zd-"rej. ] ’report'-. ■”

and in the examples below it is accompanied with high level 
pitch:
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• \i’txfQX*“ 'me -mosrG-l ’egg1 contrasted with?w o o ^
ndiox, -mo-mo t-rG ] ' eqq and hem1L. to vJ -Jj w  W -J-J.

] ’es,” fa-fia• n ] Isfahan! contrasted with:
I 0] ’Isfahan'I J J * uki Ja

. Eor the phonological statement of prominence 
and its functions see 8.6.



CHAPTER 5
GLOTTAL, PRE-GLOTTAL. 'AND LONG COUTOIDS

3*1. 'Glottal stop1
'The t.erm 'glottal stop' is used for convenience to 

refer, in this chapter, to all the glottal contoids des
cribed in Chapter 3* Glottal- stop is an interesting case 
in Persian phonetics and phonology •' It is somewhat prob
lematic -too. Por this reason it is given special attention 
here.

Linguists' views on the nature and role of glottal ■
stop in Persian phonetics and phonology have been divergent

1and short of comprehensiveness. Some linguists have 
included glottal stop in their phoneme inventories without 
giving an adequate description of the phonetic nature of

pthe phoneme, others have excluded it without giving reasons; 
-others have given a correct phonetic description but have 
included it among the consonantal phonemes without showing 
its different function from that of other phonemes in t h e ■ 
language.*' In the .following paragraphs the phonetic des
criptions of the glottal contoids (here referred to as 'glottal

1. .See, for instance, Y. 'Samareh, , 'The phonological structure 
of Syllable and Word i n . Tehran!??- Persian' , Ph.D. Thesis, 
University College London, 1968,.especially pp. 34-40; 
and V.S. Rastorgueva, 'A Short Sketch of the Grammar of 
Persian', 1964, p.9*

2. See, for instance, Jeri.s E. Strain, 'A Preliminary Report 
on Vowel. Duration in Persian1, IRAL, Vol.VII, 3, 1969*
Jiri Eramsky, 'A Study of the Phonology of Modern Persian', 
1939; and 'A Phonological Analysis of Persian Monosyllables',

.. 1948.
3. The only two 1 inguists .known to me who have looked more 

fully into the phonetic nature o.f glottal stop are:
Charles T. Scott, .'Syllable.Structure in Tehran Persian',
1964 and Carleton T. Hodge,. 'Some Aspects of Persian Style',
1937*



stop' generally.), are re-stated with more details; and some ■ 
of the previous phonological treatments are very .briefly 
examined* The phonological treatment suggested in this
thesis is. given in Part 2* ■ (See, for instance, ’ 7.4.11. and •

. ' . 8*4.11.)5*1*1* Phonetic Description
It is-1'useful to describe the phonetic nature of

glottal stop in two styles in order to be able to compare
the variations with each other-, The styles chosen for
this purpose are: .

1) Less formal and more colloquial referred to as:
Style A.

2) More formal and less colloquial referred to as: •.
Style B.

In Style A what Is generally referred to as glottal 
stop may phonetically be one of the following segments:
5.1.11* G-lottal Stop ,

This variation is symbolized as[?]. In the for
mation of this variant the vocai-cords are brought tightly
together in. order to form a complete closLire at the glottis. . 
The closure is then released allowing the air-stream to 
pass through, ■ Compared with other stops [?] is.very short.

i) [?] is observed at.word initial syllable .onset . 
e.g.: 'cloud* . ,£lQef

V  d 0 {J f ■

ii) And-at word medial onset when the preceding 
syllable-has am ending, e.g.;’

Vm&.l-^u.n]' 'cursed* f^e. 'feeding*
L J  9 o I  ! ^  w  J ^

iii) [?] is also found at the second place of
complex endings, but in this.case it is in free variation 
with glottal trills,- especially in very commonly used words,
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e.g.
~ candle* jotest**’ ^  Gart?] ‘cut1

9.1.12. Glottal trill
This variation is symbolized- as-'*'[ . In the

formation of this variant the upper part o-f the vocal-cords 
is brought closely together in order to form a narrowing 
at the upper part1 of the glottis.-. The air-stream passing 
through causes vibration at this place'* the • vibration is 
•slower and may have a somewhat • lower. frequency than ordinary 
vorcing, therefore it is referred to as.trill* ‘

C— —D is found at the following places:
i) At word non-initial onset when the preceding syllable 

does not have ending, e.g.

[; mH»i.n] '’supporter * fXA-Tu.rJ ’intelligence1d U- v-i ^ ■

ii) At simple endings,..e.g.
[su .v ■ ] ' vi c e * [t& k % ] ’ b 0wing * f ma TT^-lu.m ] 1 kno wn ’L $ ^ ^
At this place the glottal trills may be very weak, or may
not be produced, in the latter case the syllable feature of
length distinguishes, .the syllable as being of cvc-type, e.g.
[su/’] ‘vice * and not [su] , the latter meaning ’direction’ 
fma^-lu.ml ’known’ and. not [ma-lu.ml' the. ■■latter meaning
L ?  vl * 0 4  f j  f-i -1 _  • 1 I wu 0 u ? 'blamed* -
iii) At the first place' of a complex ending, e.g.
T'siSdl ■*fortune * [bsfscL'J ’after’ tbof~&j 'distance* l , , , J /  ?! J

At... this place too [ — ] 'may be weakly pronounced, or may not 
be produced in very commonly used words,.but they still 
have the feature of length as a cvcc syllable type.

1'.. See Pike,1 ’Phonetics’, 1966, pp. 125-8 for a full des- 
. cription of trills and. their difference from voicing.
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e.g.:Fba:d] ’after’ and not[ba.d] the latter meaning 'bad’
|[ra:d] ’thunder1 " ” [ra.d] ,f ” ” ’passing’

iv) At the second place of complex ending where it is in free 
variation with F?1 * in very common words it may not be produced, 
but they have the feature of length as cvcc syllable type, e.g.:

V ma:n] 'prohibition or [raa:n-?] or £ma:n~^ , but nota o 6
|[ma.n"J which means ’I r.

5.1.13. Checked Glottal Trill
The glottal trill may be articulated in such a manner that as 

the articulation goes on the narrowing in the upper part of the glottis 
is increased until it ends in a complete glottal closure resulting in 
a glottal stop. This is■ symbolized by and ms found as an
alternative to "] at the-following places:

(i) At simple endings, thus the examples in 5.1.1.ii) may also 
be pronounced as: .[suT?] , ĵmaT̂ -lu.m] etc,
(ii) At the first place of complex endings. The examples in 

5.1.1.iii) may also be pronounced as: \
[ baT̂d̂ , fsaT̂d̂ etc.

> O ^ ' o
Thus in Style A, glottal stop, may phonetically be:

I ? ~ ~  1

In Style B what is here Referred to as glottal stop is in 
fact phonetically a stop produced at the glottis at all places thus: 
at the syllable onset,

1 .00at the simple'ending: [~su.?J , rma.?-lu.ml ,at the first place of complex endings:
[sa:|£J [ba:?4]

and at the becond place of complex endings:
, [main?] .

(see IO.3.6. and 10.3.8. for instrumental findings.)

r ma.l~?u.n\l ' f mo ?i.n~|
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5*1.14-. Some characteristics of -glottal stop at word and 
morpheme initial| ' ' — ——     i. .

Although, both, in Styles A and B glottal stop is, 
in fact,' a phonetic stop:- [?] at word initial onset, it is 
left out when a c-ending word or affix is added to the word, 
and the c in the ending of the preceding word syllabifies 
with the v, e.g.:

[? a .b] 'water*, preceded- b y ’[ba.r] ‘preposition, or'S > 5O
CgOil] ‘noun 'flower1 will be:

o
[b&-ra .b]7on water', [go-l.a .b] 'rose water*.« v* gy v*/ O . 0

But glottal stop is not left out if the preceding word is
not a c-ending one. Instead it is phonetically [— ], e.g.:

v V  r̂_r̂  - ^[bi] 4- [?d- »b]. — :— » [bi-vet .b] waterless.
(See 10,3.3* for some experimental findings.)
5.1.2. .Phonemic Treatments re-examined

In his article, 'Syllable Structure in Teheran
Persian' -Charles T. Scott includes' glottal stop as a

2consonant in his phoneme inventory for the language m  . . 
order to be able to reduce the seven syllable types set up 
by Gertrude E. Nye for Persian into four types, by including 
the types v, vc and vcc in cv, cvc' and cvcc with the phoneme
/?/ at their initial places.'

C.T. Scott is,., in view of the writer, right to 
disagree with establishing syllables of v,vc and vcc struc-

<Xt tfte pHcvtetlc
tures for Persian since^ there is not even one example

1. Ske 3 P llY • - '

2. So does Carleton T. Hodge in 'Some Aspects of Persian 
- , Style1 , 1957 aiid M-. Shaki, ’ 'The Problems of the Vowel

Phonemes in the Persian Language', 1957*



available in the language for any of the -structures above.
In other words, any syllable In Persian begins, with an 
onset. Even when the contoid in the- onset is omitted,
(as, .e.g., In [g'o.l] + [?a ,b]— ^[go-la.b], where [?]

0 . 0  o

is omitted in the resultant form), a new contoid. appears 
in its place either through 1 syllabification (see 4.2.2.) 
or through what-is called in this thesis 'contoidal links' 
(see 4.2.3*). '

But it is questionable whether one can regard the 
contoid glottal stop at word initial syllable onsets as a 
phoneme, since it exhibits some characteristics which are 
not shared generally by any other phonemes in the.language, . 
namely it tends to disappear from the onset whenever another 
contoid is available to occupy the place, whereas no other 
phoneme shows this tendency.'. Consider the following 
examples, where, in phonemic terms, /?/, /g/", /t/ and /x/ are 
compared at the onset place:

/?a.’b/ water, / t a b /  twist, /xab/' sleep,
/? a 2/ greed, /ga z/ gas. ;

On the basis of Scott's treatment of glottal stop, all the x 
examples above are of cvc structure. And because they 
all have’the same syllabic structure, they are expected to . 
express their relations with-the syllable preceding them in 
the same way. But -this is not so,. Instead, the forms -• 
beginning with /?/ show their relations with.the preceding 
syllable differently from other forms thus:

/jpof/cvc 'full' + / ? @ i b / c y c    /po~r Qb/: cv-cvc
/jior/cvc " '+ /?.a z/cvc -— /po-ra z/: cv-cvc

The relation between /ppr/ (cvc) and./?<^b/ (cvc) or /?.CC z/
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(also cvc) is expressed through syllabification after the 
loss of /?/. This is not observed in the following cases:

/por/cvc (fullJ + /xa b/ c v c    /por-x ctb/ cvc-cvc
/por/cvc " + /ta b/cvc  ___ ~> /por-t a b/cvc-cvc
/por/cvc " + /g az / c v c  /por-g a z/ cvc-cvc

It is therefore evident from the above examples 
•that /glottal - stop does not function as a phoneme in the same 
' terms.as other segmental phonemes since, in compounding, it 
■is left out and the resultant forms are of a different 
structure (i.e.: cv-cvc) from the resultant forms obtained
from examples that do not have glottal stop (i.e. cvc-cvc), 
’whereas if glottal stop were a phoneme like the rest, it 
would undoubtedly be retained in the resultant forms too.

The phonemic treatment of glottal stop falls short 
of ‘accounting for the structural loss observed above (i.e.
/cvc/ + /cvc/ ---> /cv-cvc/). Furthermore the treatment
of glottal stop as a phoneme brings about another rather 
insurmountable problem. Consider the following cases 
(again presented in phonemic terms):

The word/: /?andij* / ’think1, the suffixes /-?a t/ 
’Arabic plural suffix', commonly used in Persian', and 
/-? cl n/ 'plural suffix', are all presented in isolation 
with glottal stop, /?/, at their onsets. But in combination 
With other Words they all have other consonants at their 
onsets as follows:
1) /be/ + /?an-dij* /  * /bi-jan-dij* / '(you) ‘think’
2) /ruz-na-me/ ’newspaper’ + /-?a.t/ — » /ruz-na-me-dgcwt/

'newspapers’
3) /di-de/ ’eye’ + /-? an/ -— /di-de-g cl n/'eyes'.



, In 'the examples above /?/ is dropped, hut /j/,
/$:>/ and /g/ have appeared in their places in 1), 2) and
3) respectively. In this case, it is obviously not 
possible to suggest that the forms /j/, /$$,./ and /g/ are 
allophones of the phoneme /?/, (i.e. to suggest; /?/ = 

d ' ^  g] ); and to say that they are cases of
consonant alternation is to say the same thing in different 
words because by saying that /?/ is alternated with /j/ 
etc., one has but said that /?/ is /j/ etc. in such and 
such places. .

Por suc.h reasons the problems of glottal stop in 
Persian can hardly be solved by regarding it as a phoneme.

Nor can it be solved by excluding it from among 
the phonemes, or totally from the phonological statement, 
as some linguists seem to have done,'*’ because it . seems 
obvious (especially by observing the application of glottal 
stop to new loans such as [ne-'^ o-n] ’neon1, Cpo-ro-to--’"!0n] 
’protein', etc.) that glottal stop does have,certain struc
tural functions which should be stated and included in 
the phonology of the language. •

The prosodic description^given in Part -2 of this 
thesis, suggests the treatment of glottal stop as two 
structural entities differing, from each other:

, 1) As a.loan term in the consonantal phonematic 
systems (see for example 7.4-. 1,1).

2) As a junction prosody (see for example 8.4.11.)*'

1. See for instance V.S. Rastorgueva, 'A Short Sketch of the 
Grammar of Persian' / 1965? P*6. Ji’ri ICramsky, 'A Study 
in the Phonology of Modern Persian’, 1939? PP* 72-5, 
especially paragraph 25*
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5.2. Pre-glottal contoid
The pre-glottal. contoid is not, in fact, as 

problematic as the glottal contoids, consequently linguists 
have not generally found it difficult to arrive at more or 
less-similar .descriptions of this segment either at the 
phonetic'' level or. at the i>bo no logical •

Nevertheless 'there are. some points in relation 
to this contoid which need to be described, as follows:

. The description of contoids in 4.5. .includes the 
following varieties of pre-glottal fricative contoid:
■Ih .fi h ’£> ]. .It may be added here that in rather
informal and quick conversation the contoid may not be 
phonetically produced,' or it .may be so weak as to render 
it phonetically insignificant;, -Phis is mostly true in 
the case of words which are veiy commonly used in the 
language. But, except for a few cases which will be des-'
cribed below,"there are•two very important differences 
between the absence of the.phonetic realization of the pre- 
glottal; contoid (i.e.. [h tv h R .]), and that of the 
glottal contoids, and they are:

1)- The disappearance of glottal stop leads to the 
appearance of either a contoidal. link (e.g. [be] 4- [?
[bi-y o.,r] ’bring1), or syllabification (e.g.: [P o.r] +1 . 'a V
[? a  .b] _— o [p1̂ o -r a.b] twatery1), and all the modifi- 0 # Ocations required in the two syllables after syllabification.

1. Bee 4.2.5*v
2. See '4.2.2.

J



But the disappearance .of the pre-glottal contoid does not
lead to either the appearance of contoidal links or to
syllabification, thus:

[da.r] 'preposition* + [het-V i- y a.t* ] 'fact, truth' —->3 * > 9 >
[da.r- d e T — • y i-| a.fi ‘in factV ., , a ;> y
Even if we considered it possible that.in quick style the
resultant form were: [da.r-e-r-y i-y a.t** ].?, no syllabifi-.
cation'could be .assumed because in that case the form would

v pbe; *[da-rre-r -V i- jf a . m  ] with, the [a.] changed into [a]? 9 ■> y ■

which does not happen and if it is pronounced thus, is- 
unacceptable (see 10.5-5* for experimental findings). The 
following pairs support the description made above:
^ f a 0r-ha*.rjj:  ̂ 'culture' or £ fa .r-a :r)f ] but not ^a-rE'frj^ J

P 5 *' *

which means 'France or Europe'. 
jda#r-ha.m] 'mixed' or £ da.r-a.mj but not ”]O 5 o • a

which means 'Deram, name for some old coin'.
In all such cases although the pre-glottal contoid 

may not have phonetic realization, syllabification does not 
take place. Thusl[h ft h ft ] are different from [? ■— - ~?]• ̂ 1 uJ W

.’ 2) While the presence or absence of the glottal
contoids is regular and predictable, that of the pre-glottal 
contoid is stylistic and irregular, e.g. the glottal contoid 
[ cannot be left out from: [mul-n] 'supporter* while it

, -  3 8?
must be left, out from the resultant form of: [p4 o.r] +vt>
[? a.b]-*[pH o-r ab] . But the pre-glottal contoid may.be 
left out at any place if . the speaker speaks .fast enough,

1. Syllable division should fall after the contoid,_for ■ 
length.reasons (see 4.1.-2.) -as in case of syllabification 
a regular reduction in'syllable length is observed. ,
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provided that syllabification and oontoidal link are
avoided, and provided that the lengths of the syllables are
not changed, e.g.:

or [m° o-se .n] .'generous', but not [rno-sen ]
wli i ch me ans ' ag ed'; [ me . h ~r a*b ] or [ m e . «r a . b J ' pulp itr 3

r̂- ** '■but not \ me-ra.b"! which is unacceptable.L J w  «  J

Exceptions to the above description -are observed
■with--[-ha ] 'plural suffix' , [~?e] 'definitive x>article and
[-? ci/T'persuasive. With [ h d ] the preglottal fricative-
is either . systematically kept (as in [ jRd ] + [ha ] ---*
, [p^a- fia ] 'legs) or omitted (as in: [sa.r] + [hd 1 — >
[sa-rd 0 )‘ and its omission is followed by syllabification as ? ^
above.
■ 1 With [~?e], [ ft ] systematically appears as a -
contoidal link with the particle when the word preceding i t ‘' 
is v-ending e.g. [nd~me^] 'letter' + [-*£e] — * [ni-.me-h e] 
the letter. Similarly with [-? a], e.g.: [beT-ri xune-t -
'Beware I and go home'.

' . ■ Only in such cases does the pre-glottal contoid
reseriible, the glottal contoids and is, therefore, treated at 
the phonological level non-phpnematically and as a prosody 
of junction (see 8.4.25.1. and 9*6.8.) while elsewhere the 
pre-glottal contoid is described phonematically.

5.5. Long Contoids -
Long contoids in Persian have not, so far, been

1. See. 8.4.25.1.,' 9.6.8. and 9.6.9.



described, except that in- orthographical descriptions some
remarks have been made, apparently in relation to the Arabic
loans, about the use of the diacritic -ru 'tashdid', and its 

2implications. Apart, from this, no attempt has been made 
to see whether' the. nature and role of long contoids in 
words of Persian origin differ from those of long contoids 
in the Arabic loans,

Nevertheless the number of words of Persian origin 
which Contain long1 contoids is sufficiently large and the 
roles of long contoids in such words are different enough 
from those of long contoids in the Arabic loans, to- require 
separate description. ‘ .

The following paragraphs contain a brief phonetic 
description of long contoids in native Persian words. No 
attempt•is made here to describe long contoids in the Arabic 
loans, as to do this requires bringing in an extensive 
phonological and morphological description of the Arabic • 
language. (For some experimental .findings see 10,2.3. 
and 10.3.5*)-

1. The .only one comment found was by Charles A. Ferguson in 
'Word Stress in Persian1, p.127* He notes the- double pp 
in 'b.eppa' ’watch out’, but is -at a loss as to how to 
account for it,

2. See V.S, Eastorgueva: ■ 'A Short .Sketch of the Grammar of 
-Persian', 1964, p.12; and A.K.S. Lambton, 'Persian
Grammar', 1967, p.xxi. '

3. For a prosodic description of long contoids in an Arabic 
Dialect see: T.F, Mitchell, 'long Consonants in Phonology
and Phonetics1' in '.Studies in Linguistic Analysis',

- Special Volume of the Philological Society, 1937 v 
. pp. 182-203. . ../



3*3*1* Phonetic Features- ■
The following features are generally observed in 

association with long Contoids: ’
. i) Long duration'of the, contoids 

•' ii) Lack of release throughout the doubled contoids
iii) Tenseness in the articulatory organs during 

• the production of the. contoids 
. . iv)’‘ Extra'.length associated with the vocoid 

preceding the long, contoid
v) Higher degree of prominence in the preceding 

syllable than that observed with comparable 
syllables without long contoids

^ i| ̂ 1 ., “
e.g. £se.ttcl] . 'three instances of... 1 

I se.vW.m] .'third'.
1 9  uj'Jo **
^d&,rreT] 'valley*
I xe jh/oxe jhl 'making a 'khesht noise'f J V

Long contoids are generally observed in certain 
grammatical forms. References'to these units at the 
phonetic level will provide the ground for the phonological 
statement given in 8.8.
3»3«2. Qnomatopaeic words

Long contoids are observed at the junction of 
suffix or reduplicated form with,onomatopaeic words ending 
in a ■contoid,'e.g.
r _ .«• y £>' ,?G.fJ 'a 'khesh'• noise'1— »TxeP.ri dan rafkt^l (’he) escaped

9 3  I > > ■) > j  > 9 9 J. ; . . f . .- u making a khesh noise*j- ^  ^ ci, aviics »  u  n u i i

I f2 j 1 a 1 1 110lse 1 — > F p  . ̂  i x a . ndi. d j *(He ) laughed^ making
, 9 9 9 9 a  z Q r  n 'o£se*

| xe^Jk/oxe^k nal^on 1 Don't keep making khesh noises'
^2e.rr6|e*r x a 0ndi.0dJ tie kept laughing and making ser noises'
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3.3»3» numerals and Numeratives,^ and Ordinal.Suffixes
Long contoids are also observed at the junction 

of vocoid ending numerals with numeratives or ordinal 
suffixes, e.g.:
ĵ se-fl 'three ' •+ [t^a] jse•»ttLta] 'three instances of.,.1 
[do] 'two ' * [t^a] — > [do .tt^d] 'two 11 n '
h,f?e|elo do] 'forty two% [ t W ’]-^rtj,?efiel6do..aW] 42 instances’( 7 ^ W L  ̂ W vw

hut not in:

^tf^a.r ] 'four' + '[tUa] — > ftj^a.rt^a ] ‘four instances,, e 
, [seT] + [2°.m] ~-> [se.wo.m ~ se .yyo .m. ] 'tliircl’

" gooyyomi.nl '<>eCO„f
g- 0 i J

3 «3»'l. Lexical Items •
Long contoids are also observed within the word, 

as opposed to those foxmd at the junction of word with 
other units. Such words have generally other variants 
which do not have long contoids and they may be grouped 
into two classes referred to as Class A and B.
Class.A:

This class includes words which have two variants, 
one with long coiitoids and the other without, e,g.:.rre-, ? * dare-r]1 9 J 'valley'

>
• lleTj ? * complaint1
,mmi.ife 9 dI 'hope * ;•

[f-•tjtj Ĵ'3. t/fe-] 'child'

Class B:
This class includes words which have two forms,

1, For a definition of the term 'numerative1, see Natalie 
Waterson, 'Numeratives in Uzbek' 
especially p.^33*



one with long contoids and the other with sequences of
different contoids, e.g. ' ■

I has7sex ~ has.t^e-r] ’nucleus1L j j > 9 3
[ ma.tjtj^e .d ~ mas.dge.d^ 'mosque*
Fba.tt^a.r ba.dt^a.r "\ 'worse'
^ 9  2  9 9 9 i

r  °I sa.tt^a ~ sa.dthu ] 'one hundred instances of.,.'
9 9 9 .

p.g.j?. Prefix + verbal stems
Long contoids are also observed at the junction 

of the verbal prefixes [na] 'no* and [be] (subjunctive),1 a 9
with verbal stems. 1 This is particularly common in the 
local dialect, of Tehran, e.g.

\be]  ̂f p^d]—?^he .pp^fd] 'watch out'
\ na^ + rp^eTreT]-^rnS0pp?e-rret] here] here (lit. don't 
L ? L? ’ ’ let it fly)
T be] + [ za,n]-> [be .zza.n' Cblri ,m) j hurry up* let
L 9 9 * 9 99 • ’ * y 9 » J us go)’
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• PART II 
PHONOLOGY
CHAPTER 6 .'

SYLLABLE .PROSODIES

In Part I the x^honetie features observed in the 
data were described purely in articulatory phonetic terms.

XNo reference was made, to the'1 function of each feature, or 
each group of features, and the main purpose of the des
cription was to obtain an -understanding of the phonetic 
material present in the data. -The criteria used for the. 
description and for the classification of the- features 
were purely phonetic. Some features were described as 
those of the syllable if they were found to extend over 
larger parts than a segment, or to appear independently 
from segments. Some other features were described in 
terms of segments because they were observed to appear within 
a place in the syllable' and to constitute a component of 
the segment.'

6.1. The Statement of Meaning at the Phonetic Level
In Part II the features are described in terms 

of their meanings or functions in the phonetic contexts 
where they are found. In other words, the phonetic nature 
of a feature does not primarily determine whether, at the 
phonological level,' it should be.treated as the feature of 
syllable as a whole, or as the feature of a segment.

1, Per the definition of 'function1, as. used here, see:
J.R.-Firth, 'The Technique of Semantics1, 1935> page 20.
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Rather it is the function of the feature that decides what 
relation it has "to the syllable. Phonology is, therefore, 
the functional study of the phonetic material* In Firth's 
own words

"... I propose to split up meaning or 
function into a series of.component 
functions. Each function will he 
defined as the use of some language, 
form or element in relation to some 
context. Meaning, that is to say, 
is- to he regarded as a complex of 
contextual relations, and phonetics, 
grammar, lexicography and semantics 
each handles its own .components of 
the complex in its appropriate 
context." 1
On the hasis of this principle it may he necessary

■* Pto treat some phonetic syllable features as phonematic
elements if their functions so require, or to treat some

P ’segments as prosodic elements in accordance with their 
functions. In other words, the phonological elements do 
not have a one-to-one correspondence with the phonetic units 
(i.e. with syllable, syllable features and syllable segments), 
although in most cases the phonetic syllable features corres
pond with the phonological prosodic elements,,, and the 
phonetic segments with the phonological phonematic elements. 
In Eirth's words, therefore,

"At the Phonetic level of understanding 
phonetic substitution-counters will be 
studied in their relations to their 
phonetic contexts and within the phonetic 
structure or system." 3

1. Ibid., page 19.
2 . These terms will be defined presently, see 6.3*
3. Ibid., p.24; for the definition of 'phonetic substi

tution-counter1 see p.2 0 .
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6 .2 . Structure and System _s ,
In the words, of J.R. Pirth, "Structure consists of

elements in interior.syntagmatic relation and these elements
have their places, in an order of mutual expectancy. The
place and order of the categories set up are recognized in
.structure and find application in renewal of connection

“I.with.the sources of the abstraction. 11

System consists of. commutable terms or units set
up for a place in the structure. It states the paradigmatic

' Prelations of the elements and furnishes values for the terms.
. , Structure is, in Professor R.H. Robins's words 

"stated as a syntagmatic entity comprising phonemAhcor seg
mental units and one or more prosodies belonging to the

3 ’structure as a whole". ..
In this thesis structures are stated in terms of

syllable structure, word structure'and piece structure (see
'6.4.1., 8.3. and 9-6.1.-9.6 .11.).

6.3. Pro sq die s - and pho nematic :Hnlts
The two' terms above are defined by Prof. R.H. ■ 

Robins as follows:
. ' ' V !'Phonematic units refer to those features
; . dr aspects of the phonic material which

are best regarded as referable to minimal 
..., . segments, having serial order in relation

to each other in structures. In the 
most general terms such units constitute

1. 'A Synopsis of Linguistic Theory' , 1930~53? p.200.
2. Ibid., pp. 183 and 200.
3. Aspects of Prosodic Analysis, 1957? p.4.



the consonant and vowel elements or 
0 and V units of a phonological 
structure. Structures are not, how
ever, completely stated in these terms; 
a great part, sometimes the greater 
part, of the phonic material is 

. referable to prosodies, which- are, by 
definition, of more than one segment in 
scope or domain of relevance, and may 
in fact belong to structures of any 
length, though in practice no prosodies 
have yet been stated as referring to 
structures longer than sentences. We 
may thus speak of syllable prosodies, 
prosodies of syllable groups, phrase 
or sentence-part prosodies, and sentence 
prosodies; and since grammatically 
defined elements may also be charac
terised by prosodic features we may have-, 
in addition word and morpheme prosodies."
In this thesis the following prosodies are found

hecessary for the phonological statement of nominal pieces:
1. Syllable prosodies
2. Word prosodies
3. Prosodies of function of word and piece.

6.4. Syllable Prosodies
"A necessary part of the analysis is the setting up

of structures in terms of the elements of structure con-
2sonant, vowel and prosodies." "Syllabic structures are 

prosodic as such, and further prosodic features may be 
referred to them."^ . Thus one of/syllable prosodies to be 
accounted for is the syllable structure as follows:

1. ibid., pp. 3-4. ,
2. N. Waterson, ’Some Aspects of the Phonology of the 

Nominal Forms of the Turkish Word', p.578*
3. 'A Synopsis of .Linguistic Theory', 1930-35? p.202.
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6.4.1. Syllable Structure
In Part I (1,6.) the syllable was described as 

being of the following phonetic types: cv, cw, cvc, cwc 
and cvcc, At the phonological level some of the contoids 
at the onset are described on functional grounds in terms 
of the prosodies of word and bound form initial (see 8 .2 ,), 
and the non-syllabic vocoids are' treated functionally as 
consonantal elements (see 7»3°1»). As a result the phono
logical syllable structures do not have a one-to-one 
correspondence with the phonetic syllable types;

The syllable structures are as follows (capital 0 = 
consonantal, capital V - vowel elements):
V 7U1 ’he1, VC ? ab 'water1, VCC ?abr 'cloud'
CV ’stream', CVC x ab 'sleep1, CVCC sabr 'patience'.

The structures above may be represented in genera
lised form as below;

( c ) v ( c ( c ) )

In addition to the syllable structures above, a 
Further structure is set up to cover loan words, namely 
CVCCC, e.g. tajmz, CVCCC 'Thames'.
6.4.11. Syllable Parts

■A phonological syllable consists of at least one 
phonematic element,' namely a vowel,, referred to as the 
syllabic part or vowel and symbolized as V, e.g. ?u 'he1.

The syllabic element may be preceded by another 
phonematic element namely a consonantal element referred to

1. The element ? at. the onset of this example and all other 
examples throughout the following pages is the prosody of 
word, and bound forms initial and not a C-element; see 8.2
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as the onset part.and symbolised by C-, e.g. <b u ' stream1 

syllable structure; CV.
The syllabic element may be followed by a con

sonantal element' referred to as simple coda and symbolised 
as -C, e.g.: x ab ’sleep', CVC.

A syllable may also end in two consonantal 
elements referred to as complex coda and symbolized as 
-CC, e.g. ?abr, ’cloud’ VCC. .

A complex coda may, in loan words include three 
consonantal elements, e,g..septa mbr: CVC-CVCCC: 'September'
A.2. Prosodies of Length ; ‘

Three prosodies of length are set up and syllable 
structures are grouped into three classes in accordance 
with the particular length prosody, No symbol is used to 
represent the prosodies of length as the structures imply 
what prosody of.length they have,
6.4-.21. Prosody of Shortness . •

■Syllables with no coda are marked by this prosody. 
The structures V and CV are members of this class. The 
exponents of the prosody of shortness are:

a) Short duration of the syllabic element e.g.:
{§, 1 • •
V ?u 'he' .
CV ku 'where'
CV-CV-CV chj. a-la-se ’meeting’, ba-h a -ne 1 excuse

b) When the,syllable has a medial position in a 
nominal word or piece, the syllabic element may 
not be. .realized provided that it is not one of

' the inherently long vowels, e.g.r 
CV-CV^CV d <̂ a-la*~se ?or̂  d al -se 'meeting'
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S .d- • 22 ■

pro sody 
clas s •

6 ./1.23 *

prosody 
class *

CV-CV-OVO s cr-re-bictn sor acLr-ban 'camel keeper1 

n n 11 p a-de.-j/o<2L b. ;or pc^d-j^cth 'king' 
CV-CV-CVC-CV-CVC-CV hQ-le-tun-t^ e-tow-re , or,

h al-tun-4;fcf e-tow~re 'How are you? 1 

Prosody of Intermediate Length.
Syllables with staple coda are marked by this 
■ The structures VO and GVC are members of this 

The exponeht^fef this prosody are:
a) Long duration of the consonantal element in the 
. coda ,if it is a voiceless fricative,other than
the pre-glottal one, and shorter duration of V. 
The coda is represented by P in this case, e.g. 
CVF iaes 'copper'
CVP(-CV) ko J? -ti 'wrestling'
GVP(-CVG) pas-ban 'police'

b) Intermediate, length of V followed by a C other 
than those mentioned in :a) above, e.g.
GVG- d-3 ud 'generosity', kud 'fertilizer'
VC ?ud 'a musical instrument1, ?ab 'water' 
CVC-CVC sar-bct z 'soldier1, mej-dd n 'square'. 

Long Prosody
Syllables with complex coda are marked by this 
The structures VCC and CVGC are members of this 

The exponents of this prosody are:
a) Long duration of the first, consonantal element 

in the complex coda.if the element is a voice
less fricative other than the pre-glottal one, 
together with short duration of V. The coda 
is represented by -PC in this case, e.g.



GYFG ga J* t ’walk1 , dast 'hand', rixt 'complexion' 
YFC "?esm 'name', ?asb 'horse',

b) Long 'duration of Y followed hy a C other than 
those mentioned in a) above, e.g.;
CYGG gard 'dust', dard 'pain', rahm 'mercy'
YCG ?abi 'cloud', ?omr 'age'.

Thus on the basis of the prosodies of length 
syllable structures may be grouped into the foliowing three 
classes:

Short: Y ' CV
Intermediate: YG OYG
Long; . YGG GYCG

(For experimental findings see 10.3,1.).
16.4-.3* W- and Y- Prosodies

A syllable may have either w or y prosody. Unlike 
the prosodies of length which are realized either in the 
syllabic part or,- in-particular cases in the coda (see
6.4-.2. above), w and y prosodies run through the whole 
syllable marking the onset, syllabic part and coda as parts 
of one structure.
6.4-.31. ¥~prosody has the following phonetic features as 
its exponents:

i) Some degree of lip-protrusion and rounding 
throughout the syllable,

ii) Back articulation of the Y-elements.
, iii) Retracted articulation of the,G-elements if

they are from other categories than bilabial, 
labio-dental, pre-glottal and glottal.

In the presentation of the.structures w-prosody is



marked by w placed before the structures. Once the 
structures are stated, -the examples are not marked by the 
diacritics for the jnrosody except by the choice of symbols 
for back vowels, e.g.

WY ?u ‘he’, ‘WYC ?ud 'a musical instrument',
WYCG ?owd 'return', WCY cbjtt\ ' stream' ,
WCYC d̂ otb 'barley', w0YCC suxt 'fuel'.

6.4-.32. Y-prosody has the following features as its exponents:
i) Borne degree of lip-spreading and no lip 

protrusion throughout .the syllable
ii) Front articulation of the V elements 
iii) Advanced articulation of the consonantal

elements if they are not from the categories 
bilabial, labio-dental, pre-glottal and glottal.

In the presentation of the structures y-prosody Is 
marked by y placed before the structures. Once the structures 
are stated the examples are not marked for this prosody 
except by the choice of symbols for front vowels, e.g.:

^Y (ne-ku-)?i 'goodness',, ^YC ?in 'this',
^YCG ?esm 'name', ^CY pi 'fat!,
^CYC din 'religion', .^CYCC xej.r 'goodness'.

The statement above is generalized in the formula
below:-,

w/y<;c)v(c(c))
6 .4-.4-.. h- and h-prosodies

■ The domains of relevance of these prosodies are 
onsets and/or codas. In this connection h/h prosodies are 
unlike y/w (see 6.4.30 and similar to the length prosodies



(see 6.4.2.)* Professor R.H. Robins^ describes such
different types of prosodies as follows:

"In the first case a feature may be 
spread or realized phonetically over 

. a structure, such as syllable as a
whole ..." p.4.

y/w prosodies are of this type, and
"In the second case may be mentioned 
features which are not realized 
phonetically over the whole or large 
part of a structure, but which never
theless serve to delimit it, wholly 
or partly, from preceding and following 
structures, thus entering into syntag- 
matic relations with what goes before 
or after in the stream of speech." p.5 #

h/h and prosodies of length are of this type (see 4.1.2.
and 4.1.4,),

The exponents of h/h prosodies are to be found in 
the onset and/or coda as follows: '
6.4.41. h-prosody has the following phonetic features as 
its exponents:

i) Voicelessness during the articulation of the 
part of syllable which is marked by h

ii) Tenseness in the organs of speech during the 
articulation of the part

iii) Aspiration in cases when the part is occupied, 
by a stop consonantal element.

6.4.42. h-prosody has the following phonetic features as 
its exponents: ,

i) Voicing' during the articulation of the part of 
, syllable marked by h

1. 'Aspects of Prosodic Analysis1, 1937*



ii) Laxness in the organs of speech during the 
articulation of the part

iii) Lack of aspiration in the part of the syllable, 
h-prosody in the simple and.complex codas of word final 
syllables is phonetically indistinguishable from h-prosody,. 
Nevertheless the distinction should phonologically be main
tained, since h/h prosodic distinction is maintained 
whenever the word is followed by other grammatical units 
(e.g.Lri.J] 'pebble1, but [ri.}-ZQ ,r] 'pebbled place').

In the presentation- of the structures h and h 
piosodies are marked by the same symbols placed before the 
onset and after the coda. Once the structures are given 
the examples are no longer marked with diacritics for the 
prosodies. , '
6.4.43. h/h Structures

On the .basis'of h/h prosodies the syllable 
structures may be grouped in the following classes:

i) h-onset'and h—coda structure.
V v q 11 xa{< 'soil1 , hCVGGla

ii) h-onset and h-coda structure.. 
hCVC~ tab 'fever', hCVGC-

iii) h-onset and h-coda structure.
-GVG11 mes 'copper', -GVGC11

iv) h-onset and h-coda structure.
~CVG~ zar 'gold', -OVCC-

v) h-onset structure. This includes: 
h CV p CK ’foot’.

l.vSee -3.4.3.? 3*4.4. and 3*4-.3« above; see also, Jiri Kramsky
. 1A stiidy in the Phonology of Modem Persian', 1-939? p.73? 
paragraphs 1 7-1 9 *

This includes: 
po/t 'back'
This includes: 
hard, ’'dismissal' 
Thi s includes: 
moa/t ' fist'
This includes: 
Geid 'chain'



vi) h-onset structure, ' This includes:

—CV ĉ UL 'stream'. .
vii) h-eodd.'. structure. This includes:

YG^1 ?os(-tq.d) 'master.',- VCCh ?ist 'stop' 
viii) h~eedahy. structure, ' .This includes:

' VC~- ?ur ’naked' , VOC— ?ard 'flour', ?ejd 'feast 
h/h prosodies do not apply to V-syllable structure 

as it does not have onset and coda,. The statement above 
may be generalized in the formula below: ' ■'

k/fecvCcCc-))*1/̂
6.4,3* Non-prosodic Byllable.-Featur.es

At the phonetic level of description in Fart I' the 
features nasality (N-feature; see;'2.3*) and glottality 
(?~features, see 2,.;6.) were described in terms of syllable' 
features because of their phonetic, nahire of extending over 
larger parts of syllable than a segment.

At the phonological level,.however, both N- and 
?~features are syntagmatically insignificant and cannot be 
treated as prosodies. They are, therefore, treated as- f 
the exponents of terms in the phonematic units. The 
reasons for the non-prosodic treatment of these features 
are as follows:

1) N- and -features are not functional, that is, 
they do not contrast.either with their absence, as h does 
with h, (i.e. there is no 1/N correlation), or with another 
feature as y does with w. . In. fact in formal and-careful 
styles of speech the- words marked by N- or ?-features‘may 
be pronounced without the features nasality or’glottality



spread over the syllable. For example [sufE ] 'evil' may
be pronounced as [su.?] and [ziun] 'women' as [za,n] .

9 tf* > #
That is to say, the phonetic syllable types c vo or c' vo
are-in free variation with cvc*

2) When the .nasal or glottal segments, which are 
generally observed in the codas of the phonetic H- and . 
?-syllables (see 2 *5 * and 2 .6 .) syllabify with the syllabic 
parts following them, the FT- or ?-features disappear. from 
the syllable. This indicates that these features are more 
related to the segments than to the syllables, whereas y/w 
features, for instance, do not disappear from the syllables ;- 
after the syllabification of the final consonants.
Exx ^
[z&.n] 'woman* + [vaj 'conjunctive particle ]' woman *

ancl *..» 
'vice 
and..., y

It seems, therefore, justifiable to consider N-
and ?-features as parts of the phonetic exponents of the
terms which commute in the systems set-up for the codas
since they are controlled by such terms in- the systems.

The non-prosodie- treatment of and ?-features,
is, perhaps, an instance of the major differences between

2Harrises componential analysis and the prosodic .analysis as 
described by J.K. Firth and other members of London School 
of Linguistics. According to Harris's Method it seems

1. The element [tj] in the examples above is a prosody of 
bound form initial and not a G element of-the structure 
(see 9 *6 .1 1 .).

2. 'Structural'Linguistics', 1 9 6 5 Chapters 6 and 10*
5. See references in footnote 3 0I4*

' v i c e '  [y a ]



unavoidable that such, features should be described as 'long 
components'; whereas, according to the principles of 
prosodic analysis they are not phonological prosodies as 
they do not have■ functions, however their
phonetic, reality as features of the syllable cannot be 
denied.



-CHAPTER 7 
PHONEMATIC UNITS

7.1» Place, System, Sub-system, Term and Exponent
Phonematic units appear in places in the structure 

"in order of mutual expectancy" (see 6.2.)* A syllable 
structure in Persian may consist of one.to four places.
The places are marked by capital C and V; e.g. CVCC means a 
syllable structure having four places, three occupied by 
C (consonantal elements) and one by V (vowel elements); 
the places are further classified into syllable parts as 
follows:

1) Onset (part), symbolized as: C-
2) Coda (part), symbolized as: -C (simple) and

-CC (complex)
3) Syllabic (part), symbolized as: Y

All the phonematic units that commute in one place 
in the structure constitute a system which furnishes values 
for the units.and states the paradigmatic relations of 
the terms (see 6 .2 .).

For classificatory purposes each system may be 
divided into sub-systems each of which comprises a number 
of terms.

The term 'exponent' refers to the actual phonetic 
features allotted to the. units in the systems and to the 
prosodies. "Renewal of connection with the language under 
description in experience requires that recognizable 
phonetic and possibly graphic shape shall be given to what 
have been termed the exponents of the phonological



1categories.”

7*2. Poly-sy s t emi c•Phono1ogy
The value, of a term in a system is its use in 

contradistinction from other terms in the system. Systems 
set-up for'different places in a structure (e.g. the C~ 
systems set up for 0- and -C in CVC structure) do not 
necessarily have the same number of terms. The-.terms’in 
the systems, therefore, do not. have' the same values. 
Furthermore, the terms in the systems set up for comparable 
places in different structures (e.g.,the terms in the V- 
' systems set up for the'-'structures CV and CVC) may also not 
have the same values, because the- system in one structure 
may have more terms than the system in the other, thus the 
values of the terms in each system differ from those of 
the terms in the other.-. ‘

In order to . account for the' values of the terms, 
different systems are set up at different places in the 
structure and when necessary, different systems are given 
for comparable pla.ces.-in different’'structures. No attempt
will be made -to.establish one;overall system for all places 
or to compare the systems or their terms xyith each other. 
This type.of description is referred to as poly-systemic 
phonology. •; '

7*5. Vowel Systems .
In the phonetic part, two types of vocoid were 

distinguished, and described as: syllabic vocoids (3 .5 *1 *)

1. J.R. Firth, 'A Synopsis of Linguistic Analysis1, 1930-55 
p.184.



and non-syllabic vocoid (3 *3 *2.)? "the former always appearing, 
in the syllabic part and the latter in the coda only. In
this section each of the two types are described phono- 
logically:
7.3.1. Non-Syllabic Vocoid = Consonantal Element

More than one phonological treatment has been
suggested by different linguists for the non-syllabic vocoids
X-i] and [-u]. Some linguists have treated them as the
components of the diphthongs: ./ei/ and /ow/. Some other 

2linguists- have described them as two. separate phonemes 
namely / j/ and /w/. And finally some linguists^ have 
suggested both ways without making definite conclusions.

No one appears to have considered the possibility 
of regarding [-u] as an allophonic variation of the phoneme, 
/v/ in exactly the same way as [—i] has been regarded by 
some as an allophone of /j/ (see footnote'2 above); instead 
those linguists who have discarded the diphthong treatment 
(see footnote 2) have included both /v/ and /w/ in their 
phoneme.inventory, whereas it is possible to suggest that 
the non-syllabic vocoid [~u] is an allophone of the phoneme 
/v/ thus reducing the number of phonemes in Persian by one, 
namely /w/ (see 3.3*2. for discussion).

1. Including V.S. pastorgueva, 'A Short Sketch of the Grammar 
of Persian’, 1964, pp. 546. Jeris E. Strain, 'A 
Preliminary Report on Vowel Duration in Persian1, IRAL, 
1969, pp. 201-5.

21 Including Charles T. Scott, 'Syllable Structure in Tehran 
Persian', Anthropological Linguistics, 1964, p.27* and 
Carleton T. Hodge, 'Some Aspects of Persian Style', 
Language, Vol.33, No.3, 1957, P*557*

3. -Including Dr P.N. ■ Ehanlari, 'Vazn-e She'r-e Farsi1,
Tehran University, 1959, PP* 99-102.



The treatment suggested ,in this thesis is that 
the.non-syllabic vocoids may be regarded as- consonantal 
elements oh the basis of their functions in the structares. 
Consider the examples below:

[rne 6j J -‘wine * + Jva] ' conjunctive particle 1 —̂  [rjie-yo j 'wine
r - and a[drgo .û | ‘barley v©] 1 ezaf e part :L c le-~-> [dyo-Vs-siy c.„h,]

* . - ... 1 black barley*

In these examples the non-syllabic vocoids [~i] 
and 1-u] have syllabified with the V following thus 
expressing their relations to the- particles through syllabi
fication which is a characteristic of the C-ending nominal 
words (see 4.2.2.)* .They are therefore, consonantal;, 
and like.other consonants they are modified (here Into [y]
and [fr]) after syllabification (see 4.2.2.).■»

: how compare the examples’ above with the'following:
[se-t-] ‘three 1 ^[va] ‘conjunctive particle -wo Vthree said,. 
[c^;u]'streejii'-v[’eT] ‘ezafe particle' — ♦[d^u-je-] "the stream of 

In these examples-the relation between the V- 
ending nominal words and the particles is expressed through 
coaltoidal links as is expected (see 4.2.3*) and the 
contoidal elements are [w] and [j]. Thus V-ending words 
express their relations to the particles -differently from 
the words ending In non-syllabic vocoids.. They are 
different structurally from the non-syllabic vocoids. 
Therefore the latter are best not regarded as the components 
of complex vowel elements (i.e. diphthongs).

■ " Having thus described the non-syllabic vocoids
as consonantal elements, [-1] may now be regarded as the 
realization of the term J (exponent = palatality) in the



sub-system L (exponent = liquid continuance) of the G- 
'systems set up for the third places in the structures 
(i.e. -0 and the first. G in -GC)-.q And ,[-u] may he 
regarded as the realization of the term -f (exponent =
■labio-dentality) in the sub-system' 3? (exponent = friction) 
of the systems' set up for .the third places in the structures 
(i.e. -C or the first place in -GC), (see 7*4,23*-24« arL& 
■7.4.33.-34.).
7*3*2. Vowel elements, •,

The syllabic vocoids and syllabic segments (see 
3.3*2.2:*) were said to-appear, in the: second place of the 
phonetic syllables (see 3.3.1.). In phonology, as a 
result of the prosodic' treatment of glottal stop and certain 
other contoids at word and bo^^nd-form; initial (see 8.2. 
and 9*6.8.-9 .6*9.) it is possible to have phonological 
V^beginning syllables so that syllabic, elements do appear 
at the first place of syllable -structures, e.g. V, VO and 
VGC, as well as at the'second place, e.g. GY, GYG and' CYCG.

A number qf the. x^ioneti.c features observed at the 
syllabic part have already been assigned to prosodies viz. • 
frontness, b.ackness and degrees of length, (see 6.4.2. and 
6.4.3*)5 and ;a number of other featured have been assigned 
to the consonantal terms functioning, at the onset or coda, ■■ 
viz. nasality and glottality (see '6.4.̂ 3• )* The remaining 
features that have not been treated prosodically are des
cribed phonematically. These features are:

1) Voicing,
2) Degrees of tongue height.



Voicing does not show .functional variety which 
would affect the statement of vowel systems (V-systems).
That is, there are no. such correlations as voicevoiceless- 
ness, oral, nasal, etc* at the syllabic part according to 
which the V-eleinents would "he sub-divided* Any variations 
in this feature are considered to be the exponents of other 
phonological elements (such as accent, intonation, prosodies 
of length, etc*) and do not have any bearing on the state
ment of the-V-systems. Voicing is constant in all the 
V-elements, and is therefore, the exponent of the V i n . 
general while the degrees o,f tongue height are the exponents 
of the terms in. the V-systems. ;

It is necessary to distinguish three degrees of 
openness in the tongue height as follows;

1, Close, symbolized in general structures as I
2.'Mid » n u » « E
.3* Open, n n ,f " " A

Close V (i.e. I) in y and w-syllables and open V (i.e.-A) 
in w-syllables are inherently longer than mid V (i.e. E) 
in y and w-syllables and open V (i.e. A) in y-syllables 
which are inherently short (see 3*3*13* and 3*3*14.).

A further syllabic- element, ^ , needs to be
considered when dealing with harmony (8*7*) and certain 
types of function (see, e.g., 8.4.23*111*)> -but ^  
does not constitute a term in the V-systems as it does 
not commute with any other terms.
7*3*21* V-systems

Separate V-systems are.set up for different syllable 
structures as follows;



1 . (Q)Y-Str uctur e ■
• The V-system operating in this structure consists 

of two terms: I and A, thus:( o ) v I A
The exponent of I is close position of the tongue.
The exponent of A is open position of the tongue.

The term A functions in w~syllables only.
Openness in y-syllables is described prosodically (see 
8.7. below). .Examples of GI and OA are given in relation 
to y/w prosodies. It is- not necessary to refer to the 
■prosodies of length here as the'structures imply what length 
prosody the syllable has.
Exx. -

^"iC-.CYC), ?i-scx.r ’generosity1, ^CI, pi ’fat'.

WI ?u ’he.1, W0I u ’stream'

■ WA-^C£.-WCI ? a. -re-zu 'desire, WCA-WCI. ba-zu 'arm' 
(see also .Harmony in 8.7* below).
II. (G)YG-Structure

The Y-system operating in this structure consists 
of three terms: I, E and A, thus: •

(C)\r0;-5.A . .

The exponent of I is close tongue position*
The exponent of E is mid tongue position.
The exponent of A Is open tongue position.

The examples of the terms are given in relation to
y/w prosodies, the prosodies of length are Implicit in the



structure.
Exx,

7 (C)YCi e a

y 0IC tir ''arrow', ^IC No example found.

y0E0 mes !'copper', yEC(-CVC) ?en-san '! human'

yCAC tar 'wet', yAC(-GVG) ?ad-va r 'periods'

w (c )y g i ea

WCIC pur ''son', WIC ?ud 'a musical- ins trument

WCEC por 1'full' , ’ WEC(~CVC) ?os-t cl d 1'master'

WCAG
In

P cl r 'past', WAG ? ar 'shame'-
1)/GAH, yTw prosodies are in free variation e.g.
CAHsJah : WCAH,. or /ah :yCAH 'king'
CVCCAH: xarga h: CVCWCAH, or xargah GVCyCAH 'Royal tent'•
CAH: in. h w0AH, or mall yCAH 'moon1'
2) In CTO, I and A are in' free.variation when H is D, e.g.
w.GVD WGAD, or, un WCID 'soul1

WGVD n a n  : • WCAD, or, nunh WGID 'bread' :
Except when tlie term is in-a loan word, e.g.;

WCAD x Q n 'Khan' (and not. 'xun' ) Turkish

CVGWGID Gaiiun 'law1 (and not *&a n an) Arabic.,^)
III. (C)VGG~Structure

-Two sub-structures are.set up and different V- 
systems are given for each of them as follows:
A. (G)YEG Sub-structure

A V-system of three terms: I,E,A is set up for
this sub-structure. The exponents of the terms are as

w.



those in (G)VC. E represents the fricative consonantal 
sub-systems (see ‘7.4.34-.)* Thus:

( C O T O C ^  ■

Exx. '

7 (C)Y3?Ci e a  ■ ■ . ■

^CIEG zist 'existence1, ^IFC ?ist 'halt'

•^GEEC' ke.f t 'sowing', ^EFG ?esm 'name'

•̂ GAFQ, baxt 'fortune1, ^iFC ?ast '.afternoon'

WGIFG pust 'skin', WIFC 110 example found -

WGEFC moj1 t 'first',' WEFG ?oxt 'getting used to sb. '

WGAFC boxt 'loss', WAFG no example found.,
B. (G)VGG sub-structure

, . The second G in this sub-structure excludes the
consonantal sub-system E, The V-system operating in the 
V place of this substructure- comprises 2 terms-, E and A, 
thus:

( O v c c ^

The exponent of E is mid tongue position.'.
The exponent of A is open tongue position.- 

Exx;. • •

h C >TCCEA

^GEOG melir 'kindness' . . yECC ?ers 'heritage'

^OACG marz 'boundary' . ^ACG . ?arz 'foreign exchange'



W ^ > TO0EA ■■■ ' , . ...

WCECGV mohr '.seal1 WECG ?ozr ’ excuse'

wGAC0 k a r d  'loan' V " 'wAOG ? ard ’flour’
Examples for W (C)ACG are extremely limited; in 

fact only two examples were found among the originally 
Persian words namely: ' ’kard1 ’knife’, and ’? a r d 1 'flour'.

It is worth mentioning that although the V-systems 
in (O)VG structure and (C)VEC sub-structure have both the 
same nujnber of terms, they cannot be' brought together under 
one overall V-system because the terms in .each system have ■ 
different functions, thus while I‘ in (C)VC may precede any
consonantal element, I in .(C)VFG can only precede a term
from the E sub-rsystem. Therefore although the number of 
terms in each V-system above .are-the, same the values of 
the terms are not. .

. Simil airly although the V-systerns in CV and GVCC 
have the same number of terms, the values of the terms in 
one system differ from..those of the terms: in the other 
because the two terms in the V-system of GV are I and A, 
whereas those in the V-system of CVCC-.'are E and A. Thus 
while A in OV is used in contradistinction from I, in GVCG 
it is used in contrast with E. as shown/ above. ..
IV. Loan Words • •

As described above' (7.3*21.III.B.) the sub-structure 
(C)VCG does not include the vowel element I. Therefore, 
any word of (C)ICG structure is a loan, e..g. i

^CIGG : mink-., ’mink1 , WCI0C : pudr. ’powder’

yCICG : silk- ’silk’ ' ■
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yCICC : litr 'litre'
7-3*3- The Syllabic Element 9

The syllabic element 0 referred to above (7-3.2.) does 
not commute with the terms in any V-system. Instead it has the 
syntagmatic function of linking grammatical elements with each 
other (see 4.2.4.), e.g. (the syllabic elements representing 9. 
are underlined):

{ * teachr + [ g or] —* [2 omu ze g or ] 1 teacher1
V?as V •mill* + imanJ^f2^semDtn ] 'sky*
[goft\ rsaid* + [gu-J (gof-t|ogu] 1 conversationr

As seen in the examples above, 0 has several phonetic
exponents, all conditioned by the phonetic contexts, within
which it functions thus:

1) Before 3“, 0 , is [i] e.g. [2a sija.h] •watermill'»
fk^&miS a.hi •satisfied1.*- nj w

2) After a fricative it is{-e]e.g.
“ \p*d geha.n] 'polices
[£afet?cub] •sunshine1.* p

3) Elsewhere, 3 is generally an ^6)-like vocoid if 
the preceding and following syllables have w-prosody, 
and an [el-like vocoid if they have y-prosody, e.g.

wCVCQ fv v w-y ■!; ' ̂  V

wcvcc + wcvc

ycvcc + ycvc 

ycvcc + ycvc

7.3- ^» Summary

[goftpgu]
r* M  v v "j
\ r o f t o r u 1
I* w  va "-vsi ^

[barzeya-rj 

[ sa-rdesi-r ]L 7 s j — t >

1 conversation1

'clearing up1 
1 farmer1

'ocdidental?v,

s'

1) The non-syllabic contoids L-i] an^ \_“ul ar>e
treated consonantally as the consonantal terms J and $



respectively,
2) V (exponent:, voicing) has three degrees of 

tongue positions: close (I),mid (E), and open.(A),
3) Pour V-systems are set up for different 

structures or sub-structures:

y/w(C)VIA y/W(°>vciEA y/w( C ) W C l;EA y/w(C)VC0EA

4) The structure V W (C)ICC is limited to loans.
5) Apart from the•7-elements commuting as terms in 

V-systems, a syllabic element,- a , is considered whose 
function is syntagmatic and-is not systemic,.- i.e. it does 
not hold paradigmatic relation with any Y-elements,

7*4. Consonantal Systems-
Separate consonantal systems (C-systems) are set 

up for different C-places in the syllable structure, and if - 
necessary, for different places in different structures.
Each system consists of sub-systems within which terms are 
described with reference to y/w syllables and h/bpnnsets 
and codas as appears below. Throughout the description of 
the consonantal systems only the exponents of the terms 
being described are given in narrow phonetic transcription 
with diacritics; the remaining C and V elements are given 
in reading transcription as theirrdetailed phonetic repre
sentation is not necessary for the specific'description.
7.4.1. Onset C-System

The C-system operating at syllable onset comprises 
four, sub-systems symbolized as:

P, exponent: plosiveness
' IT, exponent: nasality at the onset and V-place



L, exponent: liquid continuance
F, exponent: friction. ... .
The sub-systems operate in y and w prosodic ' - 

structures viz.: ■
y/wp .

The sub-systems P and' F function in h and. h 
onsets with the exception of one term in P and two in F 
which function only in h or h onsets, thus:

k/JV. P/F
But the sub-systems N and L function in h~onsets only, thus:

. .
N/L - /

7.4.11. P . (stop) sub-system
The sub-system p consists^ of five terms as follows

1) B, exponent: bilabiality
2) D, exponent: .denti-alveolarity
3) 0, exponent: palato-alveolarity
4) K, exponent: palato-velarity
5) G, exponent: uvularity.

In addition to t h e .terms above an extra term is 
set up for the sub-system P to account for the loan words, 
Arabic and others. . The loan term is ? (exponent: 
glottality). ? does not function at word and bound form 
initial onsets and is limited to-word medial onsets (e.g. 
mo-?in ’supporter’, and mal-?un ’cursed'). Glottal 
contoids at word initial (e.g. [?ct .b] 'water') and at bound. -w  o
form initial (e.g. [named + ■[-?'!]. — ' [nci me i] ’a letter' ) 
are treated prosodically (see.8.2.).



The term G. functions-in h onsets"*" and the loan
'term ? in -li onsets only. The '.remaining stop terms function
in h and h onsets, thus: .

h ■ - h
PB/D/C/K/? “PB/D/C/K/G..

Exx. . • .
B: : . yBVG: [*p£il] Elephant' £

hByc ■ ' WBVG [gurj-'hlond

D:
^ D V O  TT- r  tt **i

C:
^'OVG v •

G:
. h GVG

(loan)

yBVC: [P?il] ’eleph;

WBVG: [p%l] ,’money

yDVC; [tfir] ’ arrow

WDTC: [tWr] rnet

yCVC: '.curl

WCVC: [t,d ^ ] 'like.

yKVC: [cfarj ’deaf1

winrc: [k\ir] ’work’

y GVG: [ ® l r J ’ tar'

™GVC: ’cane’

y ?VC: [(mai) 1
h ?vc

W?VC: f(inal)

k'jLVJH

tVC fdurj ’distant1

IC: yKVC: p a r ]  -deaf ^ V G  [fir] -toirpin'h ' Kv.U w •
KVC __ ■ . j: „ v KVG 1 qurl . 'grave-

. Table 1 below represents a summary pf the des-r-' 
cription of the stop consonantal sub-system at the onset:

1. In some southern dialects, such as jahromi. G functions 
only in h onsets.' Such'dialects make use of h/h cor
relation for the term X (exponent: uvularity) of the sub- 

- system B (exponent': friction) (see 7*4.14.;• Thus the
statement of the term.G in these dialects is:

k . ^GYGi [g;-ir] ’tar1
*' . WGYG: [p.om] ’name of a town' 

See also footnote ( 1 ) in 7.4.14..’r’.
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The rolled and fricative forms among the exponents are 
restricted to word non-initial onsets (see p.4-. 25* and 
3.4.260* .
7.4-*12. E (nasal) sub-system

The sub-system N consists of two terms, as 
follows: ' .

1) B, exponent: bilabiality
2) D, exponent:, denti-alveolarity.

Exx. ■

% :  -EqHSC j ^ Y G G i [mehr] 'kindness1, Jp V , X5 ,
^W-nYGGt Cmohr] 'seal'Jj

HD: -HjjVG ^ V C :  [fl.ar] 'male'

wEF-nVC: tgur] '.light1 -

The description of the'nasal sub-system is repre
sented in Table 2 below: ■ -.

TABLE 2- 
SUB-SYSTEM H AT TILE CHSET

} Sub-system 35T (liasal) !
L Terms |f 1 B ■ D ■ l
t prosodies 1\ . | h h

iS
'■ 1

I Y - 
* J * \ ■ ! y 'IT" ...“w ” 1 .....1
j Exponents 1
1:7* ' . ik •••• _ ;

m ■* |
i

m n
.}•

n |vJ |



7.4-.lgy«L (liquid) sub-system
The sub-system L consists of three' terms as

follows:
1) L, exponent: laterality ■
2) R, exponent: roll
3) J, exponent: palatallty

Exx.
L: ’ h—LYG yLYC: Cliz]9 * slippery

WLVC: [lus] ’spoilt’ '
R: —RFC yRVC: [ris]9 ’small’

WRVC: Cruz]tel ’day’
J: —JVC 7JYC: [pjal] ’athlete ’

WJYG: [yal] ' mane1
The description of the liquid sub-system .-is 

represented in Table 3 below:

TABLE 3 
SUB-SYSTEM L AT THE ONSET

Sub-system
Terms I L R ' j |i

1 h: Prosodies I — h h ji
1 y w y W  ' ... y W 1

Exponents f 1 
1 ’

1 - Ui r
9

rut a y . |
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7.4.14. F (fricative) sub-system
The sub-system F comprises five terms as follows:

1) g exponent: labio-dentality
2). S, exponent: alveolarity
3) J* exponent: pre-palatallty
4) X, exponent: uvularity
5) H, exponent: pre-glottality.

■ iThe terms X and H function only
fricatives function in h and h onsets, thus:

hF-j h
J /S/J /X/H F?  / s / X

Exx.
^ V C : [f il] ’elephant' ~/VC(C) V C : ^verdj ’prayer’

W/VC: [fal] 'fortune’ WJVC: b H ’lean'
S: hSVC ^SVC: [sir] ’full’ -SVC ySVC: (jirJ 'beneath’

WSVC: [sur3 ’party’ WSVC: [•5ur3 'force'

r- %  JVC yJVC:[Xir] 'lion’ ^fVC(C) ^J'VCC: [|arfj ’deep’
w/-VC:|j;ur] ’salty' % V  C: [2aS] ’flattery’

X: hXVC yXVC: [. xiX ] 'relative’

in dialects where the term G, uvular stop, functions in h onsets 
only (see footnote 1. in 7*4.11.)5 X appears.both in h/h 
onsets, thus:

XVC [yam] ’sorrow’
—XVC:

hXVC
wXVC [1**1 'cave

y

w

XVC [xamj ’bent’

XVC [gar] ’thorn'
But in Standard Colloquial Persian this h/h correlation has 
disappeared in the course of history and such forms as 
[Vanf] and[$0-rj above have become indistinguishable with those 

having the term G at their h onsets and the forms w  and 
£ i ] have become the realization of the term G at ’word 
non-initial onsets (see Table 1 in 7.4.11. and 3.4.26.).
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x llXTG WXVG: 'pleasant’

H*. ^ y G yHVG: ^hiz] 'lecherous
w.HVC : [tor] mg el
The description of the fricative ..sub”system is 

represented in Table 4 below.

Table 4 
SUB-SYSTEM E AT THE ONSET

iSub-system

Terms

| ] Vi
iP.ro so dies

h

P (fricative)

S

h i h

1

h
y wj y w y w tj w.ly w'• * * k * a ? I <f SI T^Exponents flf|vmJvlvr|sisiz]z!]J* J'i _______ L ) i” b  L J Y M j * w h  1 br

h

y I w

s-f

X

h j h 
y W jy jw

H

X rx ’ I' 3 -w I L

h
y

h ■
w iy w

h Ki & U, j ii ’

The forms [iy w] and C ] among the exponents
are restricted to word non-initial onsets (see 3.4.26, and
'3.4.2?.). ‘

Having described the onset O-system, ho extra 
sub-system or term needs to be.- introduced for the coda, 
G-system, i.e. the number and type of the sub-systems are 
•the same both in the onset- and coda C-systems, But there 
are some differences between the two systems which need to 
be described. They are as follows:

1) h/h contrast ceases to be significant in some



cases at word final coda^ (simple or complex), and there-: 
fore is n o t 'functional, for example in the following words:-

[fi AT**] or alternatively [yi.dy,] ‘confused1 
9  ̂ % 

j^xi.C^ ] 1t 15 [Xi.J ] ‘hide water vessel*
• £hef,~deT} H m ^he^v-deT"]* seventeen*

All such examples may he regarded as having h or alternative! 
h coda. In other cases the distinction is phonologically 
functional hut phonetically it is not always made. Iliat 
is to say, although h/h correlation is not phonetically 
observed in word final coda, nevertheless, the distinction 
should phonologically he made because in syllabification or
in word non-final codas the contrast is functional, e.g.: ■

Id. h.■■■ Cru.a] ’day* is phonetically — ovc , but phono™ 
logically ~CVG— since [-a] is [z] in [ru-zo-f ab] 'day andCO *a o
night’, and in [ru.z-ndmej ’newspaper'. And [ruff,.]iu\/ W M Uj

h h h h'.Russia1, is phonetically ovc and phonologically. CVC
because [-&.] is [s] in [ru-so-...] 'Russia, and and
in [rus.-hi.™ 3a. *d] ’of Russian race*.

2) Although the number of sub-systems and their 
terms in ,the coda C-system is the same as that of the sub
systems and terms in the onset C-system, there are several 
e2q>onential differences between, the terms in each system.

1. See, .in this connection, Jiri Kramsky, 'A Study in the 
Phonology of Modern Persian', Archiv. Orientalni Band XU, 
1937j PP* 73-d, paragraphs 17-19* who says “At the end 
.of a word (after a vowel) there takes place the neutrali
zation *of . voice correlation of plosive and the spirants 
and h." and “The neutralization of voice correlation takes 
place i n ■the group plosive o n  spirant.n and “The neutrali 
zation of voice correlation of plosives takes place at 
the end of words in group nasal or liquid -f voiced plosive



For these reasons separate presentation of the coda C-system 
is given, The' exponential differences are pointed out at 
the relevant places.
7.4-.211 P (Stop) Sub-system-

Table 5 presents the terms in the p sub-system, 
and their .phonetic forms in y/w and h/h structures. Two 
sets of phonetic forms are given for the terms in h codas, 
one.a devoiced'form-as observed in word final, and the 
other a voiced one-as observed in word non-final codas 
(see 3.4-.31.) • .

TABLE 3
STOP.'SUB SYSTEM AT. THE SIMPLE CODA'

Sub-system p'(stop) !U
Terms * i B 1 "

fi-f -
V •c .....fI

j ■ h h i ■ d b 1 - 
! it ji h |

Ju J, L) o (J Cl* JL U t g
M w j y ! w.is j. y !~w j' y j- w i -7fi

s - *■1 w j y i 1 
1 w [

Word finallp^ I-P4 r t j b5- f | t« !V'! a !1. 1 ■ I S ! suJ ,o | f 1 v  I ̂j J . j »s 1i * i

- " “ U  ;
• i

I b
' 1 ’

) b
j

! - 1 $ j
1 , I ' I d .!i ■ ■’ 1 ■ 1 ’ :

d | .
I 1 1 ! I “5
i i *i a f - !

■; '■ • ■ . ■ i
Terms K .G

Prosodies | h
It  - f w

h
y V

h h

? (loan)

y w y w y w y w

Word final I-c 
exponents f-t- s

s
'sr

G

Unlike the,term B in the onset C-system, in single 
coda B does not have the variant phonetic forms J C JB JB ],
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C does not have [V y ] / and the loan term ? does not have• - ) . uJ
[? ?] . Instead it has the variants [ 'V'?~T ~?'£] . In theA u * f w1
onset C-system,. on the other hand the terms do not have 
devoiced phonetic variants.
Exx. ;

hB : CVB ^CVB:.[tip$] an army CVB ^CVB [tab] 'fever1
■ . . " r - division - I
CYB:' [tup^J 'hall' WCVB [tab 1 'curl'

D: OVDh yCTD: [sit*! 'famei' CVB V-cVDfbid] ''willow'
• 1 °CYB: [snt ̂ J- 'whistle 1 WCVD [bud J  'existence '

C: CVC11 yCYC: [jit/?] * confused' OVC*1 Ĉ vcfhads] fpilgrimage
W  U, r *1 to Il!e C-Ccl '■ CYC: [(xut.fhj'ram' CVC [tad;$J 'crown1

K: CVX*1 : [xiC? ] 'hide water .CVK~ ^CVY[ri F ] 'pebble'
,T vessel' ( t
CVK: [xuClt] 'pig CVK [suj J 'mourn*

0
G: , CVQh ^CVG[miG] 'cloud*

• ■ CVC (mod 1 'fireworship'
? (loan) QV?11 yCV?.s [(ra)li“ .] 'spring' 

wOV?s h u p ]  .'vice'
7 .-4-. 22. E (nasal) sub-system' . ’ .

Table 6 represents the above sub-system, its terms 
and their phonetic forms-in y/w and h structures. Two 
sets of phonetic exponents are given for each term, one a 
devoiced set as observed in word final codas, and the other 
a voiced set; whose members are mostly homorganic with the 
C-elements at the onsets of the syllable following except 
when the latter is a pre-glottal or-a glottal contoid in 
which case the nasal contoid is denti-alveolar (e.g. 
[modnhani.] 'semi-circle'., and tsa.nVa.1?1] 'industry'). The 
term B;is always non-hormorganic with -the contoid following 
it. . .



TABLE 6
N SUB-SYSTEM AT THE SIMPLE COLA

Sub-system U (nasal)
Terms j B 3 L - 1 _l

]Prosodies \? - h
j

h ■ f- !
!■! 9I

7 w ! yi
3 1

j W

Exponents 1}
4
£

j . . 
| .

Word final f£ 11
H

i mU I • n I e
11 ‘ !1 w !1 o

Word non-finalj m mUl I r r w
. . . 1____ __

t ■ ™
1 mrS SXP'D+V'*' :| UJ w J “* MJ ^

Exx:
‘UB : CVn| j > m j

o
bend* f 9em I ? ?(sal)J

,
‘this year’

wCTOg: [xom] ‘b a r r e l ’ [?om(-ron)J ‘prosperity1o
U p: . C W »  '^CVlTp: ][tan ] ’bo d y ’ [? e n ? ( lc H c t r ‘d e n ia l *

o 9
WC VN^: [xd«>n] ’ lchan *  ̂dgSrj - (lcoh) J 111 r i ng 1

7*4-.25* L (liquid) sub-system
Table 7 represents the above sub-system- and is

arranged oh the same principles as Tables 5 and 6 above, .
Apart from the exponential differences between the

terms in L as a sub-system in the coda C-system, and those
in L as a sub-system of the onset C-system, there is a '
functional difference between the term J at coda and J at
the onset, in that J functions only at the coda' of y~

1syllables whereas at the onset place it functions both in

1. Except in one archaic word namely Exo-i] , ’perspiration’ 
found only in literary texts.



y and w syllables. J is [j] only when the preceding 
syllable also begins with J e.g. 'sa’j j a r 1 'moving', 
otherwise it is [-i] (see 3*5*2.). '

TABLE 7 '
L SUB-SYSTEM AT SIMPLE GODA

Sub-system L (liquid)

Terms' R

Prosodies

(Exponents 
j¥ord ̂ Lonii-final

Exx:
L: b y CVL: [bil 1 ' spe.de

W0VL: [pull 'money
R: GYR 7GYR: fsir‘1 L 2 'full'

WCVP:
O '

\ sur ] 'party
J: CVJ yCVJ: [mei ] 'wine':

Not found in w-syllables.
24-. P (friction) sub-system

[sajjah] 'tourist

Table S is arranged on the same basis as Tables 
5> 6 and 7 above to represent the terms and their.phonetic 
exponents in h/h and y/w syllables.

As described in 3.3*2., the term I in the codaJ *

0”system does not have the forms [v v] and [v v] exceptU 9 ^ ^G
in a number of archaic and specialized words, or where the



' . TABLE ‘6 
E SUB-SYSTEM AT SIMPLE CODA

K.
Sub-system P (fricative) :
Terms • ■ i' i 1 J S . i xi ! x. ]

H

Prosodies!I h j h. j h | h 1 3 ^h - j h j h h
1

hr t • h 1 “*
' ■ 7 w ljj..

* 1 ; w jy jw |y w 1 j
7 w jy itr  ̂ Jw-jy jw jy w 7 w|y *w

IExponents j f f i t j 1'UTS jS)?,-- 1...%... j.--1.9......

z
' I 1
/j/j J iW\ h?

. i ,h j
lUord j 
non-finalj

|■ I
■ l

. j
" j ■ )Z i t ?1 I' 1

z1*1
-?T i

! 1 3
i r 5} T T1 1

<

following syllable also begins .with / (e,g. ?avval 1
Elsewhere the exponent of in -h-coda .is .[-u] (see also
7.3.1*) • ' - '
Exx,

cv/11 JGVf rK n\cif *] ’ bag r
WGV/ t u£ d ’ owl ’

S: OVBh JGVB ’lock
WGVS [bus*]

hair ’ 
’kiss

;■ QYj h jQYf [mi/, 15 - ’ewe ’
wcv/ [muJV] ’mouse

X: GT^1 JGTS. \mif  1 ’nail
WCVX [mox-] ’brain

H: 0VEh . JGVE ] ’wind’
WG VH . [rUSl 1 soul1

CV/h

Jt

CV/h

^CVf [aav(val)] ’musician 
^CV/ [dgou] ’barley’
Jfcvs [ r i  z j

WGVS [ruz]Q
y'CUf [dejj 
ue v / [3agj

’ small ’ 
’day’ 
’fort’ 
'flattery

7 «zt-*5« Complex- Coda C-system: first Place
Sub-systems and terms are- the .same as for onset 

and simple coda C-systems, The points stated in in
relation to simple coda are also relevant in this case, hut



tlie relation between the- terms in this C-system and h/h 
prosodies is different from the terms in other C-systems as 
/will-be seen below.
7.ZH 31. P (stop) sub-system

All terms except D function either in h or in h - 
structures, D functions in both, thus;

D/E/? B/D/C/G , . '
fable 9' below presents .the Ysub-system P, its''

terms and ■ their • exponents in-y/w and h/h structures. Two 
phonetic forms are given for the terms in h structures,
one a devoiced one as observed in word final complex coda, .
and the other a voiced, form as observed in word non-final 
complex coda (see 3.4.41.).;'

TABLE 9 '
P SUB-SYSTEM AT THE FIRST PLACE IN COMPLEX CODA,

P. ’(stop)Sub-system

? (loan)Ter m s .

Prosodies

Exponents
Word
non-final

Exx. . /, 1 ;
B:  /CVBC- yCVBC: Uabr) ‘patience

A - ' V 9&
WCVBC: [dobh] ‘ugliness



D: CTDCh y CVDC: [sat?l] 'bucket' CVDCli 9CV3C [sa$rj 'top1

C;
CYDC: [dothr] 1 thickness 1 UCYDC [podr] 'powder'1
 ------------— ■ CYCC— y CVCC: [hedyr} 'remoteness',

w,CYCC: ^hcidgb ] 1 shyne ss '
K: CVEG11 yCYKC: [xeclrj 'memory'

WC VKC : [ho c % ]  ' order
G: -______________________  CYGC^ yCYGC: (na^l ] 'story'

w0VG0:[noCrl] 'seat' 
?(loan) : CV?c'1 y CV?C : [ s a y d] ' fortune ' or[sa7d}.

WCV?C: [bo^d] 'distance' or'[bo y d ] ’ • 
7.4.32. N (nasal) sub-system

Table 10 is arranged on the same principle as 
above to represent the sub-system N and its terms. The
exponent of the term D is a horinorganic element with the 
C following it. But the exponent of B is always a 
bilabial nasal G.

TABLE 10
N SUB-SYSTEM AT THE FIRST PLACE IN COMPLEX CODA ,

Sub-system 

Terms

Prosodies

7

Word-finalj m 
Exponents [— *- 

Word non- j m 
final \ ’

B

h
w

m

N (nasal)

muJ

D

h

y vr

m
_2_

vn -w] y\ r* p 7) N j w  vri n n u v\
O . *T "5 4 - 3  [ v  ^ i., . uJ

A/

N
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Exx,
wB (c)virBo- yCVNBC FsamCrl ■

a
* gum ’

w t o b c [^ornrl0 - age

srD cvNgC- ^GW-pC [d3amb]O 'adjacent' [sergf]
4̂

wC'Wj30 '[■dgomb]
0

'movement' [kojidg]
D

'^CVHgC [tSgfJ 
0

'tight' [ajens]O
7»4-*33. Ii (liquid) sub-system.

Table 11 represents the above sub-system. The 
exponent of J is C-i] except when followed by the same. - 
term (i.e.-33) in which case it is.Cj] (see 3-3.2.).
J functions in y structures only. ■:

TABLE 11
L SUB-SYSTEM AT THE FIRST PLACE IN COMPLEX CODA

eijSub-system L (liquid)
5i I
jTerms 1 L -R j ■ J
i 1
^Prosodies \ h h

■ i
1 h

!, ] i 3
I 1 Y

;11■J w ; y J w !j J w
>

^Exponents j 1?0 1 ?C N J  •>0 e
r
u

\
11

r1^1a
* • • 1i - 1  a  j .
\  Z 1

j W O I U . '  |
!Non-final 1

I 1
5

1 lL r J  £ r
j

| r
I ■ ;!
i . . !  - 

.. L .  _  * ■

Exx. ■'
L: CVLC- yCVLC: fceld] ‘cover1

I
WCVLC: [xold*] 'eternity'



X7^.

R; CVRC— yCVRC: [Saybl 'west'o
WCVRC: [Gorb] Closeness"a

J: CVJC- yCVJC: [:Geid]'bondage'
Not functioning with w structures.

7.4.3*!* F (fricative) sub-system
The terms X and S function in h/h structures3 the remaining 

terms function in h structures only, thus;

/- h-tny / s / f  /y/a * jf /s

Table. 12 below represents the F sub-system.
TABLE 12

F SUB-SYSTEM AT THE FIRST PLACE IN COMPLEX CODA

Sub-system: F (fricative)

Terms * . S X . X i
i

H

Prosodies h h h h h h h 1
h h h

y wy w y w y w y w y wy w y w y w y w
Exponents f5 f> 3-u s9 svu 2

%
2IMO X> I t5 Xvs/ h5hM/

Word non
final - V> 2) 2MO

The forms ĵ v v"] are always followed by the same consonant o-
(see 3.3.2.) (e.g. [dj’avv] 'atmosphere': !l CAf/— ).

? o a
\_-u] is found only in w-struetures.
Exx.
f: CVfCh yCV/C; [naf :s] 'essence' CVfC— yCVjfC • [^avvj 'atmosphere '

wCVXc: [ mo£:t] 'cheap' WCVX C*[dybur ] 'cruelty'
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S: CVSCh yCVSC: [das:t] ’hand’
WCVSC: \hos:xi\ ’beauty

St CV/ch yGVJ'c: [xe /: tj brick
WCV/C: [po/:t ’back’

X: CVXCh yCVXC: [sax:t] ’hard’
WCVXC: [poxitj ’cooking

H: CVHCh yCVHC: [GahtJ 1 famine'
WCVHC: [bohtJ ’stupor’

CVSC- yCVSC [hezbj 'partyo
WCVSC £mozdJ ’wage

7.4.4. Complex Coda C-system, Second Place
Sub-systems and terms are the same as for simple coda, 

the points stated in relation to the simple coda C-system (see 7.4.2 
are also applicable to this C-system. But the relation of the 
above C-system to h/h prosodies is different from that of other C - , 
systems as will be seen.
7.4.41. P(stop) sub-system

The terms D and K function in h/h structures, the remaining 
terms function either in h or in h structures, thus:

h. h
xD/K/? PB/D/C/K/G

Table 13 below gives the terms and their exponents 
in y/w and h/h structures. Two phonetic sets of exponents are 
included in the table, the set representing voiced contoids is for 
word non-final coda.
Exx.
B-: — - --------- CVCB— yCVCB: [zarb] ’hit’o

wCVCB;[sor£j ’lead1 
D: CVCDh yCVCD:[baxt^J’fortune'CVCDh yCVCD [GeidJ ’condition'

WCVCD: [bdxt4J ’loss WCVCD jgord] ’athlete'



V * A ' r
0; . . ' ---— ------------CVCG- yCVCC: Cxar<^ 3  Expense’

.• 49
' ‘ WCVCC: [borcPj"] 'tower'

T  ̂ **
K: CVCK1 yCVCK: lma/e?]. 'hide water CVGK” ^pyCKlbhrpT' ' loaf' ■1 vessel' j J

. CVCK:[mo/c*tJ 'perfume.» ' . w0VCK [gbrf-]i'wolf1
G?  -------------- —    v-GVOG^- y CYCG:. Ihardl * electric!t--L J J

w0VGG-: [touGj*! 'iron collar 
?: GyG?h . y CVC? [Oat’ .̂ cut' or .[oaTt] •

WC7C? [vos?] ’capacity' . — —

• . ■TABLE 13
Jf SUB-SYSTEM AT- THE SECOND PLAGE IN COMPLEX CODA ‘ '

[Sub-system- , - .. P (stop)

.Terms | B . D ’ j 6 | K ; G I ?(loan)

Prosodies [ h . ] ' h h ( h j h i h \ h- : h
j:y j>.-w: y j w> y j w J- y j w] y

1̂1 .it—im j—— ■ an.
^Exponents I b bj t). .t< dl d ci 1-. o - ; ?i yj I I V ! ■iVord non- ? -,0 ii. '■ ” , F T TI f-! v,a1 ' r b i b J '• d , d i; ok ‘ cN I
I J- J - IX c t - L  * i \  $ ‘ i wvi" j? ' \i ^ > w  j?  ̂ 1L . ... ■ s ' ' i ' ;i ; I 3 ^

w;; y ! •¥{ y  w ; y jw: i ■ • ■ i •
3)  jj G-£ ^ r  a v - > 1

: 3; 3 G j g ;

7«4-.4-2. ~‘N (nasal) ~siib-system - .
Table 14- represents the 11 sub-system, its terms 

and their exponents in y/w and h structures.
Exx.

CVCBg- 7 CVCNg: Tlii-.zm ]
A

'digestion'

w CTCNb : [dgorm] 'penalty1 ;

cvoirjj- 7CVC1Td : [daa/nj 'celebration
' WCTCHI): [hozn 3o* 'sorrow'
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TABLE 14
F  SUB-SYSTEM AT THE SEQOBL) PLACE IN COMPLEX CODA

Sub-system N (nasal)
|

»Terms j B
\

D

Prosodies ' h h

r || W
\ J i w

Word final m
]•

•i . m n
!
') n

Exponents I ■: 0
5<•' o i d

Word non-final m I in .1 n 1 n
5 j j ' •!

7.4.^3. L (liquid) sub-system
Table 15 contains the terms■in the above sub-system, 

their exponents in y/w and h/h structures'. The term J does 
not function in w-structures. [g] is always preceded by 
the same element (e.g. [hagg] 'alive1, see 3.3*2.) and [c]

5 J

by other elements (e.g. CsaTcVQ ] 'attempt').

TABLE 15
’ L SUB-SYSTEM AT THE SBCOFD PLACE IN COMPLEX CODA

/  ' " "  111 ' • . - - . . i i i . i i  i n . . . I  .M . . .  . t  .

jSub-system . L (liquid) T
: j ' - 1 j 's‘'Terms ; L R j J •
~  ! < jprosodies f h . h ; h

; ' j y  j . w  y w  | y  | . w  j
E x p o n e n t s  j i r  j v " j  . fW o r d  n o n - f i n a l  - - J — S . — 4 — — — i

i i  j us >  « . *■« if * *■ i ! j. ■ ■ ■ j ,.,pl.-nni.»l

b \ y q \  I*  i °  1 :
L  1 J  i 1 1 1
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R: CVCR

' envy1 
’line '

O': CYGJ'h
'thickness'

'attempt'

Exx:
L: (C)VCl£ yVCL:. [9^ f  ] 'justice

WCVCL: [Tsox|] 
y CVCR: [satild ^
WGVCR: (Sot£'] 
y OTOJ: Ls a ,? l

Not functioning in w structures.
7.4.44. IP (fricative) sub-system .

Table 16 represents the sub-system F, its terms 
and their phonetic, exponents in y/w and h/h structures.

The terms £ and S function both in h and.*in h 
structures, the remaining terms function in h structures 
only, thus.:

h
F//S/J /X/I-I

hF,|/S

TABLE ..1-6
F SUB-SYSTEM AT SECOND PLACE IN COMPLEX CODA

Sub-system P, -(fricative)

Terms £ | s i J*
i

X 1 H

Prosodies h
i | |

h I h ! L  ! h _"“_i.. J.... “A. 1..... h j h
y W J w y w | y w j y | wi ... . ? -1 yj w y w

Exponents: £ f V v i s s z | zi J* . J‘ % si! h h .
Word non Owt *a y j 9 ^ ■» t -i» -i ** ! . J ! 5 j “M  »1 4 'jO
final v v | i 1 Z t Z 1 I 19

. 1.M  ^ - , , L i 1
i J

Exx.
It GVGj.̂ 1 ^CVG.f:\Pei 3 'shoulder' (C)VC^£ $CVC/ JsarvJ pinetree

wGVG^:[lotf] 1 kindnes; VC^ [9ozv] 'member’



S : CVCSh

I •• eve.Ph

X.:' OV CXh

H: GVCIih

^CVCS:- [habs] 'prison' CVCS— ^CVCS;[ramz] 'secret-1 
WC VCS : [ xobsj 1 me anne s s ' ^CVCS .- or z ], * mac e 1

^CVQf •: [naP/J 1 corpse ’-------------- _____---:_____ ,
wOVCf : [folij’j 'curse' , '

^CVCX: [masxj 'metunorphosis'   =--------
WCVGX; [Sor5] .'red'

yCVGH: [zebh j ■ ' belie ading 1 — 1-------- =-------- -
WGVGH: Isobh] 'morning' ;U ^

7»4-.5» The Relation between the C-sysTems within Complex Goda 
All the terms in the C-system set up for the first 

place in complex coda combine with all the terms in the C- 
system stated for the second place. This, relation may 
therefore be stated in the folloidng way: •

CVPP tebb medicine,' CVPP hadd limit
OVPIP hokm - order, CVNP gandjj treasure
VPL • ?abr cloud, GVLP pelk eyelash

CVPP habs prison, CVPP inoj11 fist
• The following restrictions are however observed <■ . -

with'individual terms: . ‘ \ -
' '■ hB does not occur in CVCG .. either at the first or

at the second- place. Thus no such examples as, say,-
*?apr or *?arp are found except in loans, e.g.: [harp]
'harp1.

v K - < -.C.also does not occur in CVCC either at the 
first or at the second place* Thus no such examples as, 
say, *pot/r 'or . *portj*are found except for the following . 
words whose origin is not known to the writer:

G-artj' ■ 'mushroom' part} ‘fixing a pin - y



hs does not occur in CVCC— either at the first 
or at the second place.-'' Thus no such examples as, say, 
*boi*2 or ■ *bo 3'r-are found. • •

"hIi does, not occur at the first place in CVCC™; 
thus no such examples as, say, *fegr are.found except in 
loans, e.g. regl 'period1. But E does occur at the 
second place in the structure above, e.g. , ^ang 'war', 
barg 'leaf'. ./ .
7 .4.6. Summary of By!I able Structure
1) Prosodies: i) V, VO, VOC, CV, OVC, CVCC

ii) short: (C)V, intermediate: • (C).VC,
long: ■’ (C)VCC "

111) y / w( c ) v ( c ( c ) )

iv) tt/li (0 ) 0 ( G )
1

2) Phonematic Systems
A ) V-Syst.ems (C)V2 (C)V5C (C)V5PC (C)V2CC

i). Onset:
yr6/N2/L3/F^

hp hp
4+1 loan 5

+ h 2

  h^

h q  -F,P 3

ii) S imple Coda: -Cp 6/n 2/l 5/p 5

bp bp4+1 loan 5

1 . Numerals refer to the number of terms in the'sub-systems.
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la.'Xĵ7

"̂R1 —TP

iii).Complex coda, first place: P^/I^/L^/IV

•̂p ]lp2+1 loan 4

. ■ ■■ . —  &h 2

• 3
—pI‘5 -1*2

iv) Complex coda, second place: ~CP^/N2/L^/F^

lip lip
2+1 loan 5

 --- -N2

b.̂
3

lln hn-,
F5 £f2



CHAPTER 8 - 
PROSODIES OP NOMINAL WORDS

The phonological structure of the nominal word 
includes that of the syllable, which is stated In'the 
preceding chapters, and a number of new prosodies which' 
can only be stated at word level and not at syllable level. 
In this chapter the prosodies of the nominal word are des
cribed. But first a definition of *‘word, and of nominal 
word is given below. ■ .

8.L. Word and Hominal Word; Definitions
Before nominal word can be defined, a definition 

of word is necessary. -
Word as used in this thesis is a grammatical unit

which has 11 stable internal composition" and ".free mobility
1 ’ ' ’ within larger sequences". This definition includes in

itself, in Professor R.H. Robins's words "such other
features as uninterruptability by pause or parenthesis In
normal discourse, general immobility of' the order of its
internal morphological constituents or segmental morphemes,
and limited and regulated'extensibility at any point as
against the almost indefinite extensibility of word groups

2by the addition of. other words". A word which meets the 
definition above corresponds in most cases, but not always,

1. R.H. Robins, 'In Defence of W.P.", 1959* p.120.
2. Ibid., p.120. See also John Lyons, 'Introduction to 

Theoretical Linguistics', 1968, pp. 194— 206; and R.H.
■ Robins, 'General Linguistics, An Introductory Survey',- 
.1966, pp. 1.93-200•



with. Bloomfield's "minimal free form".^
According to this definition of word, a Persian 

form like [mardi] 'manliness1 (composed of [mard} 'man'" 
and [-?i} 'relative suffix’) is a word. But a"form .like 
jmardij 'a man', (composed of [mard] 'man1, and {?i} 
'indefinite particle') (see 9.6.1.) is not a word because 
while the former has internal stability, and mobility within 
larger sequences, the latter does not have either of the 
two requirements, i.e. It does not have internal cohesion, 
e.g. In [ m a r d e  xub i] ' a .good man', the forms [?e] and.
[xubj. have, interrupted the form, (mardi}. ; and it does - 

Hot have mobility within larger sequences, e.g. it cannot 
function as the first constituent of exafe constructions 
(see 9*6.5*)? nor can it occur before the particle [ra| 
'object marker' (see 9*6.10.). •,

The term 'nominal word' as used in this thesis, 
refers to a class of words whose members may or may not be 
nouns, but they can all function in similar, positions in / 
syntactic constructions. ‘ Nominal word class is, therefore,; 
set up in terms of syntactic criteria,' and membership of a 
word to the class thus designated, requires commutability 
of the word with other’members of the same class in certain 
positions within syntactic constructions. Thus the class 
nominal word is more general than the class of word referred

1. Language ', 1965? PP* 178-183.



•to as' noun class since it includes in.itself nouns as well 
as1 words from other classes.

fhe need for distinguishing nominal word class 
from noun class .arises from two factors, as follows:

1) Persian exhibits an extreme case of over- 
lapping between word classes, that is words generally have 
more'than one class membership,.e.g, the word {mard} ’man1, 
functions as a noun in:

{mard raftj . the man went,
But.it functions as an adjective in:

{behruz duss;.e mard i ,je 1 'Behruz is a manly friend'.
And it functions as.an adverb in: i■ /

[,ali max'd ?jxmad o mard, raft} r Ali was born a /
man and died-a man. '

Of: [all mard cine ? amad o mardane raft} °Ali was
born a man and a man died*.

2) Xet despite this class overlapping, it is 
■possible to establish different word classes on the basis 
of morphological criteria. Por example nouns may be dis
tinguished from adjectives by the category of number which 
applies to nouns and not to the adjectives (e.g. [mard]
'man' vs fmardaf 'meh' but not e.g. {xoj1} 'pleasant*
vs * fxoj'a] ), or by different types of affixes which appear 
with nouns but not. with adjectives or vice versa (e.g. in 
[dirgunV 'black as tar1 the suffix {-gunj -has combined 

with the noun {G-irJ , but' it does not combine with

1. See also T.S. Rastorgueya, 'A Short Sketch of the Grammar 
of Persian', 1964, pp. 16-18.
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adjectives. Or in {xubtar}- ■■'better', the suffix. {-tar\ . 
has combined witb the adjective {xub \ .Verbs may also 
be distinguished' from nouns-and adjectives' by the categories 
of person (e.g. .^goftam} ■ 'I said', [gofti] , 'you' said' , 
etc.), tense (e.g. {guijarn̂  'I say', ^goftam} 'I said1 , ; 
etc.) or by mood,, aspect,"*’ etc., each one of these'being 
morphologically marked, .Verbs, nouns and adjectives may 
be distinguished from adverbs by such suffixes as .£-?a ne)j 
which are generally found in combination with the adverbs 
(e.g. ^J‘ab] 'night', [j‘ab ane| 'niglitly', £sal 1 ,
^sb-lu ne] 'yearly', etc.) .^ ’

Therefore, on the basis of morphological obser-
• I

vations it is possible to set up . such word classes as noun, '.. . /
adjective, verb, adverb, etc.. Such morphologically ;
orientated word classes do not hold at syntactic' level 
because the members of all such classes may.-appear ih 
similar syntactic positions. for example, consider the 
following case: "

[xub] 'good', is morphologically an adjective for it may 
be: ^xubtar 1 'better'-. •

{dast̂ j- . 'hand', is morphologically a noun for it may 
be: {dasta^j 'hands'. .

£ruz^ 'day' is morph6fe*3^aH y  an- adverb for it may b e :
[ruz a,nej 'daily'. • • '
(kejT tj 'sowing' is morphologically a verb for it may 

*tam^ 'I sowed' •

1. For the definitions of the -terms mentioned in this .paragraph, 
see R.H. Robins^ 'General Linguistics', An Introductory Survey', 
1965?' pp. 245-270 and 278-291. See also John Lyons, ' -: 
'Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics', 1968, pp..270-555-.

2. It is not intended here,, to give a full grammatical des- ■ > 
cription of word classes as to do this is beyond the scope
of this thesis. .

be: Jke j



- [ha J* t J ‘eight1 is morphologically;, a number for it. may 
be £ha /tom] 'eighth', ( [p ?om} is a suffix which appears 
only with numbers, thus-may serve as "a criterionJio establish 
a class,, or a sub-class of, nouns as numerals*). '"'But all 
•■the words given above may appear in the syntactic con
struction given below at the positions marked by- N (noun),
i.e. they may'all function as noun in the construction:

+ rct-i- ? a z._+ U + ta J" xis. namide'| 'He . does not 
recognize ISf from H. 1 ...

e.g.:
. [xub o ?az bad.ta/xiz namidej 'He does not recognize good 
• , 1 • from bad'. f

. {dast 11 ". pa-. “. ”  ̂ 'He does not recognize hand
, ' from foot.' . >;-

{ruz " " j'ab 11 \ . 'He does , not recognize day
•' .. from night." ..

{ke..j*t " " zar?. " " j; 'He .does not recognize •i—-' * ■. '• ' \
. <■ " . .farming from sowing," etc.

Because, of the lack of congruence be.txtfsen fword . 
classes established syntactically and morphologically, it- * 
was found useful to refer to the former-' by separate texmis. 
Thus noun’ class is a morphological class and it Includes 
only.nouns, whereas nominal; class'is a syntactic class 
and includes words from different morphological word classes. 
Adjectival, verbal and adverbial word, classes too,- have'
■ similar positions in relation to the word ’classes designated 
as- adjectives, verbs and adverbs respectivelyt' • ,

Unless, otherwise specified the terms word, noun 
and nominal are used, in this thesis, in free variation with



nominal word as defined above. This does not cause con
fusion as long as it is borne in mind tliat the subject of 
this, thesis is Nominal pieces and not Noun pieces.

A nominal word may function in the following 
syntactic positions, in most of which it is accompanied by 
a particle which marks the word‘for the specific function 
in the position. Particles do not constitute a component 
of nominal words, therefore, words plus particles are no 
longer words, they, are nominal pieces (see 9-3-):

1) Subject. Position; Nominal words may function
as ‘the subject of a sentence where they are unmarked by
particles, but may be marked by intonation, e.g.

[mard ■ ? a m a d j  'the man came1 
stxbj.

2) Object. Position: Nominal words may function
as the object in a sentence where they are marked by the
particle . [rcxj (see 9-6.10.) ,e.g.

[ m ard o didam j 'I saw the man' 
obj.

5) Ezafe Position; Nominal words may function 
as the first constituent of an 'esafe1-construction where 
they are marked by the particle [ ?ej (see- 9-6.5-)i e-gt* 

|fiaard e danej m̂and } 'the knowledgeable man1 
ln Possess!Ye Constructions : Nominal words

may enter into possessive construction with the pronominal 
endings (see 9-6.6.), e.g.

[ketqfobamj 'my book'
• 5) Definitive Constructions: Nominal words may

function in definitive constructions where they are marked 
by the particle (see 9.6.8.), e.g.

mard e ? a mad j- 'The man came'
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6) Prepositional Constructions: A nominal word may 
function as the constituent of a prepositional construction 
(see 9•6.3.), e.g.

( ha.mard ^omadj came with the man’
7) Predicate Position: A nominal word may enter

into construction with the conjugated forms of the verb 
[?astan[ or [hastan} 'to be' to construct a predicate 
(see 9.6.2.) e.g.

[man barad'ara e 9an mard-am| rI am that man's
brother'.

8) Vocative Constructions: A nominal word may enter
into construction with the particle [9a] (see 9.6.7.) 
e.g.

{xodatjaj Oh Lordh

9) Persuasive Construction: A nominal word may be
marked by the particle Sf*0-} to construct a persuasive construc
tion (see 9.6.9.) e.g.

[ berl xune h a } rCto home and donlt forget I 1

10) Conjunctive Construction: Nominal words may also
take a position in conjunctive constructions (see 9.6.11.) e.g.

![mard o zan| ' man and woman1
11) Definite and Indefinite Constructions: A nominal word

may be marked by the particle fc?i5 to make a definite construction 
if then followed by (fte} e.g.:

[imard i V e ^cunadj 'the man who came ... '

or to make an indefinite construction (see 9.6.1.), e.g.
^mard:'i ?om&d } 'Somewman came*

Having defined nominal words, the prosodic features



tliat mark the structure of this class of Word may now he 
described as follows: ■

8.2. Prosody of Words and Bound-Forms’ Initial
In Chapter 7 ■> ? (representing glottal stop and 

its phonetic'variants) was described .as a phonematic loan 
term which commutes with other terms in the C-systems set 
up for all the C-places in the syllable except for the onset 
place of word and bound form initial syllables where ? ' .
functions prosodically rather than eonsonantally. The■ 
reason for the prosodic treatment of ? at the .onset of word 
and bound form initial syllable is that its presence or 
absence.at this place in the structure is governed b y  the 
position and the grammatical relation of the word or bound, 
form in a larger grammatical structure.

The prosodic statement of 7 will, therefore,; be 
given In various places in the rest of this thesis in 
relation to different grammatical structures which require 
the presence or absence of ? . as a prosody. In the remaining' 
part of this paragraph ? is described in relation to 
words and bound forms as given in isolation.

With the exception of a few bound forms (see 9*6.11.)-
all V-beginning words and bound forms are presented and
pronounced In dictionary ..entries, ' grammatical texts, and 
In citations, with an,initial glottal stop. In writing 
the presence of glottal stop at the beginning of such forms 
is marked, by the relevant symbols generally ixsed to represent 
? (i.e. 1 hamze * ( % ), 1 klif1 * (I, 1 ) and ' * ein!

** £)? the last one used exclusively for Arabic loans.
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fhus in the dictionary all the Y-be ginning words and bound 
forms are entered-not under- the relevant -vowels (e.g,./ e-, 
ii, i, etc.) hut under the '^alif, 'hamze'.and * ein'. loi*- 
example, the wdrds-f? cl b} 'water' , (?u\ 'he', ^?asb] 'horse* , 
and‘{?is Q-rj 'generosity' , all Y-beginning words, ’’'.aiidv-the , 
hound forms£-? a n} 'plural; suffix' ?{_?©} 'ezafe particle ', 
a n d ? a n d e ]  ' agentive.suffix' are all entered under ' :J alif' 
dii,dictionaries. , in pronouncing such forms in "isolation 
the glottal stop is present, ' '' a— .

- - In view of these observations, glottal stop is • 
abstracted at this level of’ analysis as the prosody of word 
and hound form initial-which marks the'initials of !■
■beginning words and hound forms‘In isolation or 'in larger 
constructions when the words are-preceded by.silence or - 
pause. . ■ • ■ -■ ‘

C-beginning words aiid hound, forms are not .marked
ly ?—prosody. ?-prosody is symbolized by a superscript ? v 
at the beginning of ‘ the structure, e.g. ''..a

*Y 0: [?eab]'water', -'VGCY; £-?andej ' agent ive suffix' 
■ ' ** ■■ The exponents-of ?-prosody are [?] in y-syllables
and '[?] in w-syllaBles. . ’

fhe treatment of glottal stop, at.this level,- as 
the. prosody of words and, bound forms initial (and not as' , : '
junction prosody), is supported by the fact .that none of 
■the Y~beginning.suffixes (which are in isolation, marked'by 
?-prosody) express their' relations" with -thê  stems through 
glottal prosody, but through other prosodies, such- as J~, ■
H-prosodies, etc*.-, (see 8,4-.23.). ; for- example, although 
•the ■ suffix i-?andej, as .above, is ■ produced and,presented in
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citation form and dictionary entries as[?ande], its 
junction with, the stem is marked by J-prosody when it 
enters into construction with the stem to make a complex 
word.(see 8.4.), e.g.

CV + ?VCCV —  cfvCCV: jguj + {-?ande]~» {gudande}
'speaker*

Or the suffix' £~?ak^ 'diminutive', which in 
citation is [?ac* ' ] expresses its relation'with stem through- 
Ii-prosody, e.g.

CVC7 + he.—* CYCvho: [ b a b a ]  + {?ak]-~4ba b a Y k a t j
’ 'the darling father'

Even when the relation,between'two elements in a 
structure is marked by ?-pro.sody of junction, it is struc
turally necessary to state the ?-prosody of words and bound 
•forms initial separately for the form in isolation in order 
,to give a full structural picture of the form,’ But it is 
not necessary to state this prosody for the form after it 
has combined with other.components as the form is no longer 
in initial position. Thus;-

• CV + ?VCVC — *CY?VCVC [ba| + [?adab] {ba.?adab}
* • 'polite1

■ The symbol ? in the structural representation 
of the word £?adabj in isolation i.e. in ^VcYO ,
•stands for ?-prosody of word ■ and bound, form initial, but 
the symbol ? in the'structural representation;of the 
resultant word {ba?adab} , i.e. in CY^VGVC ■■ , stands 
for ?-prosody of junction (see 8,4.11.) andnot for the 
former prosody since the word is not at the initial place 
of the resultant form.



For ease of reference, ?-prosody of words and 
bound forms initial is referred to fTtfom now on as ?~initiaf- 
prosody. ' •

Bound forms are marked by ?-initial prosody only 
in isolation as in citation and in dictionaries, etc. But 
words are marked-by ?-initial prosody in isolation as well 
as at the following positions in'grammatical constructions;

1) At sentence initial position, e.g.
?V -i- . CTCC — » ?Y CVCC i [?u] + [raft] { ?u raft]

’He went*• .
2) At piece-^ initial position as in the nominal 

piece {.?u} and in the verbal piece j? cl mad] in the 
following examples;
h  + ?VCTC — ?VCVC : [?u] + {?a mad]— >
H.P. V.P. . ?amad] ’He came1.

or as in;
CYG + ?YG GYGGY Y + GYGYG   ̂ GYG ?YGCYCCV Y CYGYO
IT. P. iT.P. Y.P.

: }man} + ^?injmard o} + ^did a m } — >{man‘ ?in mard" o didam]
’I saw this man*•; ■

It may be argued that..in the last two cases
?-initial prosody should be regarded as a prosody of junction
rather than as an initial prosody, . But it can be. answered
that although•such■words at sentence and piece initial.
position are, undoubtedly, the constituents of-the-whole
grammatical constructions,. their ?-initial prosody is not an

1, See 9*1* for the definition of nominal piece;
2. See 9.6.11. for the description .of Y-prosody.



expression of any of their relations to the piece n r  
sentence except; that, it marks their initiality in the nominal 
and verbal constructions just as much as their initiality 
in isolation, while their relations to other components 
in the piece or sentence are expressed by other,prosodies 
as. is described in the following pages. ' -

8.3. The Syllable-.Structure of Hominal Words
The statement of the syllable structure■of ' 

nominal words constitutes a part of.'the prosodic statement 
of the unit.. Syllable structure has. already been described 
in Chapters 6 and ft. In this section a brief statement of 
word .syllable - structure is given. • " ' .

.Simple, complex, compound and complex-compound, 
words each have different types of syllable structure.
‘These grammatical distinctions, therefore, also need to be 
kept at the level of phonological, analysis of word structure.

Syllable division is marked by -in.the following 
paragraph. .; • '
8.3*1* Simple Nominal Word '

Simple .words may be mono-syllabic or p.oly-syllabic. 
The poly-syllabic nominal words may consist of 2, -3 or 4- 
syllables. ..Simple words consisting of more ; than four 
syllables are generally loans’,,- e.g. }te-le-vi-zi-jon] 
'television', . |po-rol~tct-ri-j a j .'proletariat1. > Examples 
of quadri-syllabic simple words are also very rare. In 
fact most of the examples' of this structure are of Arabic 
origin, and generally of the structure ($)Y-GY^GV-GY, e.g.



^mo-la- 'considerations1, [Ya-ra-me-neJ
'Armenians'. Such. Arabic loans are mostly in the Arabic 
broken plural form.^7 The word: ^bu- Ga-la-mun} 'turkey'
is" also of this structure; but the origin of the word is 
not'known to the writer. Its meaning, 'turkey', suggests 
that it may not be Persian as the turkey is not a native * A ,  
bird of the country. ’The word may alternatively be 
pronounced as £bu- Gal-mun}. in which case it is trisyllabic.

All the six different syllable structures set up
in Chapter 6 (6.4-. 1.) are found as simple mono-syllabic
nominal word structures, three of which require the addition 
of ?•»initial prosody in order that they represent the prosodic 
feature of V-beginning words. Thus the structural state
ment of mono-syllabic words may be given as follows:

?V :[?u] ’h e ’', 7tC : {? 0-b} 'water' , ?VCC : [Vubrj 'cloud'- 
CV d^u.-]'Stream', CVC :[xabj 'sleep',
CYCC: jsabr] 'patience'. - ; .

The statement above may be generalized in the 
formulae below:

CY(C(C)), . ?V(C(C))
Each of the structures may have y/w’prosodies. . ■

Thus the relation d-f y/w prosodies to the simple mono- ■ 
syllabic words may be stated as:

y/w(c)Y(c(c))
Simple disyllabic words may be of the following ;;

CY-CV ' CYC-CY '
CY-CYC 0 VC-CYC •

1. See A.K.S, Lambton, 1967 j PP* 219-2p2.

12 structures:

?Y-CY ?YC-CY
" ?Y-CYC ?YC-CYC
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?Y-OYCC ?YC-GYCG' CY-OYCG CYC-CYCG
. • In simple-disyllabic words the syllable structures y

Y and YC .can only function as word initial syllables and 
the syllable structure CYCC can only function as word 
final syllable9 wh.ile the -structure YCO does not function v
in simple disyllabic, words at all. The structures GY and 
CYC. are common to both initial and final places.

The statement above may be summarised in the 
following formulae: '

?V(C)-CV(C(C)) CV(C)-CV(C(C))
All permutations of j  and w prosodic syllables -

are possible, e.g.,

7/,w(c)V(C)--3r//w0TCQ(0))

W ;v KcY i^ali} fexcellent1 ^abru^ 'eye brow1 .. J
$9VwCYC Rancor*} 1 pome granite ' ^9 V C V C ^ a xyar ] 'sparkle'
W9V^CVCC ’frowning 1 ^?VC^GVCC- ^ ‘ar^anjj ‘a type of tree b
WCVWGY . {xadct} ' God %OVCWGV [pahlu} ' s ide 1
^CVWGVC ^ne/cmj 'sign ■ $GVC^0VC Ĵ bandarJ 'port1
WGV^CVGC t̂ofaxig]'Gun' wCrC^CVGG [sou^andJ 'vow' .

Simple trisyllabic words are of the following
16 ’ structures:.

^Y-CY-CY/ ■■■;?VC*-CY-*CY c y ~g y ~c y 0YG“CY-CY
^Y-GY-GYC- ?YC-GY-CYC CY-CY-GVG,- GYQ-CY-GVC
?Y~CYC-CY ' '^YC-GYG-GY Ct-CYC-CY CYG-CYC-CY
9 Y-CVG-CVO ?YC-GYC~CYO . CY-CYC-CYC GYG-GYG-GYG



The syllable structures CYCC and YCC do not ; 
generally function in simple trisyllabic words.'1"' The • 
syllable structures V and YC can only function as word 

■ initial syllables, while the structures GY and CYC are 
common to all places., ” '

The statement above may .be summarized in the 
formulae below:. . ■

(C)™CY(0)-CY(C) . 'CY(C)-CY(C)-CY(C) '
All permutations of y a n d -w syllables are 

possible, e.g.

y/w(C)Y(C)~y/wCY(C)-^/WCY(0) ;
Exx. - ‘
• P # G V WCV {?a/enaj . familiar., ^YC^CV^CV\ [?ahdaze} size
K9V^CVwCVd £?alekol} alcohol wl/cwCYwCVC^o.stovcr^ subtle
y9VyOYCw0V {’abarGu}. name of town '‘.’-"VC CVG' QV ho example found
.^?VWCVCWCVC ̂ amordad}. 2nd summer . ??VCyCVCwCVC { ^esterdadj return

month v ’ .. : -
yCV GV^CV ‘ fpi jade} on foot WCYCWCV^C'/ ^dgorbozej courage
w CVW CV^CY £mosafer}' traveller WCVGWCVWCVC ^Golt/ornciG-J sfong
w CVy[OVw CV £foha-d<x] ■ WOVC ̂ CYC ̂ CY £ 5 V  £ J ci a }
Y;Q\/yoyowcvC (tamasxarj ridicule ■' yLCVC^CVC^-CVC£farvardin\ ls£- .y: 
■ ■ ; . spring ruth.

■ l v  • 28.5*2. Compound and. Complex Nominal Word■ ' ,
Persian'words combine with each other and with, 

affixes into compound.and complex or oompoundycomplex words

1. Only one exception was-found to this r u l e { ?or-di-be~- -e*T t] 
'the second :spring'' month1, which'is historically a poly™ ■ 
morphemic word'but synehronically.-can be regarded as simple.

2. for a definition of compound and complex words, see 8.4. , 
and 8 .5*



fairly freely. The types of syllable structure that 
result from these combinations are so numeroiis that listing 
them could hardly serve any purpose. No attempt is, 
therefore, made here to compile such lengthy lists.. The ' 
following general points may, however, be noted:

1) The lowest number of syllables in a nominal 
complex or compound word is two (e.g.' dus-ti ’friendship’). 
Blit to give the highest number of syllables in a compound 
and/or complex word would need extensive studies of these 
classes.of word which would go beyond the scope of this 
thesis.^ Furthermore, the • two folloxclng factors seem to 
make it impossible to give any definite figure for the 
highest number of syllables in the above classes' of words: 

Firstly, as mentioned above, the morphological 
process of word formation through affixation and compounding 
is extremely common and productive in the language, and 
although in practice the- size of words is constrained by 
many practical factors, in theory it is possible to construct . 
new examples with a considerable number of syllables.
The lasrgest compound-complex word actually found is: 
|bo-zor-gar-te J\-t a -r a n-far-ma n-de J ’commander in chief

of the army force’.
This particular example consists of 9 syllables as marked 
above, but theoretically it is still possible to extend the 
form, for example, tor 
jbo-zor-gar-te^-t a -ra n-far-mtr n-de-gi] .’Acting as

commander in chief of the army force, -

1. See M. Shaki, ’Nominal Compounds in Neo-Persian’ , 1969'.
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or to:
{jbo-sor-g^ r-tej* -tcex-ncmo-far-m 'On-de-g an]

' commanders in cliief ... ' , 
and the resultant forms are still possible compound-complex 
words ..which satisfy all the criteria suggested for estab
lishing words (see 8,1,),

<?Secondly the border-line between morphology and 
syntax is not clear. As a result many borderline cases 
are found on whose status as single words there may not be 
agreement among linguists. For instance M. Shaki regards ■ 
the form ĵ po. bar dga] 'steady1, as an example of what 
he refers to as "syntactic [bound] phrases"' (sic,)
Whereas such words are treated as compounds in; this study, • 
because they satisfy the criteria set up for establishing, 
compound words (see 8.5.).  ̂ This factor also makes it more
difficult to suggest a definite- figure for the highest 
number of..syllables in a compound or complex word.

In view of the observations above it Is concluded 
that while the lowest number of- syllables in a compound/ 
complex word is two.? the highest number , is not finite 
although the longest word .found has 9 syllables.

2) The syllable, structures Y and YC which In 
simple words occur only as the initial syllable, are not 
restricted to the initial place In compound/complex words.. 
They occur in medial and final/positions where they are, of 
course, marked by the prosodies of junction, e.g.

1.. 'Nominal Compounds in Neo-Persian', 1963-
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CY-CY • + ?Y.eCY ■■“+ ~ V  — CY-CYJ' YC~CYJY j1
^nem<x.^ + -̂?an<3e?$ + £-?iJj — -^nemcx,jandegi-i ’‘being a

, . .Y representative'
In the example above the elements ?,• j and g are exponents
of ?- and J- prosodies. . They cannot be regarded as■con
sonantal elements’ since their presence or absence is
governed by structural requirements. j and g do not, for
instance, appear in the following examples with the same 
suffixes as they are not structurally required (see 8,4-. 23*11 ■) crvc + ?YGCT .• > GV-JCVflCV : p c a n j  + i’ande] — >

Jxci nande} 'singer'
CYC + -?V — *• CV-JCY : |xub] + {-?i} — > [xubi]

'goodness'.
3) The syllable structures YOG (which'does not 

function in simple poly-syllabic words), and GYCG (which only 
functions in the final position of simple disyllabic words) 
appear freely anywhere in the•structures of compound/complex 
nominal words, e.g. ' •

CY-CYCO-CYG ; ^na-bard-ga h} 'battlefield1 
*YCC-CVCC . : -[?ard^ -mandj- 'of high position1.

8.4-. Prosodies of Junction in Nominal Complex Words .
The term 'nominal complex' word1 as used in this

thesis refers to a poly-morphemic word whose first immediate
2 ■ constituent (I.G.) analysis results in a steM •and an

1. See 8.2. for ?-prosody and 8.4-.23*11* for J-prosody.
2. The concept of 1.0. analysis is used here in its broad 

sense to cover both syntactic as well as morphological 
constructions, ' See Gharles IV Hockett, 'A Course in 
Modern Linguistics 1 19655 Chapter 17*. ,
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a f f i x , e . g .[daneS J r knowle dg e ’ *• { dan] ’ stem1 vfJ suffix
^biclnne/j 1 ignorant’ • [hi-J 'prefix1 ^donej'} stem '
| dane/mand] 'learned1 * (done/} 1 stem -̂inandJ suffix 
 ̂dojie.fpê uki’j’scho Ian ship1 £ dane J*pe juh } stem j-9i } -suffix

Each, of the examples above is a complex word since the
firstl.C.s of each of them are a stem and an affix. The
stem, therefore, may be a simple i*rord (e.g. t<3d; n j ),
complex word (e.g. [ dunef] ) or a compound word (e.g.
{ d a n e  j‘peg uh] , see 8 .5.)* The stems are generally
free-forms in Persian nominal words, except for a very
limited number, e.g. [?a. s] ’mill’, found in {?a sija bV
’water mill’, and .£?a sema nj ’sky’, but the. latter may
be regarded as exceptions. • ■

Affixes pxe always bound forms and are positionally,
(i.e. in relation to the stem) divided into pre-fixes and
suffixes. It is open to argument whether one should set up
a third class of affix, namely infixes, in the true-sense
of the term, for Persian nominal words. For infixes,
according to '..-Professor R.H. Robins, "are affixes that
appear within the consonant and vowel sequences of root ■ 

pforms" and no affixes of this type have been found in
Persian by the writer. There are, however, some marginal 
cases which need discussion:
. ‘ The affixes j ?a ]- as. in: J p,a j(a p aj ^ ’barter’,

1. For the definition of stem and affix as used above, see
■ H.A. Gleason, ’An Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics’,.- 
1966, pp. 59 (5.20.) and 58 (5.18.-19.).

2. ’General Linguistics, An Introductory Survey’, 1965? p.210..
3. The form a\-;‘ is as in isolation, i.e. ?_, but. in con-

nected form it is marked by Injunction prosody (see'8.2. and
8.4.25-11.)*

. The element ? in this and in other examples is initial
, .prosody (see 8.2.). -



The stem formatives. are, therefore, grouped with 
.prefixes and suffixes and their prosodic statement is 
included in that of the prefixes, and. the suffixes. ■■ -■
8.4,1. Prosodies of Junction of Prefixes with Stems

Prefixation is generally less common among the 
nominal words than suffixation; hut it is by no means non
productive. The number of productive prefixes is also 
far lower.than that of suffixes. Seven prefixes have been 
found which are commonly used in the .language and they are ' 
o f . the syllable; structures* CV and GVC as follows.:

CV : {bci 5 bi~ , .net**, be” }
CVC: ^bar- , liam-, dar-}
In addition to the prefixes above several .other

words may be analyzed into .prefixes and stems, thus- adding 
to the list a number of new prefixes.. But. such prefixes 
are synchronically of no significance since they are no 
longer productive. Furthermore some of the stems obtained 
in this way are rarely found elsewhere in Modern Persian, e.g. 

{farzone\ ''learned* [fartutj 'old' {farman} 'order'
{far hang] 'culture' { farzcid \ 'of high descent'

On the basis of such .examples one could say ' that';the part (far-}

1. The.reverse seems to hold for complex verbal forms'where 
prefixation appears to be more common than suffixation.
This may be due to .the fact that the pronominal suffixes 
which combine with verbal stems do not allow the addition. 
of further suffixes (such forms as: ixordamij 'I used, 
to eat', composed of 3[xord}. 'stem', [_-?amTf 'pronominal 
.suffix', and’ {?i] 'marker of aspect' , where [-?i} 
comes after the pronominal suffix ,{?am] , are archaic, no 
longer in use in Modern Persian). Therefore, the only 
way open to verbal forms to expand seems, to be pi's.fixation, 
e.g. in the sentence [?ali va?de ro beham namizane\
' H i  will not cancel the appointment' the underlined part, 
is a verbal form composed of [be- ] , {harni ; •{na-J [mij . 
{zan} 'stem', and [-?e\ pronominal suffix, and all the 
constituents are prefixed to [-zanej .



and [~?o] as in: { zadoxord} 'quarrel1, are not usually-
found at word final position, that is, they require the 
presence of further components to follow, and the words 
containing them are most generally compound (rather than 
complex) words, with such affixes linking the two consti
tuents of the compounds together. Therefore such affixes 
are positionally different from what is generally referred 
to as prefix and suffix. Nevertheless they do not "appear 
within the consonant and vowel sequences of root forms", 
thus they cannot readily he referred to as infixes either. 
They seem to he closer to what has been called by Gleason 
(1966, p.60), 'stem-formatives' than to any of the other
three classes of affix.

In this study such marginal cases are grouped with 
•prefixes and suffixes because, as will be seen in the 
examples below, they express their relation with the stems 
through the same prosodic features as those which mark the 
relation between the stems and prefixes or suffixes, e.g.

i )  Cv t ’  y + £V dVJV-etY : ^pu.nl, a} + {poj—-{pajapo.J 

in the -same way as:
T

ii) Cv + ?v e e v — > V8GV : jpa-jhaiiaq-— > [pajande]
In 1) the 'stem formative' has expressed

its relation to the preceding constituent £paj through 
J-prosody, just the same as the suf fix {-‘?ande] 'agentive'
has in ii). The relation between the 'stem formative' 

and the following constituent is expressed through 
?-prosody just as the .relation between the prefix {bcij 
and the stem [davomj in example iii) following, (see
8.4.11. below):

iii) Q y  + dY(LV£ fiV~GY(:V& {ba-]+{davocnJ — » [baddvam] ' lasting '



is a prefix and, perhaps, one could find historical evidence 
for this treatment, but there are two reasons against this 
treatment. Firstly the examples above do not share a 
common meaning that could be attributed' to the prefix 
jfar-\ 'L, and secondly the stems that remain after the 

prefix is abstracted from the examples above do not occur 
elsewhere as words^ or as the constitutents of a. word (e.g. 

in the first example).
The same argument.may be used against analyzing 

the following forms into. prefixes oi* [do-g-]‘• and
}?an-j , and stems:
(do 3 XI fri }1 bad nature * ( do Jinan] 'enemy' { do/nam } t curse'
{9andcun j-r f i gur e ' { 9 ancbg am J ' e nd ' J9 ancrgoman }. s o c i e ty

For the reasons above such forms as (f'ar-J: , , j?an~]
etc. are excluded from the list above although they may 
historically be regarded as prefixes.

A general structure is set up for the x^refixes as 
follows: ■,

CV(G) .
the structure may have y/w prosodies thus;

y / w C V ( C )  ■ , V  '
Both h-'and h-prosodies function at the onset part while 
the coda is always marked by h-prosody. In other words 
h/h contrast does not function at the coda thus:

h/^ov(c)
The C-system operating at the onset part comprises

1, See Charles F. Hockett, 'A Course in Modern Linguistics', 
1965, pp» 123“-4? paragraph II. .
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four terms symbolised as B, D, N, H» The term H functions 
in h structures, and the remaining terms in h structures 
only, viz:

hp hp
H ° B/D/N

The exponent of the term B is bilabial plosive, [b b], w
" " " " " D Is denti-alveolar plosive,

Cd .?.]
9

" " M ” N is denti-alveolar nasal, [n]lO
" " " " " H is pre-glottal fricative [h]9

Two Y-systerns are set up for the structures CY 
and CYC as follows:

orA1 , c v o A
The exponents of A are [e] in ̂CY, and [ex ] in W0Y
The exponent".; of I is [i] in ^CY; wCj' is not found.
The exponent of A is [a*] in^CYC; WCA'C is not found.

The- C-system operating at the coda part has two terms R and
N , thus:

”°R/N
The exponent of the term R is alveolar rolled, [r]

9

The exponent of the term N is bilabial nasal,' [m]
9

• 'The structures of the prefixes may now be repre
sented as:
CVA : y/vBA : W,/“BA : p  a-1 W//-UA : [no-j

° V  7 / " b i : b H
GYGA ; BAB: (bar- ] y//-DAR: {dar-} 7//hHAN: (ham-}
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8.4.11, Statement of Prefix-Stern Prosodies
The function between the prefixes and stem are 

marked by ?/? prosodies as follows:
T. ?-prosody

?-prosody functions at the junction of Y or em
ending'prefixes with Y-beginning stems, viz.

Prefix ? Stem
-Y/-C h- Y-

The exponents of ?-prosody are: a) glottality, [ — ], at
the junction of Y-ending prefixes with Y-beginning stems,
viz.

Prefix [ — ] Stem .
-V * Y-

Exx.
CV -v 9VC — > CV9VC ■: (bi-) + [9ctb\ — > J rbarren1
CV ~v9VC V CV —>CV9VCVCV : j^na.^ |9ajenaJ-— ’stranger

b) Syllabification at the junction of C-ending prefixes and 
Y-beginning stems, viz:

Pr.ef ix [ sy 11 abification] • Stem
•0 + Y-

Exx.
CVC 9VCVCC-* CV* CVCVCCs ^ham]+[?ahang\->[ha-mafiamjJ? w*
CVC -V 9vcvc— > CV-9CVCVC : [dar] ̂ {9omad }->[da--rdwad ]

ii, ?-Proso
?-prosody functions at the junction of Y or C-

ending prefixes with C-beginning stems, viz.
Prefix ? Stem

-Y/-C + 0-



The exponents" of ,?»»prosodyare a) No glottality at the :
junction of V-ending prefixes with C-beginning'stems? viz:

Prefix [no. glottality] Stem
-V + ’ C- ' •

Exxsi ...
CV + CVC~*CV CVC : (bi] •+■ ̂ xabl^bixob} sleepless;
CV + C V C - C V *  CVC. : {R&J I {gohWinagto^ sudden

b) No syllabification at the junction of G~endlng prefixes
with C-beginning stems, viz:

Prefix [no syllabification] Stem
- — C' + ‘ ■ 0- ' - :'

Sxx. ; .
CVC V CVC CVC-CVC ĥam\'-v \kar} ^lamkar] 'colleague'.. .
CVC -v- CVCVC-CVC-CVCVCi ̂ ar}^{gozd/t^{dargozaj*t] 'death' - -
8 ,4.2g.Prosodies of Junction of Suffix with Stem .
8.4.21. Class A and Glass B Suffixes . ■ _ v

Suf fixation is extremely common- with nominal words, 
and suffixes by far exceed prefixes, in number,, structure 
and application.- Two classes., of suffixes are‘ distinguished' 
and referred to -as Class A and B . The - grammatical and 
phonological justification for this classification'is as 
follows: - ■ .

Grammatically Class A suffixes stand on the border
line between .stiffixes and particles (see 9*1- and 9.60*.
That is to say, such suffixes, like-the particles,, stop, 
further affixation of the word. In other words,; once a 
suffix of Glass A is added to a stem, there is. no; possibility 
of introducing a' new affix to the resultant form. Consider, 
the, examples below;.. ' .



■£ieflj * child* -v -^alcj—^[teflak] * little child*
[bctba.} 'fellow*'* ^.ak j ̂ jhahcihak j 'poor fellow*
£noineJ letter + T̂ici j —  ̂jnojneha J 'letters'

Both £~?akj and [ 4 q ] are Class A suffixes.
Is a result of the addition of these suffixes to the stems
[tefl^ \hdbaV and ̂ ncmie} , no further affixes .
can he added. The only hound forms which may occur 
after a suffix of'this class are the particles which are 
not considered'as. part of the word for reasons, given later 
(see 9.3.).

furthermore, ^-hu^ is, perhaps, the only inflectional 
1suffix in Persian,. It is an inflectional suffix because 

it imposes certain syntactic restrictions on the resultant j
complex nominals,. (e.g. ^?amalehct.] 'the workers', can 
function in ,kc.a r^e/un o tam..am kardan(d) J finished
their work', :but it cannot function in £...keirt:' e j o  
t a m ^ m  kard } . '...finished his work', where the word 
^?amalej may -occur).

Suffixes.of Class A cannot he included among the 
particles because when added to stems they form.a part of 
the word and, unlike the particles, cannot he separated from

1. The plural suffix {.~?ahl is becoming archaic so that 
it is already hard .to consider it as a feature of the 
colloquial dialect although.it is not possible to exclude 
it entirely. - ..However cm] is, in this respect, like
{-holexcept that it is limited to the written and 
literary styles.

2. "Broadly speaking inflectional formations, or alter-
' nations are those which uniquely determine and restrict 
the grammatical functioning of the resultant word form.s ..." 
Prof. R.H. Robins, 'General L i n g u i s t i c s 1966, p.267. '



the stem. Stem and suffixes, therefore, meet the criteria 
set up for defining words (see-8.1.)» Apart from this, 
they differ from the particles in their accentual patterns 
and show the same characteristics in this respect as other 
suffixes (see 8.6.3.)®

Class B suffixes, on the other hand, do not theo
retically impose any restriction on further expansion of 
the resultant complex nominal word so that the resultant 
word can still he further affixed or compounded, e';g.

•[don? ’know* stem * { -’e/j
{dcmej’] 'knowledge -v {-mand}
{ dcmejlnand}* ’knowledgeable1-* 9cine}
-[dcmejmandanei * scientifically1 + {nCL“J-
£nadcnie/mandanej 'unscientifically' etc.

Phonologically Class A 1 suffixes differ from Class 
B in that the'former express their relation with the stem 
through H-pr.osody of junction and the latter through 
prosodies of junction as will he described helow (8.4.23®).
8.4,.22. Syllable Structure of Suffixes

The following suffixes have been found in use 
and are felt to be productive as far as the present stage 
of the dialect under-observation is concerned:

- h a . ] 1

-?u j

1. "Contrary to other 7-beginning bound forms, which are
generally marked by ?-initial prosody (see8.2.) the suffix {.-ha] is marked, by h-prosody in isolation (see: also 
foo tnote i in 8.4. 23.1. rdj'aWJ) .

Class A :
^-?ak, -?ake, -?aki.

Class B :
^-Ti, ~?e, -?GU.
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j-?in, -?e J" -?an, -?ur,
-? cir, - ? q . k, - ? a t  J 1

^-?ine, -? ane \
£-?and|
£-?ande}
[-tfi , -tj*e 5 -va -tdj
{-gin, -sir, -sar, -var,
-far, -gun, -gat, -kar, -ga r, -za r,
-ka m, -ba r, -s ar, -var, -s an, -ban,
-d an, -ja r, -nak, -man, -la x, -va n,
-fa m], 2

^-mand, -vandj
^-sta n]
^-kade }
.Suffixes have the following syllable structures, . 

The Y-beginning suffixes are marked for ?-initial prosody 
when given in isolation:

?Y, ?Y0, ?Y0C, ?Y-CY, ?Y0-GY
CY, 0Y0, ■ CYCG, QCYG,. ‘ GY-CY

The structures above may be represented in four 
generalized structures as follows:

1) (C)Y(G), 2) (C)YCG, 3), GCYC, 4)(C)Y(C)-CV- •
The structure 1) may have y/w prosodies; '2) has 

y-prosody and 3) w-prosody only. The first syllable in
4) may have y/w and the second syllable y-prosodies, thus:

1. The suffixes l-?isl and -£-?iz} are non-productive 
and archaic and are,therefore, excluded.

2. The suffixes {-taj \ and are non-productive and
■ archaic. They are excluded from the list.

-?un, -?om, -? an,

-gar, -tar, • -vaj1
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1) 7l/w(C)V(C), 2) 7 (C)VCC,

3) .WCCVC, •. 4) . 7 /w (C)V'(C)-7CV
The structure 1) may have h/h onset and;-li/h 

coda,-'2) has h onset, and h coda, 3) h onset and h coda, 
and the first syllable in 4) has h onset and h coda, the 
second syllable has h  onset, viz:

1) h/^(c)Y(0)ll//“ , p ^ C ^ G C - 5

.3) hcovb-* • .4) ^'(g)v(o)-“-cv
1) y/w(0)Y(0) '' -

' A 0-system comprised of four sub-systems, 
symbolized as.P, N, L and 'P, is set up for the onset 
C-place, thus! ,

• GuyK/:/i'‘ .

The" exponent of p is plosiveness
The exponent of. If is nasality at the G and V
places
The exponent, of L is liquid continuance
The exponent of B is friction.

P and B function in h/h stinctures and.B and 
L in h structure only, viz.

hr hp
°“P/B v P/P/N/B

VP consists of four terms symbolized as B, D, G and .
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K viz*

PB/D/C/K . ' .
The exponent of B is bilabial!ty
The exponent of B is-."denti~alveolarity •, -

; The exponent of C is palato-alveolarity
The exponent of E is palato-velarity.

The term B functions in h structures, and C in 
h-structures only; D and H function in h/h structures, 
viz. . '

B p  - „  . . t i - p

B/G/K .. B/iD/K
. B consists of two terms symbolized.as B and B 

viz. . . .

■ NB/D •
The exponent of B is bilabiality.
The exponent of B is denti-alveolarity.

L consists of two terms symbolized as L and J, 
vi z • - r

LV J
'The exponent of L is laterality
The exponent of J is palatality.

B consists of two terms symbolized as JT and .S, 
viz, •

The exponent of J! is labio-dentality 
The exponent of S is alveolarity.

A Vr-system comprised two terms . symbolized as 
I and A is set up . for the syllabic place, viz.
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■ V a
The exponents of I are: [i] in y- and [u] in w-structures, 
The esqponentsof A are: [a ] in w-structures, [e] in' , . ■ 

y-structures when the syllable is GY, or when it is ?VG with . 
J1 functioning at its coda only (e.g. in.: ^~?ej j . and [a] 

.elsewhere in y-structure.
A C-system comprised of four sub-systems ,

symbolized asP, IT, brand E is set up for the coda C-place,
• vi z» - , .

”cP/]\Vl/i’ . ■ . /
The e deponents of the sub-systems are as above in 

the onset C-system. ' -
P and P function in h-structures, and IT and L in .-ri

■h structures only, viz. .. .■ y
b-r( h ~n
” P/F “°N/L ..
P consists of two terms symbolized as P and If, v :

viz.

PD/K
The opponents of D and IC are as above in the onset 

. G-system. I-
N consists of two terms symbolized as B and D, ■

vi z.;. . ■ . •, i

nb/d
The exponents of B and D are the same as in the onset G- 
system.

L consists of one term symbolized as E, viz,

LP . ■



The exponent of R is roll.
F consists of three terms symbolized as £

X and H, viz-.

•B'.r /x/h
The exponent of j* is pre-palatality 
The exponent of X is uvularity
The exponent of H is pre-glottality.

2)y (C)YCC
A C-system comprised of two terms, symbolized 

as IT and F, is set up for the onset C-place, viz.

C"N/P
The exponent of li is bilabial nasal, symbolized as B
The exponent of P is denti-alveolar fricative,

symbolized as j:.
An open V-element functions’ at the syllabic part 

This is symbolized as A and its exponent is [a].
A nasal and a stop O-element function at the 

first and second places of the complex coda, the two 0- 
elements are homorganic and of- denti-alveolar nature.
They are symbolized as KD. Three suffixes belong to 
this structure as follows:

^AND : [~?and\ , JAND: ^-vand^ , BAUD: {-man
3) WCCVC

A fricative and a stop C-element function at the 
onset places. The former is alveolar, symbolized as S, 
and the latter is denti-alveolar, symbolized as D. An 
open V-element functions at the syllabic part. This is 
also symbolized as A and its exponent is [a]. A nasal
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element functions at the coda O-place. It is. denti- ? : 
alveolar and symbolized-, as U. One suffix belongs to this ' 
structure .as follows: v . - *

; SDAST: (-stanj ■ ;
4) y,/vr( 'o )y (c ) -o 7  ' ; '

. A stop O-element functions at the onset'"of .the
first syllable, .. It is of palatal' nature, symbolized as If.

A. V-system consisting of two' terms symbolized'as 
I and A functions- at the syllabic, place in the first 
syllable, "

The exponent of I is [i] in y~structures, I 
does not function in w-structures.

The exponentsof A are [a]-, in"y- and [a] in w- 
structures,

A nasal G-element functions at the coda of the ■> 
first syllable.; it is of denti-alveolar nature and 
symbolized as N, ■

A C-system of three terms symbolized as N., 13 
and IC functions at the onset of the second syllable.- 

The ■ exponent of 11 is denti-alveolar nasal
The exponent of D is denti-alveolar stop
The exponent of IC is palatal stop. '

A Y-system of -two terms, symbolized as I and A
functions at the syllabic part of the second syllable.

The exponent of I is [I] ■ •
The exponent of A is Ce].

Six suffixes be.long to this structure as follows:

? A 3 L A  :  p ? a l c e T j  ? A E I .  :  f - a l t i j
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' Hi A. : £-?.ine j fANA : [_-? a ne]

'AHDA : [-?ande] KADA ': {-kade ]
8..4.23» Statement of Stem-Suffix Prosodies

The relation "between the stem and suffixes is 
expressed through the following three prosodies:

I) H -prosody, marking the junction of stem 
with Glass A suffixes;

II) J-prosody, marking the junction of stem 
with V-beginning suffixes of Glass B*

III) s/f. -prosodies marking the junction of 
stem with G-beginning suffixes of Glass B.
I. H-prosody

Glass A suffixes are all V-beginning, and their 
relation to the stem is expressed through H-prosody, The 
stems may be V- or C-ending, viz,

. Stem H Glass A.Suffix 
-V/-C A V- ■

The exponents of H-prosody are: a) [ £ ] when
the stem- is V-ending,- viz.

Stem [ fi ] Glass A Suffix
-V + V-" ■

Exx.
CV W  — CVHV ; [pa]*(~ha]^{pq:ha\ ‘feet'
GV -v 9VC — > CV~VC r [ 9ek}̂ {pciliak\ 'insects’ cla$ws*

1, Unlike other V-beginning suffixes t-ha] is marked
by H-prosody even in isolation whereas others are marked 
by ?-initial prosody (8.2,). In formal and literary 
styles the contoid [h] at the onset of the form may also 
be treated phonematically and the form be represented 
as CV, because, in such styles [h] is retained with C 
and V ending stems and the relation between stem and 
^-ha} is marked bye/s prosodies (see III. below), e*.g
CVC v GV — ■» CVC0CV ; ^bcir^ roho.j 'many times-1
CVC * C V C V C “CV ? ^sarVf-ho^sarho.} rheads'



CVCV eycv% r ■[xoneJ + [-ha] —-> {xaneha} ‘houses1
CVCV -V VCV-»CVCV" VCV s {_drudge}-v^akd}-> {d^udgehaki}

lpoor little chicken’

^b) Syllabification when the stem is G-ending, viz.
Stem [syllabification] Glass A Suffix 
-G + V~

Exx* .■***7 II CCVGVG -V “v -»CVCV-CV ; {ke%obp  ̂ rtoJ-.Jke%ci-ba] '-books
CVCC ■+ 9VC -> CVC-CVC s {tefl} ■» {-’akHtef-lak} 'little

' child *
CVCC VC -v 9 VCV — > GVCCV-CVCV 2 (d oxtar}+(- ̂ akij-^oxta-raki 1 

■■ ■ . 'little daughter1
H e  J-Prosody -

J-prosody marks the junction of 0 dr V-ending
stems with V-beginning .suffixes of Glass B, viz.

Stem J Glass B Suffix .
-V/-C + V-

The exponents of J-prosody are; a) [j J* B
] at the junction of V-ending stems with the suffixes,

v'iz.
Stem. [j §■ g ] Glass B Suffix

■ -V . + V-
Exx.
CVCV + 9V — > CVCVJV s {xctda^ — >[xo&aji5[ ‘godly
GVGV + 9VC-->CVCVtTVC ; (xoda.^v [-^cm]->^xodcy ttfij 'gods'
CVCV + 9V — *CVCV^V 2 ^xcmej+ \“9i]— *£xanefi} ^domestic’
GVCCVGV v 9 VC — > CVCCVCVJVG : [ruzncmie}+ [~9cit}-? fruznamed^at]

•newspapers*
b) Syllabification at the junction of G-ending stem with 
the suffixes, vi z.
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Stem syllabification Class B Suffix

-C + -V
Exx.
CVC + ?V —* CV-CV : (k&rj + t-?ij-*{k&-ri] ’hard working’
CVCC + ?VC->CVC-CVC : 'eyes'

TCVC + ?VC-*CV~CVC : [baG} + <L-?dt]^ba~Gat} ’gardens’

Notes on the Exponents of J-Prosody
1) As stated above the exponents of J-prosody 

at the junction of V-ending stem with suffixes are^ £ j 
g ] • The following are some explanations for this
phonetic diversity:

[ * 3  and [g] are phonetically conditioned, that is to say, 
w  appears in y-syllables when the stem also ends in ^CA,
[g] appears in w-syllables when the stem ends in ^CA, e.g.

CVC^CA +y *V — > CVC^CA ^yV : ^bande^ + £-?i^bandeJij ’slavery’
CVC^CA +W 'VC — * CVC^CA ^ V C  ; ^bande^ + ^?an]*[baddeg&nj ' slaves ’ 

jj? ĝ \ and ^j]are grammatically conditioned, in that 
[jJ marks the junction, of stem with ^-?ij 'relative suffix’,
[g] marks the. junction of stem with ^-?an} ’plural and relative 
suffixes’, both of which are homophonous, and ^jjmarks the junction 
of stem with other suffixese.g.

CV + ?CVCCV-*CV^ VCCV ^dj u \ + ^-?ande^{dgujandeJ ’seeker’
£df] is an Arabicized variation of [<jJ and [̂ g] 

resulting from the fact that no originally Arabic symbol 
for the sounds above exist in the Arabic script adapted 
for Persian and, the Arabic orientated classical scholars 
refrained from using the Persian symbol for the sounds 
[j g] . Instead they symbolized the sound by the Arabic



.symbol used to represent the sound [Gp ], which.resulted 
in the existing variation,

2) Some Arabic loans ending in a V are 
related to the suffix 'by £v], as they are in
Arabic which also have the same.suffix. In this .case 
the stem final Y is replaced by [a], e.g.;

^mus^jxJ - 'Hoses' -i* ^-?i]p---■> jjnusavi]'. of Hoses*
.^Gazi^ Judge + ^-?i} ' ^Gazavi] . , 'of Judge*

But this is not a general.rule in Persian, e.g. 
|taraajh J 'watching' (Arabic loan) -v 9i} — ? ̂ tama jit Ji ̂ spectacular 

By analogy with the Arabic loans some Persian 
words are also related to. {-?i} or ̂ 01] . with [v] e.g, 
£sofi^~+^?i\ — .̂j’soravi^ 'of Sari’ (name of a town),.
[seJ-v ̂ pom}— >[sevvom] (third' (see also 8.8.21.),

3) The word .[bazuj ’arm' is related to the 
suffix au’5 , 'plural* with [wj , and the final vowel
[u] becomes more- open,' e.g. . •

^bazuj-t- {-9an} — > ^bcizomn} 'Barms* . ' •
This is an exception. The remaining [u] .ending, stems 
have J-prosody, e.g.

^mahru] 'pretty ' • -v- ^-9an]— * ̂ inah.ruJan /pretty* (ones)
III. ^/aProsodies

. The prosodies above’ function at the Junction of 
stem with C-beginning suffixes of Class B as follows;

functions at. the Junction of -CC. ‘̂'complex . ■ 
coda) ending stem with C-beginning suffixes,.-and -C (simple 
coda) ending stem-with-C-beginning suffixes, the latter 
only when -C .is 'preceded by- an inherently ■ long V. The 
inherently long Vs are in this. relation marked by- - placed



over the symbols, e.g.': land I, viz.
Stem ^ Glass B Suffix

-o c /-v o Ij2 + ‘ ■ c -  -

The exponent of c? is a syllabic element which, 
syllabifies with the l a s t C  in the preceding coda. The 
phonetic nature of ^  is largely determined by the 
phonetic contexts (see 9 -prosody may not be
phonetically realized but in the maj-ority of examples it is.
Exx. :
CVC + CVC — > CVC°CVC •• [ jad}-v- j’garj^ja-de garjf 'memory J 
9VC * CVC ■— * CVCaCVC : {9 as} -̂ | mcm].—49 a~ seman] Csky>
CVC •'■CVC—  ̂C V C V C  : {dgcm}+ /̂arjf —*[clgci-na var} 'animal'
9VCVC-V- 6VG '-̂ ?VCVCaCVC - j 9omuz} + jga r j j9cuiiu-zecjor J 'teacher'
CVC **- CVC -*CVCaCVC : {pci.sjj-v ^banj—»jpa - sebanj police'
CVCC C V C — vCVCCCVC : jbaxt }*£jar}— -*£bax-ti jar} ‘fortunate*
CVCC -v CVC —^ CVCCPCVC :.-['sowgJ+ JvaT}-*{sow-ga varj f mournful’
CVC + GVC — > CVC^CVC :.[lcar}+ {.gar}-* jka~rega worker’

3 functions at the junction of V-ending 
stem with C-beginning suffixes, and -C (simple coda) 
ending stem with C-beginning suffixes, the latter only 
when -C is preceded by an inherently short V. The 
inherently short V is left unmarked, e.g. E and A, viz.

Stem 3  Class B Suffix
-V/VCEA •!• c -

The exponent of P  is; absence of syllabic 
element and no possibility of having a syllabic element.- 
Exx.
CVCV -V CVC -* CVCVCVC i{lcLle} 4-^zar}_>jlalezar} lilac field!
CVC -v- CVC —9 CVC-CVC :(dar] -v {bcn}-*{darban J ’doorkeeper'
CVCV + CVC CVCV “CVC :^lute} -t- (varj^iutevarj '’floating’ •



8o5« Prosodies of Junction in Nominal Compound Word
The term ’nominal compound1 as used in this 

thesis- refers to a polymorphemic word whose first immediate 
constituent"*" (I.C.) analysis results in txfo or more free 
f(tjc)ms, e.g*
■£bdziguf} ’playful1'— >[bazi] 'play’ -+ {gu J*j 'ear*
[tcindrowJ- ’fast moving'^toaid]-'fast' .+ {row} 'moving'
[ xorcloriz j 'hits and-~>{xora} ''bit’̂ o j ^ i z }  'pecks*
r • pieces' .

. { sarhazxanej 'army _■>'jsarhaz} ̂ soldierV^xane} 'house 
1 camp"1 '
i 4fotorgo.vpalang} confused -̂ Jjotorj* ’ camel' , {gav} ' cow1 *- 
} ' . ■ I . p̂alanĝ J tiger - ̂
{ gojtideru} pleasant face ™.>Jgotfa.de} open-v [ruj face

The.I.C.s of a compound may be simple (el g. : 
{tend] and jrowj ), complex (e.g. [goj’a d e ]  comprised 

of ■ [go 5fci d] + {“?e} )? or compound (e.g. [sarb a z}
comprised of [sarj and {b azj ). •

Mo separate description of the structures of any 
components of compound words,is needed, as this is included 
in the structural accounts of the syllable,' word (simple 
and complex) and affixes given in.the previous pages $ In
this sectiong }}dnly the prosodic relation'between the 
components of compounds words is described in terms of 
junction prosodies.

Two classes of nominal compound words are dis
tinguished for this purpose. They are referred to as 
Glass A and B. .

1. Bee footnote ^ in 8.4.
2. See Charles Bl. Hockett, 'A Course in Modern Linguistics1 

1965? p.154, paragraph 17«5* 'Multiple I.G.s'.



8.5*1* Junction Prosodies of Class A Compounds
Class A compounds express the relation between their compo

nents through special affixes whose function is merely to link the 
constituents of the compounds together. Such affixes are referred ;
to as ’stem formative’ (see 8,4.), and the relations between the stem 
formatives and the preceding' and following components are expressed 
through junction prosodies of prefix-stern and stem-suffix 
respectively as mentioned earlier (8.1.).

The major stem formatives'are given below with examples to 
illustrate their prosodic relations with other components of 
compound words:
1) paj: CV + ?V + cv-»cvjvlcv : [po}+{?.«.}+ {pa}-»{paj(ipa} 'barter'
2) : CVC + ?V + CVCC—>CV^CV"*'CVCC : ^zad] + ^xord}-*{za-doxord}

\ 'quarrel*
3) [bar] : CV + CVC + ' CV — »CV^CVcfCV : (pa}+ {bar} + f cga} — >

{pabard^a} ’steady’
4) : CVC + CV + CVC — ’CVC'CV^CVC :isar^ + itaptsaij-Isartasar}

v 'throughout'
5) (darj : CVC + CVC + CVC > \CVC'CVC*CVC : {dah} + (dar) + '

{sad] —i>{dahdarsad] 'l0%%

6) [be} : CV + . CV + C V — 5>CV~CV— CV :,{do} +[be] + {do]->£lobedo} in
' 'rows of two.1

As shown above the relation between the stem formative 
affixes and preceding components is marked by the same junction 
prosodies as function at the junction of stem with suffixes (i.e.
J and prosodies but not H-prosody which is limited to Class
A suffixes), and the relation between the stem formatives and - 
following components is marked by the same junction prosodies as 
mark the junction of prefixes with stem (i.e. ?/?_)•



. • ' Traditionally the stem formative - affixes are
considered as prepositions except for [?o J which, is 
classed among Conjunctions (i.e. it,-is regarded as {va}
: [va wo o ]. 1 and'), and {? a} which is classed
among affixes. In this thesis.all these forms are., 
regarded differently from conjunctions and prepositions 
for the following reasons:

Both prepositions and conjunctions': constitute . 
independent word .classes which enter directly into' 
syntactic constructions of phrases and sentences and function 
like any other words, within the larger grammatical units. 
Heither prepositions nor conjunctions could he. said to have 
any role, in the morphological•process of word formation 
except that they may constitute the components of compound 
words (e.g. {dar} .'preposition.', in {dargoza J“.t} 'passed 
away').. It is. obvious that the role of the stem-formatives 
differs from the.; syntactic fimctions of prepositions, (e.g.
{ru} in {ru ■ je mis} 'on the table'), and .conjunctions ■.
(e.g. {va} ^ in . {to wo man} 'you and me') or from
the role of -{dar} in {dargoza.ft} above.;. In the latter 
case {dar} - .is different from the stem formatives in that 
while {dar}. has combined with {goza/tj*' 'passed'
directly and made the new word {dargozaj'tj . 'passed away',
thus adding to the meaning of the word, the stem formatives

1. See R.H. Robins, ' General Linguistics' , 1965-> p.227;
and John Lyons, 'Introduction to Theoretical- Linguistics', 
1968, pp.. 273 and'302v

2. For the explanation of the variations {va} and {wo} , , 
see 9*6.11.



merely link the preceding and the following constituents 
together and,, apart from this, they do not have other ' y:-
grammatical functions.

In view of the differences between the stem 
formatives and the prepositions and conjunctions,vthe.
‘former are considered as members of a separate class whose 
function is morphological and whose status is as bound 
forms. The fact that-historically they may or may not 
be prepositions and conjunctions, or, that they are homo- ■ 
phonous with the prepositions and conjunctions is not 
relevant•
8.5.2. Junction Prosodies of Class B Compounds

Class B compounds express the relation .between 
their components through ?•-- and *2 / 2 prosodies as follows:
I. ?-Prosody

The above prosody functions at the junction of 
V or G-ending components with V-beginning components of 
compound words, viz.

Component ? Component 
TV/-C + V-

The exponents of ?-prosody are a) G-lottality
[ at the junction of V-ending components with V-beginning
ones, thus:

Component [ — ] Component 
-V -i- V-

Exx.
CV -v^VCVC —>CV VCVC 1 fru}+ ̂ pavarj-— >^ru9avap] loading towards 
CVCV -v VCCVC-*CVCV- VCCVC x^ziba^+^andcm?^^iba9andcan\ /athletic*

b) Syllabification at the junction of C-ending components 
with V-beginning ones, viz. a .



Component [Syllabification]' Component
•C V-

Exx.
CVC i VC-* CV-

9 9

r-9'CVC : ^cid } -v 9̂cib \ — * j/a-dab } ' cbe erful ’ 
CVC -v VCVC+ CV9CVCVCs {_dar} \ ̂ arnad^^da-rainadj ‘income’

II. 9/3 Prosodies
The two prosodies above function at similar 

■junctions within compound words to those described in 
relation to the complex words -and they have the' same 
exponents (see 8.4-. 23 .III. above), thus:

Component

and

-CCAVCjj

Component
-V /V C LEA 

Exx.
^  -Prosody:
cvc -v CVC — > CVC0 CVC
CVC -h CVC — > CVC0CVC

CVC0CVC

*2

Component 
C-

Component
C>

p̂ir̂ -v ̂ zanyfp-i -re zanj oId woman’
\lcom^ +■ {j ab^kci -mi j cib 'sat i s f i e d ‘
VbordV °F bcirj 'patient'n8-tf * trul + t9ciboru^ .■ ‘prestige’CVCC. + CVC

°?YC + ‘CV— * f?VC0CV
a-prosody may/in qpick speech ip be realized

phonetically. Or in some examples this possibility is
stronger, e.g.

CVC -v CVC — *> CVC3CVC s yiin}^{dar} ->[dindar} religious'
But in the majority of examples it is realized. In some
cases there are two variant forms, one with and one without
the realization of the prosody, e.g. . _0

CVC -v CVC —*• CVC CVC t f mahl Itabl Jmcihtdbl or [ma-hotab}
L -  ̂ J J duoonliaht'
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In all such, cases ^ -prosody differs from o>-prosody
in that the latter has no possibility of having a syllabic 
element in all cases. • ,'

s!-Fro so dy - '
CVC -v CVCC — > CVC-CVCCs [sar] {saxtj^{sarsaxt} 'stubborn'
CVC -v CVC — > CVC^GVC i (del) 4 {dar] {deldar j 'courageous*
CVCV CVC — ■> CVCV-CVC % '{xodoj +■ {dad} /xodadadj 1 Cod ' s ' gift

8.60 Accentual Patterns
In Part I (4,4..), various factors which render 

a syllable more prominent than others were described and 
a method of classification was suggested, according to 
which different degrees of prominence were grouped'into 
four classes on the basis of their pitch variations and 
their degrees of stress as follows:

1) Primary Prominence, associated with changing pitch 
and primary stress; '

2) Secondary Prominence, associated with mid level 
pitch and secondary stress; .

3) Tertiary Prominence, associated with low level . 
pitch and tertiary stress;',

4) Emphatic Prominence, associated with high level 
or changing pitch and emphatic stress.

In the present section the term 'accent' and its 
associated forms will be - used to refer to phoiaetic. promi- ... 
nence in relation to its phonological function. ‘ Accent, 
therefore, implies pattern, structural significance and v' 
function while prominence merely denotes observable 
phonetic factors. , '



8.6.1. Accent, a Word Prosody.
Accent is abstracted at word level as; a-prosodic 

feature of word, rather than of ■ syllable- for the reason 
that it marks the -unity and boundary of. word and not of 
syllable. Although accent is carried over the syllable 
within a word, it is not the structure or type of syllable 
that determines the type of accent, father,it is the 
position of the syllable in the word and its relation 
to the whole structure of the word, as-well, as the gram-) 
matical class to which the word belongs .(.i.e. whether it 
is a noun, verb, etc.). Consider .the-fold.6wing examples: 
^divcirj .'wallr, jjdivorej »hedge'' ^shrgozajt} 'life story* 
The last syllables of the words above differ from each 
other structurally and prosodically except'that-they all 
share the same type of accent (i.e., they all carry primary 1 
accent, see below) because they all occupy similar 
positions in the words, viz. final position;. This 
particular, type .of accent is therefore,' a feature of word 
and marks the end. of the word; regardless- of what type of 
syllable fiinctions at that position. The same’ applies 
to other types of accent as is shown below. . .
8.6.2. Types of.Accent ■ ;

Emphatic accent aside,, three types of accent, 
are distinguished for nominal words as follows: ' ' . ■-

1) Primary accent . Exponents.: A change in the
direction of pitch within the syllable 

. accompanied by primary’ stress and longer 
duration of vowels when compared with the 
same vowel in a syllable of the-same



structure but without primary accent. In 
some cases it is also accompanied by gemi
nation at syllable boundaries (see 8,8.) 

Primary accent is marked by 1 placed over the start of 
the relevant syllable.-

2) Secondary accent: . Exponents: Mid level
pitch accompanied by secondary stress, and 
shorter duration of vowels than that observed 
with the same vowel in comparable syllables 
carrying primary accent. In some cases it 

. may be accompanied by gemination as well 
(see 8,8.),

Secondary accent is marked by ( placed under the start of 
the syllable.

3) Tertiary accent. Exponents: Low level pitch
- accompanied by tertiary stress and the 
shortest duration of vowels when compared 
with the same vowels in comparable syllables 
carrying other accents.

Tertiary accent is left unmarked.
In addition, a fourth degree of accent is set up 

whose phonological functions differ from those of the above 
accents as described below and that is:

4) Emphatic accent. Exponents: Emphatic stress
accompanied by extra long duration of vowels 
and high changing or level pitch.

Emphatic accent is marked by " placed over the start of 
the relevant syllable.



8.6.3« Bound Positions Versus Fixed Positions
All accents except the emphatic are BOTMD to 

particular positions in the structure of nominal words in 
the sense that no matter how far the morphological com
position of the nominal word is expanded (through affixation 
or compounding), the accents always mark the same positions 
in the structure of the word. They are not PIXED in the 
sense that they are shifted to'new syllables as new 
elements are added to the word (unless the new elements 
are particles in which case they' do not enter into mor
phological construction with nominal words as will be 
described later (see Chapter 9) «• . Therefore, although the
accents do shift from; one syllable to another as part of 
morphological process of xvord formation, they remain bound 
to specific positions in the word. Consider the folloxcLng . 
examples: ' '

{pda nej’j • fknowledge"
{i dane J* unand } f knowle dge able'
{,done jiflsmdane ] 'in the manner of the knowledgeable (man)' 

■ ^bidonej1^ '’ignorant'
In ...the examples above the primary accent, is bound to -the 
final syllable of the xtfor.ds and as a nevr suffix is added 
it is shifted to the final syllable of the nexf element. 
Similarly the secondary accent is bound to the initial 
syllable and xlhen a new element (such as p i - }  ) is 
introduced to the word, it is shifted to the initial 
syllable of the new element. Thus accents are bound to 
particular, positions in the word but they are not fixed in 
the sense described above,



8.6,4. Patterns
8.6,41. Primary Accent:( It is alxmys bound to the final 
syllable of nominal words,'.whether the words be simple, 
complex or compound, r Mono-syllabic x^ords have primary 
accent on their one syllable. When a new suffix is added 
to the word the. accent shifts over to the final syllable of 
the suffix, e.g, . ,

i'bax/J f share
{ b a x ’jbj] ‘generosity'
{bax/e j’ ’gar} '.generous3
ibaxjejga’ri} ‘being generous

A llrix/ej‘gari'hci] 'shovang instances of generosity1 
The suffixes {-9eJ>|, {-gar|^-yi} andl^ha} in the'example s 
above have shifted the accent to the final syllable of the 
resultant form. If the new element folloxtfing the word does 
not constitute a morphological component of the x^ord, but 
marks it for a syntactic function, the accent is not shifted, 
e.g.
{ W
i-car1 gor}{9eJ-»Jkargaft*ej as in {,kar'gar e -xubi je } Pi is a good

■ " worker’
In-.the first example above the form ̂ o J of the particle 3̂vex.J

does not constitute a component of the word {kar'] 'g that 
is even after the introduction-of £oJ the xaord is still a 
simple monomorphemic one which is marked by the particle for 
a specific function in the syntactic'construction (viz, 
objective). The primary accent is, therefore, nop shifted

1. Por the description of variations of form of. the particles 
see 9.6.5. and 9.6.11,

r c ^ W o  j1 as in fkar 0 iamum kard I r He. finished the job



to [o] . Similarly in the second example the form £e| v 
of the particle {_?©} does not constitute . a part of the 
word £k argar J . , It marks the word for a syntactic 
function in an ' ezafe' construction' (see 9.6.5.)"• The 
accent is, therefore, not shifted to it. The' 'same factor 
also prevents the shifting of primary accent from ^'xub} 
to or {_?e} which, follow it. (For experimental
findings see 10.3*4-.).

As implied in the statement above nominal words. • 
have no primary accent when they constitute the' non-final
components of compound words but they are accented when they
are the final part o f vthe compounds, e.g.
^sar bazj 'soldier' , but j^sarbazxcilnej ‘army camn
{90 leb | 1 rose water 1, but ^golo.v'po.J’ J 'rose water:* spray *
8.6.42. Secondary Accent: " I t  is always bound to the first .. 
syllable in poly-syllabic nominal words whether the words be 
simple, complex or compound. Monosyllabic words do not 
have secondary accent, e.g. ;

Ijhonar} ' arth ■ '
The addition of a new prefix to the -beginning of words 
causes shifting of the secondary accent to the" first syllable 
of the resultant form, e.g. ■ r- ■.

[,ho’nar]e» ̂ biho1 nar}. .‘tactless 
{darj-v ̂ go'sa/tJ-^^dargo'za/t} ‘death*

But if the element preceding a word does not constitute a 
component of the word (i.e. if it is a ^preposition or other, 
separate word), then the accent is not,shifted, - e.g.
1) £dar lgo2aj’t e vzamcai]'ln the passing of .the, time .v. * ■1' . 
as compared with;f' .• ■ -
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2) ^dargo'za/t e 9u} ,-liis death

or : N
3) £ dar i9 ama d or a ft e ju j 1 in his frequenting (the place )

as compared with
A) £ /darcl 1 mad e ‘hiI 'his ihcome

In 1) and 3) the word ^dar j 'in' is not a part of the 
words following if; therefore, the secondary accent does 
not fall on it. But in 2) and 4) ^dax1} is affixed to 
the words, therefore, it is marked by secondary accent for 
word initial position*

As is implied in the statement above, when a word 
functions as a medial constituent of a complex or compound 
word, it does not have secondary accent, e.g.

| j xoj1 cy and J pleasant, but j jiiaxo/a1 jandj unpleasant
8.6.43. Tertiary Accent; It is bound to all but the first 
and the final syllables of poly-syllabic nominal words.
Mono- and disyllabic words do not have tertiary accent, e.g.

1) j" tdargo 'saj't J 'death
2) | jnabehan1 gorn^ 'suddenly1

The second syllable in 1) and the second and third syllables 
in 2) are marked by tertiary accent for word medial positions.

When a word functions as the medial component of 
a compound or complex word, all its syllables have tertiary 
accent, e.g.

[hi] jyhj.bo'ruj + |_9il— (bi^aboru *ji j infamy 
In the resultant form above all the three syllables in 
jjhiboruj are. marked by tertiary accent for word medial 
position.
8.6.44. Emphatic Ac cent: It has two di ff ere nt func ti ons:
a) Emphasis, b) Contrast, each requiring a different



phonological statement as follows:
a) When used for emphasis, the word has the same 

accentual pattern (i.e. primary accent in final position, 
secondary in initial, and tertiary in medial positions), 
hut it is articulated on a higher pitch level or a, higher 
starting point than when not emphasized. Thus in a word 
with type-a) emphatic accent, the primary, secondary and 
tertiary accents are associated with higher pitch, accom
panied by extra breath force and extra duration of vowels. 
This type of emphasis is symbolized by \l used to indicate 
both primary and secondary accent in the same word, e.g.

upi«rxiajUIncLcd suggestion (emphasized) 
xoda "vand jj G-od ( " )
b) When used for contrast, only the syllable

being contrasted has emphatic accent, that is, it has high 
level or changing pitch according to its position in the 
word. Tlrus if the. syllable is in initial or medial position 
in a word, it has high level- pitch, e.g.
£rno fas salV 1 extensive ', as contrasted with ^,mcvassal}

‘connected’
And if the syllable is in the final position in a word it 
has high changing pitch, e.g.

[ n a V a d J  'nature*, as contrasted with £nahal^ 'plant*
Type b). emphatic accent may fall on a syllable which is not 
part.of the structure of the word, but belongs to a particle 
marking it, e.g..

jtoxm emorG-j 'eng* as contrasted with ĵ oXiibfworG- j 'egg and 
. - hen'.8.6.3* Accentual Patterns and Word Glasses

, Verbal forms have different accentxial patterns 
from nominal words.. To give a full account of the verbal



accentual patterns is 'beyond the scope of this thesis. No 
attempt will, therefore, he made to deal with "the. accentual
patterns of the'verb here; instead,.a brief, comparison is.
■ ' 1 . '■ . , ; . 1 made between the so-called 'simple and .compound verbs',
and the nominal words.

•. Simple verbs have primary accent on the last 
syllable of the root if no verbal prefixes,are affixed to ' 
them. If the root is mono-syllabic, the accent falls oh;/ 
the one syllable of the root, e.g. ’ , ■ r”

^'goft} + — > ̂ goftam} 'I said*
 ̂gosa/tl+^am]; — > I'gocaj’tam} 'I passed’ . ■
\_talqbid}+|??hm^ -* jtalabidaimj 'X asked for' •

But simple verbs have primary accent on the first, syllable 
of the first prefix whenever verbal prefixes are affixed to 
them, e..g, . ■ • .

{ 1 mi g of tarn ] ' 'I was saying'■
{ 1 namigof tain ]■ ’ I was not saying1'
{ Vigoza/tam. } .'.I-, was pansing '/
{ 'namigoza/tam 1 . . 11- was not passing
{ lmitalahidam I ? I was -asking-* ■ ;
^ 1 narrd talabi dam J / 'I., was not asking!

In compound verbs the verbal-component'/does not 
generally• have xiuimary accent. Primary accent falls on 
the last syllable of the non-verbal component of conrpound

1. The terms 'simple' and 'compound' are generally used in 
relation to verbs in a different way from the way they/ 
are used in relation to nominal words -in this thesis (see 
8.4. and 8,5*.) • A verb is said to.-be simple if. Its root 
is simple (e.g. {xandaml 'I read'), and it is said to 
be compound *■ if its root is compound (e.g. jhars xondam}
'I studied'). ,



verbs which, usually precedes the verbal component. If the 
non-verbal component is mono-syllabic, the accent falls on 
the one syllable of the word, e.g.

|dur^ -v jqozaj't} > ̂ clargoza.ft] '(die )died'
-v fxord }+ j9am}^3-azaxor darnj- ' I had meal '

j,zamin} +{xordj-y![?am}->[zaininxordaml 'I fell down'
Therefore, in comparison with the nominal words,

which have primary accent on the final syllable, in verbal
forms primary accent is not bound to any particular position
in the verbs, and it may fall on the final syllable (e.g.

,£c)OzraJ*tj 'he passed1),' on the penultimate syllable (e.g.
^goza/tam} fI passed1), or on the first syllable (e.g.
£.lrhigoza.J*tam} - T  was passing1).

As a result of the accentual characteristic of
compound verbal forms, as stated above, some compound verbs
are distinguished from their nominal counterparts purely
by their accentual patterns, e.g.

p i c i 7 n 1 r .Noun[darj -v jgo vza.J*tj|dar goza/t j 1 (he ) died1, {dargozaj't j 1 death1
^darj * {9a lmad } jcLarcunad ] 1 (he )came {daramad \ 1 income 1
{soxan^+jguj-- > ^soxangu} 1 speak1 (imp. )£soxancju£ 'speaker1,
^Vdh]** ^row} -— ^rethrow} 'walk1 11 £rahrow } 'passage*

8.6 .6. Nominal Particles Vs Nominal Suffixes
- As stated above (8.6.41. and 8.6.42.) nominal

affixes shift the accent. Nominal particles (see 9°3.)s
on.the other hand, do not. Consider the following examples:
|\9cij*ena} 'an acquaintance '-t̂ _-9*J 'relative^Spa/enaji J 'acquaintance 
r \ suffix' c
|9a f e na'J 111 1' -v I ~ 9 i j ' i nde f „ —* \ 9 a/e na9 i] ' s orne

nart.1 acouaintance



In an article named "Word .Stress in Persian"1 
Charles A. Ferguson distinguishes three kinds of non-final 
stress in Persian. He refers to them (in his terms) as:

1) Inflectional non-final, stress (pp. 125-129)
2) Lexical non-final stress (pp. 129-131)
3) Morphemic non-final stress (pp. 131-132)•

■ The ,, first' type of 'non-final stress' in Ferguson's terms,
;will be re-examined here; -the remaining two will be dealt 
with, in paragraph 8.6.7. below.

Under the general headingInflectional Non-final 
' Stress'!, Ferguson ' distinguii she s two types of "affixes"
•which function accentually differently from other affixes. 
These are "stressed prefixes" (p. 126-7? .paragraph 2.1*10 , 
which- are observed with, verbs only (and hence lie outside 
!the scope o.f this thesis aiid will, not be - discussed), and 
"unstressed suffixes" (p.127-9). . He .groups under "unstressed 
suffixes" the following items:

0A) "Connective Suffix: '-o' 'and', 'hee m'
'also, too',. 1 -lye' 'that', e.g.:
' stop c l ' .'hand and foot', 'siiptam mixoreern1 

. . . 'I v^ant soup too', 'geftke...' he said that...
, " , B) Pronominal suffixes: , ' - ee, jel1 ’my, me',

• ■ '- set' 'your, you'., as' 'his him'
' ' '-em an' 'our us', '-etan* 'your you',

'-eso. n' 'their them' and their variant forms,
e * S * ' Ke tabEes' hi s b 0 0 k 1 ■ 1 Netabhay 3em' my b o o ks

C)'Personal endings: ' - ̂  111' 'I', * —i ' 'you',

1. Language, Vol. 53? Ho.2, 1967*
.2. Ferguson's transcriptions of the forms and examples.



'-s d' (colloq. -e)'lie, she, i t 1, 1-!]!!* 'we1,
-id 'you', sa ad' 'they',* all occurring with 
verbs only, and'thus not concerning us here.
But the so called "suffixed-forms11 of the 
present tense of the verb ^?astan} 'to be', 
which are, as Ferguson agrees, homophonous with 
the personal endings above except for the third■ 
person singular which is - ' ees't' (colloq. -e), 
do concern us since they occur with nominal■ 
words, e.g.: (Ferguson's examples) mss^jiinunam
'thank you', 1 koj a'id' 'where are you', 'xube' 'it 
is good*

D) "Noun inflectional endings: 1 -i' 'indefinite'
(sic), '-rav 1 definite . objective ' , 1 ~e' ' connective 
- the ezafe' ending, e .g .1 keto^Jp' 'book', ' ketcLb'i ' 
'a book',Tketaj>ra' 'the book (obj.)1, keta be■ *
' the book of ' . c.

In relation to all the so-called 'suffixes' listed 
above, Ferguson states that’they "fail to pull the stress over, 
allowing it to remain on the old final syllable" or "in item- 
and-arrangement" terms, stress in-words containing one: or more, 
of such suffixes "falls on the syllable immediately preceding- - 
the first or only such suffix" (p;12f?» paragraph 2.1.). And' / 
it goes without saying that by the term 'stress' Ferguson means 
what is called In this thesis 'primary accent'. ' ' • -

Ferguson's observation of the accentual patterns 
of words containing such so-called 'suffixes' is entirely 
correct; none of the forms listed above require■shift of 
accent (or In his terminology, stress shift). But it is-, 
however, arguable whether one can, on formal grounds,, regard
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such.forms as suffixes at all for the reasons stated in 9.3. 
and referred to' below:

' ; If ..suf fixation is to be considered as a morpho
logical'method of word formation, in other words, if after 
the application of a. suffix, to stem (whether derivational or 
inflectional), the resultant form should still be a word, then, 
none of the forms listed by Ferguson, and included above, can 
possibly be regarded as suffixes because their application to 
word does not result in a larger and more complex word. In 
fact none of the resultant forms of such processes meets the 
general xriteria for establishing word as suggested in 
linguistic texts.'*'

Furthermore, if suffixation applies to word (simple, 
complex’ and compound) acting as stem, and not to- longer 
grammatical units., then none of the forms above can be 
regarded as suffixes since they do mark words and longer 
grammatical units alike to constitute nominal pieces. A more 
detailed'description of these forms is'given in Chapter 9 
where-,it is shown with examples why such forms are not 
regarded as suffixes, but rather as independent grammatical, 
items which function syntactically rather than morphologically, 
'and .whose functions are to mark nominal pieces, (which by 
coincidence may consist# of one xvord) for specific positions 
in larger grammatical constructions. In traditional termi- ’
nology-such forms may be regarded as examples - of "minor word 

2classes", as opposed to "major word classes", or, in modern

,1. For instance'in R.H. Robins, 'General Linguistics', 1966, 
pp. 193-200, -and John Lyons, - 'Introduction to Theoretical 
Linguistics'., 1968, pp. 199-2Q6.

'2,o John Lyons, op.cit. , p.273 »
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linguistic terms, they are "grammatical items" as opposed to
1"lexical items" , The fact that Persian orthography (which .. 

indeed fails in many cases to show the grammatical status of 
the units and their relations^) does not represent such items 
differently from suffixes may partly he responsible for 
inclusion of the items among the suffixes.

For reasons referred to above, and discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 9 , such grammatical items as
listed above are (for want of a better term) named particles 
and excluded from the nominal suffixes. As a result it is 
vre-stated here that primary accent falls generally on the 
final syllable of nominal words; and the particles (in 
Ferguson’s terms the "inflectional unstressed suffixes") do 
not enter into the morphological construction of words; they 
occur after them to mark them as nominal pieces Just as the 
English words 'of, ’the’, ’an ’, and ’a ’ etc. appear before 
or after nominal words or nominal pieces but never constitute 
their morphological components. The examples given by 
Ferguson may now be represented as follows on the basis of 
the status they are given in this thesis (the space marks 
the boundaries of words and particles):
A) { dast^-v {vaj * £paj—*{dast o paj. 'hand and foot1

{ goft] -v {ke} > fgoft‘ ka 'he said that'
{_ sup I + {harnV  > {sup ham } 'soup too'

B) \ kebab} {9eifj — *> {ketab ej* J 'his bo
{ ke tah \ ha\ t9am) — »fIce t liba ,j gun T 1 my bool

1, John Lyons, op.cit., pp. 435-8•
2. See M. Shaki, 'Nominal Compounds in Neo-Persian', 19635

p.139-

ok'
!r.C! t



C  )  {  m a i n t a i n ]  +  ( 9 & r n  ]
{ ko&3CL [*jLd }, 
j / x u b  }  ■ +  [ * ? e  ]
{ ketah } ~v (9i 1 
[ ke tab 1 * |ra } ■ 
ke t ah }  ̂[?.e } -

“■> I'rnanmun am} 
-* [  k o c ^ a h i d  }

-» [ 'xub e - }

1 thank you *
1 where are you9 *
1 (it) is ciood1

h) i p ■>- 0  r  1a DO OK 

•the hook1 (ohj o) 
•the hook o f 1

— ■> ( ketah i } ■
— > \ Ice tab o 1 
-> £ketah e }

The resultant constructions are nominal pieces 
except for ^goft k e } which is verb + relative pronoun.
These nominal pieces are all comprised of a nominal word and 
a particle, hut they all may he expanded so that the particles 
mark larger units than word as appears below:

A) I dast e daraz a pa je kutah } ’long hand and short'leg1 
[sup e 1 garm ham }
^goft be 'man ke } 

b) [ketah o daftar ej* }
{ketabaW'O daftar a jam}

0) marnnun o motaj'akker am]
[ kodga ye Jahr id }
^'xub o in o tanas eh e |

D) { ketah e bo'zorg i }
^ last ah e bosorg o }
^ ketah o dafltar e}

In the examples above it is seen that as‘ new 
elements are added to the nominal pieces the particles are 
moved to the end of the expanded pieces. Therefore the
particles do not have the same relations with the preceding
word as suffixes.

G. hazard in ' Graimnaire da Persan Gont^mparain' , 

(1957? PP- 62-70) is the only linguist, known..to the writer.

•’hot soup too*
'(he) said to me that'
'his hook and notebook'
'my hooks and notebooks'
'I am thankful and grateful'
'where in the town are you' 
'it is good and.proper'
'a big hook'
'the big hook (obj.)'
'the hook and notebook- o f



who treats such grammatical items differently from suffixes, 
and refers to them as'Particles, Articles and Post-positions. 
8.6.7» Nominal- Words v A  Other Word Glasses and Minor Sentence 
.Types1 ■■■'■_

In the article mentioned above, Ferguson groups 
under the two headings "lexical non-final stress" and 
"morphemic non-final stress" forms which, belong to different 
word classes and some of which are, in fact, not words but 
minor.'sentences, and none of the forms are primarily nominal 
words. In this- thesis the forms are grouped into two 
classes: non-nominal words and minor sentence types.

The non-nominal words belong to various word 
classes such as prepositions (e«g.[baraye( ^'for', [bedune^ •
"' without1 , ) adverbs (e.g. cjuya j 1 perhaps ' , [’Uwalan] ’Firstly' , 
[hamanaj 'indeed', ^xeylij 'very', ^ba-si \ 'often'),
conjunctions (e.g. ̂  ̂ enmna J 'but', [liken \ ' but' , £'val.i J
'but'), verbal forms (e .g.-^natavan ] 'cannot be . „ . ‘ ,
[mitavan \ 'can b e 1, ^bada \ 'may it be'), etc.
It is with extreme rarity that such words may (if-at all) 
function as nominal words. Therefore they do not concern us 
here, and since..each word class in Persian has special 
accentual patterns which need to be stated separately, it is 
.not surprising that non-nominal words have primary accent 011 
their first -.syllable rather than on their final one.

Under the headings quoted, above Ferguson also

1. For the definition of minor sentence types, see R.H* 
Robins, 'General Linguistics', 1986, pp. 231-4.

.2. All examples from Ferguson's article.



includes a number of forms which .do not seem to belong 
^readily to any- of the word classes* They seem best to be 
•-■regarded as examples of special types of sentences because 
each,.q,no 'is by itself a complete meaningful utterance« 
linrtherinore, they do not function as the constituents of ., 
larger sentences. " They are referred to here as minor 
sentence types as opposed td basic sentence types. They 
include interjections (e. g.: {Vahasrata^ ' alas I , {xodcwa}

: ' b y ;G6dl ' , {xodaju} » oh God I 1 , [ xo j‘a} 'happy is ..
one 'word s entences‘( e .g. {‘‘hxri^ 'yes’, JnaxejnJ 'no',
{bale} u ’yes'), vocatives (e.g. {^aG-a} 'Sir!1,

^Xnnom-} 'madam! {9ahmad} 'Ahmad!'), etc. Such
■ forms, when cited, have’the accentxial patterns of nominal 
words-; (as Perguson himself has rights observed and stated in hi 
article although with some reservations, see p.132). That is 
they have primary accent on their final syllable (e.g.^xo JTij 

| vahasra_tci| , {xoclara ]
etc.);,-'and as sentences they have j)rimary accent on their firs 
syllable. Therefore, it seems more ax)propriate to regard 
the shift of accentpin'such utterances as an exponent of 
intonation in minor -sentence types rather than as word 
acce'htual pattern. . v. . y

In the. light of the discussion above the following 
. general points may be made :•

D  Primary accent always falls on the final 
syllable of nominal words.

. , ■ ' 2} ■ Any grammatical item that follows a nominal
word and does not'require' shift of accent, should not be 
treated as a component of the word, but as a separate word 
•(i.e. particle). ; ■ .



3) , A shift of primary accent from the final to ' 
the initial syllable of, a nominal word marks the word as a 
minor sentence.

4) Different word classes have different 
accentual patterns. '

(For some experimental findings in relation to 
accent, see 10*3.1-)

■■■ 8*7° Harmony
In Part 1, 3 -3-13* end 3-3-14. the vocoids of 

Persian were divided into two groups, inherently long and 
inherently short. It was then stated that the short 
vocoids in phonetic syllables of CT-type (where they, are 
further marked by the syllable feature of shortness, see
2.2.)? are subject to variation, the variation being mostly ' . 
.governed by the syllables immediately following. In this 
"Section a phonological treatment for this feature is 
suggested. The phenomenon is referred to as harmony (see 
,10.4.3. for experimental findings),
8.7-1° Harmony, a Word Prosody

Harmony operates within word structure only, and 
■ i t . distinguishes words from "nominal pieces of comparable 
structures. Consider the following comparison between 
nominal words and nominal pieces. (Throughout this section 

. the examples are given in phonetic transcription for the.purpos

1. G-. Lazard, in 'Grammaire du Persan Contemporain1 , 1937? 
(pp. 13-18), is the only linguist who has listed these 
variations in detail, but his description implies vowel 
alternation (see 0.4.1. for discussion on vowel alter
nation) ,



of comparison and contrast, unless no comparison is made):

in the nominal words harmonize with the syllables following 
in respect of openness of vowels and, to some degree, y and * 
w-features, but this is not the case in comparable syllables 
of nominal pieces* . Harmony is therefore, a syntagmatic 
relation held between parts of word structure and is one of 
the criteria for distinguishing word structure from piece 
structure.
8.7 * 2. Domain of Harmony

Harmony operates only between two syllables at a 
time. Some disyllabic words may, therefore, be marked

*  ̂1 Mrs-throughout by the prosody of harmony (e.g.: [s& ku.n]
'stand still', closeness and rounding harmony). But in
poly-syllabic words only two syllables are affected by this ■ ■

* , v iprosody (e.g.: [nl J* i aia.n] 'seat1, closeness and non-roundingM > ? , *’ o ,
harmony in the first two syllables).

Nominal Words Nominal Pieces

r  I ^  U U iJ A . i  -L U J -  UJ-J.

be 1m. rl rto the an die*1L  , w  w J  J

 ̂t^aze-r T t  ] 'a new...*. '
1 t^azeho..l"\ ' che erfulL' ■> U
£ 'se rcl ~] ' three (ohj . )

spring

'freshness' 
new (thing)s 
hoUse

F, s^tm.. r 1 ’ animals'
infants

\ se tHu.rlvthree nets'
9 o J

I se'Gcur 11 three caves1b  a  J

In the examples above the penultimate syllables

Harmony is a regressive process, that is, the 
preceding syllable always harmonizes with the syllable 
following. Consider the examples:



I xaneT ’'house*^ w o
[xanl.fi] ’domestic*

. '■ .[xdntfidj 'houses’

• h1 he last syllable of the stem,1 (i,e. C-neT ]), has the forms. />_ r̂. 9
[-nl] before [— Ji] , and [~nfe] before' [ ], that is, the
•final vocoid of the stem may have three degrees of openness;- 
, mid open when no affix folloifs, close when a close grade 
yocoid follows, and open when an open grade vocoid follows, 
~8.7*3» Conditions 

. Prosodic harmony operates raider the following 
conditions only;

... a) The first of the two syllables is of the
structures V or CV, or in more general terms (C)V; the
second syllable may be of any structure,

. ■ b) The vowel element in,(C.)V is not from the
inherently long vowels (i.e. and WA) * Thus harmony
does not apply to such words as ^ wCI-OV(G) [bu-sej 
'kiss', and £di~vcirf 'wall1, and wCA~CV0 ^m.a-darj 
1 mother'.

It Is for the statement of such words that a 
V-system of two terms, I and A, was set up. (in 7*3.21®) 
for the (C)V structure, otherwise the (C)V structure does 
-not need a V-system when the V-place is occupied by a short 
' V.

c) The C-system operating at the onset of the
/second syllable excludes the term J, thus harmony does not

1., The stem is considered to have the same form as the word 
in isolation.



operate in CV-JVC (e.g.: ^ s‘i-*jcx. h^ ’'black').
8>7«4-» Prosodic Statement

The structure within which prosodic harmony 
operates may, .therefore, be /given as follows ( v indicates 
that the. first V is inherently short):

.(C)V-(C)V(C(C))
A prosodic system consisting of three terms 

is set up to account for the harmony. The terms are A,
E .. and- I .

■The exponent of A is openness.
. The-exponent ■ of E is half open or half close.

The exponent of I is closeness.
It must be borne in mind that the symbols A, E and I as 
used, in relation- t o ‘harmony and written as' superscripts, 
have different structural implications from their use else
where in the thesis, : since h e m  they represent prosodic 
terms, whereas elsewhere they refer to plionematic units in 
V-systerns.' •

.• ITo V-system is set up for the V-place in the
first syllable. It suffices to- state that the V-place is 
occupied by a syllabic element symbolised as whose
nature.' is determined by the V-element in the syllable 
following.

A V-system of three terras, symbolised as I, E 
and A, is. set up for the V-place in the second syllable.
The exponents of the terms are the same as eliewhere (see 
7«3®21.). The structure above may now be represented as

A/E/X (G) 0 “ (C)V(C(0))
I/E/A
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Furthermore, the syllables harmonize with each other in 
their y- and w- prosodies, that is the first syllable has the 
same y- or w-prosody as the second syllable (see the examples 
in 8.7*2. above), or the first syllable is strongly shaded by 
the y/w prosodies of the second syllable so that it is easier 
to consider it as having the same prosody than to regard it as 
having a different, prosody. Consider the examples below:

In the examples 1-5 both syllables harmonize in', 
w-prosody and in the examples 6-7 they harmonize in y-prosody. 
Example 6 shows less harmony in y-prosody than 7 S but in
the first syllable of this example is distinctly different

On the, basis of these observations it is concluded that 
syllables in the structure above harmonize both in degrees of 
openness as well as in backness and frontness, and rounding and 
non-rounding. As a result, y- and w-prosodies are only stated 
for the second syllable, the first syllable being unmarked as 
follows:

[bpharj Tspring 
[spraj ’house'
[ xâ nfcka ] ' houses 
V sprCl. G 1 ’ visit1
: [J*a ru. ] ' st art'
: [ ijitt,i.n] 'supporter'a

Ca^CACC: Iblji.r baba:ndlL J 3  3 3 3 9 i& o 'arrest *

in degrees of backness and rounding from [Xl in 5 and [o ] 
infjoto.rj camel. Therefore the syllable [mi-] in no.6 
can also be said to .have been conditioned by i*$] •

A/E/I (o)3 -y/W(C)V(C(C)) 
I/E/A
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Exx:
I ^ wC3WCIC: fforur.] 'sale', fzik4u.rl 'male’ fxArus.l 'rooster'IvW V J L W ‘ # J W W J

EcawCEC(C.):[;6tMo.jj ■ camel.[doroj:t*J 'big', Tg6tHo:rf] 'huge'
L- “ “

^C3WCA(C)-(CV): cL.r"] ’trough', free, 'nut'
(GV)^C3^CI(C): I nlji.nl 'precious stone', [ni/i.bl ' ,[xa-nlji] ' domestic 

*- ' ■ a  J  . * * * 5

^C3^CEC(C)-(CV): [sere^:t^] ‘(one’s) nature’, ^neye^,'f&r j 'script1

A (C)3^CAC : [^afta.yj ’dawn’, j[?ada^.] 'beans ’ £i?a}a.l3 J 'request'

8.7«5« Grammatical Correlations
As stated in 8.7.1.* prosodic harmony functions within words 

only. It is observed in the following positions in words:
1) Between two syllables in mono-morphemic words, 

e.g. [soru/ .] 'Heavenly messenger'.
2) Between prefixes and stem, e.g.:

[be] + [bor] + [be} + [barj [bobor o baba-r J 'cut and take
3) Between pfcem and suffixes, e.g.

[xane] + £?ij ~>[ xanlfi] ’domestic*
In all three cases above prosodic harmony is one of the means of 
distinguishing a sequence of syllables as either parts of one word, 
or as belonging to more than one word. In-the following part of 
this paragraph the three cases of harmony are contrasted with 
comparable pieces in order to illustrate :.this point (the examples 
are given in phonetic transcription to show the contrast).
8.7*51* Mono-morphemic Words v. Pieces

^C3WCACVC: [s&aja.t*] 'gossip', V s : .^CAw ^V^CaC :[seT ?aja.t^l '3 verses 
L)UJ " of Qoran

^CS^C.IC: [nl/i.bj 'slope', Vs: yCA ^CIC: ĵ na Ji.bJ 'not slope'

^C3^CIC *. ĵ bftru.zj 'appearance', Vs: ^CA WCIC: ĵ be ru.zj 'till day1



8.7*52. Prefixed Words v. Pieces .

Examples of this case are abundant among the verbs 
prefixed, by [be-J e . g.

^Gs^CIC: [bl^i.rj 'take!1- v. ^CA^CIC: [ 'in trap'
AC3yCAC: ’take.away' v.. yCAyCAC: [^e §a<D>] 1 (put) onj’Q o

Nominal words derived from such verbs provide many examples of 
this class, but no pairs were found among pieces, for contrast:

EC^wCEC Y’C^yCIC : J b6x6vr6ne:|mi*.rl 'subsistance'

ICS,yCIC AC3wCAG -. [biri-ZQbBpV/.J . 'spendthrift'
8.7.53* Suffixed Words - v>. -Pieces
CVGICaJYI : [za.ndlJi] 'life' v. CVCCA?YI ;fze.nde~i ]L» j > J L> 9 >> J

CV^C£^WA : ^xaneBa] 'houses' V. No pair- found
8.7.6. Notes and Exceptions.

As-mentioned above . (8. 7. 3.) ,■ if the onset place of the 
second syllable is occupied by the consonantal term J, i.e. if the 
structure is .((J)V-JV(C(C-)), prosodic harmony does not operate. 
Instead the V-element in the first syllable harmonizes with J, and 
is phonetically til , e.g.:

CAJAC. t 'block'
CAJA^AC [ nlycg ej** ] -'prayer'
CAJA^CawCEC [btyaboro.u } ’coming and going1.
Certain words whose first syllables begin with the con

sonantal term and the second syllable with the term K or
as exceptions do not show proBodic harmony, probably due to the
palatal ..nature of $  and K, e.g. 1 ’ '*

[ je(fa.rj or \^Jlca. r ] ' sugar'

, [ifek4 a . r j or [ji* a.rj. 'hunting'

'some living 
person'



. m J or j 'sixth1

.r] •______, ’thankful*

249.

But this is not a general rule as there are also examples of 
•-the same type in which harmony'is observed, e.g.

J\pIĉ i,b̂ J ’patience*
J j*Ak%.h j ’glory*

8.8. Gemination
In Part 1 (5*3*)V a phonetic description of 

long eontoids in’native Persian words was given with reference 
to the relevant grammatical units. In this section a phono
logical description of long eontoids is given and the . 
phenomenon is called gemination„ (Bor experimental 
findings see 10.3.50*
8.8.1. Long Gontoid as exponent of C-Cluster

Certain instances of long contoid are merely 
exponents of consonantal terms appearing in cluster at the
boundaries of adjacent syllables. When two homorganic,
eontoids function as consonants in a cluster, they may 
harmonize into one long contoid. ' But this does not always 
take place. Different types of harmony are observed in
such cases. Bor example, the second consonant may harmonize..
with the first, e.g.:

(dastej ■— jjiass'e} ‘handle’
^bastej1  > {basse} 'parcel*
^mesle..^   ■-> <[messe| 'like*

Or. the first consonant may harmonize with the second, e.g.: 
badtar } • > {/battar} 'worse*

^ sadt ct j- ■ ;____  ̂ ^sattcij 'one hundred*
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Or they may harmonize into new consonants, e.g.
[masked]  ■> ^matj tf ed ̂  ’mosque’

where the consonants have harmonized in the features voice
lessness and pre-palatality. Such instances of long contoid 
are excluded from the statement of gemination that follows, 
since they are merely phonetic exponents of C-clusters.
8.8.2. Long contoid as exponent of Gemination

Primary and secondary accents may be accompanied by long 
eontoids, but long contoid is an optional component- of the 
accents. This is to say that the words have two forms, standing 
in free variation, one with and the other without gemination, 
e.g.

^ b a r lre} or [,balre} ’lamb’
ĵ batj e] or ^batj^ej 'child
^setto. ̂  or ^setaj 'three items’

Such instances of long contoid are treated as cases of gemination 
since they, unlike those mentioned in 8.8.1., are not the 
exponents of C-clusters, i.e. the underlying structures do 
not originally contain consonant clusters. The following are 
examples of the most recurrent cases of gemination.
8.8.21. Primary Accent and Gemination

When an accented morpheme (bound or free) of CV- 
structure is followed by a C-beginning morpheme marked by 
tertiary accent, the onset C of the latter may be geminated.
This is commonly observed in numerals ending in CV followed 
by the numerative [ta] e.g.

\jse] + ^t<x}-*t sett^J 'three items'

i t  elo'do] + ^_ta| — > | tj*elodott»^ or t̂j elodot^} ’ 42 items’
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, ; ■ . Incidentally the same rufe also applies to some
C-beginning verbal roots whose initial C may be- geminated

.-when preceded by the accented prefixes £bej and ^na]
e.g.' .

{be\-t:jpâ  — >[beppa\ or ( be pa f 1 watch out'1 
[na}4[pare]“>[napparej or {jnaparej- ‘watch it I '
. b̂e|*v|fiarmaj-4beffarma}- or  ̂be farina} 'after you! or (

come on, join us. . . . ■ Other instances of gemination in relation to
primary accent are found among onomatopaeic words. When an 
■ accented onomatopaeic word .of GVG structure, or ending in a
CYC structure, ' is followed by the particle {?ij j. the
coda 0.. of the form is geminated, e.g.
£xeJ*J- -v |7?ij — > ̂ xejtfi  ̂ ‘with some xesli noise1
i'serj + J — > {zerri} " " zer ,f

{ t o l o p ^ n ]  ^toloppi] 11 11 tolop 11
8.8.22. Secondary Accent and Gemination

. Gemination in relation to secondary accent is
observed, in the following cases:

' When,a.numeral of CY~structure is suffixed by
^»9Qin I , the J-prosody'(8.4.23.II.) marking the relation 
between. the stem and the suffix is geminated, e.g.

{se} * {9om]‘—> {yeyj-Qiii j op . ̂ sevvomj '3 items’
^do]-v {9om} “^{idojrj'am j or £dovVomj ‘2 items’

.(.for the variant forms of the prosody see the notes in 
:: 8 .4. 23. ill O  •' .. •'

I. Ferguson in ’’Word Stress in Persian', 1957?, noted this 
form (p.127)> but was at a loss as to how to account for

;! it.



. • This type of-gemination is also observed in
disyllabic words of (G)V-CV(C) structure, where the first 
syllable is marked by secondary and the second syllable by ■’ 
primary accentso In such cases the C-elements functioning,
at the onset of the second syllable may be geminated, e.g. 

(bar’re J or (ba 're} ‘lamb1
^aunVid} or ^oinid} 'hope1
(gal'le | or- {,gale } 'herd'
înaz'ze J or (maze} 'taste'

8.8.23* Gemination in relation to junction prosodies
The junction between a C-ending onomatopaeic word 

and its reduplicated component (8.90 ni3~J be marked by 
gemination in which case it is co-occurrent with 0- 
prosody as follows:

{ xe/}->{ixebfoxe,f 1 or {. xeJ*xeX 1 ,'repeating a xesh noise'
0 “-prosody at the junction of reduplicated onomatopaeic

wo.rds is the result of gemination, in that when the G at the
simple coda of,the onomatopaeic word is geminated a new
instance of -GC + G- junction, appears which, as stated
earlier (see 8.4.23*111* and 8.3*2.11.) is marked by
prosody. Therefore, in onomatopaeic words gemination and
-a, -prosody are always observed together. In all such cases
gemination and the subsequent 3 -prosody is optional.
When gemination does not occur, the junction is marked by
0 -prosody since, it is an instance of -0 1- 0- junction
(see -8,4.23.111* and 8 . 3 * 2 , 1 1 . e.g.
JzeGr|— > |ze(xG-ozeG-J or ĵ zeG-zeCr | 'repeating a zegue noise'
{baGr} —i|;taGGrOtaGr} ox1 j f,aCfbaCT-j- ' " " zer "
(ter j -̂ [ferro'fer} or (vferferj (I " fer "

-^(^oloppotolop J or ( poloptelopj" 11 tolop "
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8.8„g» Prosodic Statement
In all the cases above, gemination is abstracted 

as a.prosodic element which marks either certain word 
structures (e.g. ( jbarre j 'lamb') or the relation-
between morphemes in certain structures (e.g. • (sej + {toj 
— 4> (seitcij 'three items'), ho further consonantal
place, than those already stated, therefore, needs to be set 
up in such structures to account for the gemination's 
instead, it is stated prosodically and symbolized as G, 
referred to as G-prosody.. The exponents of G-prosody are:

1) Long duration of eontoids
2) Lack of release throughout - the long contoid
3) Tenseness in the articulatory organs during 

the production of the eontoids
■4) Extra length in the vocoid preceding the long 

contoid
5) Higher degree of prominence in the preceding 

syllable than .what is observed in the non
geminated form of the same word.

The prosodic representation of some of the examples given 
above is given below:
p;y -v CV —4 CV^CV : [se] (taj^setta} hi items*
CV.-* CVCV->CVaCVGV: {naj + [pareJ—* [nappare] 'watch it r
CV * CVCCV CV^’CVCCV s (be\ v farma} 'come on join us'
CVCh  9V —>CV^'CV :■ (?!}■ ™->.|xeJ‘Ji] ' 'with some- xesh noi
CV- + ?VC —>CV':̂ 'VC i i'se} ■* ̂ om} —>(s.ejjomi 'third'

Cvr:rCV : (joarrê  ’ lamb' ■
9V^CVC t ■ {^ornmid} 'hope'
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xGj\j*oxe 'repeating 
. , -v xeshnois 

^serrozer j 'repeating
■'repeating a 
xesh'noise1 
'repeating;, a 
zer noise ' ‘ ■

8.9, Reduplicatives and. Onomatopaeic Words
Reduplication as a morphological method of word 

formation is fairly common in Persian. Yet 110 previous 
account of.this.aspect of the language has been found by the

onomatopaeic words which make up a' large proportion of redup
licatives, and are equally common. A brief phonological . 
description of reduplicatives is given in this section which 
includes some remarks 011 onomatopaeic words. Beit before 
this can be done the grammatical status of.reduplicatives 
is discussed, . ■
8.9,1, Criteria and (Terminology

■ • The term reduplicatives' is used to refer to nominal • 
words which satisfy the following criteria:

1) All or part of their "radical-elements"
(in Sapir's terminology ) are repeated,

2) Each example from a particular class of 
reduplicatives shares a class meaning with other members .of,/ .
its class (e.g. they all generalize the meaning of the under-, 
lying forms as JjnunJ 'bread' |(nuncwunj 'bread
and the like'),

3) They ail. have the nominal accentual patterns . 
and function as nominal word so that they are .included • ■ 
among the nominals. Adverbial reduplicatives do not

1., Edward Sapir, 'Language', pp..76-8. (paperback U.S.A.).

present writer. Similarly no description-has been found of
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'generally function as nouns but plio no logically have the same 
features as nominals (he, they have the same accentual 
'patterns as nouns (see 8.5°) and their junctions are marked 
by the same junction prosodies). They are therefore 
included in the .description.

Sapir's‘ "radical element" is here termed 'stem1 
and the reduplicated part, or parts, are termed ' redtiplicated 
part(s)1;. for example in^lcetabmetab } 'book and the like'
the* part k̂etab-j 'book1, is the stem and the part me tab} 
is the reduplicated part. In complete reduplicatives it 
is convenient for the purpose of analysis to refer to. the 
first oc cut? re nee of the word as the stem and the second as 
the. reduplicated part, Thus in £,xeJ*xeJ*\ 'repeating a.
xesh;noise', Ĵ xej*-] is the stem and is the
reduplicated part.
8.'9»2° Quasi-r.eduplicatives, Lexical coincidence

The above term is employed to refer to repeated 
words'or pieces which look like reduplicatives but do not 
meet the criteria set up above. Quasi-reduplicatives may 
be of the following types:
8.9*21. Repeated Verbal Forms

'■ A verbal form may be repeated twice, or possibly 
three times, to .convey continuity. In this case each 
occurrence retains the original verbal accentual pattern 
and remains phonologically a separate word. The resultant 
form is, furthermore, interruptible and contains a potential 
pause within itself, so that it is also grammatically more 
than one word as.it-lacks internal cohesion (see 8.1.). 
Repeated verbal forms do not satisfy the criteria 2) and 3)»



and. are regarded as sequences of words rather than as 
reduplicatives. Consider the example:

r I I ’ 7
\ tarncun. e Jab ^nejast o ,ne Just o ' (nej'ast) to. sohh Jod j 

'He sat up on and on (and on) throughout the night till day 
broke.' ' Each occurrence of the verbal form [piejastj 
has the verbal accentual pattern, differing from that of the 
reduplicatives and the resultant form is interruptable, e.g. 
by the adverbial {_heyj .which emphasizes the continuative 
'aspect, as in: ^tamam e Jab ,nejfast o hej ̂ ejast o (hej 
^nej'ast) t a  sobh /iod J-t ■ :! t;r -so' k Jc 1 
■'He kept on sitting on’ and on (and. on)
Repeated verbs are, thereforebest treated as sequences of 
separate words rather than reduplicated words.

Conrpound verbs, (see footnote L in 8*6.5°)? 
be repeated completely as in: ■
<[ hava ,tarik Jod o (tarikjod ta ‘jab rasid ̂
'It grew darker and darker till night fell.'
Qr only the verbal component may be ideated as in;
•'̂ hava ̂ tdrik Jod o Jod ta 'jab rasid J 
Or the' non-verbal component may be repeated as in;
['••havG. ;turik -o J.alrik j'od . ta 'jab rasid }

8.9.22.. Repetition for Emphasis . . .
A word may be repeated for emphasis. In this 

case too it is excluded from reduplicatives as each repetition 
has a separate nominal accentual pattern and may be marked 
separately by some particle which makes it a nominal piece, 
e go *.

... p̂caste ye goaste Jo dam } 'I became very tired'
Each instance- of.f xaste | above has its own separate accent



and the former is marked-by .the particle ^9e } esafe 
(see 9«65'°)? each.is therefore a-separate word0 ■
8.9o25» Repetition in Compound- hominal Words

The components' of some' compound words, mostly 
verbal derivatives,' aî e different forms of one and the 
same word so that the resulting compound looks like a redup
licative o But these are excluded from the reduplicatives 
■on the ground that-firstly they do not have the class- 
meaning of any class of the reduplicatives-(see (2) in 
8.9«1*)«: Secondly they share the class-meaning of certain
classes of compound words which include both quasi- 
re duplicative s , and compounds whose components are-not from 
the same. word. ' Such quasi-reduplicatives are, therefore,
t ' s

compound words which by lexical coincidence resemble 
reduplicatives, e.g#

jy%ostod-3u^ .'search', both .̂ dgo.st̂  and ̂dgu} are from
r \ 1 r « « {d;;o Stan]^fosto/u j 'wash' " j/astj and • j/û  are from
t 1 ■ o f 1 {j'o stan} .pGrCil odi 1 j 'argument'', l! IjGal j. .and' [ail} are from
f - i n  0 1 r i lS-ov/1 \ixbogumaguJ 11 , " ]bogu] and ^maguj are from -
r i r ■ i {goftanj. }i:)ando bast] 'pitting 1, " ;{band { . and ^bast] are from

jbastan 1 'These quasi-reduplicatives have the same class-meaning (which 
may be called 'infinitival') as the following compounds which 
are also verbal derivatives--b.ut whose components are not ■ 
from the same word:
^dgastoxiz^ 'jumping' from ■ ^d;;astan[ and ^xastanJ 
| ibijai bo-row J •'coming ancl. going) 3-from { 9 amadan^ and aft an] 
^ 9ijobo zahab] ' " " 11 r, Arabic loans 0

Reduplicatives - ; -
The forms which, according to criteria given
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earlier are regarded as reduplicatives fall into two major . i n 

groups: Complete and .Partial reduplicatives, as follows: . .
-8.9»31° Complete Reduplicatives: are those whose stems are ■ '.
repeated with or without a- syllabic junction' in between the j,
Stem and the reduplicated part. They are of two classes:
•£.* A(3-'VQa?bials, which function as adverbs, e.g. ; ■'

|jkamkam^ 'gradually1 . ,
| vgimegunJ -'of different t y p e s 1
|^rafteraftej 'gradually

. v9aheste9ahes'tej 'slowly1 ,
'slowly' ...

^pancPppandp] »i‘n groups of 5’"
Onomatopaeic. .Words, whose class meaning implies ' '

'repetition of the same thing',. The stem and reduplicated ■
part may be linked by syllabic junction, e.g. - p-

^zerrozer} or ẑerserj" 'making a zer noise repeatedly' ■
' gtj,ah tpah] » „ V
{paroGctrJ .. " Gar » „ (cocfcrow)-.;

In some cases, the reduplicated part, has an 1 e 1 ending which ., ,
is not found in the stem, but this is not general, e.g.

[yamzaine } 'murmuring1' f ;'
jt/ahtj*ahe} as above

8.9.32. Partial Reduplicatives have part of the stem repeated 
before or after, or both before and after the stem. The 
reduplicated part (s') and the stem may be joined by a syllabic ' - 
element. .Partial reduplicatives are of three classes 
referred to as Class A, B and C, all having the ' same class .:-
meaning which implies generalizati011 of the meaning of the • 
stem. . They are as follows: ■ '



.1 o Glass A : The whole stem is' repeated apart from the word
initial G-onset which is replaced by a- bilabial nasal element 
symbolized as ma The element m is treated as having 
consonantal, and not prosodic, function since■the junction 
of stem and reduplicated part is marked by , o/e -prosodies' 
as will be seen below (8,9*4-2.)o The consonantal- element •,
is represented in structural statements as m. The' following- 
are. some examples of this class: .. .
jpul} money ^pulomulj ’money and the like*

food ' ̂ Qazamasa} ’food 11 11 11 '
'̂nun | bread ^nurmiun} 'bread 11 " u '

When the stem is " a V-beginning word, the' ?-initial- 
prosody is replaced by m in the reduplicated part, e.g.
^ctb] water j\9obo 'mab j ’water and the like’ 
j^'anddze^ size 9andciz ernaridoVze} 'size and the; like'

Words beginning with a bilabial nasal are not 
reduplicated in the manner of Class A* Thus such words as • 
m̂ciĥ  'moon' and |mado.d} ''pencil', etc. are. excluded from 
Glass A, They may be reduplicated in other ways,
II. Glass B : Only the word.initial onset of the word ^
is repeated. In V-beginning words the ?-initial prosody is 
repeated. The,; reduplicated part constitutes the onset, or ..
the ?-initial prosody of a new syllable of (C)VC structure . 
which precedes the stem. The stem and the reduplicated part 
are joined with a syllabic element. The structural statement 
of the reduplicated form is given in 8.9*4-1° Here are. some 
examples: ’ ,
 ̂(ketab^ book j ̂ kato ketch) } ’book and the like’
 ̂Waul } sugar | ^atoG-and \ 'sugar 51 " '
j^xomre J barrel j^xatoxomre \ 'barrel " " 1



{ po: | foot £ ̂ akopa { ’foot and other parts of body'
I 9 ah} waiter { ?ako9pb \ ’water and the like'
(nun. j tread [ nakonun \ 'bread and the like’
£ (madad}t pencil j^makornadad j ’pencil " 11 11 11
(mdh) moon [ pnakomah J ' ‘moon ” ” " ’

,IIT* Class G is a combination of Class A and B) -e,g,:
katoketdbometdb} 'book and the like’
nakonun o1 man j ’bread 11 11 " ’

’ ■■ 9 • Structure and Prosodies
.. - Only the structure of the steal is given for the

reduplicatives, the reduplicated ,.part being represented by 
E.' The relevant prosodies of junction as well as the extra 
elements present in the structure are marked between the stem 
and the redux>licated parts or in other appropriate places*.
Thus the word ^kamkamj is represented as: CYC~. R,
jjzerrozer} as CYC^'0R, and ̂  n u n o m u n a s  CYC0 mR.

Before describing joinction prosodies, an account 
needs to be given of Class B partial reduplicatives, as 
follows:
8o9«4-l»' Structure of the reduplicated part in Class E

As stated above, the reduplicated onset or ?- 
initial prosody in Class B constitutes the onset.or the initial 
pro.sody. of a new syllable of CYC or 'YC structures. A 
description of this syllable may be given as foAlows:

■ A syllabic element, symbolized a s  a ( functions
at-the Y-place, the exponent of o is [a]. The coda place 
is always marked by h and occupied by a stop phonematic



In ■system, symbolized as P; viz. R 0 P . The exponent of P 
is p l o s i v e n e s s 0 rp̂ e structure is always marked by y-prosody 
viz: yRgP„
R = reduplicated part 
a = syllabic element 
P - stop system*'

P has two terms: D (exponent: denti-alveolarity) 
and K (exponent: bvelarity ) viz:

PD/K
The choice of one term in P over the other depends oh the 
consonantal term functioning at the stem initial onset and 
reduplicated in. Re. P. Thus D appears with the folio wing 
consonantal terms: Ii, ,G, X, e.g.:
K: a D IfVGVG: ^katoketab j ’book and the like’

G: yEs Dl13 GVCG: pGatoGandj 'sugar

X: yR s D b:lvCCT: {xatoxomrej 'barrel ...'

And K appears with .other consonantal terms as well, as'' ?.- 
initial prosody, e.g.:

^Helv10 PV r £pakopct} ’foot and other parts of the body’ 
^RaKPe9VC: [9ako9abj ’water and the like’
EoKp0 DVG: ^pakonun j ’bread 11 u 11 ’

8>9»̂ -2. Prosodies of Junction in Reduplicatives
The function between stem and reduplicated part 

is marked by' e and. ^ -prosodies. The exponent of 0

1. 0 represents 0 -prosody see 8*9«^2«(i) beloxtf*



is a syllabic 'element which syllabifies with the preceding .
0. a has the possibility of being realized Theoretically, 
but often is not idealized in f. very quick style of speech*
The exponent of a is lack of syllabic element, i.e. no ' 
possibility of a syllabic separation between the stem and . . 
reduplicated part.

i) a - Fro so dy functions in the following
structures:

• a) When, the stem ends in simple coda preceded by
an inherently long vowel, here marked as Y, e.g. '

GYC0 E: ^gunegunj ‘of different types1
GYG0 R: ‘ [ vGkavoG-ar} ’cockcrow’ . .
*YCYC0 R: £k-9crramô a’rcm J ’slowly1
b) When the stem ends in a complex coda, e.g.
CYGC0 mR: ^Q-andomand J 'sugar and the like’ • ... 
GYCĜ . mR: jyoaxtornaxt J ■/''chance "" 11 ” . ’
c) In onomatopoeic words when, the stem final coda

is geminated (see 8.8*23 0? e.g,
G r  0  C  \ *1CYC R: [(zerroserI ’making ■ a . zer noise1

?YCGs r , [^arr09arJ ’ . 11 ” ’ ’
d) Glass B partial reduplicatives are always 

marked by ^ -prosody as shown above in -8.-9’*4-1*
ii )__£ Prosody functions in the following

•structures: , . . ■■
a) When the stem ends in simple coda preceded by 

an inherently, short vowel,, e.g,
CYC0 R: £(kcimkarn} ’gradually’ '■ • ■ . ■ '

, CYC~" ruR:̂ sarmar} ’head and the like1 ; ..
' GYGR R: fah' t'J’ati} ’making a t/ah noise repeatedly ’
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b) When the'stem ends in a V, e.g.
CVCGY0 R: ^dastedaste } fin groups'

. . ■ . ’ ^VGVGGtf— R: ^alieste’ohoste^ 'slowly1
g ) In onomatopaeic words when the stem final 

coda.is not geminated, e.g.
GVO-— R: ^zerzer} 1 making-a zer noise1

‘ Each reduplicated part in Glass C partial 
■ reduplicatives expresses its relation to the stem in 
.accordance with the rules given above, e.g.

R •s"’ D 3 KYCYO 0 m R : ^katoketa.b o 'me tab } 'book and the like'

lbs K 0 GY “ mR; ^pakopojnci j ’foot and-the like'’
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■ CHAPTER 9
• PROSODIES OP JUNCTION IH NOMINAL PIECES

In this'Chapter the Internal phonological structure 
of nominal word is assumed as given. Attention is focused 
on the phonological features that.mark the junction between- 
■word and .‘particle, or particle and word which .together make' 
a nominal niece.

9»1. Nominal Piece . .
A nominal piece, as used in this thesis, Is a word 

or combination of words usually marked by a particle (but 
see 9,2, below) for’-a particular syntactic position in a
larger syntactic construction. The larger construction may,.
. 1in turn, be a nominal piece, or it may be. a sentence.
Consider the example below:

' 1) [9u miz o xe.rid } 'He bought the table'
The part { 'mis o } is a nominal piece consisting of a-.
nominal word, ^'miz^ 'table.', and a particle, ^ra} 'object
marker'-, whose form in the example above i s . [o] (see 9°6.10,
.below). It may be said, therefore, ' that the. noun jhnizj
is “marked by the particle ^ a J into the nominal piece of
*^miz o\ for the object, position in the construction _̂?u ,..
xarid} . ' '

A nominal piece may itself contain another nominal
piece of a different syntactic construction, e Bg„

■ .2) ■■ ^9u ’miz o vsandali ro xarid} 'He bought the.‘-table and 
r i „ the chair!'The part ^ miz o vsandali rojis a nominal piece consisting of

1,' See Pull, Robins' definition, of sentence as given in 'General- 
■ -Linguistics’.., 1966, pp, 190-2, which is applicable to. 

Persian. - .



the nouns \ miz \ 'table.1, and ^sandalij 'chair', marked 
by the conjunctive particle 'and', whose form in
the example is Co] (see 9.6.11, below). The piece } 'miz 
o ,sandali} is, in turn, marked by the particle 
'object marker', into the larger nominal piece ^miz o 
vsandali ro} » The x>&rticle }ro}in this case has the 
form [ro]o These relations may be represented as follows.
Each pair of brackets marks the boundaries of one piece:

i i( (miz o ,sandali) ro)
A nominal piece may be composed of more than one 

smaller piece, e.g.

t)  ̂9u lmiz o tsandali j-e .sabz e ro xarid J 'He bought 
‘ tee green table and chair"' .

In the underlined construction the part ^'miz-o 4sandali}
is a nominal piece as described above. This nominal piece 
enters Into construction with ^'sabz} 'green', and the 
particle !ezafe-marker', to make the larger nominal
piece ^'miz o ^sandali ye 'sabz} 'green table and chair' .
The 'ezafe-marker' has the form [ye] In this example (see 
9o6.9<>. below). This larger piece enters into construction 
with the particle h i  'definite particle', whose form 
in this occasion is [e] (see 9o6.8. below), to make the
nominal piece, ^'miz of ,sandali ye sab'z e \ ' 'the green
table and chair'. Finally this latter nominal piece is 
marked by the object marker |raj into the underlined 
nominal piece above. These relations may be represented 
below with brackets marking-the boundaries of the pieces: 

((((miz o sandali) ye sabz) e) ro)
In this chapter the phonological features that
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mark the junction of word and particle, and particle and 
word in a nominal piece are described, whether the nominal, 
piece be a component of another larger piece or a sentence, 
dims,, taking the example 3) above to illustrate, this . *' 
chapter deals with the prosodic statement of' features observed, 
at junctions marked by +; •

^ ?u miz 4 o + sandali 4-jfe 4 sabz 4 e 4 -ro xarid,^

■9»2* Marked and Unmarked Nominal Pieces
Nominal pieces are accompanied by particles in 

most syntactic positions. In other words, most positions 
in a-sentence require the presence of a particle within 
the iDiece. jn such cases nominal.;pieces are said to be 
marked. For example all the-pieces in 1), 2) and 3) above , 
are marked. . ’ '

Some .syntactic^positions do not require^the 
presence of any particle, with nominal pieces. In such 
cases the pieces are.said tp be. unmarked. For' example /
when a nominal. piece.appears in subject position, it is. 
always unmarked as in • ' * • b "

1) | (bar an 9cmiad\ .it rained (lit. rain came)
The piece ^bardn^ is in the subject position and is 
unmarked. .. ■

' But if an unmarked piece is larger ..than a word, -
■ that is,, if' the' -pxece itself is made up of one or more 
smaller pieces, then, the syntactic relations between the 
constituents of the piece are marked by particles, e.g.;'.

2) nctran e-'jkAicI \ .^amadj It rained ’heavily ■
, . v . (lit, -A heavy rain came)
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The piece ^haran e ̂ j'adid i]
is .in the- subject position in the' example above, and it 
is unmarked for this- position. But it is composed of two 
smaller pieces: ^barcm e ̂ j’aciid } ’heavy rain', and 
b̂arcui e Jadidi'j ' 'a heavy, rain' , each of which is 

marked by a particle for the position it has in the 
larger piece. Tims the internal relation of the piece 
may be given as follows with brackets marking; the boundaries 
.of the pieces:

((boron e Jadid)i)
’The relation of the pie.ce to the sentence may also be 
added to this as in:

(((boron e fa did)! ) unmarked)
The particle ir 2),-where it has the form

[,i] , cannot be taken as the marker of the subject because, 
'firstly, not all subject pieces are marked by this particle 
: (as in 1) ^baran } . does not have, this particle) and secondly 
, ,^?i^ may mark a nominal piece which occupies other syntactic 
• po sitions, e.g.:.;

3)j'mansuri 9 e sm e baran e j*adid i st } ’Monsoon is the
. name of a heavy naan’

The nominal piece- ^9esm e bar cm e jhidid i st ̂
;isv,a- predicative piece marked by .the third person singular
form of the verb ;^?astan^ ‘to be’, which here has the form
[st] ’is’ , and is also marked by the. particle •

‘ Nominal'pieces called unmarked, as well as the
marked pieces, are, of course, phono logically m a r k e d ,  by
intonational features and the possibility of long pauses
•before and after them. According to observations made on
•restricted material, a nominal jnece which directly takes a



syntactic position in the construction of a sentence (e.g.
^baron e jkidid .in example 2) above), constitutes a

T'rhythmic unit' within a "tone unit". But a piece which 
takes a syntactic position in a larger nominal iiiece does 
not constitute a 'rhythmic unit' (e.g.:  ̂boron e Jadid } 
in the piece b̂aroji e J'adid i } )» Thus each piece in
the following example is a ' rhythmic -unit1 . The boundaries, 
of the rhythmic units are marked by slants':

’4) ^baradar am/ je had^e 9i /be xatfar am/, dad}
'My brother gave a gift to my sister.1 

,0r.a.piece may constitute a tone unit as in the example below 
where-'the boundaries of tone units are marked by double 
slants:

5) |9ali baba//rniz o sandali ;Je sabz e ro xarid //J 
■ fAii Baba bought the green table and chair.1 

The first piece in example 5), constitutes a tone .unit.
.In this chapter, however, it is the marked 

nominal' pieces that are described as the unmarked ones do 
not need.further phonological description (excluding that 
of intonation) than what has already been stated in previous 
chapters.

9*3° Hominal. Particles
In the preceding chapter (8.6.6.), it was briefly

2stated that the grammatical items referred to by Perguson

1. See .J. Towhidi, 1A Study of Intonation and Related features 
in Persian', research for Ph.D. Thesis, S.O.A.S. London 
University. ' '

2. See footnote (1) in 8.6.6.
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as "inflectional suffixes" or "unstressed suffixes" are not 
treated as suffixes (whether inflectional or derivational) 
because they function differently from suffixes in many . .

irespects„ A more detailed account is given below, where
such grammatical items are referred to as 'particles’ as
opposed to ’suffixes’.

The most important factors which distinguish
particles from suffixes are as follows;

Word •+ Particle ~ Piece
The resultant form from the application of any ■

particle to word fails to satisfy almost all criteria
osuggested for establishing words. The resultant form from 

such constructions, therefore, differs from that obtained -
after the application of suffix to word, since the latter 
is still word and meets all criteria for word, while the 
former is no longer word,• *

The construction word + particle is., therefore, 
not a morphological one, rather it is syntactic, as particle 
does not constitute a component■of the structure of word 
(hence the adoption of the term piece). Consider the 
following examples;
I. l)[ketdb e J 'the hook of,.. 1 2) kebab i } 'a book'

3) k̂.etab o } 'the. book' (oh.) 4) | kebab aj ̂ 'his hook*
hone of the constructions above have internal cohesion, or 
are uninterruptible. Thus the particles may be separated.

1. is stated in 8.6.6., G, hazard has treated such grammatical 
items differently from suffixes, and as far as the present 
writer is aware he is the only linguist who has^made this ■ 
distinction (see 'Grammare du Persdn Contemporain', pp.62-6y).

2, See 8,1.



from the word as follows:;
.II o 1) {keto.b o daftar e \ 'The hook and notehook of. ... *

2) ^kebab o' daftar i 'A book and notebook*
b)  ̂Ice tab o daftar- o \ *The book and notebook* (Object)
■4) ^ketab o daftar' aj} 'his book and notebook'1 • .

furthermore none of the examples in I) has as much mobility;, 
as the word ̂ ketab^ 'hook'. Thus ^ketab e } does not 
pccur1 by itself' in subject position, object position, 
conjunction construction, etc. It occurs In 1 ezafe-con- • 
struction* only as will, be seen below (9-6.50*

' finally, most of the' forms with particle cannot be regarded 
as minimal free-form in all respects. ^kebab e \ cannot occur 
as a free form, nor can l̂cetdb or ̂ ketcib o| But
^ketab aJ*Ymay-, as iijtespohse to such questions as '.What 
did he have in his hand?1

In view of these observations the particles are 
excluded from suffixes because even inflectional suffixes,- 
once combined with a word, do not interrupt the internal 
cohesion, of . the word as the particles do. Words plus 
particles are, therefore, pieces 
■ Word * Particle or Piece + Particle

Another factor which differentiates particles 
from suffixes, is that while suffixes (derivational or 
inflectional) are added strictly to words functioning as ■ 
stem, particles may mark a word or -equally a piece into a . 
nominal piece, e.g.:
III. £ ketab^+ [raj —> j kebab 'the book* (object)

word "V parte— ? piece
IV. ^ kebab e cKeld dor me z}+(râ  -> [he tab e d;:;eld G-ermez o \

'Book with red ‘cover* (Ob j . ’
' eru 'piece + particle   piece
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In example III. the p.article |rci| Is added to a word, while 
in example ,1V. it.is added to a piece.

Word pins particle,' or piece plus particle".- is, . 
therefore, a syntactic construction, as mentioned above, 
while word plus suffix is a morphological one.
■ 9.*3 °.3 ° • Accent Shifting Suffixes v. Non-accent Shifting Particles 

As stated in 8.6.3* ? particles differ phonologically ... 
from suffixes in that the latter.require shift of accent 
whereas the former do not (but see also 9*3°)*
9*3»4-«- Prosodic Distinction

Most particles are distinguished from suffixes by 
differences in their junction: prosodies from those of ' 
suffixes as will be described in the rest of this chapter.

9«4-° Particle free .and Bound
- ‘The term 'particle1 includes all the grammatical 

, items- which mark a word or a combination of words for 
.particular syntactic positions which are generally occupied 
by nominal pieces. It is, therefore, a general term and 
■includes prepositions and conjunctions, which are- generally 
T‘fre e-forms,' as well as pronominal endings, definite 
particle, 'ezafe' particle, etc., which are bound-forms.

Some of the particles stand on the borderline 
between bound- and free-forms, for example, the particle 
[va] 'and1 may be regarded in some contexts as a bound- 

. form (e.g. in Ĵkebdb o  ̂ 'the book and . ..'),^ and as a

1. Of. kerguson, 'Word Stress in Persian1, Language, Vol.33?
' -No o2, 1957» P*127*



free-form in some others (e.g. in [ya Itetab.» .. J " •
'And hook . at sentence initial). ■

No structural' account 'of the particles is given., 
since' the particles themselves lie outside, the nominal word 
class although they .function in nominal pieces. Moreover 
the structural statement -of the particles Is not needed 
for the statement of junction prosodies. -

9 *3» Accented and Mon-Accented Particles
Only two particles, namely {?,ej 'definite 

particle', and (9ci} '-persuasive particle'1 are
accented-. The remaining particles are unaccented.

9.6. Statement of Junction Prosodies
The relation between particle and other constituents 

of a.nominal piece is expressed through the following 
prosodies of junction:

' . . J, H, ' IT," R, ?, ? ■
The statement, of the prosodies -is given in the. following
Images with reference to relevant grammatical constructions.

A -list of the constructions marked by each of . '
the prosodies is given below: :

I. ?-~prosody0 It marks the. junction of the following .
constructions: , ■
1. Definite .and/indefinite pieces marked by

the particle ■ ■
2. Predicative.Pieces marked by the conjugated / .

.forms of ^?astan\ 'to be'.
* II." ?/?”prosodies. They, mark the junction of the



following constructions:
3- Prepositional Pieces
4o flie junction of all particles with. the. words 

following them within a piece*
III. . Jrprosody* It marks the junction of the following 

, constructions:
. ’ezafe' Pieces

6« Pieces marked by Pronominal endings 
7c Vocative pieces

IV. H-prosocLy. It marks the junction of the 
following constructions:

8„ Definite Pieces, marked by the particle 
9o Persuasive Pieces, marked by the particle H  

■Vo R-prosody. It marks the junction of the following 
constructions:
10o Objective pieces, marked by the particle |ra| 

VI. V-prosody. It marks the junction of the following 
construction:
11 o Conjunctive pieces marked by the particle 

9*6.10 Definite and Indefinite Pieces marked by
traditional grammarians as well as linguists have 

referred to the above particle as both indefinite and 
definite article or suffix, and as the marker of singularity 
The use or uses of are, however, somewhat obscure and
demand more discussion than the scope .of the present thesis 
allows. It suffices here to state the following points 
about the uses of

1. See, for example, W. St Clair Tisdal, 'Modern Persian 
Conversation Grammar1, 1958? pp. 25-6; C.fi. Ferguson, 
'Word Stress in Persian', 1957? p.1'28; V.S.- Rastorgueva, 
'A Short Sketch of the Grammar of Persian, 1964, pp. 19-21
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i) -"When {yi} is followed by ^ke] 'that1', 
it almost invariably indicates definiteness, e.g.
^mard \ : Ice 9omad baradar am bud}

' Ihe man who came was my'.brother. 1 
In this case the word preceding l?ij may follow a 
determinative adjective, e.g.

^9crn marc! i Ice 9ainad...] ‘That man who came.-. 7 
- ' ii) Wlien- is used .with a word preceded by
î jeklj 1 one-’ , it almost invariably indicates indefiniteness 

e-.g.
, | j'elc rnard i 9arnad | ’Some one man' 'came J

iii). When \_?i} is used without |k0 l or {_J‘ek } 
it may convey singularity as in:

^9ali batftfe y e  xub i. st-} vAli is a good child ’
■Or it may convey indefiniteness as in .

' [mard L '9cimad.} Some-man came 
Or it may even,convey definiteness as in:

£pes'ara ye Jama batJtJeW ye xu-b i 9and ] ■ .
'Your sons are good children.1

In.connection with the statement of junction 
.prosody, however, it is immaterial whether l?il is 
‘regarded as definite or indefinite particle, or both, or 
whether it Is considered as one particle, or two, or even 
three homophonous particles, because in all cases the 
relation of with the word or- piece preceding' is
■ expressed through ?-prosody* both when the preceding word 
ends In C and when it ends in V* viz: ..

' ? Particle
. -t/-‘C  + ?i
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The.exponents o f '?-prosody are:
. a) t --  ] when the preceding word ends in V,' viz:

Word C Particle 
-V  + . ? i 

. h) [Syllabification] when the - preceding word ends in 
0, viz:

Word [Syllabification] Particle

Exit.
CVCV I V 
CVCV I 9V

. 9 99VCV + V

CVCC-? 9v
CVC 9 9U .-V- , v.

-C

•̂ Gfazi9i \ 
{name 9 i } 
^9ahu 9i^

^rnar -di } 
\dgo--uil

?i

a/some/the judge 
n/ ” / 1! letter
7 / gazelle

«/ w / man
*7 / M barley

The presence of ?-prosody at the junction of word 
• and :{?i]- is one of the factors that distinguishes the 
particle from the relative suffix {-?i] whose junction with 
stem is marked by J-prosody (see 8.4.23-II. above).
(See 10.3.6o. and 10.3.7* for experimental findings.)
9*6.2. .Predicative Pieces Marked by {?astarj

.The verb {?astan| ’to.be', has six conjugated 
forms- each .having several variations. For clarity of 
.exposition of the prosodic statement it is useful to start' 
with the' variation that is used in careful style, and having 
made the statement, the exponential variations can be des- 
cribed more easily. ,

In careful style the conjugated forms are:
[ ?am] - ’am1, • [?i ] ’are’, [7ast] ’is ’

■ [ ' ?lm ] ’we are ’ , [?id ] ’ you are 1, [? and ] ’ they are1
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■ The relati-on of the forms above with'the preceding 
component of the. piece is marked by V-pmsody. The 
preceding component may be G or Y ending,viz:

Word .? ?astan
■ . - -V/-C + ?am etc. K-. .

The exponents■of' the prosody in careful style are: 
a) [ when the preceding word is V-ending, viz:

Word [ —  ] ?astan ’
-V + ?ain etc* ... .;

. b) [Syllabification] when the preceding word is 
Ct-ending, viz:

Word [syllabification] ?astan 
-0 + ?am etc.

Exx* ‘
evcev 9+ : > ; ^zende 9amj. 'I am alive'

<i 9•V ft' Jzende 91} ’you are alive 1(singular)
ii 9■V 9

vec I ^zende 9ast 1 ■ 1(he) is alive’
ii" 9-V- 9ve e ^zende 9im j 'we ere alive1
ii 9-** 9" ■ve t ^zende 9id j 'you are alive1 (plural)
h 9•V 9vcc a? [zende 9 and J 'they are alive i

eve *• -V 9VC ft | xa-bai; i ‘I am asleep'
ii ?+ 9V :

Lj xa-hi j 'you are- asleep ' etc.
.When the preceding word ends in a close vowel, 

the exponent of ?-prosody is strongly shaded by the y/w 
prosodies functioning in that syllable so that in addition 
to glottal trill, a []] or [w] sound can be observed. Thus, 
using narrow phonetic transcription, such examples may have'■
the following forms:

? _
B) CVCVCw0I + 9VC- etc? [ dcrne.j’ 0dyii wain] 'I. am a student'

CV^CI Z 9VC etc: [rcizijam] '1 am satisfied’



The presence of ?-prosody at the junction of 
nominal, predicative pieces is one of the factors. that dis
tinguish such constructions from verbal constructions, 
which .end in almost completely homophonous forms of personal ' 
endings ( {?am, ?i, ?ad, ?im, ?id, ?and^ ), but are marked 
by J-prosody (e *g„ ^mi gu jam| 'I say', [mi - ?aw jandj.
'they come')0 * - -

In ordinary colloquial speech the forms undergo 
radical modification* Two trends of usage seem to be \y
predominant:

1) The conjugated forms of the verb [hastanj .-y-
( [hastamj , ^hasti^ , .[hast ̂ , [hastim^ , [̂ hastid} 
^hastandj- ), originally meaning 'to exist', seem to be . -y. 
increasingly favoured for rise after V-ending words, while-
the conjugated forms of ĵ ?astanj 'to be1, are maintained.

1for use after G-ending words* This results in such 
paradigms as: ■ . . ‘ .- ■
0) V-ending words: [razi hast am ~ hassanij 'I am. satisfied'

![ro..zi heisti ~ has si J 'You are " '
.̂razi . hast ~ has } 'he is ;l 1
r̂cizi hastim ~ hassim\ 'we are 11 • '
[ razi hastid ~ hassin \ ’you are 11 (plural )
ĵ rcizi ha stand’'' hassan } 'they are "

D) C-ending words: £xa-bam] 'I am asleep'
[xa-bij 'You are asleep (sing*)
x̂a-bc;,st~xcL-be J 'lie is asleep'

1* The writer recently noticed himself following this usage.-
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| xa~ Him ]• '• we are asleep1
| xowbid ~ xa-Mn ) ’you are asleep1 

' ^xa-band~xa-han J ' 'they are asleep 7

2) The conjugated forms of jj?astan] are main
tained both with V- and C-ending words. But while-with 
0--ending words no other variants are found, with V-ending 
words the forms have the following further variations, 
(using a broad phonetic transcription for the- examples for 
•the purpose of.showing the variations):

?am^ s ̂  jam "jas in £razi jam] I am satisfied’
• £ warn ~\ as In [ danejdgu warn] I arn. a -student1
l~*>1 as in ^zende “am ] X am alive’

- l m;3 as in [ ̂ indgci m ] I arn here 1

?il : ® as- in [razi i ] you are satisfied1(sing
[v.'ij as in [ doniefdgu wi] you are a student1 u /

i w l as in [hindga i 3 you are here 1 11
?ast^ 5 [j.e} as in [ razi j e] he i s sati sfie d1

lwe] a s in- •[ dane/d;5U v/e] he is a student1
L as ] as in [zende"as 3 he is 'alive 1
[ st"s] as 

?im^ t . '[rnj as
3 in 
in

[ st~9ind: 
[razi m]

jCL s 3
he is here 1 
we are satisfied1

[ m m  ] as in [dane jll jU wim ] we are students

I jm] as in [zende jm3 we are alive 1

[I - I as in [^indga ymj we are here1
Tid^ • [ n") as in [razi n ] you are satisfied1 (pi. )

[win] as. in. [dane/d yu win3 you are student's1 .

I .as in [zende jn J you are alive 1
[ynp as in [?indga yn] , you are here 1



jj and j ; anj as in £razi janj 'they are satisfied’
JwanJ as in ^dcme J'd^u wan J ’they are students'

as in ^zende’H m J  'they, are alive.'
[ n"] as in ^indaa.n-] ’ they are here’.

All the variations above except [ st -v. s] may "be 
accompanied by some degree of glottality but .not necessarily 
so * ~

The variations do not clash with the prosodic 
statement made' above because, firstly, as mentioned above, 
it is possible, fthough not necessarily so, that all the 
variations except [st s] be accompanied with some glottality.; 
secondly as stated in relation to examples B), the exponents 
of ?~prosody may in some cases be strongly shaded by frontness 
and backness of the preceding syllable. And in quick 
speech, it may be said that the phonetic context favours 
-other features and rules out'.-the exponent of ?-prosody; 
thirdly any speaker.of the language, when speaking carefully 
pronounces the forms with glottal trill. Therefore, it 
may be said., that; he recognizes the presence of a structurally 
significant glottal'element at this position in the struc
ture although he may not phonetically realize - them on all 
occasions. Thus-.by analogy with, careful style and in the 
light of the above considerations it may be concluded that 
the junction of the forms of ^?astan^ with the word preceding'

1. Carleton T. Hodge, in 'Some Aspects of Persian Style’,
'1957) P?p63, states in general terms that "The informal 
(variation) has lengthening of vowel with some (glottal).' 
stricture", which he■symbolizes as / ’/. -But it seems 
that the informal variation of ’to be’"may be without 
phonetic glottal stricture as well.
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is marlced by ?-prosody which in careful styles has the 
exponents mentioned above and in quick speecli not all the 
exponents are necessarily realized with V-ending words 
while with C-ending words -tile exponent is always syllabi
fication.
9°6.3* Prepositional Fle6.es

Two classes of prepositions are set up and 
referred to as Glass A and B.
9°6o31° Class A Prepositions

• Class A prepositions function both as prepositions 
and as nouns. Traditionally they are regarded as prepositions; 
but on formal linguistic grounds they may be treated as 
nouns in certain constructions. Bor instance, in the 
following example the underlined words, which are members 
of Class A, have nominal status as they all constitute the 
nominal constituents of nominal pieces.

x̂cine ro rang lea, r darn, tu ro 9cibi ; hi run o sajid kardamf

'I painted the house; I painted the Interior blue 
and the exterior white. 1 

. But in the example below the underlined forms are used as 
prepositions:

{tuje xcme^ ko.si nabud; birun e dar montazer momdam \
'There was no’one inside the house, I waited outside 
the gate, 1

Members of this class express their relation with 
■the following constituent of the piece through 1ezafe-

1. See also 9«6,p2»
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construction' both when used as preposition, (e.g., £tu je 
xcl nej 'inside the house'), and as noun (e.g. ^tu je 
xcine ro didam] 'I saw the interior of the house'). Their 
prosodic statement is, therefore,, included in that of 
'ezafe piece' (see 9 *6 .5 *) and nothing further needs to he 
said about them here. Class A prepositions include the 
following forms:
^hara ;je} as in: ]bara je to] 'for you' , CVCV^ 9V 4 CV
jbala je) as ins jbala je darj'over the door1, CVCV^ V + G/C
]tu j-e) . as in; [tu je xane | ' in the house', CV* * CVCV /
[ru je j- as in: [tu je sar j 'on the head', CV;J 9V + CVC
[zi-re j as in: [zi-re sar] .'under the head', CVC 4- 9y +* CVC
[naz-de].. as in: [naz-de to] 1 with you' CVCC4- 9v*CVC
jbarab3L~rej as in.: fbaraba-re to}'in front of you', CVCVCVci 9V

CV
"[bah-re] as in; [hah-re to J'for you' CVCCj 9V -4 CV
[biru-ne] as in: [biru-ne dar j'outside the door', -CVCVCsf 9Vh . 
( - ? ' . CVCjini-jcL-nej as in: imi^a-ne xane] 'in the middle of the house' 
f , , 1 , ■ , , CVCVC'J 9V4- CVCV
[pahlu je) as in: [paVlu Je dar j'beside the door1, CVCCV'J. 9V -+CVC
9*6.32. Class B frepositions

Members of this class function as prepositions
only and it includes the following forms:

|?az, be, b a , dar, bar, to. , hi, d̂ OiZr , bed^oX",
Vandar, badj . The last two are now becoming archaic*

The forms ]tu\ and [_ru} , which were included
in Class A (see 9*6.31*)> stand at the borderline between
Class A and B, because they may also express their relation
with the following word through ?/7-prosodies, which are a
feature of Class B, viz.

]tu xane] in the house Cvi CVCC
\rn 9ah ] on the water cv£ 9VC



.The relation between Class B preposition and the 
following word is expressed^by ?/?-prosodies. ?-prosody
marks the junction between V- o'r C-ending prepositions 
and V-beginning words, vis:,

Brep * _? • Word
-V/-C + ;.-V- - .

?-prosody marks the relation between Y - or C-ending pre
positions and C-beginning words, viz; .

Brep * ? Word
-Y/-C ' + C-

The exponents of ?-prosody are:
a) [. -— ] at the junction of V-ending prepositions with 

V-be ginning words, viz: * ' '
Brep. [ -— ] Word.
-V- + V-

E X X  o' ? q  r ■) r i r -t i  'CV + V s [be ] + — >(he9u } to him
CV -v V s (be] v (9u) ~>(be9u} ‘with him'
CV X 9 VCCV C; [ta] -v (9emruz] [to. 9emruz } ’till today'

b) [Syllabification] -at the junction of C-ending 
■prepositions with V-beginning words, viz:

Brep*.[syllabification] Word 
. ■■ , -C;' + - V-

Exx. CVC v 9V ; [barj-v^u] —  ̂\ba~ru} 'to him'
CVC +• VC : [dgozĵ [j5ihj —?(dp;o - z i n ] 'except this'

The. exponents of V“\Proso<3-y are:
. ■/ a) [Ho glottality].at the- junction of'V-ending 

prepositions with C-beginning words, viz.-; /



• Prep. [no glottality] Word 
-V . -i- . C~

p - y y

CV -f CV s. {bej {toj— >{betoj to you
vj>

CV “ CVCCr{ba} -v {dast̂ -'jbads.st\ with Hand

b) [No syllabification] at the junction of C-ending 
prepositions with. C-beginning words, viz:

Prep o [no syllabification] Word 
-C + C- •

bxx,
CVC p CV ;■ ^bar^ -v {tô  -—>• {bur to \ 'to you'

 ̂ ' t *1dar ~ CVCV s - {clar̂  -v {xonej^fdarxane } 'at home'

9 0 6,1 , Particles Words within a Piece
Some particles, such as ezafe and JvaJ

conjunctive take medial position in a piece. Such particles 
express their relation to the' components following by ?/?” 
prosodies. The statement of ?/2~prosodies at this position 
in the structure - is the same as that given in 9 *6 ,3 2 . with 
the same phonetic exponents, thus: .

Particle ? Word Particle 2 Word
and ■ * “

-V/-C V- -V/-C + C~
Exx
CVCV^ V V V t  {name\+ > {name -je c?u \  'his letter'
CVCVCJ+9V t 9 VC VC t Jdselov/J-v^e}-v^o^aC^-»(d3elo-i^-’otaCil

T 9 9 r n r r '̂n of the roQUlCVCC-t* V + CVC g [dastj (manj — ? {das -1 e man^ 1 my hand’
CVC^-v^V p-CV s -v ̂ o^-»^ka-re to] 'youi* job1

j 9_ 9 9V

9,6.3* 'ezafe1 Pieces
The relatioii between {2e] -ezafe and the V-



or 0-ending words preceding is expressed through J-prosody, 
vi z :

Word J ezafe 
-V/-0 + ?e

The exponents of J-prosody are:
a) [j] at the junction of V-ending words with (?e|

viz:
Wo rd [j] ezafe
-V + ' ?e

Exx.
CVCV^- ?V V) -.̂ najiie]-v ̂ e^ y*^u}-^|name je (*?u )J ‘his letter
CVGCV J \  ( ^ V ^ p a t / t / e ^  +(’4  * (to ] -»patjtj'e ye (to)]

'your son'
In rapid speech only the exponent of the prosody may be
kept, the syllabic element of the ̂_?e} -ezafe being
omitted, e.g.

^nojne ;j 9xx J 'his letter'
^batj’tj‘e j man} 'my son'

When the final 7  of the preceding word is I the particle
may be omitted, e.g.

b̂.cizu man } ' my arm'
b̂o.zi to} 'your play'

b) [Syllabification] at the junction of C-ending words 
with ^?e J p viz :

■ Word [syllabification] ezafe 
-C ' + ? e

Exx.
CVCVC^-v9V + (4* V)s Sjpedar} + }9ej + ̂ u^-^peda-re 9u] 'his father 
CVCC^-v V+CyCVO) s Jjdast} * (9e\ *!pnanj-*(das-te man 1 'my hand'



9 *6.* 6* Pieces Harked by Pronominal Endings
Pronominal endings comprise six forms each having 

several variants, hut as in the ease of the verb (_?astan}
'to be', it is useful to start with the careful style 
variants as this makes a clear description possible* As
in the description of the verb j?astanj phonetic tran
scription is used, when necessary, to show the exponential 
variations* .

In careful style the pronominal endings have
the forms;

[?am] ’my, me1, [?at] ’your, you1 t?aJ‘ 3 'our,us 
C?em an] ’our, us' [?etan] ’your, you’ pi*
[?e jb. n] ’their, them' *

■ It is possible to analyse the part -a n in the 
plural forms as the plural suffix ^-?anV , thus reducing ■ 
the forms to three, each having a'Singular and a plural form* 
But for the following grammatical and phonological .reasons 
this has not been done*

1) Suffixation does not apply to pieces, i*e* 
particles are added to words after suffixation has been 
completed* In other words, in dealing with pieces and 
particles one has already left morphology and Is concerned 
with syntax, and to consider suffixation at this-level would 
mean to go back to morphology (which it is preferable to 
avoid)*

Furthermore, to abstract - an as the suffix 
■^-?an] would Imply that either the suffix {y?a.nj 
functions differently from other, suffixes (i*e* that, unlike.' 
other suffixes, it can be applied to pieces), or the.
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particles above are, for the same' reason, different from 
other particles (i.e. they can. he.suffixed)* In either 
case unnecessary complexity would be Introduced to the 
description*

2) Phonologically the suffix {_-?cl nj is an 
accent shifting suffix (e,*g*'̂ soxan\ 'speech', ^soxakcm} 
■'speeches'), whereas the part. - an in the forms above does 
not require shift of accent (e.g. ^soxanej'onj 'their
speech')* And to abstract It as the suffix ? 0. n } would
mean to allow unnecessary variations for the suffix which 
in turn would, mean that- the suffix -̂?ct n} functions 
differently from other suffixes,.

For the reasons given above the plural forms of 
pronominal endings aa?e regarded as- monomorphemic Just as 
the plural forms of the verb, 'to be' (see 9*6*2*)*

The Junction between the pronominal endings and 
the preceding word is marked by the following prosodies:

i) ?-prosody, only when the preceding-word ends in a 
y-syllable of CA structure (e.g* CV^CA: ^norne} 'letter')
■ y-i z:

. - Word . ? Iron* endings 
-^CA + ?am etc.

The exponent of ?-prosody Is [
Exx • ' 9 ' ■ .

GV^GA + 4 VO: n̂aiiiê-v- —^jname^am ̂ *iny letter'

" 4 VC: {name}-*- (?at\ —■>{nome9at ] 'your letter'

+ *V0: n̂ome\ =V»[9aj'̂  —> [name } 'his. letter
ii) d-prosody in all other cases, vis: . ■
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Word J Bron, endings 
-Y/-G + ?am etc.

The exponents of J-prosody are >?.
a) Cj] at the function of Y-ending words with, the 

endingsy vi z:
Word [j] Bron, ending
—V + ?am etc.

Exx,
J *?

GY -i- °YC etc,: {pa} + {?amj —>(pay am] 'my leg'
GY0Y-+ ’ YCYC etc.: {hazi} * {’etun} [has i yet an] 'your play' (pit 

h) [Syllabification] at the j-unction of C~ ending words 
with the endings, viz, • m

Word [syllabification] Bron, endings
-0 *f ?am etc, !

Exx * . .
J , ‘ . ■

OYC + PYG etc, (karj -* ’my job’
CYGC i ^YCYG etc. :{_dast]w {7e-Jon }-^{das»te/a.n^ ’their hands’

In rapid colloquial speech the forms are subject 
to variation especially in combination with Y-ending words.

With CJ-ending words the forms remain almost1 
unchanged except for a change in their vowel quality, which 
is as follows:

[?am] [?et] [?ej ] .
[?emun] [?etun] [?e/un]

■ The prosodic statement made above is applicable 
to these variations.and has the same exponent (syllabifi
cation) as in careful style, e,g. '

J v ' ’
GYG + “YGi ^karj + ̂ et^j — '>{ka-ret] ’your job’ ' .



CYG +  ̂YC VC: [karj-v ^eriiun}— > [kct-rernun} 'our JoV

With V-ending words in rapid colloquial speech 
the endings have the following forms:

Ini] [t] [J*]
[mun] [tun] [jun]

The V in '̂ CA has the phonetic form [a.] when followed "by 
these forms.

These variations, also, do not alter the prosodic 
statement above as it may he explained that in such styles 
of speech the Junction prosodies and J are phonetically 
not realized, hut the native speaker is intuitively aware of 
the presence of the prosodies at this point in the structure 
so that when he speaks with less rapid tempo, he systemati
cally uses J- and ?~prosodies, and not other prosodies which 
function in other structures. Therefore, the structural 
statement of such variants is the same as that of the forms 
in careful style e.g.: (using the same examples as for
careful speech):

*?
GY^GA + 'VC etc: ^nomam, naitfiat, ncuna/1 } etc-

J o
CV + YO etc.: ^pom, put, pcmun pa.funJ- etc.

J * ( 7CYCY 4- *YC etc.: £bo.zit, bcizitun hasi J j etc.
(see 10.5*7* for some experimental findings.)
9*6.7* Yocative Pieces

Yocative pieces are .marked hy the particle J 
which follows the nominal word, or hy and U®-)
which precede the word.

The Junction of and with the
following word is'marked hy ?/2~pnosodies as explained for



prepositional pieces (see 9*6.32.) e.g.
r>

?TC + ?VCVCV-s • ( V ® j j  +  ^’ a j* e n a j - » j ’ e j '  * a j * e n a }  .. O li friend!
? '

GY -I ?VCCVO: [yi] v ftallah}4 ja ^alla/hj Oli Lord'

*YG + CYGY: , +|xoha]—>[?ej xoda} Oh Lord'
■ .?, ■ ' ,t ' "

. GV T : CYG CYG: |ja | + £rabWnjL,^a yiihijianl Oh merciful
The Junction of \.9uJ with the preceding word is 

marked "by J-prosody (exponents as in ezafe pieces, see

Yocative

CYCY -h 'V: liXodaJ-^aJ-^odajaj Oh Lord’

GYGGVCG ̂  CYG + ’ V : f parvardegar? + ^ fpanvardeflu-rai
U ■ .Oh Creator I

9*6.S. Pieces Marked by ? e ? Definite Particle
The definite particle {’e} ‘ is used mostly in

the spoken language, the particle ^?i} (see 9.6.1.) 
still being preferred in writing-. It .may also be said 
that.  ̂9e i is originally a feature of the local dialect 
of Tehran which is now becoming increasingly popular else
where among speakers of Standard-Colloquial Persian.

^e} , unlike other particles, is an accent 
shifting particle and to'that extent-it resembles suffixes, 
but from a functional point of view it resembles particles,
i.e. it marks words and pieces equally (e.g. jypesarej 
'the boy' and ĵ pesar ^olandej ’the tall boy1), and

9*6.5*) viz:
Word J 
-Y/-G +

E x x .



the resultant forms have the characteristics stated in 9-3°
The relation between the particle and the C- and -■ 

Y-ending word preceding is marked.by H-prosody, viz.
Word H Particle

./ _v/-C + ?e
The exponents of; H-prosody are: ‘

- a) [ £ ] at the junction of Wending words with the 
particle, viz.

Word C £ ] particle
' -Y + ?e

Exx.
CYCCY + ?Y: ^jtaksij * t?e)-> ^tafesthe $ 'the taxi'

CYCY -i- ^ncune} + e\ —> ̂ ncimehf^ 'the letter
b)[Syllabification] at the junction of C-ending words, 

with ^?e] viz.:
Word [syllabification] Particle 
—O '  + • ? e •

Exx.
H

CYCYC + *V: ^pesar\ -v ^pesa-re} 'the boy'

CYGG .+ ?Y: ^’mard\ v \?e}->{tmar . ~de ' 'the man'
9»6.9« Pieces Harked by f pa] Persuasive^

p The particle is in some respects like the
definite particle above in that it is primarily a

p i .  The term "persuasive" is used td refer to -this particle in 
this thesis. does not appear to have, been observed
by Persian grammarians or by linguists as persuasive, or a 
term meaning this. In fact no previous account of the 
particle was found among the .literature consulted and this 
may be- because the particle is seldom used in writing.

; As this particle has apparently not.been described before, 
it may be useful to give some context of situation within -

/Continued over



feature of the spoken language (hut not essentially of the 
local dialect of Tehran as is the case with 1?©} ), and
it requires accent shift. The relation of ^ae
word preceding is marked hy H-prosody which has the same 
exponents as stated in 9*6.8. above, viz:

Word H Particle 
-Y/-C + ■ % a

Exx.
9 / \ ' 1(...)GY + *V: | (set9 ate) -se}:* — •> (soPat e’ se ha/

'At three o 'clock (and don't forget!).'
H 9 r- C 1 7(...)CVC + ’ Y* | (sohh e ) 'zudj-v >[sohh e zu- ciaj

'Early in the morning (and do not forget!).1 
When the word preceding ends in a close vowel, the 

‘exponent of H-prosody is strongly shaded hy the features 
frontness OX hackness in the preceding’syllable, and, in 
quick speech, it may be substituted for [ {* ] e.g.
^bazijo_| 'play1 (i remind you not, say, work) V^ahu'wciA 1 gazelle»

(and remember1 nothing else)

9.6.10. Pieces.Marked-by, iro,} Objective Particle
In reading style the particle (raj may he treated 

as.having CY structure with r as-a consonantal■element, e.g. 
CYC.C GY ^ mar dr a didam} '(I) saw the man'
CYCY OY. . . [ n a m e  ro. xon.da.ml' (I) read the letter1

Footnote continued from page. '290.
which the particle is used. Speaker A suggests to B 
that it would he nice to go and watch some football.
B knows, from previous experience, that A may change his 
mind later and take him to,- say, the cinema. Thus A 
suggests: \berim. futbal bazi be"'inim}
’Let's go and watch a game of football.'
B answers: {faOat futhal bazi ha J
'Only football (remember! and don't change your mind later.).



In the examples above representing reading style, 
r appears both after C- and V-ending words equally and 
occupies a place in the structure just as any other C~ 
elements, i 8e„ its presence is not linked to the type of
structure that precedes it.

In Standard Colloquial Persian the particle has 
become [ffo] and Co], and it has the form |raj in
isolation only®- (The element r does not occupy a place,
rather it marks the relation of the particle to the word
preceding; ' but unlike other V-beginning words and bound
forms, it is. marked by R-prosody in isolation (see 8.2, )■. 
Therefore the presence or absence of r in this dialect is 
linked with the type of structure that precedes 
r is, therefore, abstracted in this analysis of the dialect,
as a prosodic feature referred to as R-prosody* R-prosody
marks the junction of V- and C-ending words with the 
particle- ^raj ? viz:

Word R particle 
-V/-C + r a

The exponents of R-prosody are:
a) [r] at the junction of V-ending words with {ra}

viz:
Word [r] particle
-V + r a

Exx o
■ E R

GY GY + V: |bciba.}-v [rci] —> ̂ babaroj father (object)

GYGY + EV: ^Gkizi\ + \ tcl\— >^Gaziro.\ the judge (object)
b) ..[Syllabification] at the junction of C-ending words 

with j rci J , vi z :



Word [syllabification] particle 
; -C . + r<x

Exx*
R

GYCC + EV.: { dast^a ^ ra J— > jplas -to \ band (object)
When the word preceding ends in a close vowel 

(i.e. I), the exponent of R-prosody may not be realised.
In this case the elements [j] and [w] are observed at the 
junction, e.g.

[cqzijo] 'the judge (object)1
[danc/dgu^o] 'the student (object)1 

9*6.11, Pieces Harked by ?va{ Conjunctlve Particle
Like r in J[_ra} , and for similar reasons

(see 9 o6«>10o.) the element v in the particle [va] may be
regarded consonantally in reading style where the particle
has the .form [va] , and the presence of v is not governed by ■ ....  9
the preceding structure, e,g.

^mard va ,..} 'man and ,„.1
a. me va ». ■ 1 letter and ,. , T

Blit in Standard Colloquial Dialect, where the
particle has the form [va] only in isolation, the element ■ . ? ■ -
v i s  present or absent according to the type of structure
preceding, and is, therefore, best treated prosodically, 
symbolized as V and referred to ..as V-prosody, Unlike 
other V-beginning-words and particles (see 8,2,), fvaj 
is marked by V-prosody in isolation.

V-prosody marks the junction of V- and C-ending 
words and ^vaj vis:



The exponents of V-prosody are:
a) [w] at. the junction of V-ending words with . [va]

viz: ,
Word [w] particle

t-V + va
Exx.

V v
G'VGV + V: ^baba^-v [va[— > ̂ babctoJG. a . » } father and* . .

V '
OVGV -i- ^V: ^nomej-t [va j —>[name <j o- j  letter and

h) [Syllabification] at the junction of C-ending 
words with v̂ a } ? viz:

Word [syllabification] particle 
. ' -C + • va

Exx.
CVCC -i- YV : ^mard[ -v [va[-i [mar-do} ' m&n-'&rtcl: *

CVC + YV : [mejj -v [va] - jq j ’wine and6(, 1
When the word preceding ends in a syllable of ^01 

structure, the exponent of V-prosody may not be realized.
In this case the element [j] appears at the junction, e.g.

V v
. CV7 01 -h V: [dazi]-* [va^->|Gazi joj or [c-kxzî ô  'judge and..

9 * 7 °  An Example
The .prosodic statement - of the junctions between 

the particles.and words in the example 3)7 in 9*1* above, 
may -now be given below as:

{ (?u ) miz o sandali Qe sabz e ro (xarid).}

; (?V) CVCVV -CVCCVCVJV-CVCCHeRV (CVCVC).



J ... ... ' 295.

Exponents:
V = [syllabification]
? = [no glottality]
J  = [ j ]  . .

H = [syllabification]
R = [ r ]
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CHAPTER 10

EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT POR THE PERCEPTUAL DEBCRIPTIOR

10*1 Instruments
In the preparation of the experimental evidence included 

in this thesis the following technique and instruments were used.-
10.1.1 Pa1at o graphy. The technique of palatography, its 
'frypes? their range of.application and the necessary terminological 
explanations have been fully described by Prof. J.R.Eirth in-
the following articles:

i) Word-Palatpgrams and Articulation, 1948.
ii) Improved Techniques in Palatography and Kymography * 

1950. Both articles are available in Papers in Linguistics,
J.R. Eirth London, 1964, pp. 148-154 and 173-176. It is'not,., 
therefore, necessary to describe palatography here.
10.1.2 The Mingograph . .

The mingograph is a writing machine.to which the, , • H 
instruments described in (a) - (c) below are connected as 
required. It provides a moving graphed-paper, over which is 
mounted a number of ink galvanometers. These are thin glass 
jets suspended in the magnetic field of the galvanometer so that 
fluctuations of this field - influenced by the energy content of\- 
the utterance - causes these jets to pivot in an arc, about a 
mean zero line. Ink is forced through these jets under high 
pressure and results in a stream of ink being deposited on the 
moving paper, writing the information contained in the utterance 
for immediate visual interpretation. The instruments which are 
connected to the mingograph are: '
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(a) The Pitch Meter - (marked by 'Pf on the traces) :

■ This is 'an instrument for converting varying frequen
cies into varying D-C. currents so that a visual picture can .he 

obtained when it is linked to the rningograph. The trace is read -■ 
at the bottom of the display, the lower frequencies giving a 
longer line and the higher frequencies a shorter one. Thus' a 

pitch curve can be displayed which - with the aid of a trans
parent calibration grid - can be measured for frequency at any , 
point in the example. The instrument also provides a DUPLEX 

OSCILLOGRAM., which differs from the conventional oscillogrkm ' 
in that the extreme high frequencies contained in the example 
are converted within the instrument to negative pulses, which 
are displayed in a downward direction, below the zero line. This 
means that sibilants, plosives and fricatives.can be more readily 
segmented and more.accurately measured for duration,

(b) The Intensity Meter - (marked by IUT. on the traces)
This instrument allows the display of total intensity,

(which corresponds .roughly to loudness) in decibels, in a series ' 
of 'peaks1, which may be. measured with the aid of the trails- ' • 

parent grid. '
(c) The Electro-Aerometer - (marked by IT and M on the u. 

tracesT ** " ' ' - •
The instrument allows the display of volumes of air . 

from the nose and mouth simultaneously. It consists' of a face • 
mask, which covers the front of the face completely, a foam . 
rubber rim sealing the face from leakage of air, and a rubber ... 
seal to isolate the nose and mouth into two separate channels.
The expelled air passes through rubber valves which, dependent 
on the volume, open up progressively to allow a beam of light 

from a lamp fitted on each individual valve to react on a
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photo-electric cell. The degree of light intensity is converted 
by the electronics of the device into varying B.C. currents, 
which actuate the rningograph to produce 'peaks1 and 'curves' 
of varying height, the higher peaks showing more air content, 
Voicing and nasality are superimposed on the trace, so that 
segmenting is relatively simple.
10,1.3 Sonagraph (sound Spectx^o graph)

This is- an electro-mechanical device for displaying 
energy content over the sound spectrum between 83 to 800 E25.

A sheet of chemically treated paper is mounted 011 a 
rotating drum which is, in turn, keyed to an oxide coated disc 
so that they rotate together. Sound is recorded 011 the edge of 
this disc in much the same way as on the tape of a tape recorder/. 
This recorded sound is then fed through the electronics of the 
machine in a series of constant repetitions - rather like a tape 
loop - and a 'burning stylus' is made to travel upwards across 
the paper on the drum, by a lead-screw, so that each revolution 
of the drum finds the stylus one thread of the lead-screw- higher 
.on the paper. As a varying B.C. voltage - dependent in intensity, 
on the energy content of the example - is fed to this sjjylus, a 
burning of the paper takes place where there is energy, the 
blank portions representing no energy. Frequency is displayed 
in the vertical plane, duration in the horizontal, and the varying 
intensity of the 'burned' trace - in terms of light or dark - 
the energy content. Frequency and duration can be measured 
with the aid of a transparent calibration grid.

1*0• 2 Discussion of the Palatograms
Sixteen Palatograms have been included in this thesis.
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Palatograms 1 - 14 are word-pllatograms; 15: ^p*t*ic kLIu I 
'Where is the messenger?', and 16: ji p^cukk^uj "Where is the 
clean ...?", are sentence-pala-tograms as these were found to he 
more, .suitable than words for the purpose of palatography. The 
choice of sentence over word in this case is not, however, in '
conflict with the.purpose for which these examples have been -
selected.

A transparent Palatogram Figure has been provided 
(and kept in the inside of the back cover) with the help of 
which each palatogram can be studied and compared with others.

The palatograms are intended to provide instrumental 
evidence for the following aspects which where described percep-:. 
tually in the previous chapters:

1. Advanced v. back articulation of some of the ’
conkoids.

2. W- v. y- features and their significance in syllable- 
division. ^

5* bong v. short contoids.
■ 10.2.1 Advanced v.-Back Articulation

Palatogram 1: . ' little ! , represents a mono-
©

syllable which is marked by y - . features; and 2: [ kTb.0m ] ‘mouth1 ...0 .
represents a monosyllable which is marked by w- features. '

Palatogram 1 shows that in the articulation of [ Ĉ J 
at the onset of C c§wm. 3 a wide contact is made-'.between the 
tongue, and the palate in the left and right zones 8, and in 
the left and right 1st. pre-molar zones extending beyopd the 
2nd molar zones, left and right. In addition a soft tongue
contact can be observed in the right zone 4, as well as on the -
1st molar line. Palatogram 2 shows that in the articulation of
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[kln at the onset of Ck̂ o-.in 3 the tongue is not in contact with-Wo
the palate, therefore,., the contact must. he more retracted (i.e.,. • 
velar) so that only the left and right 2nd molar zones are in 
contact with the tongue.

Palatogram 3: E si .ml 'silver', (a -y- syllable), ■ :/
$ j  ■■a .

shows wide contact in the left and right canine zones which 
extends beyond the 2nd molar zones. In addition some soft 
contact can be observed in the right zone 4. Palatogram 4:
[S 'proper name' (a w- syllable), shows narrov/ contact
beginning from the back parts of the left and right canine zones . 
and extending beyond the 2nd molar zones. In addition a soft 
contact can be observed in the right zone 4 which, compared to 
that observed in example 3? covers a smaller area. .”

Palatograms 1 - 4 provide instrumental support for the,/ 
perceptual descriptions given in 2.3 and 3*4.2, the latter of. 
which contain contoids in syllable onsets.

Palatogram 3: Eme0q ^1 'suction1 (a y- syllable) shows!
9 , :

firm .contact in the left and right 2nd pre-molar zones extending ' 
to beyond the 2nd molar zones; the left and right zones 8 are 
also in contact with the tongue. Palatogram EpUa.c^ ]
’clean1 (a w- syllable), shows firm contact in the left and 
right 1st molar zones extending to beyond the 2nd molar zones. 
Unlike 3? no contact is observed in the left zone 8 in palatogram, 
6 and only a narrow contact is observed a t ■the back of the right 4 
zone 8. A comparison between 1 - 2  and■5 - 6 shows that y/W- 
features are more clearly distinguishable at the onset than at 
the endings.

Palatogram 7* Chi.d] 'willow* (a y- syllable) ,• shows'',:-? ?O ^

firm contact in the left and right zones’! - 4, and wide contact,’;

a



i n -the left and. night frontal incisor zones which extends to 
beyond the 2nd molar zones. In Palatogram 8:. Chu.d, ] ’being'
(a w- syllable), no contact is observed in the left and right 
zones 1 or in the left zones 3 - 4 ,  and the- contact observed' 
in the right zones 3 - 4 ,  is, compared with the- example 7, soft. 
The' contact in the left and right 1st pre-molar .zones, which 
extends beyond the 2nd molar, is also narrower as compared with 
example 7*

Palatogram 9: C p.?i,r] ’old’ (a y- syllable) , shows~ S6
wide contact beginning from 1st pre-molar zones,., left and right, 
and extending beyond 2nd molar zones. In-""'addition soft contact 
can be observed along the canine line. Palatogram 1 0 : £ p % c.rJ 
’son' (a w~ syllable) shows narrow contact beginning also from 
the 1st pre-molar zones, left and right and extending beyond the, 
2nd molar zones. Unlike example 9 no soft contact is observed 
in the canine line.

Palatograms 11; [ bisrt^ 'twenty' (a y- syllable),
and 12: [ nUus^t^] ’skin' (a w- syllable-), show much the same

"“■ M l

area of contact except that in the former the contact is wider! 
than in the latter specially in.the left zones. In addition 
the contact in the left and right zones 3 is more.front and firm 
In 11 than in 12. ' /

Palatograms 5 - 1 2  provide instrumental evidence for
the perceptual description given in 2.3 and 3*4.3 to 3*4.5, -
the latter of certain contoids, in .syllable endings.
10.2.2 Y- and W- Features and Their Significance in ^Syllable 

Division
Palatogram 13: C i ck^u 1 'where is the messenger*

(a y~ syllable followed by a w~ syllable), shows almost the 
same area of contact as that observed in palatogram 1:
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2. [ka*m]

5. [*••$] 6. [pa-c?]
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7. [bl-d]* i 6. [ bu

9. [pi-r] 10. [pu*r]

11. [bis:l] » » J
12. [puast1]
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1 3 *  [ p © * i c i c u ] [ p a * k k u ]

15. [ba*  tj'tjre] 16. [ ‘batj'e ]
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and palatogram 1#: [  ̂ shows ..similar contact to that
seen in palatogram 2. This may be taken to prove that although 
no release is observed in [ ~ . ( M 1 in 13, and in [ 3 in
14, yet the former is distinguished articulatorily from the 
latter, and this observation provides palatographic evidence 
for the perceptual description given in 4*1.3*
10.2.5 Long v. Short Contoids .

Palatogram 15: C bs-.tj’t/e] 'child1, (with a long
contoid), shows • contact in the right zone 3, and right-and left - 
zones 4. It also shows wide contact in the left and right canine 
zones extending beyond 2nd molar zones. Palatogram- 16:^a.^fe] 
'child*, (with£ a short contoid)-, shows contact only in left 
and right zones 4. Unlike 15 no contact is observed in the 
right zone 3* 1*1 addition palatogram 16 shows narrow contact
in the canine zones extending beyond 2nd mo3_ar zones, left and 
right. The difference observed in 15 and 16 may be said to 
indicate that 15 is pronounced with firmer contact and is there
fore more tense. This provides palatographic evidence for the 
perceptual description given in 5.3•

10.5 Discussion of the Mingograms
The mingograms included in this thesis are of two 

types, each type being discussed separately.
Type one which includes 29 mingograms from 1 to 29 

provides the oscillogram (osc.) of the utterance under obser
vation, the pitch tracing (P), recorded just above the oscillo
gram, and the intensity line (I1TT.) which is recorded over the 
pitch tracing.

A time marker tracing (50 cyhles per second) is given



below every mingogram in order to make measuring the duration 
of any part of the utterance possible. The parts of the 
utterances can be delimited by comparing the oscillogram with 
,the intensity line and pitch tracing.

The mingograms of this type are intended to provide 
mingograxxhic evidence, as far as possible, for such perceptually 
•described features as: ' ■

1) Syllable length.
2.) Voicing, voicelessness, tenseness, and laxness
3) Syllabification
4) Prominence and its underlying factors
5) Long contoids
6) The phonetic nature of glottal stop.
7) ?- and J junction prosodies.

10.3*1 Syllable length ; ,
The length of syllable is obtained by measuring the• 

distance between the points at which some tracing is observed ■ 
for the contoid at the onset, and for the final segment at the 
last ]?lace in the syllable. Por example, in the mingogram 1, 
representing the utterance [dasrb^'3 'hand', the point of9 9
release of the denti-alveolar plosive [d] can be located by 
noting the point at which the upward movement of the intensity • 
line from the zero level is minimal. The presence of regular 
wave forms with low amplitude on the oscillogram just before the 
release of [d] suggests that the contoid is voiced even prevoiced9
(see 3*4*21 - 3*4.26). This is supported by the presence of 
long lines on the x>i^ch tracing at a comparable position 
indicating low frequency. The point of release of the denti- 
alveolar plosive Ct ] at the final place in the utterance can
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also "be located by observing the slight downward movement,of 
the oscillogram from the aero level registering negative pulses'. : 
which results from the presence of some degree of high frequency.;: 
at the release of the contoid. This correlates with a small 
peak on the intensity line which'indicates the presence of some, 
degree of loudness at this position. The distance between 
these two points, i.e. the length of the■syllable, is, on this 
occasion, somewhere between 56-53 centi-seconds (C.S.). . :

The same procedure may be used for measuring the • 
length of any other utterance. The length of the syllables 
represented by the mingograms 1-11 ranges from about 5d C.S.
(Wo. 3 [phorbhch ] hammer) to 62 C.S. (Wo. 8 Cspsbh 3 morning).^ LU
These syllables are of CVCC type.

The length of the syllables represented by the mingo
grams 12-16 ranges from about 37 C.S. (Wo. 13 CxcL.n ] 'Khan') 
to about 43 C.S. (Wo. 15 C has.] enough). These syllables are 
of CVC type.

The length of the syllable represented by the mingo
gram 17 Cpci 3 •foot’ is about 20-21 C.S. This syllable is of
CY-type.

This observation provides mingographic evidence for' ; :
the perceptual description of syllable length as given in 2.2 
and the subsequent prosodic statement in 6.42. (See also
10.4.4 for spectrograph!c findings).

A comparison between the length of the vocoids in
1 and 2 and 15 and 16 provides mingographic evidence for the " r
perceptual description of the phonetic realization of syllable 
length in syllables with a voiceless fricative in the ending 
and in syllables with other contoids in their endings as
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described in 2.2. The length of the vocoid in l'(i.e, in 
CdasrtC! 'hand’ is about 18-19 C.S. The length of the vocoid

5 9

in 2 (i.e. in [nassd 3 before) is approximately between 27-28'' . *■.
O x> ^

C.S. The length of the vocoid in 13 (i.e. CbasJ ’sufficient’)' - 9 >
is about 13-14' C.S. , whereas the voboid in 16 (i.e. [ kLhxcr]u
'¥^ork') is between 22-23 C.S.

The shorter vocoids in comparable syllable types are 
followed by a tense and long voiceless fricative (in these 
examples by C S* ] and [s.], while the longer vocoids are5 $
followed by other contoids (in these .examples by [~zd ] and >

. 0 0

tT 1 which although they are. voiceless in these contexts, areA * '
not as tense or as long, (see 10.3*2).
10.3*2 Voicing/VoiGelessness, TensenesS/Laxness (h/h- features) 

The miipgr.s.ms 1-11 and 13-16. are the subject of dis
cussion. In most of these examples the vocoids may be said to 

• end at the point where regular wave forms are no longer regis
tered on the oscillogram. This correlates' roughly-/ with, the 
point where the pitch tracing ends and the trace returns to 
the z0$b level, and, quite frequently, with' a steep d.ecay of 
the intensity line which may or may not reach the zero levels. 
•From this point onwards to the end of the utterance, no regular 
wave forms can b e .traced on the oscillogram of any example' 
above. This may. be interpreted as indicating that all the 
endings in the examples above are marked by the feature voice- ; 
lessness. In other words the contoids in the following end-ings 
are all voiceless: ‘ f -sit?* -sd, -zi.? -stf,. vin9,

, 5 5 J)- ? ?  5 5o O © o Q
™fn5 -bh, ^ d ,  -rd, -hi. -S. -rlNevertheless, Some of the endings.y g 'g'z 5g ■ . —s* » 's'J
seem to be represented by steeper downward negative pulses 
than certain other comparable endings* For-example [-sif ] in
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1 and in 3 have moved the oscillogram much further
downwards from the zero level than [.-zd 3 in 2 andf-z&frn 4.9 9 L J? ■*o a <».

Therefore it may he said that although voicing and laxness ax̂ e 
completely absent in the endings, two degrees of tenseness can 
he distinguished, one strong to account for such examples as 
[-Sit] , and the other weak for such examples as [ ~zd3 . Thiso o
observation is mingographic evidence for the perceptual des
cription given in 2.4 and 3*4.31? and the subsequent prosodic 
statement in 6.4.4 and 6.4.42. At syllable onset, it seems, 
that both tenseness and voiclessness as well as laxness and 
voicing can be traced. But before this can be done one should 
accept the assumption that the vocoids'begin at the point where 
the pitch tracing registers frequency and the intensity line 
begins to rise sharply to reach its highest peak in the whole 
utterance both of which correlate with the point on the oscil
logram where regular wave forms .with high amplitude are recorded. 
In some examples the presence of regular wave forms with con
siderably low amplitude just before the vocoid begins may be 
taken to indicate that the syllable onset is marked by voicing. 
Such-.examples generally do not show a sharp movement downwards 
from the zero level so that they may be said to be lax as well. • 
The examples represented in 2 [ nSjzd3 and in 15. Cbas.3 are of

? a o 9 9
this group. The example 15 may be compared with the example 3 
[ pho-jthc^. The latter begins with irregular pulses on the 
oscillogram just before the regular wave forms indicate the 
start of the vocoid; the irregular pulses have moved the 
oscillogram downwards below the zero level. These pulses 
correlate with irregular lines registered on the pitch tracing * 
(see also 17 t PhS and a sudden rise and fall on the intensity
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line all of which, together may be interpreted as indicating 
that the onset in 3 is marked by voicelessness and tenseness 
co-occurrent,with strong aspiration. Therefore, it may be said 
that, while such coiitoids as denti-alveolar nasal are marked by 
voicelessness and some degree of tenseness in the endings (e.g. 
in CcKafjn ], see 7) they are marked by voicing and laxness

7 ? ?Q
at the onset (e-.g. in [ nfuzd3 as above). And some contoids? 9 9a c

such as bilabial plosive may be marked at the onset by voicing 
and laxness (e.g. in [has.3 or by voicelessness and tenseness 
(e.g. in [p^o rtlkdl ] as above). The observation above provides' 
mingographic evidence for the description in 3.4 .2- - 3 .4.5 and 
the phonological statement in 7*4 .1-7*4 *4 .
10.3.3 Syllabificat ion

The mingo grains 18-23 &ne selected for the discussion 
of syllabification. 18 and 19 represent [^o.l 3 1 flower1, and 

'water* which have, on this occasion, the approximate*** O
duration of 37 and 40 respectively, this is to say, that 
although they do not have exactly the same length, they may be 
said to have two variants of the length generally observed in 
syllables of CYC-types (see 10.3.1). The mingogram 20 represent 
the compounded forms of 18 and 19? namely [go-la.b, 3 'rose-

a

water' and it has the approximate duration of 53 C.S. The 
compounded form of the words may, therefore, be said to have 
a shorter duration than the total sum of the lengths of the 
words as pronounced separately.

But of the two components only the first one, namely, 
Cao.l 3, has been’subpect to reduction, and the latter, namely:—' WO - ■ ,
C i?a.b3, has not been reduced. That is [00 *1- 3 has beenus  ̂ Wo o
reduced from about 37 C.S. to 12-13 C.S. while C 9u 0b] has\jJ w
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remained approximately of the same length. -Therefore, the 
compounded form of [jo hL ] has a shorter length than any example

o
of the syllables of ^VC-type. In fact it has.shorter duration 
than that generally observed among the syllables of GY types 
(see 10.3*1)* and it may be concluded that the compounded'form 
of 18 iir 20 is no longer a CVC syllable, but a GY,

Furthermore, the.denti-alveolar lateral contoid which 
is marked.by voicelessness and some degree of tenseness in 18$ 
is marked by voicing and laxness in 20. These observations 
provide mingographic evidence for the description of syllabi
fication as given in 4.2.2.

The mingograms 21 and 22 represent the preposition 
and prefix [da.r ], and the word [he* -Vi-Va.t^ ] 'truth1; and

, 9 9 9 ?* 0
the former has a duration of about 33 C.S. in 21. But in 23

. - ■■ ^
(I.e. in-[ du.r-lie*-Vi-Va.t1* ]. 'in fact'), [ da.rj has a

? ? 9 9 5 ? 9

duration of about 24-23 C.S. Furthermore the alveolar rolled 
contoid is.marked by voicelessness and some degreeof tenseness 
in 21, while it is marked by voicing in 23 and has a vocoid- 
like tracing on the oscillogram and on the intensity line.

- C das t -3 in 23 is subject to less reduction than
9 9

C oo.l] in 20, because the latter is reduced from 35 to- 12-13w ui a
C.S. while the former from 35 to 24-25 C.S. in addition the 
intensity line in 20 rises sharply after C l ]  leaving no 
tracing to indicate the presence of any contoid following.
But in 23 the intensity line registers a very slow decay after 
Cr ] which correlates with the appearance of long lines on the 
pitch tracing and regular wave forms of low amplitude on the 
oscillogram at almost the same position. These extra tracings 
in the mingogram 23 suggest the presence of a contoidal element
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after [r3 which, may he regarded as [h3 .7 ’
Thus it seems that unlike the example in 20, no 

syllabification has occurred in 23 ? and the' reduction in the 
length of the syllable in 23 may be a feature of compounding 
and, perhaps of connected.'speech as opposed to words in 
isolation. This observation may be regarded as a mingographic ' 
support for the description of non-syllabification,aand also 
for the presence of some pre-glottal stricture at this .place 
in the utterance as described in 5*2.
10.3.4- Prominence and Its Underlying Factors ‘

The mingograms 21-27 are chosen for the discussion" . ■
of prominence. The pitch tracing in 21 starts with shorter 
lines, registered further up from the zero level than those 
following. The lines are increasingly lengthened at the lower 
ends, as the articulation of the utterance goes on, until finally 
they disappear and the tracing reaches the zero level where n o • 
further tracing is registered. The whole picture suggests the 
presence of a falling pitch (i.e. a. change from high to low ... 
level). All other monosyllabic words whose mingograms are 
included in this thesis have, more or less, the same display ■ 
of pitch tracing.

In* 22 the final syllable: [-^a.t^3 has a pitch...
tracing of a very similar pattern to that in ,21. The first
syllable: [beT-3 also has a descending iDitcb pattern, w h i c h .

? - * •

compared with that of the second syllable , is registered- •
further up from the zero level. The- increase in the size of " : 
the lines in the first syllable, compared with those observed- ' 
in the last sy3.1able, or in 21, is not so significant, and it 
may be regarded as a glide to reach the level required for the
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second syllable. Therefore, it may be suggested that the first
syllable has mid-level pitch which is higher than that of the
second syllable. The second syllable has low level pitch-which
is lower than that of the first syllable.

When the prefix [-da.r-3 is affixed to a word, as in* >
23, it no longer has changing pitch, rather it has mid-level 
pitch and the first syllable of the stem [he** also no longer 
has mid-level pitch, instead it has low level pitch (cf* mingo
grams 21-23)* Thus final syllable which was described as most 
prominent (4*4 and 8.6,41) is shown to have changing pitch.

The mingograms 24 and. 25 represent the complex words 
^d&nej5 m&ndain.* ej ’scholarly’, and ^xodajl] ’Godly', respectively 
In both examples the changing pitch is observed in the last 
syllable (i.e. on -pre -in 24, which is a form of the relative 
suffix and d n  ~̂ ji in 25, which is a form, of the relative
suffix ^"?ij (see 8.4.22).

In'the mingograms 26 and 27 which represent the pieces: 
^,xodcri^ 'a God’ ^xodajam} 'my God’, the changing pitch is 
observed in the penultimate syllables (which are in fact the 
last syllable of the words, the following syllable being 
excluded from the structure of the word's and regarded as the 
particles and (?am^ see 9-6*1 and 9*6.6).

All the observations above provide mingographic 
evidence for the description of prominence perceptually given 
in 4.4 - 4*4*74. and the statement of accent given in 8.6 - 8 .6.7 ‘ 
based on the description of the former.
10,3*5 Long Qontoids

The mingograms 28-29 are selected for the discussion 
of long contoids. In 28 the tracing on the oscillogram for the
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prepalatal affricate ] is twice the length of that in 29.
The negative pulses are also represented hy deeper and longer 
■decay on the oscillogram than that found in 29• This may he 
taken to indicate that the long contoid is tenser than the 
comparable contoid which is not long in the sense used in this 
thesis. The vocoid preceding the long contoid in 28 is approxi
mately between 10-11 C.S. while the gocoid preceding ] in 29 
is approximately between .8-9 C.S, Thus there seems to be 
greater duration in vocoids preceding a long contoid.

These mingographic findings■provide instrumental 
evidence for the description of long contoids perceptually given 
in 9*3 and the phonological statement made in 8.8.
^•0.3*6 The Phonetic Nature of Glottal Stop

The mingograms 6, 9i 19 and 26 are selected for the 
discussion of glottal stop. The mingogram 19 represents [ >3
with glottal stop at its onset, ho tracing is observed on the 
oscillogram, pitch tracing, or on the intensity line which may 
be regarded as a mingographic evidence for glottal stop at the 
syllable onset although it is auditorily clearly perceptible.

The mingogram 9 represents [sa'Pd ] with a checked
> 5 s

glottal trill at the first place in its ending. The presence 
■of some negative pulses which immediately follow the regular 
wave, forms ion the oscillogram suggests that voicing has been 
replaced by glhottal trills just before the articulation of the 
following contoid, namely [d ]. The latter is represented byo .
straight line along the zero level both on the oscillogram and 
on the intensity' line followed by a low peak on the intensity 
line and weak negative pulses on the oscillogram which, mark its 
release, ;
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A comparison between. 9 and the mingogram 10 which 
represents the monosyllable Csa„rcl ] 'cold' reveals that the? ? S>a o
vocoid [a:] is shorter in 9 (about 22 C.S.) than in 10 (about 
§0 C.S). This also may be interpreted as that in 9 voicing 
has been replaced by glottal trill while in 10 voncing continues/- 
to the articulation of the following contoid„s (i.e. C-rd ] ) .3 ? o a

This last point is in disagreement with-the description 
of post-vocalic glottal stop by Rastorgueva (A Short Sketch of 
the Grammar of Persian, 1964, p. 9) and by C.T. Hod,ge (Some 
Aspects- of Persian Style’, 1957 ? p» 558) , who have stated, that 
glottal stop in final position is represented by the lengthening 
of the preceding vowels. But it supports the description in '
2.6 and 3-S..12 that vocoids in ^’-syllables are partly replaced 
by glottal trills.

The mingogram 6 represents Csasiji?] 'hearing1, with a
ft

glottal stop at the second place in its ending. [?3 is repre- . 
sented by straight lines on the oscillogram and, on the intensity 
line followed by a low peak on the latter and weak displacement 
of the former at a comparable place.

iThe mingogram 26 represents [ ,xodu i 3 'a God’ with, ' :
a glottal trill following the Eel] in the penultimate syllable

v

and preceding [l ] in the final syllable. The presence of a ; - . 
glottal trill at this position may be said to. have been marked ' • 
by a change in wave forms of the oscillogram between the 
stretches corresponding with vowels and a low decay on the 
intensity line correlating with disturbed vertical lines on 
the pitch tracing. .

All these observations can be regarded as mingographicl 
support for the perceptual description of glottal feature and
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glottal contoids in 2.6, 3,3.12, 5*1.1*
10.3 *7 ?- and J- junction Prosodies

A comparison between 26 above and tbe mingogram 27 
representing Cxociaimm 3 ’my God’ , reveals that the final'\ M Vtf J () a
syllable in the former has a glottal contoid at its onset while 
the latter has no tracing for glottality at the onset of its 
final syllable. In 27 regular wave forms are registered 
throughout on the oscillogram except at the start of the 
utterance, and the wave forms are not disturbed as in 26, The 
intensity line at 27 has also not been interrupted by any such 
low decays as observed in 26. Therefore, it may be said, that 
the onset of the final syllable in 27 is occupied by a friction- 
less continuant. -.

This is a mingographic support for the prosodic 
statements given in 9*6*1 and 9*6.6.
10 * 3 *8; Nasality and Gbottal Feature and 'Glottal Contoids

Type two mingograms which includes 7 mingograms from 
30 to 36 provides oscillogram (OSC.) pitch tracing (P.), 
intensity line (INT.), nasal tracing (N.), mouth tracing (M.) 
and a time marker tracing (also 50 cycles per second).

The mingograms of this type are intended to provide 
mingographic evidence for the feature nasality and 'glottal 
contoid.

The mingogram 30 represents [n&:hk ] 'strb-am', with .s 0 1
a denti-alveolar nasal at its onset.. The nasal: tracing in this . 
mingogram has registered nasality throughout the syllable and 
shows that N~ feature runs through the syllable almost parallel -., 
with voicing.

The mingogram 31 end 32 represent Csosn‘3 3 'creation'
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and Cxa*r} 3 'khan' respectively, both having a denti-alveolar 
nasal immediately -following their syllabic elements. The nasal 
tracing in 31-52 has also registered nasality throughout the 
syllable and shows that N- feature runs through the syllable 
parallel with voicing.

The mingograms 33-54 represent [sa:m? 3 ’hearing'
P 9 P o

and [xa.w3 (bend1 respectively, both having a bilabial nasal 
'i i

immediately following their syllabic elements. In 33 the nasal
tracing has registered some weak degree of nasality somwkhere
between the syllabic element and the following nasal segment. ■
The"nasality in 33 may not even run through the whole bilabial
nasal segment at this place.

The mingograms 35-36 represent Ct'eaT^n 3 'ridicule',
31

and [ dr;a ihn 3 'feast1, both having a denti-alveolar nasal 
segment at the last place in their complex endings. In both 
cases the nasal tracing has registered the release of velic 
closure after the articulation of the preceding contoids and 
the subsequent out^flow of airstream through the nasal cavity. 
The velic release is shown to have taken x^lace more vigorously 
in 36 than in 35* This is in harmony with the perceptive 
feeling that one has of the release of velic closure after a 
voiceless segment.

The mingograms 30-36 provide mingographic evidence for 
the description given in 2.5 which is based on perceptual 
analysis.

In addition the mingograms 31 and 33> representing 
[ sara9 3 'creation' and Csa nn9 3 'hearing' respectively, both

W  ̂  5 5 5o 0

give mingographic evidence for the presence of glottal stop at 
the second place of the complex ending by registering weak peaks
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on the mouth and nose tracings and on the intensity line at 
places corresponding to the end of the utterances* fhe mingograrn' 
35 [t^aT^n] 'ridicule', also indicates the presence of a glottal 
trill at the first place in the complex ending-by registering *-* ■ 
wave forms on the mouth tracing which, are much wider apart from’ 
one another than those preceding, and by the absence of nasality
at the place which corresponds with the syllabic part, and-by

of • •the absence/wave forms on the nasal tracing. ' 1 ' •

^6*4 Discussion of the Spectrograms
Fourteen.spectrograms are included in this' thesis, and- 

they are intended to provide spectrographic evidence, as far as ■ 
possible, for the following features, which were perceptually, 
described in the preceding chapters:

1) W- and y- features " •
2) h- and h- features
3) Harmony
4) Syllable length and inherently long and short vocoids 

1(1,4 *1 W- and y- Features
The spectrograms 1-4 are chosen for the study of.the

features* They represent [hu.cL3 ’existence', Cbi.d 3 'willowt',.7 ~ ~ ’ I - \
E zi.r3 'beneath1, and Czu0r 3 'force' respectively. Attention t
'o ■ , > t .

is. focused on the position of the formants 1 and 2 (FI and F2) 
on the frequency scale, and their relations to each other.
Although FI and F2 are most clearly registered at places that 
correspond with the syllabic parts of the utterances, they can 
be, to a lesser degree, traced at places that correspond with 
the articulation,,.of contoiclSo In w- syllables F2 is at a lower .Af 
position on the frequency scale and nearer to FI than in y-
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syllables where FI and F2 are wide apart. Furthermore, F2 in 
w- syllables has a downward glide at the onset of the syllable 
and an upward glide at the syllable ending' while in y- syllables 
it has an- upward glide at syllable onset and a downward glide 
at syllable ending* (These differences may be easily studied by 
the help of the transparent calibrated grid provided for this 
purpose and kept in the inside of the back cover. The differ
ences in the FI and F2 of these spectrograms provides instru
mental evidence.for the presence of w- features in 1 and 4 and 
y- features in 2 and 3 which support the description based on 
perceptual observations and given in 2*3.
10.4.2 h- and h- Features

The spectrograms 5-8.are selected for the discussion 
of h- and h-~ features. They represent Cri0y ] ’pebble’ , 
fri.a&cur 3 ’pebbled (place)’ , [ xu.b 3 ’good’ , and [xuyvru ]

? y  v a j  ■ w  ^  w6 O
1 pretty^., respectively. The presence of regular wave forms on 
the voice bar at the lower and of the frequency scale suggests 
voicing, and the absence of regular wave forms on the voice bar 
corresponds to voicelessness. Ho regular wave forms are traced 
on the voice bar in 5, 6 and 7 at places- that correspond with 
the contoids [jfl-.in [r] in 6, and Eb 3 in 7* This suxyportsi, w uio d o
the percexotual descrij)tion of contoids at word final simple and.
complex endings as given in 3*d-.3 ~ 3 *4-. 37 and 3*H.4 - 3«3*8.
On the other hand, regular wave forms can be traced in 6 and
8 at places corresponding with the contoids EJ3 and Cb] . This> *“
supports the perceptual description of contoids at word non
final endings as given in the same sections as above.
10.4*3 Harmony

The spectrograms 9-14 are selected for the d/iscussion
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of harmony. They represent c/e” , r 3 ’slogan', [jhklIu„h ]1̂/ to W . ̂  ^
’glory’, [nijin ] ’precious stone’, [fiklIa0.r] ’pray’, [fô e 6r ]

? 5 £ » ’ £  ‘ u . 3 5
V  °’poet’, and [ divct.r ] ’wall’ respectively.9 w  uo o

Harmony may be said to be represented on the spectro
grams by similarities between the peeitions and relations of 
FI and F2 in the syllables of a word - spectrograms 9-H show 
such similarities; the syllables in each one of them may, there
fore , be said to have harmonized with one.another in the'features; 
which determine the position of FI and F2 along the frequency 
scale, and their relation with one another.

Spectrograms 12-14 do not show such similarities' 
between FI and F2 in the syllables of each word; they may, 
therefore, be said not to have harmonized with one another.
This observation supports the perceptual descriptions given in 
4.2.5, 8.7-
10.4.4 Syllable length and Inherently long and short volcoids 

All the spectrograms support, to a lesser or greater 
degree, the perceptual description of syllable length (see 2.2) 
and inherently long and inherently short vocoids (3 *3 *1 3  

3.3*14). But spectrograms 10, 12, 13 and 14 are more illustra-' 
tive for this point than others. All the examples are of the 
syllable type CV - CVC. The first syllables in spectrograms ■
10 Cĵ ldfkhh ] and 12 [fik%.er ] contain inherently short vocoidsw '-J p o’
and in both cases [&3 and [I] are considerably shorter than [e.]
in 13 [ 3 , as shorn in spectrogram; [e.] is also an0
inherently ■ short vocoid; but since it appears in a CYC syllable, 
it is longer than [$3 in 10 and [I] in 12 which appear in CV 
syllables. The first syllable in spectrograms 13 C, Ŝ L f 3”* o
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Vand Id C diva.r3 contain inherently long vocoids, and in both 
cases [a] and [1] are considerably shorter than [a.] in Id 
Cdl V ar ] as shown in the spectrogram; Co.*] is also an inherently 
long vocoid; but since it appears in a CVC syllable, it is 
longer than [a] in 15 and [i] in Id which appear in GV syllables. 
The observation above provides spectrographic evidence for the 
perceptual description given in 2.2, 3 .3 .1 3 , and 5.3.Id..
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